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Structural steelwork design is usually taught tn degree and diploma courses
after an initial grounding in the theory of and strength of matenals
The design teaching usually covers both simplestructural elements and
complete buildings. More complex elements and buildings are often covered
in postgraduate courses, but the ideas and concepts outlined in this text still
provide the basis for more complicated structures. This book has been
prepared pnmarily for the student, but also for those engineers in practice
who are not familiar with BS 5950: Structural use of steel work in buildings.

This book falls naturally into two pans. Part I seis out in detail the design
of elements (beams, columns, etc.) frequently found in a structural steel
framework. Part II shows how these elements are combined to form a
building frame, and should prove especially useful to the engineer in the
context of practtcal destgn. Past U also develops other considerations suck' as
the overall stability of building structures. Those with some experience of
element design may prefer to start with Part II, using the cross-references to
re-examine element design as necessary. A final chapter considers detailing
practice, and the effects of a number of practical considerations such as
fabncatioo and fire protection.

Ii is assumed that the reader has some knowledge of structural analysis and
that a basic understanding of metallurgy has been gained elsewhere. The
design examples concentrate on manual methods to ensure a proper
understanding of sieelwork behaviour, with suggestions where computing
could be used. Detailed programs for specific microcomputers are
increasingly being written, and a number of design packages arc
available commercially.

The pnncipal documents required by the reader are:

BS 5950: Part. t (1985): Design in szntple constnzctton; hot rolled sections.
British Standards Institution.

Steelivork design. Vol i: Section properties; ,neniber capacities. Steel
Construction Institute.

The first of these documents is also available in abridged extract form from
British Standards Institution as:

Extracts from British Standards für students of structural design.
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The second document is available in extract form (dimensions and properties
only) in the following two publications:

A c/seek list for designers. Steel Construction Institute.
Structural Sections to 115 4: Part I & 115 4848; Part 4. British Steel
Corporation.

The tatter two extracts are updated regularly and the latest edition should be
used. it should be noted that since 1995, the symbols used in the BSC
publication for the main dimensions of rolled sections have been changed to
reflect the l3uroeode 3 nomenclature. The relevant changes are noted at the
fool of this page.

Throughout the book, clause references and notation follow those given in
BS 5950: Part I (design in simple mid continuous construction), except for
iliose chapters which deal specifically with composite construction when the
clause references and notation follow those in BS 5950; Part 3.i (design of
composite beams) and Part 4 (design of floors with profiled steel sheeting).

The main change in the second edition has been the intioduction of a
chapter on the design of plate girders. The authors have also taken the
opportunity to update the text in the light of current practice and latest design
information.

While every effort has been made to check both calculations and
mterpretatioa of 85 5950 the authors cannot accept any responsibility for
inadvertent errors.
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Foreword to First Edition

In 1969, the Untish Standards Institution Committee 11/20 responsible for
BS 449, a permissible stress sn-ucturat steetwork design code, instigated the
preparation of a new draft code based on limit slate pnnciples and
incorporattng the latest research 1010 the behaviour of structural components
and complete structures. The draft was issued for public comment in 1977
and attracted considerable adverse comment from an industry long
acquainted with the simpler design methods in 115 449.

It was realized by the newly constituted ES! Committee, CSB/27, that a
redraft of the 11/20 document would be necessary before it would be
acceptable to the construction industry. The work of redrafling
undertaken by Constrado, partly fbnded by Ibe European Coal and Steel
Community, and the task was guided by a small steenng group representing
the interests of consulting engineers, steetwork fabncalors and the
Department of the Environment.

Poor to the completIon of the redraft, calibration was carried out by the
Building Research Establishment to denve suitable values for load and
matenal factors, and design exercises to compare thc design of whole
structures to the draft code with designs to US 449 were directed by
Constrado. The object of these studies was to assess whether the
recommendations to be contained within the new code would produce
structural designs which would be no less safe thaq designs to BS 449 but
woold give an improvement In overall economy.

The resulting code of practice, 1155950: Part I, published in 1985.
covenng the design in simple and continuous construction of hot rolled steel
sections, and Part 2, dealing with the specihcattott of materials, fabneation
and erection, achieved the greater simplicity sought by industry while
allowing the design of building structures lobe based on the more rationai
approach of limit state theory than the permissible stress method of US 4-49,
Part 3, which is in the course olpreparation, will give rccotnmendattons for
design in composite constructIon.

While US 5950: Part is explicit in its design recommendations, the code
is intended to be used by appropnately qualified persons who have experience
to structural steelwork design and constructton. There is a need, therefore, for
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xiv FOREWORD

a text for university anti college students engaged on courses in civil and
structural engineenng which gives clear guidance on the application of the
code to typical building structures by worked examples which set out the
calculations undertaken in the design office. This is achieved in this book
through explanatory text, full calculations and reference to the BS 5950:
Part I clauses.

The first part of the book deals with the design of vanous types of
structural members and the second part deals with complete designs of the
most commonly encountered structures, namely, single-storey industnal
buildings and multi-storey office blocks. Apart from the relevant codes and
standards, references are given to wefl estabhshed publications commonly
found in the designers office. The book should also be useful to the desIga
engineer requinng an understanding of the application of the limit state code.

PA. Rotter
Partner, Scott JVI/son Kirkpatrick and Partners

Member of 135 5950 committee

THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL
STEEL ELEMENTS

A simple basis for design is to consider a structural framcwork composed of a
number of elements connected together. Loads are sustained by the element,
and its reactions transferrcd to oilier elements via the connections. In this
simple concept for design it is essenttal that the overall action of the
framework is considered. Therefore an introduction to the concept of overall
stability of the structure is given in terms of bracing systems.
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INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN
IN STEELWORK

Structural steelwork can be either a single member or an assembly of a
number of steel sections connected together in such a way that they perform a
specified function. The function required by a client or owner will van
enormously hut may include:

• building frames by which loads must be supported safely and
without undue movement, and to which a weatherproof envelope
must be attached;

• chemical plant supports by which loads must be supported hut
which commonly rentnre no external envelope;

• containers which will retain liquids, granular materials or gases,
and which may also be elevated as a further stractural function;

• masts which must safely support mechanical or electncai
equipment at specified heights and in which the deflecttons,
vibrattons and fatigue must be controlled;

• chimneys which will support flues carrytog waste gases to safe
hetghts;

• bridges which must support traffic and other loads over greatly
varying spans and for which degrees of movement may be
permitted;

• temporary supports used during the construction of some pail of a
structure, which may be of steelwork. concrete, brickwork, etc., it

which safety for short penods and speed of assembly are important.

it will be noticed that both safety and movement of the structures described
are important for proper functton and, together with economy, these will be
the main considerations when discusstng the destgn method later, It should be
noted that the design of only some of the above structures is covered by
BS 5950 and hence discussed in the later chapters.

Steel sections are rolled or formed into a variety of cross-sections, a

selection of which ts shown tn Fig. 1.1, together with their common
descriptions. The majority of these cross-sections are obtatned by the hot
rolling of steel billets in a rolling mill, while a minority, sometimes involvtng
complex shapes, are cold formed from steel sheet. Hollow sections are
obtained by extrusion or by bending plates to the required cross-section, and
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4 STRUCTURAL DESIGN TO ES EBSO
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN IN STEEIWORI( S

seaming them to form tubes. The sections are usually produced in a
variety of grades of steel having different strengths and other properties. The
commonest grade is known as referred to sometimes as mild steel,
having a yield strength in the range 245—275 N/mm2. In some types of
structure other grades (43B, 43C. etc.), having the same yield strength are
more suitable owing to their higher resistance to bnttle fracture.

TL rH

Cross-section

Flange

___________

Flange

L 6,1

a
Rectangular hallow seciion
200 x 100 ii 8.0 RIlS

In addition to cross-section, the shape of a steel section will include
reference to its length, curvature if required, euttmg and drilling for
connections. etc., all of which are needed to ensure that each part fits
accurately into the finished structure. 'Fhese further shaping processes are
known as fabncation and are earned out in a fabncating works or 'shop. It is
for this stage that drawings giving precise dimensions of the steelwork will be
required, showing what the designer intends. In many eases these drawings
are oroduced by the fabneatnrs rather than by the designer of the structure.

The final stage of producing a slnjeture in steeiwnrk is the erection or
putting together of the vanous elements on site to form the required
framework. At this final stage the safety of the partly fmsslied structure must
be checked, and prior thought given as to how the framework is to be erected
in order to define the location of each part with precision. The steelwork
usually forms only a skeleton to which other building elements (floors, walls,
etc.) are fixed, but in frameworks supporting chemical or mechanical plant
the steelwnrk may be the sole structural medium.

1.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The design of any structure must be judged by whether it Ililtils the required
function safely, can be built with economy and can maintain an acceptable
appearance for its specified lifetime. It follows that the design of stilictural
steelwork also be assessed by these cntena of safety, economy and
appearance.

Safety is assessed by ennsidenng the strength of the structure relative to
the loads which it is expected to carry. In practice, this assessment is applied
to each structural element in turn, but these individual element eltecks are not
sufficient 'vithnut considering the overall safety of the fratnework. The
strength of the structural element must always exceed the effects of the loads
by a margin which is known as a factor of safety. The method of providing
the factor of safety is discussed in Seehon i.4. In the general sense
assessment of the structure includes all the cntena by which its performance
will be judged, e.g. strength. deflection, vibration, etc.

While in practice economy of the design is of great importance to the owner
of the finished structure, students are rarely required to make a full economic
assessment. However, two basic matters should be taken into account. Firstly,
the finished design should match, without excessively exceeding, as many of
the design entena as possible. Clearly, the provision of excess strength ma
structural element without reason will not be judged economic. Secondly, in
structural steelwork construction only part of the cost is contained in the rolled
steel sections, and a large part of the cost results from the fabncahna and
erection process. Consequently, economic design does not result from finding
the smallest structural size and weight without considenng the difficulties of
fabneation. In many eases repetition of a member size end standardization of
components can lead to substantial overall savings.

The appearance of the finished structure is generally of great importance
owing to the veiy size and impact of frames in structural steel. The
achievement of an elegant design is desirable not only in complete structures
but also in sniall design details, it is here that the student should try to achieve
stylish, iteat and balanced solutions to problems set. In many cases these will
prove to be the strongest and most economic solutions also.

1.2 SCOPE OF BS 5950 STRUCTURAL USE OF STEELWORK IN
BUILDINGS

85 5950 is subdivided into nine parts, each being published separately, Parts
3 and S to 9 inclusive are a'vaiting publication.

Part I: Design En siniple and ca,itznuaits co,:su'iictzon: liar rolled
sections (1985)

Pail 2: Specification for materials, fabrication oar! erecrio,i: hot
rolled sections (1985)

Pad 3: Design En composite construcnon
Part 4: Design oj'Jloors with profiled steel sheeting (1982)
Part 5: Design of cold fanned sections
Part 6: Design in light gauge sheeting, decking mid cladding

Outstand

Fiinge_E

channel
203 x 89 RSC

Universal column
254 ic 254 x 107 UC

Dasc,iplion universal beam
Typicai sue 305 x 127 x 48 U8

crass.section

Oescriptinn Equai angle
Typical size 150x 150 18 AngieFig 1.1 Steel sections
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6 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO ES 5950 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN IN STEELWORK 7

Part 7: Specification for materials and woitnanship: cold fanned
sections

Part 8: Design of fire protection for stntcr,,ral steelivork
Part 9: Stressed skin design

The purpose of 135 5950 is to defiuie common cntena for the design of
structural steelwork in buildings and allied structures, and to give gUidance to
designers nn methods of assessing compliance with those cntena. Part of
this British Standard deals with design in simple and continuous construction
for hot rolled sections. Part 2 covers the specification for materials,
fabrication and erection. The following chapters give examples of the design
of buildings principally covered by Part I and Part 2 of 135 5950.

Use is also made of other parts for particular design requirements such as
composite consiruction,ind these are to where appropriate in the
following chapters. BS 5400 is the appropriate code for the design of bridges,
and may also be a more appropriate basis for the design of other types of
plated structuie, e.g. bunkers.

1.3 LIMIT STATE DESIGN

In common with most current UK codes of practice, 85 5950 adopts a limit
state approach to design. In this approach, the designer selects a number of
criteria by which to assess the proper functioning of the structure and then
checks whether they have been satisfied. The criteria are divided into two
•main groups based on whether assessment is made of the collapse (ultimate)
condition, or normal worktng (serviceability) condition.

Ultimate limit state includes:

• strength (safety)
• stability (overturning)
• fatigue fracture Inol normally considered in buildings)
• brittle fracture
o structural integrity (including accidental damage)

Serviceability limit state includes:

• deflection
• durability
• vibration

Limiting values for each criterion are given inDS 5950: Part t and their use is
demonstrated in the following chapters. The designer should, however,
always be aware of the need for additional or varied criteria.

1.4 PARTIAL SAFETY FACTORS

Safety factors are used in all designs to allow for variabilities of load,
material, workmanship and so on, which cannot be assessed with absolute
certainty. They must be sufficient io cover

-

I. load variations;
2. load combinations;
3. design and detailing procedures;
4. fabrication and erection procedures;
5. material variations.

The safety factor can be applied at one point in the design (global or
overall safety factor), or at several points t,partial safety factors), In
design a partial safety factory1 (the load factor) is applied to the loads
(variations I to 3 above) and another factor y,,, to the material strengths
(variations 4 and 5). BS 5950: Part I includes a value of y, for structural
performance within the value of yj, and assumes a value of 1.0 for y,,,. The
use of y,, = 1.0 does not imply that no margin of safety for material has been
included, but rather that a suitable allowance has been made in the design
strengths given in e.g. Table 1.2 of this chapter. Typical values of y1 are given
in Table Li with further values given in 85 5950: Part I, table 2. Application
of the factors to different loads in combination is given in Chapter 2 and
throughout the design examples. The value of each load factor reflects the
accuracy with which a load can be estimated, and the likelihood of the
simultaneous occurrence of a given combination of loads.

Loading Load factor

Dead load 1.4

Dead load restraining uplift 1.0
Imposed load LU
Wind load 1.4

Combined loads (lVa + II', + Ii',,,) 1.2

1.5 LOADING

Inmost cases design begins 'vith as accurate as possible an assessment of the
loads to be earned. These may be given, or obtained from a Bntish
Standardth or other appropriate source. They will be used in idealized forms
as either distributed loads or point tconcentrated) loads. Chapter 2 sets out
typteal loadings and gives examples of how they are combined in design.

These external loads, sometimes called actions, form only part of the total
forces on a structure, or on a structural element. The reactions to the loads on
each element must be obtained as design proceeds. These reactions must be
earned through to supporting elements, so that all external loads, including
self weight of members, are transferred through the structure by the shortest
load path, until the foundation is reached. This process is essential to safe
design. A simple example of this process is shown in Fig. 1.2, In which the
load path for the external load (snow) on a section of roof cladding is traced
to the foundation. The cladding (sheeting) comes the snow load as well as
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8 STRUCTUMAI. STEELWOMK DESIGN it ES 5850
'f INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN IN STEELWORI( 9

self weight, and this combined load produces a reaction from a typical purhn.
This constitutes a toad It' on the purlin, producing reactions P on the rafter.
Similar purlin reactions together with the rafter self weight constitute the
rafler load, producing reactions R from the roof truss (at each node). Loading
the roof truss produces vertical reaction T from the column, and also a
honsontal reaction S if the loading is non-vertical. These in turn, acting on
the column produce foundation reactions H, V and A'!.

1.6 INTERNAL FORCES AND MOMENTS

Loads with their reactions may be used to find internal forces and moments
within any structural element. The usual method is to draw shear force and
bending moment diagramsi2]) These diagrams arc graphs showing hon the
internal forces vary along a structural element as a result of a set of stationary
(static) loads: influence lines and moment/force envelopes may be needed in
cases of moving (dynamic) loads (see Chapter 2). It is also necessary to find
the axial force present m a structural element, particularly vertical members,
and in some cases the torsion as well. Diagrams may be used to advantage for
these forces also.

In many cases design concentrates on specific values ofmaximum bending
moment or shear force at a known position, e.g. mid-span. In these cases
formulae or coefficients may be useful and can be obtained from standard
tables or charlst8t

1.7 STRESSES AND DEFORMATIONS

In the design of steelivork to 55 5950: Part I stresses are used to obtain the
capacities of structural sections in bending, shear. axiat force, etc., and any
combinations of these forces. Stresses used are generally based on the yield
stresses appropnate to the steel quality and maximum thickness required by
the designer, and detailed in table 6,85 5950: Part 1, which is based on
values stipulated in 55 The design strength p. is used, for example.
to calculate the moment capacity of a steel section.

Moment capacity =
where 5, is the major axis plastic modulus of the section.

Strength is used to define an ultimate stress for a panicular situation
(bending, shear, etc.), and will include an adjustnteni for partial safety factor
(material) and buckling (local or overall).

Capacity refers to a local moment of resistance tar shear or axial force) at
a section based on the given strength but disregarding overall (member)
buckling. Resistance refers to maximum moment with due regard to overall
tmember) buckling.

In some parts of the design it may be necessary to assess stresses when ihe
steel is in the linear elastic condition. In this case the linear elastic bending

Fig 1.2 Load tnnscer theory may be used16'75 in which

I neaction
?uriin

nailer

nasa reactions

roundation
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10 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO ES 5950 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN IN STEELWDRK 11

Al/I = a/j' = E/J?

Deformations are usually required in the design and are denved from
elastic bending theory. The commonest requirement is the calculatton of
deflections. These are found ustng formulae denved from bending theotyttS)
but in more complex cases may require the use of moment-area methods00"t
or computer programs. In general, the deflection due to unfactored imposed
loads only is required.

Strains are not normally calculated in steelwork design and excessive
strains are avoided by limiting stresses and other design parameteRs.

Stresses which should be used in sieelwork design are given in detail in BS
5950; Part I, clause 3.!. - Some common values of design strengths are given
in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Sicel design sirengihs

Sleet grade Maximum Design strength
115 4360 thickness

imm)
p,.
(N/mm2)

43A, 43B, 43C 16

40

63

100

275
265
255
245

SOB, SOC 16 355
40

63

300

345
340
325

Note ihat the steel grades 43A, etc., are specified in 55 which
defines the mechanical and other properties of the steel. The most important
properties for structural use are yteld strength, tensile strength and impact test
values. The destgnattons A, B. C indicate increasing resistance to impact and
bnttle fracture, with no significant change in the other mechanical properties.

The cross-section of a structural member needs to be classified according
to 85 5950: Part i, clause 3.5 in order to assess the resistance to local
buckling of the section. Cross-sections are classified as plastic, compact,
semi-compact and slender by reference to the breadth/thickness ratios of
flange outstands and webs (Fig. 1.1), and also to the design strength. Details
are given in clause 3.5 and table 7 of BS 5950: Part I. The classifications of
most hot rotted sections Rn grades 43 and 50 are given with their section
properties in reference (12).

Recommended values of maximum deflections are given in 855950: Part I.
table 5. Some conunon values are reproduced in Table 1.3. Ia cases where the
steelwork structure is to support machinery, cranes and other moving toads,
more strtngent limitations on deflection may be necessary. Values of maximum
defiections should be checked with the manufacturers of any machinery to be
used.

Table 13 Deflection limits

Strueturai element Deflection limit due to
unfactored Imposed load

Cantilever Length/ 180
Beam (bnttle finishes) Span/36O
Other beam Span/200
Purlin or sheeting rail To suit cladding (but

Crane girder (vertical)
span/200 may be used)
Span/600

Crane girder (hortzontat) Span/500

1.8 LAYOUT OF CALCULATIONS

Before design calculations are started, the designer must first interpret the
client's drawings so that a structural arrangement can be decided to carry the
loads down to the foundations. This structural arrangement must avoid
intrusion into space required by the client's processes or operations. It is
broken down into simple structural elements which are each given an
individual code number by the steel designer tsee Chapter IS). Calculations
for an individual element can tItus be identified, as in the design examples.

Clanty is essenual in setting out calculations, and the designer should
make sure that they can be checked without constant reference to that
designer. Designers develop their own individual styles For setting out their
calculations. Design offices of consulting engineers, local authonties and
contractors ofien use one particular format as a hotise style. The student
should start ustng a basic format such as that given in the text, hut adapting it
to suit the particular structure.

1.8.1 Subdivision

Subdivide the calculations into appropriatesections using subheadings such
as 'dimensions', 'loading', moment capacity' This makes checking of the
baste assumptions and the results much easier, and helps the designer achieve
a neat presentation. - -: - -

1.8.2 Sketches

Engineers think pictorially, and should develop a spatial awareness. A sketch
will clearly indicate what the designer intended, while in a stnng of numbers
a senous omission can be overlooked. Sketches in the following chapters are
placed in the lefi-hand margin where convenient.
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l.8.3 References

Sources of information must be quoted us:

. loading British Standard; manufacturer's catalogue;
clients brief

• dimensions drawing number
• stresses OS 5950 clause number; research paper

This ensures that future quenes about the calculations can be answered
quickly arid that subsequent alterations can be easily detected. it will also
assist the designer when carrytag out a similar design at a later date and this
can be of great value to a student who will one day design tn earnest.

t,8.4 Results

the propenics given in these publications must be understood and may be
studied in, for example. references (6. 7).

It may be useful at some point for the student to examine the background 10
the steclwork design method and OS 5950. Reference ms thereforemade to the
Steel Construction institute publication"'t which is intended as explanatory
to OS 5950: Part I.

The designer of steelwork elements and structures must have a clear
undersianding of the theory of structures and strength of materials. The
student is referred to the relevant sections of textbooks such as those given In
references (6) to (It) and further explanation is avoided.

1.10 FORMAT OF CHAPTERS

In design, results br output), such as member size, load, moment, from one
stage of the calculations may be used as input at a further stage. it Is
important therefore that such information is easily obtained from the
calculations. Such results may be highlighted by placing in an output margin
ton the nghi-hand side), or by placing in a 'box' or merely by underliasng or
using coloured marker pens; in this bnok, bold type has been used.

The studeat should attempt to matntatn realism tn calculation, and avoid
quotmg the eight or more digits produced by calculators and micro-
computers. Loading is commonly no more than two-figure accurate, and
section properties are given to only three figures. No amount of calculation
will give results of higher accuracy.

1.8.5 RelationshIp with drawings

Ta most cases, the final results of destgn calculations are member sizes, bolt
numbers, cotinection layouts bnd so on, all of which information must be
conveyed to the fabncator/conlractor on drawings. It is, however, common in
steelwork design for some of the drawings to be earned out by persons oilier
than the design engineer, such as detailing draughtsmen, techmciSn
engineers, or even the fabneaior. It is therefore essential that the fiaat output
should be clearly marked in the calculattons. Specific requirements such as
connection details must be clearly sketched.

The followrng chapiers provide design examples of structural steelwork
elements (Part 1) and structural steclwork frameworks (Part II).

The chapter order is intended to guide a student with a basic knowledge of
the tlteoty of structures and strength of maierials Into steeitvork design. Ii
therefore starts (in Part I) with loading, including combination effects, and
proceeds to simple elements with which the student is probably already
familiar. Later, more complex elements atsd those requinng special treatment
are introduced. In Part lithe simple elements are combined to form complete
structures. While this chapter arrangement is preferred for teaching, In die
actual design of structural steel elements, the calculations arc usually
arranged in load order, I.e. as indicated in Section t .5 and Fig. .2. This is
sometimes known as reverse construction order.

Each chapter (in Pan 1) starts with basic definitions of structural members
and how they act- General notes on ihe design of the element/frame follow
and then the design calculations are set out for one or more examples
demonstrating the main variations.

The calculations follow the layout suggested in Section IS. References to
OS 5950: Part t are given isierely by quoting the appropriate clause, e.g.
'clause 2.4.1', or table, e.g. 'OS table 13'. References for the structural ilieory
required by the student, or for background to OS 5950, are given as study
topics at the end of each chapter with a numerical reference in the text, e.g.
(3).

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic References

I. Loading 88 6399 Desmgmm Loadi:ig for an dings
Part I: Dead and imposed loods (1984)
Part 2: Iflnd loods (1995)
Pan 3: roof toads (tOSS)

2. BM and SF diagrams Marshall \Y.T. & Nelson JIM, (1990) Examplci of
bending moment and shear force diagrams. Srrmmc,m,res,
pp. 23—4. Longnian

1.9 STRUCTURAL THEORY

It is assumed in the following chapters that the reader will have available a
copy of 05 5950: Part I or extracts from it. Tables and charts for design will
not be reproduced in fill in ihe text but extracts will be given where
appropnate. in addition, properties of steelwork sections will be required.
These are available from the Steel Construction InsntuteflSi The meanmg of
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14 STRUCTURAL STEELWORt< DCSIGN TOSS 5950

3. EM and SF diagrams Coates RC., CauLk MG. & Kong F.K. (l988) Shear
forces and bending moments, Structural Analysis.
pp. 58—71. Van Nostrand Reinhold

4. EM and SF coefficients (1992) Steel Designers Manual, pp. 1026—53.
Blackwell

5. Steel quality 55 4360 (1990) SpectJkanon for Weldable Structural 2 I
Steels

I

6. Theory of bending Marshall W.T. & Nelson JIM. (1990) Bending stress I I
analysts, Strictures, pp. 134—43. Longman

7. Theory of bending Ilearn EJ. (1985) Bending, Afeclsonucs of Matenols,
I ['1 G NI D L0P1,Dvol. 1, pp. 62—8. Pergamon -

8, Deflections Marshall W.T. & Nelson MM. (1990) Bending CO NI B I N4OC1T 10 NI S
deformation, Strictures. pp. 203—IS. Longman

9. Ocflecttons llearn El (1985) Slope and deflection of beams, . - -
Mechanics of Materials vol. I, pp. 92—107. Pergamon

10. Moment-area Crorton PL.C. & Marttn LII. (1990) Asea-momeni
meihod ofanalysis. So) ring Problems in Structures, vol.
2, pp. 25—47. Longusan

II Moment-area method Coales ILC., Cousie MG. & Kong F.K. (1988) Die loading for most structures is obtained from the appropriate British
Moment-area methods, Structural Analysis, pp. 176—St. Standard0'21, Use manufacturer's data and similar sources. The loads obtained
Van Nostrand Reinhold must, however, be combined to simulate what is perceived by the designer to

12. Section propenies 11987) Steelwork Design vol. 1, Section oroperties occur in practice, and be multiplied by appropnate load factors. The process
member capacities. Steel Construction Institute of combiotog loads and including the load factors is corned out for simple

13. Background to 55 5950 Dowliog 9.3., Knowles P. & Owens G.W. (1988) structural elements when deriving the bending moments, shear forces, etc.,
Structural Steel Design. Steel Construction Institute which will occur. For more complex structures it is advantageous to include

the load factors after deriving the bending moments etc., so that specific
combinations can be examined more readily.

2.1 DEAD LOADS

These will include the following:

• own weight of steel member (kg/m of steel sectton)
• other permanent parts of building, etc., not normally moveable

(e.g. concrete floor slabs, brick/block walls, finishes, cladding)

They are calculated either from density of matenal (lcg/m3) or specific
weight fkN/m3), or from manufacturers' data contained in catalogues or
manuals. Table 2.1 shows some typical values; these are all permanent loads
and are combined with the appropriate dead load parttal safety factor lsee
Section i .4).

Table 2J Typical values of common stsucturai matenals

Matertat Density (kg/ni3) Specific weight (trN/m3)

Steel 7850 77
Reinforced concrete 2420 23.7
Bnckwork 2000—2300 20—23
Timber 500-900 5—9
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2.2. IMPOSED LOADS

These will include the following temporary loads:

• snow on
• people
• furniture
• equipment such as cranes and otner machinery
• semi-permanent partitions which are moveable

Imposed loads vary with the function of the room or and some
typical values are shown In Table 2.2. All imposed loads are based on
expenence within the construction industry and the statistical analyses of
observed cases. These are all temporary loads and are combined with the
imposed load partial safety factor (see Section 1.4),

Table 2.2 Typical values of imposed loads

values have been caicuhtted at every point. Only in simple cases will one
arrangement of maxixnum loads be sufficient to produce maxunurn moments
or forces for design purposes.

2.5 EXAMPLE I. LOADING OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED GANTRY
GIRDER

(a) Dimensions

Simply supported span 6.0 in
Crane centres 3.6m

(See further descnption in Section 5.1)

(b) Loads specsfied

Building usage Iniposed load (kN/mi)

Residential lieu-contained dwellings) 1.5
Offices (depending on room usage) 2.5—5.0
Educational (classrooms) 3.0
Theatres (areas with fixed seating) 4.0
Warehousing (general storage) 2.4 per m height
Industrial workshops 5.0

Self weight of girder (uniformly distributed)
Maximum crane wheel load (static)
Weight of crab
Hook load to be lified

i.5 kN/m
220kN

60W
200 kN

Dynamic effects to be included in accordance with 586399: Part at 25%.
(For further details of dynamic effects and the derivation of maximum wheel
loads see Section 5.1.)

(c) Moments and forces (due to u.d.l.)

2.3 WIND LOADS

The wind loads used in the text are based on CP3, Cliv, Part 2t21 (as
8S6399): Part was issued too late to be incorporated). Basic wind speed,
appropnate to the location of the building, is selected and reduced to a design
wind speed using factors which take into consideration topography,
surrounding buildings, height above ground level, component size and 'period
of exposure. The design wind speed is equated to a dynamic pressure q
(kN/m2). Owing to building and roof shape, openings in walls, etc., pressures
and suctions, both external and internal, will arise. Pressure coefficients
external and internal (Ce;) may be used as shown in Section 2.7.

Force on any element = (Cpe — Cp,)q x area of element

Wind data with suitable factors and coeffictents are given in reference (I).
The method of obtaining the quasi-static wind load used in design is given in
greater detail in Sections 2.7 and 12.4.3.

2.4 LOAD COMBINATIONS

Loads on any structure must be arranged in design so that the maximum force
or moment ts actrieved at the point at the structure betng considered. Hence
all realistic load combinattons must be considered to ensure that all peak

(See Fig. 2.i.)

Self weight 'Ttd (factored by yj) = 1.4 x 1.5 x
Ultimate midspan SM = IVdL/8 = 12.6 x 6/8
Ultimate reactions RA = R8 = I VL/2= 12.6/2

Moments and forces (due to vertical wheel load)

'Wheel load (including y1 and 25% impact)
=1.6 x 1.25 x 220=440W

Wd

A
Ill 1111 11L

B
6.0 sriA

Fig. 2,1

Id)

we

2.1 m (4) gc 3.6
We

B
L=6,Om

A

case i

L=6.omA B

6.0 = 12.6 kN
= 9.OkNns
= 6.OkN

cate 2

Wet Wq
(}) c3.6m m 2.4m

The positions of moving loads to give maximum values of moment and
shear force are given in Section 5.2 and references (3, 4), The maximum
values of each case are now given land see Fig. 2.2).

Ultimate SM under wheel (case I)
=

2 x 440(6.0/2 = 647 kNm -

Ultimate SM under wheel (case 2)
= = 440 x 6.0/4 = 660 kNm

Case 2 gives maximum ultimate SM of 66OkNm.

a
A L=6.Om

case a
FIg. 2.2

B
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Ultimate reaction F4 (case 3)

= 440(2 — 3.6/6.0) = 6(6k-N
Total ultimate JIM = 9 + 660 669 kNm
Total ultimate reaction = 6 + 616 = 622 k-N

(a) Moments and forces (due to horizontal wheel load)

In addition to the vertical loads and forces calculated above, honzontal surge
loading doe to movement of the crab and hook load gives nse to honzontal
moments and forces (see Section 5.1) equal to (0% of these loads.

Honzontal surge load rv5C (md. yj) = 1.6 x 0.10(200 + 60)

This is divided between 4 wheels (assuming double-flanged wheels):
Honzontal wheel load = 41.6/4 = l0,4kN

Using calculations similar to those for vertical moments and forces:
Ultimate honzontal JIM (case 2)

=
= l0.4 x 6.0/4 = 15.6 k-Nm

Ultimate honzontal reaction (case 3)
= — c/L)
= 10.4(2 — 3.6/6.0) = 14.6 k-N

Note that theyj value of 1.6 maybe reduced to 1.4 where vertical and
horizontal crane loads act together, and this combination must be checked in
practice (see Section 5.3).

2.6 EXAMPLE 2. LOADING OF CONTINUOUS SPANS

Obtain the maximum values of bending moment, shear force and reaction for
a continuous beam at the positions noted tn (c), Cd), (e)
and (1).

(a) Dimensions

Main beams, spaced at 4.5 m centres, supporting a coacrete slab (spanning
one way only) for office accommodation. Steel beams are to have four
continuous spans of 8.0 m. Assume uniform section properties.

(b) Loading

The dead loading (self weight, slab and finishes) is fixed, but the imposed
loading is moveable. The dead loading must be present = 3.4), while
the imposed loading maybe present (y, = 1.6) or absent.

Maximum span load = i.4We + 1.6W1 = 57! kN
Minimum span load = 1.4IVd 283 k-N

Arrangements of loading to produce maximum moments and forces may be
found by taspection of the appropriate influence lines. The use of influence
lines to give the required arrangements (patterns) of loading is described in
references (5, 6). An influence line shows (he effect, say of bending moment,
due to a moving unit load. Hence the maxtmum JIM is obtained by placing
the imposed loads where the influence is of one sign only. e.g. in Fig. 2.3 the
maximum JIM due to imposed load at the middle of span I is obtained by
placing the imposed load on spans I and 3. Load on spans 2 and 4 would
produce a JIM of opposite sign at the point considered.

In the design office, standard loading anangements are used to speed tip
this process of selection, with influence lines used for more complex cases.

Cc) Load pattern for mid-span moment

Maximum value of Mt is produced when spans .i and 3 have the maximum
loading and spans 2 and 4 have the minimum loading. Using the influence
lines shown, the loading patterns producing maximum effect may be
obtained, and are summarized below.

(d) Load pattern for support moment

Maximum value of M,, is produced when spans 1,2 and 4 have the maximum
loading and span 3 has the minimum loading (Fig. 2.4).

18 STnuCTIJRAL STEELWOnK DESiGN TO ES 5950

For one span:

Self weight
Slab + finishes
Dead load We (total)
imposed load W,

LOADING AND LOAD COMBINATIONS 19

=l.0x8.0 8kN
= 5.4 x 4.5 x 8.0 = (94 k-N

= 202 kN
= 5.0 x 4.5 ,c 8.0= 180k-N

A
Self weight of beam
Concrete slab and fimsh
Imposed loading (offices)

l.OkN/m
5.4 kN/m2
5.0 kN/m2

+

FIg. 2.3 Influence line
for Al i

" ti
A

tom
c 0 Eton 8.om

Spent Span?
tom
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= —521 kNm
= 676kN

S5a= 238kN

+
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D
a
£

Fig. 2.4 Influence line
for M,,

Fig. 2.5 Influence line
for Rfi

Fig. 2.6 Influence line
for 5,b

a
A

Span loaded l\toment or force coefficients a

if,

I 0.094
2 0.024

0.652 0.433

3 0.006
— 0545 — 0.049

4 — ft003 — 0.005
— 0.080

0.027
0.013

— 0.005

+

a
4 E

Hence the maximum value of M1 occurs with the load arrangement shown
and

= (0.094 x 57! — 0024 x 283 + D.006 < 571 — 0.003 x 283)8.0

Similarly,

(e) Load pattern for reaction Rb

Maximum as In (d) (Fig. 2.5).

(I) Load pattern for shear force 8ab

Maximum as in Ic) (Fig. 2.6).

A 1 B 2 C

Arrangements of loading for maximum moments and forces:

(g) Moments and forces

3

Span loading (kN)

if's IF',

For moment Mi
For moment .44
For reaction Rb
For shear force

57!
57!
57!
57!

283
571
57!
283

57!
283
283
571

283
571
57!
571

2.7 EXAMPLE 3. LOADING OF A PORTAL FRAME

(a) Frame

See Fig. 2.7: pitched portal with pinned feet; span 38 rn, spaced at 6 m
centres.

3.4 m

5.6 m Frames at 6.0 m eaniras

30.0 mFig. 2.7 Portal frame

Moments and forces may be found by any analytical method, but for equal
span cases coefficients are where, for example

= (ai1 + a1211'2 + + a141111)L

and M1, R,, and 5ab are given by similar expressions.
The coefficients e may be summanzed:

(b) Loading

Self weight of frame
Cladding (roof and walls)
Snow and services
Wind pressure q (walls)
Wind pressure q (roof)

0.90 kN/m
0.09 kN/m'
0.75 kN/m'
1.20 kN/m'
1.20 kN/m'

Wind pressures are based on a basic wind speed of 5Dm/s for a location in
Scotland.

Factorg'1 5, and are both taken as 1.0 and factors3 as 0.88 for a height of
1Dm.

The design wind speed is hence 44 m/s. giving a dynamic pressure of
1.20 kN/m'.
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It is possible to use a lower wind pressure below a height of S m but this
makes the analysis more complex for very little reduction in frame moments.

(c) Pressure coefficients

External pressure coefficients (C,,,) may be found and are summanzed in the
following table. These values are obtained from reference 12).

C,,,for frame member

AD BC CD DE

Wind on side 0.7 —1.2 —0.4 —025
Wind on end —0.5 —0.6 —0.6 —0.5

Dead load on roof is calculated on the projected area (Fig. 2.10):

Self weight = 0.9 x 19.3 = 17.5 kN
Cladding = 009 x 19.3 x 6.0= l0.5kN
Total Wd. = 28.OkN

Dead load on walls (Fig. 2.11):

Self weight = 0.9 x 5.5 = 5.0 kN

C
B

5.5

Fig. 2.10 Fig. 2.11

Wind loads for case (1)— on side+ internal pressurc:

Wind load on 'vail (Fig. 2.13) = 0.5 x 1.20 x 6.0 x 5.5 = l5kN

Wind pressure on roof is divided into vertical and horizontal components
(Fig. 2.14),

-

-

Case

(C,,. — C,,,) for tram e member

AB BC CD DE

I. Wind on side+inIemat 0.5 —1.4 —0.6 —0.45
pressure

2. Wind on side + niemal 1.0 —0.9 —0.1 0,05
suction

3. Wind on end + internal —0.7 —0.8 —0.8 —0.7

pressure
4. Wind on end + intemal —0.2 —0.3 —0.3 —0.2

suction

Vertical component —1.4 x 1.20 x 6.0 't 19.0 —l92kN
l-lonzontal component = —1.4 x 1.20 x 6.0 x 3,4 '= —34 kN

S

I
Fig. 2.13 Fig. 2.14

(It I

I
C

10Dm 1

It maybe noted that case 4 is similar to case 3, but has lower values and may
be discarded.

Member loads

Internal pressure coefficients (C,,,) should be obtainedtfl, and are taken in
this example as + 0.2 (maximum) and — 0.3 (minimum) which are
combined algebraically with the values of above.

Figure 2.8 shows the individual pressure coefficients, and Fig. 2.9 shows
the vanous combination cases.

a) Wind on side uI Wind on end

Fig. 2.8

Cladding = 0.09 x 5.5 x 6.0
Total

= 3.OlcH
= 8.OkN

Ic) Internal pressure Id) lnttrnsl suction

Fig. 2.9

Case I In + bI Case 2 In + dl Case 3 )b'+ cI Case 4 lb + dl

WIIIIH(l)i)llIIl Imposed load on roof given on plan area (and services) (Fig. 2.12):

Snow load lFk=0.75 x 19.0 x 6.0=86kM

FIg. 2.12
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In the same manner wind load for each member and cacti case may be
calculated. The loading due to dead, imposed and wind toads may be
summanzed using the positive notation La Fig. 2.15.

. Unfactored toads (kN)

iv, lf'5 lv, lv, fl'5

Deadtnadjl'd
Imposed load
Wind case (I) nc..1
Wind case (2)
Wind case (3)

0
0

20
40

—28

0

0

—34

—22

—20

28
85

—192
—123
—109

28
86

—82
—14

—109

0

0
—IS

—2

—20

0

0
—IS

—2

—28

The loads given in Fig. 2.I5 may be used to obtain moments and forces by
any analytical method or by use of charts or coefficients, Each load W has an
appropriate set of coefllcicntsa gtvmg the required moment or forcet63. For
any load case, the effects of all six loads must be summed.

For dead load:

H0 = IV, + 721 WI + 73i + + 751W5 + Vet W6

and similarly for each force or moment.
The coefficients for elastic analyses may be calculatgd and tabulated:

CnelTicleof a for m oment or force

Load H,, Ii. I', iç 44
(kM (kN) (kM (kit) (kitm) (kflm) (kitm)

iv, —0.806 0.194 —0.072 0.072 1.683 —0.351 —1.067
IV, —0.541 0.459 —0,189 0.189 2.975 —0.485 —2.525
II', 0.434 0.434 0.750 0.250 —2.385 0.890 —2.385
JE'4 0.434 0.434 0.250 0.750 —2.385 0.890 —2.385
IV, 0.459 —0.541 0.189 —0.189 —2.525 0.485 —2.975

0.194 —0805 0.072 —0.072 —1.067 —0.351 1.583

LOADING AND LOAD COMBINATiONS 25

Each force or moment may be calculated ustng equations similar to that given
for H, above.

The expression of coefficients (a) and loads (IV) as arrays allows for
combining by use of a computer program. This would be of particular
advantage if matnx multiplication was available.

VV}(aI=
By computer or by hand the moments and forces are calculated and
tabulated:

H,
(kit)

H,
(kit)

V.

(kN)
V.

(kit)
M6 Al. 41d

(kiten) (kitm)

IV, 24.3 24.3 28.0 28.0 —133.6 49.8 —133.6
74.5 74.6 86.0 86.0 —410.2 153.1 —410.2

rç1 —127.0 —108.0 —153.5 —110.4 643.1 —220.8 643.1

IV,,,
—81.1
—75.8

—59.1
—75.8

—95.0
—109.0

—42.0
—109.0

335.8 —123.6 330.3

(I) Combinations and load factors

Combinations of load must no'v be considered and at this stage the values of
may be included. Possible combinations are:

Group I Dead + imposed J.4lVd ± i.613',
Group 2 Dead + wind 1.4W,, + i.4Ifç,

1.4W,, ±
+ i.inc,

Group 3 Dead + imposed + wind J.21V, ± ±
± J.2W, + 1.2W,,2

1.2W,, + 1.2W1 + 1.2nc,
Group 4 Dead (restraining uplift) + wind 1.0W,, + 1.4W,,,

1.011',, +

Group 4 is intended for use when considering restraint against uplift or
overturrnng, i.e. maximum wind plus minimum dead load. Some combina-
tions may be eliminated by inspection, but care must be taken to retain
combinations giving maximum values of opposite sign. Some of the
combinations in Groups 2 and 3 have been discardcu in the following
table.

For group I combination (1.4W,, + i.6W,):

H, = 1.4 x 24.3 + 1.6 x.74.6 = 153 kN

Frame forces (kN) and moments (IrWin) for factored loads:

24 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI< DESIGN TO BS 5950

WI
W4

Fig. 2.15 Loading
summary

H,

V.

Note that the wall dead load Is not included at this stage, as it does not
produce a bending moment. Values of y1 are aot yet included.

(e) Forces and moments

"C

"4.
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26 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI< DESIGN TO BS 5950 LOADING AND LOAD COMBINATIONS 27

Fig. 2.16 Bending
moments
for combination

Group If, H. iç Al0 Al,,

I. 1.4111,

+1.6111 153 153 177 177 —a43 315 —R43
2. 1.4W,,

+I.411',t —134 —117 —190 —116 713 —239 713
3. t.2111,

+1.201
+I.211'.,a 21 48 23 86 250 95 —256

4. t.D0',,
+I.41V,i —154 '—127 —20! —127 764' —259 764

tOW,
—82 —82 —125 —125 557 —167 557

While these rattles are maxima topposiie nigs) lame group 4 conibinomoni tns 5930) sit ma rover 'pu a and
ovenantung only. ii is unecessaoy, Irnwever for all the effects of a load cornbtnam'nn to be eomnnldeeed (nor also
Chapier l2)

Maximum and minimum values may be selected from the table. Bending
moment diagrams may be drawn as shown in Figs. 2.16 and 2.17.

2. Wind Loading British Standard Institute Cl'), Chanter V. Part 2

3. Moving loads effects Marshall W.T. & Notion n.M. (1990) MovIng loads
and influence lines, Srnscn,res, pp. 79—i06. Longman

4. Movmng load effects Wang C.K. (1983) Influence lines fur statically
determinate beams, interniediname Stn,c:ural .4nnlvs:s,
pp. 459—67. McGraw4liIl

5. Influence lines Coates ILC.. Coulie M.C. & Kong F.K. (1988)
Mueller.Brenlau's pnnciple. Model analysis, Stn,cnsrul
.9nolvsts, pp. 127—31. Van Nostrand Reinhold

6. Influence lines Wang C.K. (1983) Influence lines fur statically
determinate beams. )nrernnedio,e S!nsctural Analysts.
pp. 496—503. KlcGraw-l-Iill

7. BM and SF coefficients (1992) Design theory. Steel Designer r 3-!aoiaol.
pp. 1051—4. Blackwell

8. BM and SF coefficients (1992) Design theory Stee/ Der:griers Mnnural
pp. 1080—97. Blackwell

FIg. 2.17 Bending
moments
for combinanon 2

252

Finally the effect of wall dead load can be added, if axial force in the
columns is required (combination 1):

Maximum axial force at A = 177 + 1.4 x 8.2 = 190 kN
Mimmurn axial force at A = —209 + 1.0 x 8.2 = —201 kN

The alternative method of analysts is by application of plasttc theory tsee
Chapter 13). in this elastic analysis of a portal frame, the loading
combinations can be added, but in Chapter 13 each load combination
produces its own urnque collapse mechanism, i.e. each load combination
must be analysed independeatly when applying plastic theory.

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic

1. Loading

References

55 6399 Design Loading for Buildings
Part 1: Dead and imposed loads (1984)
Pan 2: Wind loads (1995)
Past 3: imposed roof loads (1988)
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131
BEAMS IN BUILDINGS

Most buildings are intended to provide load carrying floors, and to contain
these within a weathertight envelope. In some structural frameworks the
wpathertight function is not needed, while the load carrying function only is
required, e.g. supporting chemicai plant. The loads to be supported are often
placed on floor slabs of concrete, or on steel or timber grid floors, and these
are In turn supported on the steelwork beams. In some cases, especially in
ndustnal buildings, loads from equipment may be placed directly on to the

beams without the use of a floor slab. Wind loads also must be cained to the
beams by provision of cladding of adequate strength, and by secondary
members such as purlins and side rails.

Beams which carry loads from floors or other beams to the columns are
generally called main beams. Secondary beams will be provided to transfer
load to the main beams, or in some cases just to give lateral stability to
columns, while themselves carrying only their self weight. The manner in
which loads are distributed from the floors on to the beams needs careful
consideration so that each beam is designed for a realistic proportion of the
total load. Examples of load distribution for one-way and two-way spanning
slabs are shown in Fig. 3.1.

H
Beam I

H
N f f

CM 'H
E '

3.1 BEAMS WITH FULL LATERAL RESTRAINT

Many beams in a steel framework will be restrained laterally by the floors
which transmit the loads to them. Concrete floor slabs, and wall or roof
cladding, are generally able to give this lateral support or restraint. Timber
floors and open steel floors are less certain in providing restraint. The deirree
of attachment of the flange to the floor may need lobe assessedtt)

Alternatively, lateral restraint may be provided by bracing members at
specific points along the beamstti. If adequate bracing or floor slab restraint is
present then lateral torsional instability will be prevented. In addition, this
need not be considered for beams in which:

• the section is bent about a minor axis, or
• the section has a high torsional siiffiiess, e.g. a rectangular hollow

section.

Beams, in which lateral torsional instability will not occur, are ciassed as
restrained and are designed as illustrated in Section 3.7.

3.2 BEAMS WITHOUT FULL LATERAL RESTRAINT

An understanding of the behaviour of will be useful in appreciating
the behaviour of beams where thll lateral restraint is not provided. The
compression flange of such members will show a tendency to fail by buckling
sideways (laterally) in the most flexible plane. Design factors which will
influence the lateral stability can be summarized as:

• the length of the member between adequate lateral restraints;
• the shape of the cross-section;
• the variation of moment along the beam;
• the form of end restraint provided;
• the manner in which the load is applied, i.e. to tension or

compression flange.

These factors and their effects are discussed in detail in reference (I), and are
set out in clause 4.3.7 of 955950. The buckling resistance (Mb) of a beam
may be found by use of a number of parameters and factors:

• Effective length (Le), which allows for the effects of end restraint
as well as type of beam, and the existence of destabilizing forces.

• Minor axis slenderness (A), which includes lateral stiffuess in the
form of r,, and is defined by .4 =

• Torsional index (x), which isa measure of the torsional stiffness of
a cross-section.

• Slenderness factor lv), which allows for torsional stiffness and
includes the ratio of A/x.

• Slenderness correction factor (a), which is dependent on the
moment vanation along the beam.

• Buckling parameter (a:), which allows for section type and
includes a factor for warping.

BEAMS IN BUlLqiIqo5 29

•1

Beam I

CM tI tI
E

° III I I I i Il
I I I I I

I I I I I I i 'H
Precast units or other floor
spinning in one direction

jill lLIj
Beam 1 loading

Concrete slab or grid tloor
spanning in both directions

A
Basin 1 loading A

Fig. 3.1 Load distribution
excluding

self weight)
Beam? loading Beam 2 no loading
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Equivalent slenderness which combines the above para-
meters and from which the bending strength (pa) may be derived:

= ni,aA

In addition, an equ,valcnt moment factor Cm) is used which allows for the
effect of moment vanatson along the beam.

3.3 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN PROCEDURES

The design of many simple beams will not require the calculation of all the
above parameters. In particular, simply supported beams carrying distributed
loads and not subjected to destabilizing loads will use:

,n= i.O
n 0.94
a 0.9 (for I, Ii and channel sections) or from published tables

= 1,0 (for other sections)

A conservative approach is allowed in 58 5950 and may be used 'in the
design nfl and H sections only, basing the bending strength (pa) on the
design strength, the minor axis slenderness (A) and the torsional index (x),
which for this method may be approximated to Dir. This approach is useful
in the preliminary sizing of members and is given in clause 4.3.7.7.

3.4 MOMENT CAPACITY OF MEMBERS (LOCAL CAPACIfl
CHECK)

The local moment capacity (M0) nt any cntical point along a member must
not be less than the applied bending moment at that point. The moment
capacity will depend on:

• the design strength and the elastic or plastic modulus;
• the co-existent shear;
• the possibility of local buckling of the cross-section.

Providing the applied shear force is not more than 0.6 of the shear capacity,
no reduction in moment capacity is needed, and

Air = pyS
but Mr I

where S is the plastic modulus
Z is the elastic modulus

Note that the limitation I .2p1Z is to prevent the onset of plasticity below
working load. For liD, UC and joist sections the ratio S/Z is less than 1.2 and
the plastic moment capacity gnverns design. For sections where S/Z > 1 .2,
the constant 1.2 is replaced by the ratio (70) of factored load/unfactored load.
The limiintinn -i is therefore purely notional and becomes in practice
y0p,.Z.

If 0.6 of shear capacity is exceeded, some reduction in Al. will occur as set
out in clause 4.2.6.

fl CUiLtJII'itJ 0 Oi

Local buckling can be avoided by applying a limitation to the
width/thickness ratios of elemenis of the cross-section. This leads to the
classification of cross-sections discussed in Section 1.7.

\\'here members are subjected to bending about boils axes a combination
relationship must be satisfied:

(a) For plastic and compact sections:
For liD, UC ann joist sections (AIx/Ala]2 + AlyI(Alcy) t

For P115, 015 and solid sections (AIx/Ala)3' + 2' I

For channel, angle and all other sections
Al,. are applied moments about x and p axes

Ma, Me,. ase moment capacities about x and)' axes

For senii-cddiAaara,id slender sections:

-

(and as a simplified method for compact sections in (a) above)
Alt/Ala + Alt/Mn 2' I

3.5 BUCKLING RESISTANCE (MEMBER BUCKLING CHECK)

Members not provided with full lateral restraint (Section 3.2) must be
checked for lateral torsional buckling resistance (Ala) as well as moment
capacity. The buckling resistance depends on the bending strength (Section
3.2) and the plastic modulus:

p5

Where members are subjected to bending about both axes (without axial
load) a combination relationship must be satisfied:

mx Air/Ala + as. 2' I

where as1, are equivalent uniform moment factors
Al0, is the moment capacity about they axis but without the

restriction of l.2p,.Z (as in Section 3.4).

This is described as a more exact' approach (clause 4.8.3.3.2) which is
less conservative than the 'stmplified' approach (clause 4.8.3.3.1), in which
At,, is defined as p,.4.. Also, a simplified approach for bending about two
axes (without axial load) does not reduce the calculations.

3,6 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the above requirements for moment capacity and buckling
resistance, a member is usually required to meet some deflection critena.
These are outlined in Section 1.5 and reference (I).

The application of heavy loads or reactions to a member may produce high
local stresses and it is necessary to check that the web beanng and web
buckling requirements are satisfied. These requirements are generally
significant only in beams carrying heavy point loads such as crane girders
(Chapter 5) or beams supporting column members within the span.
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Connections must be provided at junctions between members and must
safely transmit the calculated loads from one member to the next. A variety
of connection details exist for most common situations and are fully
described in the SC! handbookt41. Design information for connections is
given in section 6. BS 5950, which includes some guidance on bolt spactag
and edge distances. Bolt and weld.sizes and capacities are given in
reference (5).

3.7 EXAMPLE 4. BEAM SUPPORTING CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB
(RESTRAINED BEAM)

(a) Dimensions

(See Fig. 3.2.)

Beams centres
Span (simply supported)
Concrete slab (sparmmg in two directtons)
Finishing screed

r-i

B
C

7.4 in

i-i

(1) Loading

.—

For preliminary calculation, an estimated self weight is included. Assume
beam to be 533 x 210 x 92 tIE (grade 43A). Ins sufficiently accurate to take
beam weight of 92 kgim= 0.92 kN/m. Member size must be finally
confirmed after all the design cheeks have been earned out.

Dead load

Imposed load W;:

23.7 x 0.250
2

= 0.90 kN/jn2

6.83 IN/rn2

Ultimate load (factored) (Fig. 3.4):

(c) BM and SF

IA x 7
l.4x57+l.6x42

IA x 123+ 1.6 x 90

Maxanum ultimate moment M, (mid-span)
= ID x7.4/8+232 x 3.0—158 x 1.7—74 x 10.35=573 kNm

Maximum ultimate shear force F, = 10)2 + 232 = 237 kN

Shear capacity = 0.6 p,
=0.6 x 0.275 x 531.1 x 10.2=597 kN

Therefore, as F,/P?<0.6, there will be no reduction In moment capacity (see
clause 4.2.5).

(e) Moment capacity

The concrete stab provides full restraint to the compression flange (Fig. 3.6),
and lateral torsional buckling is not considered. The chosen UB is

32 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO BS 5950

Self weight

Dead load slab
Dead load screed

SEAMS iN BUiLDINGS 33

0.92 x 7A =7 kN

Area of siab supported by beam (Fig. 3.3):

rectangles 2 x 1.4 x 3.0 = 8.4 m2
triangles 4 x 3.0 x 3.0/2 = 18.0m2

on rectangles 6.83 x 8.4 = 57 kN
on triangles 6.83 x 18.0 = 123 kN

6.0 m
7.4 m
2SOmm thick
4Omm thick

Main beam

on rectangles 5.0 x 8.4 = 42 kN
on tuiaogles 5.0 x 18.0 = 90 kN

40 mm screed\

uniformly distributed
on rectangles
on triangles

Fig. 3.2 Slab and beams

/ I250 mm slab
EOm

= 10 kN
= 147 IN
= 316 kN

3Dm lAm 3Dm
FIg. 3.3

lOkN

A
7.4m

U,

7474

a LaL
3.Om 1.4m 1Dm
3.4

(See Fig. 3.5.)

SF

Ftg. 3.5

(d) Shear capacity

Using the design strength from Table 1.2 for grade 43A steel, noting that
maximum thickness of section is 15.6 mm:

p,,=275 N/mm2

clause 4.2.3

Typical bay of larger floor area

Concrete slab
Screed (40 mm)
Imposed load

23.7 IN/m3
0.9 kN/m2
5.0 kN/m2

Shear force 0.26
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a plastic section (b/T= 67) and at mid-span the shear force is zero.

kNm

Note that because the units are (N/mm2) and S, (cm4) thea the
must be included for Ala in order to obtain the correct unit of kNm.
Alternatively there is no need for 10 if 0.275 kM/mm2 is used for p,..
But

Alas 1.2 P,4= 1.2*275*2080*

I and H sections bent about the x axis the expression P,$x
governs the design. For bending about the y axis, however, the expression
t.2 p,2, governs the design. The factor 1.2 to this expression may be
increased to the ratio factored load/unfaciored load (clause 4.2.5):

Al, Wa = 573/652 = 0.88

Section is satisfactory,

(f) DeflectIon

Deflection (which is a serviceability limit state) must be calculated on the
basis of the unfactored imposed loads:

lic=90÷42= 132 kN

Assume the load is approximately triangular and hence formulae are
available for deflection calculationstt)

= IV,L3/60E1,
= 132w 7400'/(60
=8.4 mm

(g) Connection

The design of connections which are both robust and practicable, yet
economic, is developed by expenence. Typical examples may be found in
references (4, 7).

The connection at each end of the beam must be able to transmit the
ultimate shear force of 237 kN to the column or other support. The
connection forms part of the beam, i.e. the point of supporl is the column to
cleat interface. Design practice assumes that the column bolts support shear
force only, while ihe beam boils early shear force, together with a small
bending moment.

(i) COLUMN BOLTS

Vertical shear/bolt = 237/6 = 39.5 kM (single shear)

clause 6.3.2 Shear capacity P. ap, it,, where A, is the cross-sectional area at the root of
the bolt thread:

P. = 0.160 *303 =48.5 kM/bolt

clause 6.3.3.2 Beanng capacity of bolts Pbh=dlpbb:

= 22* 10*0.460=101 lcN/bolt

clause 6.3.3.3 Beanng capacity of the angles (dip,,,) is the same as that for bolts, because
Pt, for grade43A steel has the same value as for grade 4.6 bolts, i.e.
460N/mm2. In addition, the Of the angles must comply with
the cnterion, &e erp,,,/2 (e defined in Fig. 3.7).

P,,,=50x lOxO.460/2= ll5kN/boli

Note that the column flange will also require checking if it is less than 0mm
thick. Column bolt connection is satisfactory. Capacities of bolts and beanng
values may alternatively be obtained from reference (5).

(ii) BEAM BOLTS

(See Fig. 3.8.)

Double shear capacity/bolt P. = 2 x 0.160 x 303 = 97.0 kM

Vertical shear/bolt = 242/3 = 80.7 kM (double shear)

Maximum honzonial bolt forces =(Aid,,a/Ed2) due to bending moment
are discussed in Section 8.4.

Horizontal shear/bolt= 0.15/(2 *0.152) = 397(4.4

Resuttant shear/bolt = + 3972) = 88.4 kM
FIg. 3.8

Beanng capacity of bolt, P,,,, = dip,,,,
=22* 10.2 x460=97.6kN

clause 6.3.3.3 ASP,,,p,,,,, then beanng capacity of Ilic web plate is the same as for the bolt.

Also, P,,,$ eq,,,,/2=89 *30.2*460/2=209kM

clause 4.2.3 Shear area of cleats (allowing for 24mm holes)
=0.9(400* lOx 24)= 5904 mm2

Shear capacity *0.275*5904 974kN

A check for bending may also be earned out but will generally give a high
bending capacity relative to the applied

clause 3.5.2
clause 4.2.5

13S table 5 Deflection limil=7400/360=20.6 mm

39.7S
9,

Forces tN

-a
Direction
ol 89.4 kN
resultant

2 no. 90 x 90 x 10 Li
400 long

c
Ea
00

_LL_so BM=237 *0.05 = 12.1 kNm

Fig. 3.7 Assume 9 bolts, 22 mm diameter (grade 4.6) as showa in Fig. 3.7.

(iii) ANOLE CLEATS
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P
•a

flu
l'lg. 3.10

•t,J 1'l$ni 1.Sm

3.12

3.8 EXAMPLE 5. BEAM SUPPORTING PLANT LOADS
(UNRESTRAINED BEAM)

(a) Dimensions

Mum beam is simply supported and spans 9.0 m (Fig. 3.9). Boilers are
supported symmetncally on secondary beams (A and B) of span 6.0 m, which
are at 5.0 m centres.

With reference to Fig. 3.11

BEAMS IN BUILDINGS 37

(c) BM and SF

Fig. 3.9 Plant loads

With reference to Fig. 3.12:

Floonng on beam B = 5.4 kN
Imposed load on beam B = 40.5 kN

Ultimate point load W4 = 1.4(4.0 + 7.2) + 1.6(200 + 54) =422 kN
Ultimate point load TV8 = 1.4(4.0 + 5.4) + 1.6(200 40.5) = 398 kN

Ultimate shear force
F, = 19/2 x 422 x 6.0/9.0 + 398 x 1.0/9.0=335 kN

Ultimate shear force

-

F2 = 19/2 x 398 x 3.0/9.0 ÷ 422 x 3.0/9.0 = 504 kN

Ultimate moment = 335 x 3.0 = 1005 kNa,
Ultimate moment M0=504 x 2.0= 504 kflm

Note that in calculating the moments, the small reduction due to the self
weight is ignored.

Design strength for steel 19.7 mm thick (grade 43A) = 265 N/nun2 (see
Table 1.2).

=O.6x265x6096x l1.9x kN

Shear force =335 kN
=335/1153=0.29

= 504/1153 = 0.44 � 0.6

This maximum coexistent shear force is present at point B, while the
maximum moment occurs at point A.

(b) Loading

Boiler loading (each)
Open steel floonng (cariied on beams A and B)
Imposed load (outside boiler area)

Cd) Shear capadty

6.0

clause 4.2.3

400 kN
0.3 kN/m2
4.5 kN/rn2

Shear capacity P. = 0.6 pr-i,

The boilers produce reactions of IOU kN at the end of each secondary beam.
Allow 4.0 kN for the self weight of each secondary beam (not designed here).
Assume 610 x 305 x 149 1W (grade 43) for main beam.

Self weight (ultimate) = 1.4 x 9.0 x 1.49 = 18.8 kN

With reference to Fig. 3.10:

Flooring on beam A =0.3 x 4.0 x 6.0 = 7.2 kN
Imposed load on beam A = 4.5 x 3.0 x 4.0 = 54.0 kN

Shear force F2 = 504 kN

(e) Moment capacity

clause 3.5.2 The chosen section is a plastic section (b/T= 7.7).

Moment capacity
= 265 ,<4570 x = 1210 kNm

Moment ratio M4/Mc = l005/1210=0.83 <I
Section is satisfactory.
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ES table 14
/35 table 13

clause 4.3.7.5

= 0.94 (for N= 0.5, i.e. equal flanges)

a = I .0 (for member not loaded between restraints)
it = 0.886

AL,. = nuvA
= .0 x 0.886 x 0.94 x 72 60

(g) Deflection

Calculation of the deflection for the serviceability imposed loading cannot be
earned easily by the use of fonnulae, which become complex for non-
standard cases. Serviceability point load

W4=200+54 =254kN
W8=200+40.5 =240 kN

With reference to Fig. 3.13, mid-span deflection may be found by the
moment-area

6 = j (Af(x)/E1)dx
=(l49 x 3.333)/

(205* 324660X 16.3 mm

Calculation by Macaulay's gives the point of maximum
deflection 4.65 in from support 2 with a value of 17.6 mm.

Deflection limit = 90001200 = 45 mm

2 no. 100 x 100 x 12 t.s
500 long (ii)

An approximate estimate of deflection is oflen obtained by treating the load
as an equivalent u.d.I.

(I) COLUMN BOLTS

Vertical shear/bolt F3 = 504/10 50.4 leN
clause 6.2.3 Shear capacity/bolt P3 = 0.375 *303 = 134 leN

clause 6.3.3.3 Beanng capacity of angles/bolt = 22 x 12 x 0.460 = 121 leN

but SO x 12*0.460/2 = 338 kN

Note that the column flange require checking if less than 32mm thick.
Column bolt connection is satisfactory.

(1) Buckling resistance

The buckling resistance moment of the beam in the part-span AB must be
found, and in this part the moment vanes from 504 kNm to 1005 kNm. It is
assumed that the steel floonng does not provide lateral restraint, but that the
secondary beams give positional and rotational restraint at 5.0 m spacing.
Loading between the restraints is of a minor nature tself weight only) and is
ignored for use of OS table 13 as it would affect the moments by less than
10% tsee also OS table 16).

clause 4.3.5 = 5.0 m

Slenderness .1 =L5/r,
=5000/69.9=72 (both and L5 given in mm)

Torsional index x =32.5
Aix = 2.7

C In
P3

2! 1

A

L son
4.5m

I3.OmIZ
4.5m.

1045

BM diagram areas in boidi

Fig. 3.13

ES tab/c 1/ Bending strengrti Pb = 207 N/mm2
Buckling resistance /14 =PeSx

=207 x 4570* kNm

clause 4.3.7.2, Equivalent uniform moment factor In needs to be obtatned for a member not
/35 rabIes 13, 18 loaded between restraints:

// =504/1005=0.50
hence in = 0.76

Equivalent unifonn moment H = oiMA
3005=764 kNm

hence = 764/946 = 0.81 and section is satisfactory.

Try a smaller section (610 * 229* 140 liD):

cm4
A =99.4

= 161 N/mm2
= 668 kNm

1.14

which is not satisfactory.
This companson indicates the sensitivity of the buckling resistance

moment to small changes tn section properties, particularly to a reduction in
flange width.

a—SO

= asan

100
100

.5

II M22 bolts

Fig. 3.14

Connection

The connection at support 2 of the mam beam must transmit an ultimate shear
force of 504 leN and follows the method given in Section 3.7(g):

M= 504 x 0.05 = 25.3 kNm

Assume 22mm bolts (grade 8.8) as shown in Fig. 3.14.
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=504/5 = l0O.8 kN
=Md,,,J1d2
=25.3 xO.20/2(0.102+0.202)

=50.6kM
= 1(100.82+5062) =113 kN
=0.375 x 2 x 303 =227 kN
=22 x 11.9 x i.035 =271 leN
=22 x 11.9 x 0.460 = 120 kM C

243kN

a
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(ii) BEAM BOLTS

(See Fig. 3.15.)

Vertical shear/bolt
Horizontal shear/bolt

Resultant shear/bolt
Shear capacity (double shear)

clause 6.3.3.3 Bearing capacity/bolt
Bearing capacity of web plate P5,
hut x 31.9 x 0.460/2

Beam bolt connection is satisfactory.

50.6

BEAMS IN nUILDINGS 41

9. Momentisrea method Coates ILC., Caulk M.G. & Kong F.K. (1988)
Moment.area methods. Structural Analysis, pp. 176—SI.
Van Nostrand Reinhold

10. Deflection Marshall W.T. & Nelson tiM. (1990) Singulanty
functions, Structures, pp. 233—8. Longnsan

II. Deflection Ilearn El. (1985) Slope and deflection of beams
Mechanics of Materials vol. 1, pp. 302—7. Pergamon

(iii) ANGLE CLEATS

• Direction
of 113 tN
resullant

clause 4.2.3

FIg. 3.35

Shear area of cleats (24 nun holes)
= 0.9(500 x 12 x 2—5 x 2 x 32 x 24) = 8208 mm2

Shear capacity P. =0.6 x 0.275 x 8208 = 1350 leN

FV/P, =504/1350=0.37

Connection cleat is satisfactory.
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PURLINS AND SIDE RAILS FIg. 4.2

PURLINS AND SiOE RAILS 43

In the UK purlins and side rails used in the construction of industrial
buildings are often fabncated from cold fonned sections. These sections can
be designed in accordance with Part 3 of BS 5950, but the load tables for
these sections are frequently based on test data. The sections are marketed by
companies specializing in this field who will normally give the appropnate
spans and allowed loadings in their catalogues. Sections of this kind are
commonly of channel or zed form as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Although their
design is not covered in this chapter, the selection of cold formed sections is
discussed in Chapter 12.

Hot rolled sections may be used as an alternative, and in sonic situations
may be preferred to cold formed sections. The design of angles and hollow
sections may be camed out by empirical methods which are covered by
clause 4.12.4. The full design procedure (i.e. non-empincal) is set out m this
chapter.

4.! DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR PURLINS AND SIDE RAILS

The design of steelwork in bending is dependent on the degree of lateral
restraint given to the comoression flange and the torsional restraint of the
beam, and also on the degree of lateral/torsional restraint given at the beam
supports. These restraints are given in detail in clause 4.3 and have been
discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 3. Side rails and purlins may be
considered to have lateral restraint of the compression flange owing to the
presence of the cladding, based on adequate fixings (clause 4.12.1). Loads
will be transferred to the steel member via the cladding (see Fig. 4.2), and the

dead, imposed and wind pressure loads will cause the flange restrained by the
cladding to be in compression. Wind suction bad can, however, reverse this
arrangement, i.e. the unrestrained flange will be in compression. Torsional
restraint 10 a beam involves both flanges being held in position and for purlins
and side rails this will be only at the supports.

Side rails are subjected to both vertical loading (cladding) and lioozontal
loading (wind pressure/suction), but in general the vertical loading is
considered to be taken by the cladding actmg as a deep girder. Consequently,
only moments in the honzontal plane (due to wind) are considered in design.
In the design of new construction where the cladding is penetrated by holes
for access, ductwork or conveyors, the design engineer should be satisfied
that the cladding and fixings are capable of acting in this manner.

Sag rods are sometimes used to reduce the effective length of purlins and
side rails, and result in continuous beam design (see Section 4.4). \Vhere sag
rods are used, provision must be made for the end reaction on eaves or apex
beams. As is shown in the following examples, there is no reason why purlins
and side rails should not be designed as beams subject to biaxial bending in
accordance with the normal design rules.

(a) Dimensions

See Fig. 4.2: purlins at 2.0 m centres; span 6.0 m simply supported; rafter
slope

(b) Loading

T9

Dead load tcladding+ insulation panels) 0.15 kN/m2
Imposed load 0.7$ kN/m2 (on plan)
Wind load 0.40kNjm2 (suction)

Reference should be made to Chapier 2 for the derivation of loads, the
direction in which each will act, and tIm area appropriate to each load.
Maximum values of bending moment and shear force must be found at the
ultimate limit state making due allowance for the slope angle and including
the y,. factors.

Assume purlin to be 152 x 76 channel section, grade 43A steel (see

Fig. 4.1 Cold boned
purlins

4.2 EXAMPLE 6. PURLIN ON SLOPING ROOF

Wdlor W,or W,,.lhiItJLUii
6.0 m

at 2.0 m centres

FIg. 4.3 Fig. 4.3).
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Cladding 2.0 x 6.0 x 0.15 = L80 kN
Self weight 6.0 x 0.18 = LOB kN
Total dead load Wd=2.8B kN
Imposed load =2.0 cos 20° x 6.D'x 0.75

JV, =8.46kN
Wind load = 2.0 x 6.0 x (—0.40)

øç= —4.80 kN

The rafter slope of 20° results in purlins at the same angle. Components of
load are used to calculate moments about the x andy axes, i.e. normal and
tangential to the rafter (Fig. 4.4). As with side rails, it would be possible to
ignore bending m the plane of the cladding, but in practice, biaxial bending is
usually considered in purlia design.

=2.88 cos 20° =2.71 kN
=2.88 sin 20° =0.99 kN
= 8.46 cos 20° = 7.95 kN
= 8.46 sin 20° = 2.89 kN

jJç1= —4.80 kN

Note that W,,.., is zero as wind pressure is perpendicular to the surface on
which it acts, i.e. normal to the rafter.

Ultimate load W1= 1.4 x 2.71 + 1.6 x 7.95= 16.5 kN

where 1.4 and 1.6 are the appropnate 4,' factors (Section 1.7).

(c) BM and SF

Max. ultimate moment M. = 16.5 x 6.0/8 = 12.4 kNm
Max. ultimate shear force F1 = 16.5/2 = 8.3 kN
Similarly, = 6.0 kN

A'l,=4.SkNm
F,=3.OkN

(d) Shear capacity

Design strengthp,. is given in Table 1.2 and for the selected purlin section is
275 N/mm2

Shear area = 152.4 x 6.4 = 975 tom2
Shear capacity Pa = 0.6

=0.6x275x975x30'3 =l6lkN
Shear area A,, = 0.9A0

=0.9 x2 x 76,2 x 9.0 = 1234mm2
Shear capacity = 0.6 x 275 x 1234 x =204kN

It may be noted that in purlin design, shear capacity is usually high relative to
shear force.

M=p551=275 X 130x l03=35.8kNm

but Ma must not exceed i.2
= 1.2 x 275 x 112 x 11r3=37.0 kNm

must not exceed 1.55 p,Z,
= 1.55 x 0.275 x 21,0= 9.0 kNm

The local capacity check may now be earned out (Section 3.4):

Mx/Mex+M,JMn,;t I (for a channel section)
12.4/35.8 + 4.5/9,0 = 0.85

The local capacity of the section is therefore adequate,

(I) Buckling resistance

44 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI( DESIGN TOES 5950

Fig. 4.4

WiN

PURLINS AND SIDE RAiLS 45

Ce) Moment capacity

The section classification of a channel subject to biaxial bending depends on
b.'Tand d't which in this case are 8.47 and 16.5, respcciively. The channel is

BS table 7 therefore a plastic section. Hence, the moment capacity

clause 4.2.5

A 111111111!

Note that 10 must be included to give Ma in kNm, when N/mjn2 for
p, and cm3 for Alternatively, p,. may be expressed as 0.275 kN/mm2
but this requires care later when axial forces and stresses are used.

x 41.3=11.4 kN m

The raho S,./Z, is greater titan 1.2 and hence the constant 1.2 is replaced by
the ratio factored load/unfactored load (6.0/[0.99 ± 2.89] = 1.55).

FiN

—t .1'

1,

Fig. 4.5

clause 4.2.3

The buckling resisiance moment M,, of the section does not need to be found
because the beam is restrained by the cladding in the x plane (Fig. 4.6) and
instability is not considered for a moment about the minor axis (Fig. 4.7)
(Section 3.1).

Fig. 4.6 FIg. 4.7
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46 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO ES 5950 PURLINS AND SIDE RAILS 47

(g) Wind suction (h) Deflection

The effect of the wind suction load has so far not been considered, and in Deflectton limits for purlins are not specified in BS table 5 but a limit of
some situations it could be critical. In combination with oath IV,, and nc, a span/200 is commonly adopted.
lower total load IV is clearly produced.

Deflection &, =
Ultimate load = 3M x 2.71 + 3.4 x 4.8 = —4.01 kN

= —4.01 x 6.0/8 = —3.01 lcNm where mc is the serviceability imposed mad, i.e. 7.95 kN and if is
JVJ 1.0 x 0.99 = 0.99kN 205 kNlmm2

=0:99 x 6.0/8 = 0.75 kNm
5 it 7.95 it 600&/(384 it 205 it 852 it 12.8mm

The value of M1 is much lower ihan the value 32.8 kNm used earlier, but 28.5 tam
the negative sign indicates that ihe lower flange of the channel is tn Deflection limit 6000/200 = 30mm

and this flange is not restrained. The buckling resistance
must therefore he found.

(I) ConnectionsThe effective length L5 of the purlin may be found from BS table 9.

clause 4.3.5 = 3.0 it 6.0 = 6.0 m The connection of the purlin to the rafter may be made by bolting it to a cleat
as shown iii Fig. 4.8. The design of these connections is usually nominal dueSlenderness A = Ln'r, = 6000/22.4 = 268 lwhich IS less than 350 as required
to the tow reactions at the end of the purtins. However, the transfer of forcesby clause 4.7.3.2) where LE and are in mm. Equivalent stenderness
between the purlin and rafter shnuld be considered. For ttie channel sectionallowing for lateral torsional buckling is given by:
chosen, and IF'. transfer to the rafter through a cleat. Bolts must be

2Lr = nuvA provided but will be nominal due tn the low reactions invotved (8.0 trW and
3.0 kN). Chapter 3 gives calculations for a butted connection in more detail.

Torsional index r = 14.5 (continuous) purtins may be used and minor,ctianges in design
A/s = 268/14.5 = 38 are considered in Section 4.4,

ES table 14 V = 0.49
it = 0.902

ES table J6 n =0.94 (for fl=0 and y=0)
ALT = 0.94 it 0.902 it 0.49 it 26S = lIt Purlin

Bending strength pa may be obtained: pa= 30811/mm2Clause 4.3.7,4 un

The overalt buckling check may now be camed out using an equivalent FIg. 4.8 Pirlin connection

tram

ES table 11 Buckling resistance Al6

equal angta

= 308 it 330 it = i4.OkNm

ES table J3 uniform moment factor (at) equal to i.0 (member loaded between
restraints):

+ mMy/Me, I

3.Ot/14.0+0.75/(275 it 41.3 it 4.3 EXAMPLE 7. DESIGN OF SIDE RAIL

The overall buckling of the sectton is therefore satisfactory. (a) Dimensions
The diagrams for bending moment and shear force shown in Fig. 4.5

indicate that maximum values are not coincident and it is not therefore (See Fig. 4.9): side rails at 2.0 m centres: span 5.0 m simply supported.
necessary to check moment capacity in the presence of shear load. Purlin
design does not normally need a check on web beanng and buckling as the
applied concentrated loath are low — note the tow values of shear force. The (1) Loading
check for beanng and buckling of the web is pariiculariy needed where heavy
concentrated loads occur, and reference mdy be made to ChapterS for the Dead load (cladding/insulation panels) 0.38 kH/m2
reievasit calculations. Wind load (pressure) 0.80 kN/m2
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Maximum values of bending moment and shear force must be found
allowing for the wind loading (bonzontal) only (Fig 49) and mciudmg the
safety factor y1.

Wind load Assume the side rail to be 125 x 75 x 10 unequal angle, grade 43 steel. An
angle, such as that chosen1 provides greater resistance to bending (higher

.

section properties) about the x axis than they axis, compared to that for an (e) Moment capacity
equal angle of the same area (weight).

-

Cladding 20 x 50 x 018 = I 8OkN For single angles lateral restraint is provided by the cladding which also
Self weight 5.0 x 0.15 =0.75 lcN ensures bending about the x axis, rather than about a weaker axis (Fig. 4.11).
Total dead load 'T1d =2.55kN 4.11 The moment capacity only of the section is therefore checked. The section

Wind toad Wind load rV,,,=2.0 x 5.0 x 0.80 =8.0 BS table 7 chosen is defined as semi-compact having bIT= 7.5 and d/T= 12.5 (bothif.. <15), and 1<23), hence:The loads and lVd act in planes at nght angles producing moments .,
Fig. 4.9 about sandy axes of the steel section, but only moments about rare used in . p' i%4, 4

dpsign (as discussed in Section 4.!). =275 x 36.5 x 103r10.OkNm
!%4/Ma=7.0/l0/.0=D.70Ultimate load W,= 1.4W,, . -

i.4 x 8.0= ll.2kN Section is satisfactory.
The design of side rails does not normally include a check on web bearing

and buckling, as discussed in Section 4.2(g).

(I) Deflection

(c) SM and SE Calculation of deflection is based on the condition, i.e. with
a unfactored loads.

With reference to Fig. 4.10:

Maximum moment Al, =lI.2x5.0/8 =7.0kNm 4,.
Mnximumshenr force F, =11.2/2 =5.6kN .• =5x8.Ox x 205 x302x 104)

=21.0mm

Although clause 4.12.2 avoids specifring any value, use a deflection limit of,
say 11200=25 mm

4.4 EXAMPLE 6. DESIGN OF MULTI-SPAN PLJRLIN(d) Shear capacity

-

t:. ir-,, Continuity of a stnictural element over two or more spans maybe useful inDesign strength p, is 275 N/nun2 (Section 1.7).
. ,;-;- order to reduce the maximum moments to be resisted, and hence the section

clause 4.2.3 Shear area A, =0.9 x 125 x ID = 1125mm2 size, and to improve the buckling resistance of the member.
Shear capacity F, = 0.6 x 275 x 1225 x 10 = 186

1. In general, the bending moments in a continuous beam are less than
The shear capacity is clearly very large relative to the shear force. those in simply supported beams of the same span. It should be

noted, however, that a two-span beam has the same moment (WL/8)
at the middle support as the mid-span moment of a simply
supported beam.

2. The resistance of a member of lateral torsional buckling is
improved by continuity and this is reflected in BS table 16.

Continuity maybe achieved by fabricating members of length equal to two;.
or more spans. Length will, however, be limited by requirements for delivery

-.
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PURLINS AND SIDE flAILS 5150 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI< DESIGN TO OS 5950

and flexibility dunng site erection. For the purlin designed in Section 4.2 a (I) Buckling resistance
length of not more than two spans (12 m) would be acceptable (they can be
delivered bundled together to reduce flexibility). Conunrnty can also be A = = 6000/22.4 = 268
arranged by Use of site connections capable of transmitting bending moments.

The factor a is obtained from ES table 16 for /3 = 0 and y = Al/Al0 .— j0Such connections are costly to fabncate and to assemble and are rarely used
as the end moment Al and simply supported moment Al0 are equal (but

in small structural elements such as purlins and side rails. Using the same
opposite sign), hence

example as in Section 4.2, the design is repeated for a purlin continuous over
two spans of 6.0 m. a 0.66

itt =1.0
it = 0.902

(a) Dimensions A/x =268/14.5= 18.5

- where x is the torsional index.
As Section 4.2(a).

ES table 14 = 0.49
= 0.66 x 0.902 '< 0.49 x 268 = 78(b) Loading

ES table 11 pj, = 170N/rnm2
As Section 4.2: assume purlin tobe 152 x 76 channel, 43 steel: = 170 x 130 x = 22.1 kNm

=2.88kN
I

=2.71
12.4/22.1 +4.5/(275 x 41.3 x =0.9611'dy =0.99kN

Ultimate load ri', = 16.5 kN
Ultimate load IV,,= 6.0kW

(g) Deflection

From Example 6. the imposed load at serviceability limit state is(c) DII and SF

=7.95kW
With reference to Fig. 4.12: & = 7.95 x 600&/(l85 x 205 x 852 x = 5.3mm

M,kNm Maximum ultimate moment (at central suppod) =2.89kW\:•>/
5' = 14.5mm

= 16.5 x 6.0/8 = 12.4 kNm
Deflection limit G000/200=3Omm10 4

N F, =0.65 x 16.5 = 10.4kW
Si. = 4.5 kWm

FIg. 4.12 F,, = 3.8kW

(d) Shear capacity

Shear force is less than 0.6 shear capacity, as Section 4.1(d).

(e) Moment capacity

ES table 7 The 152 x 76 channel is a compact section (b/T= 8.45), hence

5 x 130 x 103=35.8kNm/v! '7
=9.OkNm

I

12.4/35.8 + 4.5/9.0 = 0.85
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1st
c.

CRANE GJRDERS

rail industrial buildings house processes which involve
heavy items being moved from one point to another during assembly,
fabneation or plant maintenance. In some cases overhead cranes are the best
way of providing a heavy lifting facility covenng virtually the whole area of
the building. These cranes are usually electrically operated, and are provided
by specialist suppliers. The crane is usually supported on four wheels nmnmg
on special crane rails. These rails are not considered to have significant
bending strength, and each is supported on a crane beam or girder (Fig.
The design of this girder, but not the rail, is part of the sieelwork designer's
brief. However, the position and attachment of the rail on the crane girder
must be considered, as a bad detail can led to fatigue problems, particularly
for heavy duty cranes. The attachment of the rail should allow future
adjustment to be carried out, as continuous movement of the crane can cause
lateral movement of the raiL

Si CRANE WHEEL LOADS

Parts of a typical overhead crane are shown in Fig. 5.2. The weight or load
associated with each part should be obtained from the crane supplier's data, A

and then be combined to give the crane wheel loads, Alieniaitve wheel loads
may be given directly by the crane manufacturer. Reference may be made to
BS 6399: Part for Ml details of loading effects. The following notes
apply to single crane operation only.

The crab with the hook load may occupy any position on the crane frame
up to the minimum approach shown in Fig. 5.2. Hence the vertical load on the
nearer pair of wheels can be calculated, adding an amount for the crane
frame, which is usually divided equally between the wheels. Maximum wheel
loads are often provided by the crane manufacturer.

An allowance for impact of 25% is made for most light)medium duty
cranes (classes QI and Q2), and this is added to each vertical wheel load. For

'

heavy duty cranes (classes Q3 and Q4) reference should be made to
BS 2573(2) and to suppliers data for appropnate impact values.

In addition to the vertical loads transferred from the wheels to the crane
rail, horizontal loads can also develop. The first of these is called surge and -rig

acts at nght angles (laterally) to the girder and at ihe level of the rail. This ,C
surge load covers the acceleration and braking of the crab when moving

CRANE GIRDERS 53

Crane gantry girder
lUB and plate
welded iogeiherl

Fig. 5.1 Crane gantry
girder

+
lift

wheel
carriage

along the crane frame, together with the effects of non-vertical lifting. The
value of this load is assessed in l3S 6399t1) at 10% of the sum of the crab
weight and hook load. It is divided equally between the four crane wheels
when the wheels are double flanged and can act in either direction.

The second horizontal load (longitudinal) is the braking load of the whole
crane, and in this case acts along (lie crane girder at the level of the top flange.
The value of this load is assessed at 5% of each wheel load, and is therefore a
maximum when the wheel load is a maximum. As before, the braking load
covers acceleration as well as non-vertical lifting.

The loads are summanzed in Fig. 5.3. In addition, gantry girders intended
to carry class Q3 and Q4 cranes (as defined in BS 2573: Part I) should be.
designed for the crabbing forces given in clause 4.11.2.

5.2 Overhead crane

...g. 5.3 Crane loads

0

-c

so

V

a
a

—0g 2e
a-c0+

0

"Pa
a, '0
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The safety factor 7j for crane loads (ultimate limit state) is taken as 1.6, i.e.
as for imposed loads generally (Section 1.7). Whenever the vertical load and
the surge load are combined in the design of a member, the safety factor
should however be taken as 1.4 for both loads (135 table 2). Further detailed
provisions for gantry girders are given in clauses 4.1! and 2.4.1.2.

Moving loads, such as crane wheels, tvill result in bending moments and
shear forces which vary as the loads travel along the supporting girder. In
simply supported beams the maximum shear force will occur immediately

a support, while the maximum bending moment will occur near,
but not necessarily at, mid-span. In general, influence should be
used to find the load positioos producing maximum values of shear force and
bending moment.

The mnximum effects of two moving loads maybe found from fonnulaetti
as demonstrated in Section 2.5. For a simply supported beam the load
positions shown in Fig. 5.4 give maximum values:

Shear force (max) = 1112 — cIL)
Bending moment (max) = WL/4

or =2W(L/2 — c/4)2/L

The greater of the bending moment values should be adopted.
The design of the bracket supporting a crane girder uses the value of

maximum reaction from adjacent simply supported beams, as in Fig. 5.4.
Where adjacent spans are equal, the reaction is equal to the shear force, i.e.

Reaction (max) = 1v12 — o'L)

cfr' (tw

L/2

Span of crane
Wheel centres
Minimum hook approach
Span of crane girder

(c) Wheel loads

Vertical wheel load from:
hook load 200(15.0 — 0.7)/(15.0 x 2) 95.31<14

crab load 60(15.0 — 0.7)/(15.0 x 2) = 28.6 kH
crane load 270/4 = 67.SkN
Total vertical load = 191.4 kN per wheel

Vertical load IV. (including allowance for impact and yj)
=L25x l.4x 191.4=335104

Where vertical load is considered acting alone then Vj- is 1.6 and
becomes 383 kN.

Lateral (honzonra!) surge load is 10% of hook ± crab load:
=26.0104

Total lateral load = 26/4 = 6.5 kN per wheel
Surge load (including 37) = 1.4 x 6.5 = 9.1 kN
Longitudinal (honzontal) braking load, is 5% of wheel load and
including is:

0.05 x 1.6 x 191.4 = 15.3 kN per wheel

In the following design it will become clear that the cntical considerations
are lateral buckling, and web beanng at the support. Hence first sizing of the
girder would be based on these cntena. Assume a 610 x 305 x 179 1313
(grade 43) with extra plate (grade 43) welded to top flange. This plate ts
used to give additional strength to the top flange which is assumed to act
alone to resist the lateral (surge) loading. A channel section may be preferred
instead of the flat plate; this type of section was commonly used in the past.

34 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TOSS 5950 . CRANE GIRDERS 35

5.2 MAXIMUM LOAD EFFECTS

In all cases the effect of self weight (unifomity distributed) of the girder must
be added. -

5.3 EXAMPLE 9. CRANE GIRDER WITHOUT LATERAL
RESTRAINT ALONG SPAN -

(a) Dimensions

15.0 m
3.5 m
0.7 m
6.5 m (stmply supported)

need be calculated)
200kN

60 kN
270kN

(b) Loading

Class Q2 (no crabbing forces
Hook load
Weight of crab
Weight of crane (excluding crab)

C

Wt2— c/LI

-

Shun three end resetian

Fig. 5.4 Maximum PM, SF
and It

Bending moment

ikf
Bending moment
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Dead load due to self weight of girder (1.79 + 0.36 kN/m) and rail (e) Shear capacity
(0.25 kN/m) including y, is

clause 4.2.3 Design strength for chosen section with flange 22 mm thick:
Table 1.2 p, =265 N/mm2tJ'd1.4x2.403< 6.5=2I.8kN i:)

.1 - Shear capacity Ps., =0.6p,A,
=0.6 xO.265 x 617.5 x 14.125kg/rn rail

: = 041 <0.60L
Shear capacity P =0.6 x 0.265(307 x 23.6+280 x l20)=2030kN

F /P, =0.01 <0.60280 x 20 plate (35 kg/nI
:

179kg/rn UB

-
(0 Moment capacity

Fig. 5.5

clause 3.5.5 The chosen section (Fig. 5.6) IS a plastic sechon with

bif (internal) =280/20 = 14(d) BM and SF
bif (external) =75.5/10.4 =6.5

Moment due to vertical wheel loads is
either =335 x6.5/4=544kN :r

280or 20ç(L/2 — c/4)2/L =2 x335(6.5/2 — 3.5/4)2/6.5
I I=581 kNm (664kNm when acting alone)

F— ,

Moment due to dead load =2l.5x6.5/8=IBlcNm 1'

Max. ultithate moment M, =581 + 18
'—j__

I

=599 kNm (682 kNm when acting alone) j - 4r. —
- —-—Plastic NAAlthough the dead load maximum BM occurs at mtd-span, and the wheel

FIg. 5.6 taxis ot equal aria)
maximum occurs a distance c/4 away, it is usual to assume the value of A-fr to -"
be the sum of the maxima as shown.

For the built-uy section chosen, the designer may need to calculate the plasticMoment due to surge load =2 x 9.1(6.5/2 — 3.5/4)2/6.5 ic modulus (5,)t '1), if tids is not available in published tables. The properties= 15.8 kNm
may be obtained from formulae given in Appendix A.Max. ultimate moment = 15.8 kNm

:
of plate =280 x 20 =5600mm2Shear force due to vertical wheel loads is:

Total areaA =228+5600x l0_2 =284cm2(V (2— cIL) =335a — 3.5/6.5)
=490kN (560kN when acting alone) .:,' Plastic section properties:

Vertical shear force due to dead load2I.8/2=1l kN 4 =56001(2 x l4.I)= l98.6nun (i.e. l3Omm below top face)Max. ultimate shear force F, =490+ II
=5520+[14.t x 198.62+5600(617.5/2+20/2 —=501 kN (571 kN when acting alone)
=6750 cm3LaternI shear force due to surge load=9.1(2 — 3.5/6.5)=13.3kN

(for top flange only)=(23.6x3072/4+20Max. ultimate shear force = 13.3 kN :'r-: =948cm3Max. ultimate reaction R1 =490+21.8 = 512 kN
Elastic section properties:1?. =I3.3kN -

4 =5600(617.5+20)/(284 x 102)

4 = 152 000+228 x 6282 x
+5600(617.5/2+20/2 _62.8)2x

=198 000cm4
Z, =198 000/(617.5/2+62.8) =5320 cm3

4=11 400+20x28&/(l2x 15100cm1
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for tension flange about y-y axis
x 101= 5690cm4

for compression flange about y-y axis

-

icf=SG9O+2O x x

Z,, (for top flange only) =2
=2 x 9350/(307 ,c

]Q"i)=609 cm'

Torsional index may be calculated using the appropnate method in
85 appendix 8.2.5.1(c).

)i. =617.5+20 — 23.6/2 — 43.6/2=604mm
.Eb, = total area=28 400mm2

=2 x 307 x23.63+280 x20.03+570.3 x
= 11.91 xlObmm4

x =604[28 4001(11.91 x I06)]a =29-5mm

Local moment capacity

Ma 'Py3'x -

=265x6750x
To prevent plasticity at working load (see Section 3.4), 1.4 p,. 4 where
factored load/unfactored load= i.4

Ma 1.4 x 265 x 5320 x = I97OkNm
=p, 5,, where S,,is for top flange only

25lkNm
But 4 1.49,. Z,. using constant 1.4 as noted above and; for top flange
only.

A4,,$i.4x265x609xl0"=226kNm

Combined local capacity check

+ I

Diaphragm 599/1790+ 15.8/226 = 0.40

Acting alone without surge

MiMer = 683/1790 = 0.38

Hence section chosen is satisfaciory.

-(g) Buckling resistance

The buckling resistance may be found in the same way as in Section 3.8(0,
hut allowing for the destabilizing effect of the surge load. Hence

clause =1.0
55 table 13

No restraint is provided between the ends of the girder. At the supports the
diaphragm gives partial restraint against torsion, hut the compression flange
is not restrained (Fig. 5.7).

115 table 9 = l.2(L +20)
=1.2(6,5+2 x 0.637)=9.33 m

Slenderness A=Lg/r,
= 9330172.8= 128

Aix = 128/29.5 =4.3
115 table 14 N

=9350/(9350 + 5690) = 0.62
v =0.80

115 table 13 it = 1.0 (conservatively)
clause 4.3.7.5 Ytr =nuvA

=1.OxO.9x0.80x 128=102
55 table 12 Bending strength Pb = ISO N/mm2

Buckling resistance =pb5,

clause 4.11:3 -F.quivalentunifonn moment factor ni = 1.0
Overall buckling check

+niM,/p,Z,. I

599/864 + 15.8/(265 x 609 x

Acting alone without surge

Aix/Mb. = 683/689 = 0.99

Hence the section is satisfactory.

(Ii) Web buckling

At points of concentrated load (wheel loads or reactions) the web of die
girder must be checked for local bucklingtt) (see Fig. 5.8). If necessary, load
carrying stiffeners must he introduced to prevent local buckling of the web.

Dispersion length under wheel
b1=2x75 =150mm

clause 4.iI.5 nt =617+2 x 20 =657mm
Web slenderness A 2.SdIt

FIg. 5.7

.'" Rail piatâ

FIg. 5.8

clause 4.5.2.1 =2.5 x 537/14.1 = 195
Compressive strength P. = 131 N/mm2
Buckling resistance P., =(b1 +nt) tPC

=1150+657)14.1 xO.131 =i49OlcN
Max. wheel load = 383 kN
Hence buckling resistance is satisfactory.

Minimum stiff beanng length required at support

b 1'x ,tUPc) —' n, mm
F, =571 kN (support reaction)

309 mm
b =573/(l4.i x 0.131) — 309= — 10mm

i.e. no stiff bearing is required at support for web beanng.

FIg. 5.9
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Fig. 5.10

(i) Web bearing

At the same points the web of the girder must be checked for local
(see Fig. 5.10). If necessary, beanng stiffeners must be introduced to prevent
local crushing of the web.

clause 4.11.5 Load dispersion under wheel = 2(75+43.6+ I6.S)=270mm

Deanng capacity =270 x 14.1 x 0.265=IOa9kN
Maximum wheel load =383kN

Rail ,'\/45' 15
flange

•\4-plate . —.-x— 16.5

Under wheelRoot ol
fillet

lii

________________

16.5

in 2.5

1 At support

Load dispersion at support:

Minimum stiff —

n2=(23.6+ l6.S)2.S=lOOmm
F1=571 kN (support reaction)
b ,=571/(14.1 x 0.265) — 100=53mm

Web beanng at the support requires a minimum stiff beanng of 53 mm; check
that the supports provide this mimmum stiff beanng to prevent web beanng
capacity of the girder from being exceeded (see Fig 5.10).

(J) Deflection

Serviceability vertical wheel load excluding impact

191.4 kIN

Max. deflection for position
= — a3/L3)/6EJ

a=(L—c)/2=l.5 m

Deflection limjt=6500/600= lO.8mm

CRANE GIRDERS 61

The vertical forces are transmitted to the supporting bracket by direct beanng
(Fig. 5.11). Horizontal-reactions are present from surge load (13.3 kIN) and
horizontal braking (15.3 kN). The surge load is transmitted to the column by
the diaphragm (Fig. 5.7). The braking force will bc transmitted by nominal
bolts; provide, say two M20 bolts (grade 4.6).

5.4 EXAMPLE JO. CRANE GIRDER WITH LATERAL RESTRAINT

The design in Section 5.3 may be repeated but including a lattice restraint to
the compression flange. In practice such a lattice girder may have been
provided specifically for this purpose, or to support access platforms or
walkways (Fig. 5.12). In modem UK practice it is rarely economic to include
such a restraint in order to reduce the beam size, except in heavy mdustnal
buildings.

(a) Dimensions

As Section 5.3.

(b) Loading

As Section 5.3 (making no correction for the changed self weight).

(c) Wheel toads

As Sectioo 5.3.

Cd) BM and SF

As Section 5.3, i.e.

Max. It'!, =599kNm (683 kNm when acting alone)
Max. It'!., = 15.8 kNm

(e) Shear capacity

A smallerUB may be chosen as lateral restraint is provided. Assume a
533 x 210 x 122 UB with no plate added. Note that in the design in Section
5.3 web beanng and buckling were cnticat, hence a revised section having a

similar web thickness is chosen.

00 STRUCTURAl. STEEL WORK DEBtON TO ES IBID

(It) Connection

Fig. 5.12

I
- - --
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(I) Moment capacity

=O.6x 0.265 x 544.6 x 12.8 = 108 kN
F'/P, =571/1108=0.52

The chosen US is a plastic section (bIT = 5.0)
Moment capacity Ala =

But

Section is satisfactory.

(h) Deflection

Wheel load= 191.4kN
Calculation as in Section 5.3(j) gives b=9.Omm
Limit=6500/600= 10.5 mm

As Section 5.3 but the lattice transmits horizontal forces to the support: hence
the diaphragm is not needed.

The lattice girder which provides restraint to the crane girder top flange is
loaded by

(i) the restraint force of 11.45 114 (13.06 kN when acting alone) which is
considered to be distributed between the nodes of the lattice;

(ii) ihe surge load of 9.1 kN per wheel (10.4 tiN when acting alone).

28.6 kN iotai

I III I

123456789

The truss is analysed by graphics, calculation, or computer, giving member
forces as tabulated (tiN):

Panel iop chord Bottom chord Diagonal Post

I 0 21.2 30.0 0

2 21.2 38.3 24.2 17.1

3 38.3 51.3 18.4 13,0

4 51.3 51.0 0.3 0.3

5 46.6 51.0 6.1 0

6 381 46,6 11.9 4.3

7 25.7 38.2 11.7 8,4

8 0 25.7 36.3 12.5

9 0

The applied forces may act m either direction and hence the member forces
may be either tension or compression. Designing the chord members for a
compression of 51.3 tiN; use a 35 x 45 x 6 equal angle

A L5Ir,,.t.0x813/8.6794
p =I35N/mm2

Designing the diagonals for a compression of 36.2 tiN using the same single
angle:

Effective lengthLe = 1.0 x 8l3/cos45°= 1150mm
A =1150/8.67=133

=83N/mm2
Pr

clause 1.2.3 Shear capacity p5 = (I) Connection

(j) LattIce

623mm

=0.265 x 3200= 849 kNm

= I .2p,4
= 1.2 x 0.265 x 2799 = 890 kNm
= 683/849 = 0.80

clause 4,3.2 The effect of the lateral moment M,. is considered later in part U) in
combination with a restraint force equal 102.5% of the flange force. Note that
the value of 1% tn the initial version bf clause 4.3.2 was considered lobe too
small.

Flange force may be estimated as: 599/0.523 = 1145 tiN (1306 tiN when
acting alone); see Fig. 5.13.
Restraint force = 28.6 tiN (32.6 tiN when acting alone)

Fig (g) Web buckling/bearing

Minimum stiff beanng length ai support to resist reaction of 571 tiN.
ft 544.ô/2272mm
A =2.5 x477/l2.893

ES tab/e 27c Pr = 134 N/mm2
Mm. beanng length b, =571/(12.8 xO.134) — 272=61mm

n,=(2l.3 + 12.7)2.5 85mm
Mm. beanng length b, = 57 l/( 12.8 x 0.265) — 85 = 84mm

Therefore, a stiff beanng length of at least 84 ruin is needcd at the supports to
give adequatc bearing strength for the girder.

Fig. 5.14

9.1 1N 9.1 IN

45.

8 bays at 813.5mm

ES table 27c Compression resistance =Ag Pr
=5.09x l35x

ES table 27c
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The basic lattice member is therefore a 45 x 45 x 6 equal angle and might be

___________

fabncated as a welded truss. For a more detailed consideration of truss design
reference should be made to Chapters 6 and 12.

C

C

________

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic References TRUSSES
-I. Crane loading 556399 Design Loading for Buildings

Part I: Dead and imposed loads (1984)

2. Crane types US 2573: Part Rules far the Design of Cranes:
Specification far classification, stress calculation and " '4'design criteria of structures (1983)

- -

Trusses and lattice girders are fabricated from the various steel sections3. Influence lines Marshall W.T. & Nelson ELM. (1990) Moving loads
' available, joined together by welding orby bolting usually via gussetand influence lines, Snctures, 79—106.

(connecting) plates. Generally the trusses act in one plane and are usually4. Influence lines Coates R,C., Coutie M.G. & Kong F.K. (1988)
, designed aspin-Jointed frames, althoughsome mammembers may be designedMueller-Breslaus pnnciple. Model analysis, Structura:

as continuous. Where members lie in three dimensions the truss is icaown as aAnalysts, pp. 127—31. Van Nosunnd
space Trusses and lattice girders are particularly suitert to long spans, as5. Influence lines Wang C.K. (1983) Influqncc lines for statically
they can be made to any overall depth, and are commonly used in bridgedeten-ninate beams, Jntennediate Srrucrural Analysis,
construction, In buildings they have particular application for roofstructures,pp. McGraw-Hill
and for members supporting heavy loads from floors above) and for6. Plastic modulus Marshall W.T. & Nelson H.M. (1990) Plaihc bending,
members having longer spans,Structures, pp. Longman

The use of a greater overall depth leads to a large saving in weight of steel7. Plastic modulus Home MAt., & Morris L.a. (198l) Plastic Design of compared with a universal beam. This saving of matenal cost can offset theLow-Rise Frames, Collins
extra fabncation costs in certain cases,

8. Web buckling and Dowling PA.. Knowles P. & Owens G.W. (1988)
bearing Structural Steel Design. Steel Construction Institute

9. Deflection formulae (1992) Design theory, Steel Designers' Manual
pp. 1026—50. Black-well

6.1 TYPES OF TRUSS AND THEIR USE

A selectionof roof trusses is shown in Fig. 6. I, where rhe roof slopes and
spans dictate the shape of the truss and the layout of the members. Hipped
trusses are used for small spans, economically up to Gm, the lattice girders
for medium spans, and the mansard for large spans. Such trusses are lightly
loaded by snow and wind load, together with a small allowance for services.
It is unusual for lifling facilities to be supported from the roof trusses. The

. resulting member and connection sizes are therefore relatively small.
Heavy trusses may be used in multi-storey buildings where column loads

from die floors above need to be earned. Examptes of these are shown in Fig.
6.2. Trusses of this very heavy loads, and are similar in layout and
member size to bridge structures.

A common method of providing stability to a building, whether single or
multi-storey, is to use an arrangement of bracing members. These are
essentially formed into a truss and cany the horizontal loads, suds as wind, to

-x the foundations by acting as honzontal and vertical frameworics. Examples
are shown in Fig. 6.3. Bracing is considered in more deiail in Chapter tO, and
graphically illustrated in Chapters 12 and 13 in terms of the overall stability\ of single storey buildings

9,'
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Loading will consist of dead, Imposed and wind loads as described in
Chapter 2. Combinations of loads giving maximum effects in individual
members must be considered (see Section 2.4) and safety factors y,- must be
included (Section 1.7).

The loads will usually be transferred to the truss by other members such as
purlins (Fig. I .2) or by beams in the case of a floor truss. A wtnd bracing will
be loaded by the gable posts; or by side members such as the eaves beam. it is
ideal if the loads can be transferred to the trust at the node points, but
commonly (as shown in Fig. 1,2) this is aol possible. In roof truss design the
purlin positions may not be known initially, and allowing for the possibility
of purlin changes dunng future re-roofing, a random position for loads is
olien allowed.

The analysis therefore involves several stages:

(a) Analysis of the truss assuming ptn-joints (except Viereodeel trusses) and
loading at the nodes.
This may proceed using manual methods —joini resolution, method of

sections and graphical means are all suiiable0'2' — or computer
techniques. Several analyses may be needed where diflèrent arrange.
menu of dead, imposed and wind loading must be considered,

(b) Analysis of the load beanng member such as the rafter as a continuous
beam supported at the nodes and loaded by the purlins. In cases where
the load positions are uncertain tIme rafter moment may be taken as
WL/6 (clause 4.1Cc), where II' is the purlin load and 1. is the node 0
node length peqendicular in IV.

Ic) Assessment of stresses due to eccentricity of ihe conneciions. Ideally
the ceniroidal axes of members should meet at the nodes. Where this
is not possible the members and connections should be designed for
the moments due to (lie eccentncity, if significant.

Cd) Assessments of the effects of joint dgidity 'and deflections. Secondary
strcsses become important in some trusses having short thick members,
but may be neglected where more slender members arc used (clause
4.10).

The overall analysis of the truss will ilterefore involve the summation of two
or more effects. Analyses (a) and (b) most always be considered, while (c)
and Cd) may be avoided by meeting cenain conditions.

6.3 SLENDERNESS OF MEMBERS

The slenderness A of a compression member (a strut) is given by

=

where LE is the effective length of the strut about (lie appropnate axis
r is the radius of gyration about the appropriaie axis

The requirements of clauses 4.7.2 and 4.7.10 define the effective lengths of
the chord and inlemal members of trusses and are illustraied in Figs. 6.4 and
6.5. These requirements take into account the effect of tlte nodes (loinis)
which divide the top chord into a number of in-plane effective lengths. in she
lateral (out-of-plane) direction the purlins restrain the top chord. The radius
of gyration appropnaie to a given strut depends on ilic possible axis of
buckling, and these are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5.

The e(fecttve lengths of discontinuous struts are increased where single
bolted connections are used, resulting in reduced compressive strengths.
Hence single bolted connections usually result in less economic trusses.

Where double angles are used as shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 it is necessary.
to rcduce ihe slenderness of ihe individual component Isingle angle) by
interconnecting ihe angles at points between the joints. These connections are
usually a single bolt (minmamn 16mm diameter), with a packing between the
angles equal to the gusset thickness, and are commonly placed at third or
quarter points along ihe member.

h,,, =s2/r,,
—s2/3r.,.,. for members having connections which divide

into three equal parts

p
lipped
a

latimeep
Mansard

column

a

Fig. 6.1 Roof trusses

FIg. 6.2 Support irusses

Fig. 6.3 Bracing

N.truss

Cotomo
loads

T
"4

Vierandeei

Mutii'stnrey building

6.2 LOADING AND ANALYSIS

Singie-sioray building

slenderness ab ±
where
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Nodal centresI. ci
I_.

Bottom chord bracing centres

TRUSSES 69

VI

Double
angle

RHS

A maximum at
0.85 si/mar s,/m1,.

A=meximum at
0.7

VI
U

Single
engte

:41

11

liii

-aPt

Fig. 6.4 A for continuous
chords

Fig. 6.5 .4 for
discontinuous
struts

L tar
discontinuous

strut

should not exceed 50. These requirements are given in clauses 4.7.l3.t(d)
and 43.9(c).

Slenderness for any strut should not exceed 180 for general members
resisting toads other than wind loads, or 250 for members resisting self
weight and wind load only (clause 4,7.3.2). For a member normally acting as
a tie, but subject to reversal of stress due to wind, the slenderness should not
exceed 350. In addition, very small sections should be avoided, so that
damage during transport and erection does not occur. e.g. a minimum size of
angle would be 50 x 6 generally.

6.4 COMPRESSIoN RESISTANCE

The compression resistance of struts is discussed also in Chapter 7. The
compressive strength p0 depends on the slenderness A and the design strength
p,,. Tests on axially loaded, pin-ended struts show that their behaviour can be
represented by a number of curves which relate to the type of section and the
axis of budding. These curves are dependent on matenal strength and the
initial unperfections. which affect the inelastic behaviour and the inelastic
buckling load. For design the value of p. is obtained from one of four strut
curves or tables lBS tables 27a to 27d). The appropnate table is chosen by
reference to section type and thickness, and to the axis of buckling (US
table 25).

The compression resistance is

either P0 Pci for slender sections (see Section 1.7)
or P0 for all other sections.

where is the gross sectional area
is the compressive strength based on a reduced design
strength (clause 3.6).

63 TENSION CAPACITY

The tension capacity F, of a member is

F,

where the effective sectional area as defined in clause 33.3.
Where a member is connected eccentrically to its axis then allowance

should be made for the resulting moment. Alternatively, such eccentric
effects may be neglected by using a lower value of the effective area For
a single angle connected through one leg:

.ir=ai+3ai a2/(3oi+a2)
where is the net sechonal area of the connected leg

a3 is the sectional area of the unconnected leg

Full details of these reduced effective areas are given in clause 4.6.3.

VI

XjipX
Doubie—. ' -— angle

vI

A = maximum at
0.85 Ur,,,a, or 0.7 tim,, + 30

maximum ot
0.85

U
Single
angle

Member connected to gusset lparallelV—Vl
by two or more bolts
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6.6 CONNECTIONS

Connections arc required to join one member to another (internal joints), and
to connect the truss to the rest of the building (external joints). Three main
types of connection are used:

• bolting to a gusset plate
o welding to a gusset plate
• welding member to member

Examples of these are shown an Fig. 6.6. The choice of connection type is
often made by the fabncator, and will depend on the available equipment,
with welding becoming more economical the larger the number of truss and
member repetitions.

Ideally, members should be connected so that centroidat axes (or bolt
centre lines in the case of angles or tees) meet at a point (Fig. 6.6). if this
cannot be achieved, then both members and connection must be designed
from the eccentricity. in many eases the gusset plate 'viii not lie in the plane
of the member centroidal axes, but stresses due to this eccentricity are
ignored in construction using angles, channels and tees (clause 4.7.6c).

Design of the bolts or welds follows conventional methodst34). Bolts
(gi-ade 4.6 or 8.8) must be designed for both shear stress and beanng stress
(see Sectton 3.7g). Friction grip fasteners may be usedtS), but are not usually
economic unless bolt slip is unacceptable. Design stresses m the gusset may
be checked as a short beam with a combined axial load. Such design is not
realistic however, and it is sufficient to check the direct stress otily at the end
of the member (Fig. 6.7), on an area b x r as shown.

Minimum bolt size is usually 16mm, and minimum gusset plate thickness
is 6mm (internal) or 8 nun (exposed).

0.7 0.7

Fig. 6.9 Usng internal and external pressure coefficients given in reference (6), the
worst case for wind loading on the roof slope is the case 'wind on end plus
internal pressure (Fig. 6.9). This gives an outward pressure of

—(0.7±0.2)0.68 =—0.6i kN/m2

Note must be taken of the effects of the slope on the values nf each load as
appropnate scc Section 2.7(d) and Fig. 6.10).

Stress=

Hi

_____-t

/
Gusset plate

at
6.7 EXAMPLE II. ROOF TRUSS WITH SLOPING RAFTER

(a) Dimensions
(See Fig. 6.8.)

Bolted to gussei plate Wetded member to member

Fig. 6.6 Connection details

cap joint tbottedl

Span of truss
Rise of truss
Roof slope
Truss spacing
Rafter length

FIg. 6.7 Gusset plate stress

Fig. 6.8 Roof truss

16.0 m
3.2 m

21.8°
4.0 m
8.62 m

16.0 m

(b) Loading

Cladding/insulation
Roof truss self weight (estimated)
Snow/services
Wind pressures (q)

0.12 kN/m2
8.0 kN
0.75 kN/sn2
0.68 kN/m2
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r!t!

Dead toad on rafter
Imposed toad on each purtin
Imposed load on rafter If1

Wind load on each purtin
Wind toad on rafter Jf1,

=0.9GkN

=1.24kN
=2.2OkN

=2.20 x 8.6212.O=9.48kN
=4.0 x 2.Ocos2l.8° x 0.75=5.56kN
=6.46 x 8.6212.0=24.okN
=4.0 x 2.0 x 0.61 =4.88kN (suction)
=4.88 x 8.62/2.O=21.0k34 (suction)

72 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI( DESIGN TO ES 5950

Fig. 6.10

Dead toad on each pudin
cladding 4.0 x 2.0 x 0.12
own weight of purlin (say, 0.11 kN/m) and buss

0.11 x 4.0±8.0/10
Total dead toad on purlin

TRUSSES 73

(c) Truss forces (dead)

Nodal forces W6or U5
Truss analysts is carried out placing concentrated toads at the nodes of the
truss, i.e. dividing thc rafter load proportional to the nodal centres (Fig. 6.11).
Analysis by manual or computer techniques gives forces as in the table
(owing to symmetry, half of the truss only is recorded).

W6 = 9.48/4 = 2.37 IN
W, =24.014=6.OOlcN

Nodal lorces

Fig. 6.11 (d) Truss forces (imposed)

The forces are arranged as in (c) but have values of 6.00 kN, instead of
2.37 kN. Member forces are given in the table.

(e) Truss forces (wind)

Wind forces on the truss are as shown (Fig. 6.12) and member forces are
again analysed and the results gwen In the table:

27,0/4 = 525 kN

Fig. 6.12

- Compression force is positive.
As the wind load is suction, the load combinations ± 1.4W,,, and

1.21W6 ± ± may be ignored.

(fl SM In rafter

Assuming purlin positions are not known
Purlin load W =1.4(0.96±0.44)+I.6 x 5.56 =lQ.9k34

clause 4.JO(ç) BM =WLf6=1D.9 x 2.Ocos2l.8°/63.361thm

y (g) Rafter

_________ _________

Max. compression F = 12l.9kN
Lii Max. tension = 43.OkN

I —x Nodal distance=8.62J4 = 2.IGm

I Use two —80 x 60 x 7 unequal angles spaced 8 apart to allow for
gusset plates with spacing washers at quarter points, i.e. 0.54 m centres (Fig.
6.13). Note that they'—j axis is for the single angle section and they—y axis is
for the combined section.

6.13
r1=25.Omxn

Slenderness x 2155/25,0=73
6.4 and clause 4.10 a =50

i',, =26.2mm

Am =2155/26.2=82
1, x 12.7)=42

- (for connections at quarter points) where .çi5 based on the minimum r of the
component for single angle) as the angle can fail as a component
between fasteners.

1a

clause 3.5.3 Section chosen is semi.cnmpact with

dlt =80/8 = 10 (C l5s) and
(b±d)/t =17.5(c 23c)

Table 1.2 Design strength p,=275 N/mm2

fiS table 25 Strut table for angles is table 27c, and for 2=92:

115 table 27c strength p. = 123 N/mm2
Compression resistance =AgPc

=21.2 x 123 x lr=261
clause 4.2.5 Moment capacity Ma =p,

=275 x 24.3 x I0"36.7kNm

Member Member forces due to:

Dead

load IF,,

Imposed

load If,
Wind
load If,.

1.4EV6

+1.4EV1

1.0W6

+1.4W,,

I

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

II
12

13
14

22.4
21.4
20.6
19.7

—20.7
—17.8
—11.9

2.2
—3.0

4.4
—2.9

2.2
—5.9
—8.9

56.6
54.3
52.t
49.9

—52.5
—45.0
—30.0

5.6
—7.5
11.1

—7.4

5.6
—15.0
—22.5

—46.7
—46.7
—46.7
—46.7

42.8
35.4
20.7
—5.3

6.8
—10.5

6.8
—5.3
16.0
22.8

121.9
116.8
112.2
107.4

—113.0
—96.9
—64.7

12.0
—16.2

23.9
—15.9

12.0
—32.3
—48.5

—43.0
—44.0
—44.8
—45.7

39.2
31.8
17.1

—5.2
6.5

—10.3
6.6

—Si
16,5
23.0

Simplified local capacity check (for further discussion see Section 7.5):
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74 STRUCTURAL STEELWORi< DESIGN TOES 5950 TRUSSES 75

(h) Bottom chord design

Max tensIOn =1I3.0kN
Max compression 39.2 kN

Use two —75 x 50 x 6 unequal angles spaced 8mm apart (semi-compact)

Effective area A, =ai+5a,a, +a,)
ai =(L—t12)t—Dt

=175—3)6—22 x 6=300mm'
allowing for one 22mm diameter hole in calculating UI:

a2 =150—3)6=282mm'
A, =300+5 x 300 x 2821(5 x 300+282)

= 537 mm'/angle
Note that A, becomes net area if clause 4,6.3,3 is satisfied.

Tension capacity F, =A, p, = 2 x 537 x 0.275=295164

Compression resistance must be checked assuming lateral restraint to the
bottom chord at the chord bracing connections, maximum spacing 4.64 m
(Fig. 6.8).

r,, 21,4mm
A,,, =4640/21.4=217
Ar =580/10.8=54

(for connections at quarter points, i.e. 0.58 m centre)

A,, =,/(2l7'+54') =224
Maximum slenderness =250
Compression strength P. =34 N/mm2
Compression resistance =Ag Pc

= 14.4 x 34 x l0" =50.4364
Section is satisfactory.

(I) Strut (member 10)

Max. compression F=23.9kN
Max. tension = 10,3 kN

Use 60 x 60 x 6 equal angle

18.2mm
L= L72m

0.85LJr,, = 125 or
A

Compressive strength P. =91 N/mm' for A = 125

Compression resistance =Ag Pc
= 6.91 x 91 x

Section is satisfactory.

Connection

=160x2x0,245 = 78kN
Hearing capacity of bolts F,,,, dtp,,,, =2 x 20 x 6 x 0.450 308 kN
Bearing capacity of angles F,,, = dip,,, = 2 x 20 x 6 x 0.450 = 108 kN
but F,,, elp,,,/2 = 40 x 6 x 0,450/2 = 54 kN

Clearly a bolt size of as low as I 6 mm would be possible.

Gusset plate stress can be based on an effective width (Fig. 6.7) of
60/cos30'—22=47mm.

clause 4.8.3.2 F/Ag p,. + /tl,J&i,, !

121.9/(21.2 x 275 x 105+336/67=071

Section satisfactory.

Buckling resistance moment of the section must be checked using:

Slenderness A
=2 155/26.2 = 82

clause 4,3,8 Buckling resistance 4
=0.8 x 275 x 24.3 x l0"3=5.35kNm

Overall buckling check (simplified approach):

clause 4.8.3.3 F/Ac Pt +mMJAI,, I where ni= 3.0

121,9/261 +3.36/5.35 1.00

clause 4.6.3.2

Fig. 6,5 and
clause 4.7.iO.2a

135 table 27c

Check the strength of the connection jotntng members 6,7. 10 and 13.
Assume an 8mm thick gusset plate and 20mm bolts (grade 4,6), see Fig 6.14.

Max, force (member 13)=3L3 kN

Force change between members 6 and 7 is 32.2 kN. If members 6 and 7 were
to be joined at this connection (to change size or reduce fabncat,nn lengths)
then maximum force (member 6) would be 96.9kN. -

'9

clause 47. 3.2b
£5 table 27c

Fig. 6.14 22 mm holes br 20 mm boiia

clause 6.3.2 Shear capacity of bolts (double shear)

clause 6.3.3.2
clause 6.3.3.3
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Plate stress=32.3 x 47)=86N/min2
(Maximum value isp, =275 N/mm2)

The remaining h-uss members may be designed in the same way, with the
compression force usually being the main design cnterjon. It stiould be noted
that it is good prnctice to limit the number of different member sizes being
used, probably not more than four in total. The deflection of a roof truss is not
usually critical to the design, and the effects of sag under load may be offset
by pre-cambering the truss during fabncation by, say, 50mm or lOOmm. If
the deflection is required then hand or graphical or the virtual
work methodt9iO). or appropnate programs may be used. It should be noted
that deflection due to bolt slip can be significant compared with dead load
elastic defiections.

(a) Dimensions

See Fig. 6.15: lattice girder fabncated from tubular sections, span 8.0m;
spacing 3.5 m.

(c)

(d)

Truss forces

Analysis of the trusst121 under the nodal loads gives the member forces (k34)
in the table:

Top chord

Member Force

Bottom chord

Member Force

Diagonals

Member Force

I
3

4

188

322
402
429

5

6

7

8

—107
—268
—375
—429

9

ID

II
12

13

14

15

to

152

-144
114

—76
76

—38

38

0

Compression force

BM in top chord

is positive.

Dead load on timber joist:
floor 0.5 x 3.5 x 0.5 =0.8SkN
finishes 0.2 x 3.5 x 0.5 =0.35 kN
weight of truss (estimated)=0.37kN
Total load IV,, = 1.60 kN

Imposed london timber joist
IT',=4.0 x 3.5 x 0.5=7.OOkN

Load on girder from each joist = 1.4W,, + 1.6W,
1.4 x 1.60 x 1.6 x 7.00= l3.4kN

Concentrated load at nodes=26.8kN

Max. compression F=429kN
Max. BMMX 1.6SkNm

Use 90 x 90 x- 6.3 I1RS
r 34.lmm

Slenderness A =0.85 x l000/34.i =25
Strut table for RI-IS is table 27a

Compressive 270N/mm'
Compression resistance Pc

=20.9 x 270 x
Section chosen is plastic (bIT 14)

Moment capacity

Local capacity check

F/A5 ?S

429/(20.9 x 275 x I.68(17.96=O.84

Section is satisfactory

Lateral torsional buckling need not be considered if compression flange is
positively restrained connected to the timber joist floor, or for box sections
(clause 8.2.6.1).

6.8 EXAMPLE 12. LATTICE GIRDER

Joiii ioidi 13.4 IN

6.16

limber louis at 0.5 m cenirei

Fig. 6.15 Lattice girder

(See Fig. 6.16.)

(b) Loading

Timber joist floor
Floor finishes
Imposed load

(e)

3M in continuous top chord=WL/8

Top chord

0.5 kN/m2
0.2kN/m2
4.0 kN/m2

= 13.4 x

Fig. 6.4
ES table 25

ES table 27a

clause 4.8.3.2

564 kN

=PJ,s
=275 x 65.3 x 17.96 kNm
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(I) Bottom chord 2. Truss analysis Coates ftC., Coutie M.G. & Kong F.K. (1988)
Analysis of plane trusses, Structural A,ia/vsis pp. 4 I—sI
Van Nostrand Reinholdtvlax. tension F=429kN

3. Bolt design 11991) Steelsrork Design vol. 4, pp. 1011—10/ ID Steel
Use 90 x 90 x S RIIS Construction Institute

Tension capacity P —A, p,
16.9 x 275 x 10' =465

4. Welding 11991) Sieelis'ork Design vol. 4, pp. 11/1—11115 Steel
Construction institute

5. Friction gap bolts (1991) Steel work Desigo vol. 4. pp. lOll—ID/tO SteelSection is satisfactory.
Construction Instisuic

6. Wind pressure OS 6399 Design Loading for Buildings

(g) Diagonal
coefficients Pan 2: Wind loads (1995)

Chord
I

7. Truss deflection Marshall W.T. & Nelson H.M. (1990) Deflection of
Slruetures, Stn:c:ures, pp. 273—98. Longnian(See Fig. 6.17.)

I S Truss deflection Wang C.K. (1983) The method, Jntennediate

N\
Max. compression F = 152 kN , S;nicniral Analysis, pp 93—99. Perganson
Max. tenston =lI4kN I 9. Virtual work l%larsltall W.T. & Nelson 11.M. (1990) Virtual work

/ UseSOx5Ox3.2RHS and energy tsnnctples, Structures, pp SOt—) t. Longnsais

Fig. 6.17 = 19.1 truss tO. Virtual work Coates ftC., Coistie MC. & Kong F.K. (1988)
Slenderness A =0.7L4'5 =0.7 x 500/19.1 eos4S' =26 Applications of the pnnetple of vinual work, Stniciurai

BS table 27a Compressive strength p. =269 N/mm2 Analysis, pp.134—IS Van Nostrand Reinhold

Compression resistance =Ag Pr II. Connection of P145 CIDECT (1985) Welded joints. Consrnzcrion u'ith

= 5.94 x 269 x I0" = 160 Hollow Steel Sections, pp. I 29-42, British Sleet

Tension resistance P, = 5.94 x 275 x ID_i = 163 leN
Corçiorntton Tubes Division

Section is satisfactory.

(h) Connections

All welded joints with eontmuous 4 mm welds.

Weld length =2(S0+50/eos4S°) =241mm
clause 6.6.5.1 Design strength Pw =215 N/nun2

Weld resistance =0,7 x 4 x 241 x 215 = 145 kN

The maximum forces which may be transmitted between hollow steel
sections are more complex and detailed references may be consulted if
requsredtiU

As in Section 6.7, the number of section sizes would be limited in practice,
with the allowable vanation in member sizes depending on the degree of
repetition expected.

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic References

I. Truss analysis Marshall W.T. & Nelson H.M. (1990) Analysis of
statically determinate structures, Structures, pp. 10—19.
Longman.
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171
SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
COLUMNS

•

7.1

Columns, sometimes known as stanchions, are vertical steel members in both
single and multi-storey frames. They are pnncipally designed to carry axial
loads in compression, but 'viii also he subjected to moments due to
eccentricities or lateral loads or as a result of being part of a rigid frame. i.e
continuity moments. In some structures, particularly single-storey frames and
top lengths in multi-storey frames, the moments may have greater effect in S
the design than the axial compression; under some loading combinations
axial tension may occur (see Section 2.7(d) and Table 12.7).

Where columns are principally compression members their behaviour and ¶
design are similar to those of struts (Section 6.4). The loads carried are
usually larger than those in typical truss members, and the simplifications
adopted in truss design (Section 6.2) should not be applied. 4

-'i

.e
TYPES OF COLUMN

Typical cross-sections used in column design are shown in Fig. 7.1. While
any section may be used the problem of instability under axial compression Ii
results in preferred sections of circular or square types. Buckling is likeiy
occur about the axis of lower bending resistance, and the use of sections
having one axis of very low bending resistance is usually uneconomic.
However, as the range of hollow structural sections Is limited, and making
connections ts more difficult, the I-I and I sections are frequently used.

Columns may also be built up from smaller sections or plates, being
welded of bolted together as m Fig. 7.2. In some cases, the column may take,?2
the form of a lattice girder. which will be particularly economic where
moments occur, such as tall building wind frames, masts and cranes. The ;A
laced column and the battened column shown in Fig. 7.3 are used in cases
where overturning moments due to wind or eccentricity (crane gantry
loading) are high.

St .&

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND COLUMNS 81ILiC
UC

U C

Laced Baiiened

7.2 AXIAL COMPRESSION

Columns with idealized end connections may be considered as failing in an
Euler-type buckling However, practical columns usually fail by
inelastic bending and do not conform to the Euler theory
particularly with respect to elastic behaviour. Only extremely slender
columns remain linearly elastic up to failure. Local buckling of thin flanges
rarely occurs in practice when normal rolled sections are used, as their flange
thicknesses usually conform to clause 3.5 of BS 5950.

The behaviour of columns and their ultimate strength are assessed by their
slenderness i and the matennl design strengthp,,, which are uescribed bnefly
in Section 6.4.

Others

1
nsAColumn cross.

sections

7.2 Compound
sections

7-I 7.3 Column typcs
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Fig. 7.4 End fixitv/
effective length

7.3 SLENDERNESS

Slenderness is iven by:

A = Ls/r

where L.g = effective length
r = radius of gyration

The effective length of a column is dependent on the restraint conditions at
each end. If perfect pin connections exist then equals the actual length. In
practice, beam type members connected to the end of a column, as well as
giving positional restraint, provide varying degrees of end restraint from
virtually full fixity to nearly pinned.

135 table 24 indicates in broad terms the nominal effective length of a
column member, provided the designer can define the amount of positional
and rotational resiraint acting on the column in question- The vanous classes
of end fixity alluded to in 85 table 24 represent a crude classification, as
indicated in Fig. 7.4. The nominal effective lengths tend to be longer than
those obtained using the Euler values as they take cognizance of practical
conditions: that is, there is no such condition as pinned' (unless a pin is
deliberately manufactured, which would be costly) or 'fixed'. Therefore,
taking the case having both ends 'fixed', in reality the ends would have some
flexibility; hence a value of 0.7, rather than the idealized Euler value of 0.5, is
used. Although these values in 135 table 24 are adequate for column members
inmulti-storey buildings designed by the simple design' method, a more
accurate assessment is provided by section 5.7 and appendix E of 135 5950:
Part I for columns in ngid' frames (continuous construction).

The restraint provided maybe different about the two column axes, and in
practice in steelwork frames this will generally bethe case. The effective
lengths in the two planes will therefore generally be different, and so will be
the slenderness and A,.). For axially loaded columns the compressive
strength P. is selected from 135 tables 27a to 27d for both values of
slenderness, and the lower strength is used in the design, irrespective of axis.

The effective length of a column in a single-siorey frame is difficult to
assess from considerations of fixity as in Fig. 7.4 and hence 135 5950: Part I

gives these special consideration. Clause 4.7.2c and appendix Dl should be
used for these cases.

It is essential to have a realistic assessment of effective length, but it
should be realized that this assessment is not precise and is open to debate,
and consequently it is not reasonable to expect highly accurate strength
predictions in column design. Interpolation between the values in 85 table
24 might produce more accurate estimates, but such interpolation nmst reflect
the actual restraint conditions.

7.4 BENDING AND ECCENTRICITY

In addition to axial compression, columns will usually be subjected to moments
due to honzontal loading and eccenincity of connectiotis carrying vertical
loads. The types of load that can occur are sunimanzed in Fig. 7.5 in which:

is the vertical load from a roof truss, taken as applied
concentncally (clause 4.7.6af2))

(V5 are honzonial loads due to wind, applied by side rails
and are the crane gantry toads, applied through a
bracket at a known eccentricity
is the self weight of the column/sheeitng

WE is the resultant force earned through the tmss bottom chord

In singie-storey column and truss structures load occurs whenever the
columns carry unequal honzontal loath or unequal moments. Values of the
resultant force for different arrangements of honzontat loading arc shown in
Fig. 7.6.

In cases such as most beam/column connections where.eccentnctiy is not
known precisely, clause 4.7.6 states that a value of 100mm from the column
face (flange or web as appropnate) should be used.

For the design of a column under a toad system such as that shown in
Fig. 7.5, load factors yj must he included in the. calculations, Each load may
compnse one or more load types, e.g. load W5wilt be wind load only, while
W4 may consist of dead load, imposed and wtnd load. \Vhen toads are applied
in combination, different load factors may be required for each load group
(see Chapter 2). Unlike simple load cases, it will no longer be clear which
combination produces the highest axial forces and mbments. Complex load
cases, as shown ta Fig. 7.5, may requtre all possible combinations to be
examined, although with expenence three or four worst arrangements may be
selected. The best way of examining the effects of all or some combinations
is the use of mainces. Matnx manipulation should be arranged in the
following manner

Unfactored load matrix = [IF]
Load factor/combination matrix [yj]
Factored load matnx [W,] =[IP] x [y4
Axial force and moment coefficient matnx e]
Axial force and moment matnx [F4u1=[1V7]T x Ia]

This matnx method is demonstrated in Section 7.7.

4!

'ii

WA

'4'

Wc

t

'TV
7.5 Column toadsFig.

Pinned Fixed
Partial

restraint in
direction

01

Free In
position
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Loading W; 7.6 OVERALL BUCKLING
(WI + W2)

The failure of columns, whether carrying moments combined with an axial
w1 w2

overall buckling resistance involves the same factors and procedures as given

load or not, svill commonly involve member buckling. The assessment of

in Section 3.2, but with an additional term for axial load. Usuig a simplified

W,

approach (clause 4.8.3.3.1) the overall buckling check IS Considered to be
satisfactory if the Combination relationship is satisfieu.

16

F/Ag p. + + t?5.My/4 Z,

where Pr 15 the Compressive strength (Section 6.4)

Jr1
11 are the equivalent unifoim moment factors (Section 3.2)

M6 is the buckling resistance (Section 3.5)

4, is the minor axis elastic section modulus tcompression face)

A more exact approach (clause 4.8.3.3.2) may be carried out using Ma and
11g. 7.6 Resultant force (Mi + M,l the buckling moments about major and mmor axes in theroof truss botiom presence of axiai load. In this approach:

chord

nixA I JA fgg + I

7.5 LOCAL CAPACITY

7.7 EXAMPLE 13. COLUMN FOR INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGAt any section In a column Use sum of effects of axial load F and moments
and must not exceed the local capacity. This is considered to be

(a) Dimensionssatisfactory if the combination relationship satisfies the following interaction
equation:

(See Fig.
Overall height 12.5 m(a) for plastic and compact sections:
Height of crane rail lOOm1.113, UC and joist sections
Free standing brick wall 2.5 m
Crane nil eccentncity O.5m
Cladding eccentncity 0.25 ni

RI-IS, CHS and solid sections

(Air/Aix)513 +(M;IAi,y)513 I

(b) Loading (unfactored)Channel, angle and all other sections

I Roof truss reactions IV,.
Dead load 5OkN

where M0,are the reduced plastic moments in die presence of Imposed load 78kM
axial load, as defined in reference (5). Wind load (suction) 90 kM

(b) For semi-compact and slender sections, and as a simplified method for Crane girder reactions (vertical)
compact sections in (a): Dead load (girder self weight) 20 kN

Crane load md. impact lnearside) 220kM
F/Agp, +M1JMa I Crane load (far side) 150kM

where Ag is tile gross sectional area and A-f,,, and A-f,,. are the moment Crane girder reaction (hionzontal) It',,,.
capacities defined in Section 3.4. Crane surge load 6 kM
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Wind on side of building W8.
Wind load (u.d,l. above brickwork) 55 kN

Self weight (column) W0
Dead load lOkN

Cladding WDC
Dead load t6kN

The resultant force (JFk for wind) depends on the difference between the
loading on the column being designed and that on the similar column on the
far side of the building (Fig. 7.6). If the wind load on the far side is zero:

1r53(5+D)1l6

The resultant force (lVifor crane) depends on the difference in the crane
(vertical) loading on the near and fae side columns (Fig. 7.6):

150)0.5/(4 x 12.5) = 10.2 kN

The resultant force for dead load) depends on the crane girder dead load
producing moments In opposite directions:

3(20 + 20)0.51(4 x 12.5) = 1.2 kN

Fl9. 7.7 Note that the crane surge loading (horizontal) produces no resultant force m
the truss as it induces equal loads in both columns, and in the same direction.

All the unfactored loads may 'be shown in the load matrix [if'] kN:

Dead Imposed Crane Crane %Vind

load load load load load
vertical horizontal

W3 øç, iv,,, iv_

tV4

;s'3

Wc

1V0

50
0

20

0
ID

16

1.2

78
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

220
0

0

0
10.2

0

0

0
6

0
0
0

—90

55
0

0

0
0

10.3

1.4 W,-4-i.6
1.4 WiI
1.4

'.2 W4 + 1.6 JV, + 1.4 IV,. + 1.4 WCh case (I)
1.2 8'd + 1.6 IF1 + 1.6 case (Ii)
1.2 51',, + 1.2 51', + 1.2 W1,

1.2 51',, + 1.2 11', + 1.2 + 1.2 Web ± 1.2 IV,, case (III)

Of these combinations, three cases are selected as shown and are given In
matrix form [VA:

Case (I) Case (ii) Case (ill)

IV,, 1.2 1.2 1.2
IV, i.6 1.6 1.2
IV,. 1,4 1.6 1.2
1",,, 1.4 0 1.2

0 0 1.2

Factored loading

As shown in Section 7.4, the factored loading matrix is
[JV,j=[IPJ x

Case (i) Case (ii) Case (iii)

IVA 185 185 46
0 0 66

lYc 332 376 288
8.4 0 7.2

1V0 12 12 12
W,oc 19 19 19

15.7 17.8 26.0

W4

.<

Wc
Wuc

0.5

£
0

;Wvc

0.

'D
c

'ci
a

£

TL

(d)

- (c) Load factors and combinations

clause 2.4.].J Possible combinations of the different loads are:

The loads for each loading case can be shown on diagrams as in Figs. 7.8, 7.9
and 7.10.

185
17.8

376

a

I
j12

15.7

J332

a.4

Fig. 7.8 Fig. 7.9

19

461
26.0

12

66

El9. 7.10
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(e) Coefficients

Bending moments and axial forces are produced by the factored loads. To
calculate axial force all vertical loads above the being checked
should be added together. To calculate bending moments the products of
force and distance should be added together. This is again usefully shown in a
matrix [a], for axial force F and bending moment M. The BM values are to be
calculated at three positions as shown in Fig. 7.7. The coefficients for EM are
iii metres.

41

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND COLUMIIS 89

142

so

F5 Al M3 Al3

fl'4 I 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 7.5 2.81 0.13

01c 1 0.5 0.5 0.5
0 10.0 5.0 0.0

JY13 I 0.0 0.0 0.0
JY0c I —0.25 —0.19 —0.06

0 —12.5 —7.5 —2.5

125

0 87..

(g) Local capacity

1

167

FIg. 7.11

The coefficients for EM in relation to the load allow for a reduced value
of as well as a reduced distance in calculating a for positions 2 and 3. For
example;

(7.5/80) x (7.5/2)=2.81W4

hence a=2.81 m.
Similarly the value of tVoc decreases for points 2 aad 3 aad this is reflected
in the value of a:

M'2 aWac (7.5/ID) x (0.25)—0.19 Wac

(0 BM and axial force

As shown in Section 7.4, the EM and axial force matnx is

[F, M]=[W,]T x [a]

Use a 305 x 305 x 137 UC section (grade 43). This is a plastic section
BS table 6 (b/T =7.8, cUt = 17.9) and has a design strength p, =265 N/mm2

Moment capacity Ala =py
=265 x 2298 x 103t6O9kNm

A1p, =174.6 x 265 x 10=4630kN

CASE (i)

clause 4.8.3.2 Local capacity check (simplified):

+AIJIrIC. I

548/4630+ 125/609 = 0.32

CASE (ii)

Local capacity check:

59214630+142/609=0.36

CASE (iii)

Local capacity check:

365/4630 +381/609= 0.70

(Ii) Overall buckling

For compressive strength, the slenderness A is basedon an effectivc length
L5.

LEYI.5 x l2.s%l8.75m,or
L51 =0.85 x 10.0 8.5m

137

Pc =86 N/inns2
=8500/78.2 = 109
a lION/mm2

F5 Mi M3 M3

Case (1) 548 49 87 125
Case (ii) 592 —40 50 142
Case (iii) 365 381 167 86

The EM diagrams for each load case may be drawn as in Fig.. 7.11.
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Use lowcr value of to obtain compression resistance:

Agpcy =174.6 x 86 x ES tables 16, 17

For moment resistance, the buckling strength is always based on the minor ES tab/es 11
axis slenderness:

,t,. —Ls/r,, = 109
x = 14. (torsional index)

Ak =7.7
N =0.5

ES table 14 v = 0.71
a =0.851

CASE (I)

Simplified overall buckling check:

365/1500+ 1.0 x 381/547=0.94

Section is satisfactory. Using a smaller section (305 x 305 x 118 UC) results
in the simplified buckling check> I.

ES table 13 n= 1,0, in � 1.0, as the column is not loaded along its length for this
combination.

ES rable iS
P =49/125=0.39
in =0.72

ALT iiitVA

=1.0 x 0.851 x 0.7! x 109=66
ES table 11 Buckling strength = 194 N/mm2

Buckling resistance Al =Pb

ES table 18

Simplified overall buckling check:

FIACPC±o&AIXIMb

548/1500+0.72 x 125/446=0.57

CASE (ii)

As for case (i) n = 1.0, in � I .0.

$ =—40/142= —0.28
at =0.48

=194 x 2298 x 1r3=446ld4m

As for case (fl, buckling resistance = 446 kNm

Simplified overall buckling check:

592/l500+0,48 x 42/446=0.55

CASE (iii)

ES table 13 ,n= tO, n <1.0, as the column is loaded along its length for ibis
combination,

FIg. 7.12

7.8 EXAMPLE 4. LACED COLUMN FOR INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

(a) Dimensions

Pnncipal dimensions are as Section 7.7(a) but the cross-section is revised as
shown (Fig. 7.12).

(b) Loading

As Section 7.7(b).

Combined force and SM

Combinations of loads may be considered as before (including VI factors)
using the same values of W4 to W5 inclusive. Maximum values of SM and
force will vary slightly dwmg to the revised cross-section.

Consider case (iii) only, i.e. 1.2 (deau± crane ± wind± imposed):

Max. BM =288.0 x 0.4±7.2 x 10.0+66.0 x 7.5
—26.0 x 12.5—19.0 x 0:65—46.0 x O,4=326kNm

Axial force 46.0±288.0±12.0±19.0=365 kN

(d) Local capacity

clause 4.7.8 The design of a laced column may be earned out assuming it to be a
single sntegral member, and checking the design of the lacings.

Use two —305 x 127 x 37 LID sections. These are semi-compact sections
(bIT = 14.2) with a design strength p, = 275 N/mm2.

SiMPLE AND COMPOUND COLUMNS 91

$ =86/381=0.23
y = —381/67 = —5.7
n =0.7!

ALT =0.71 x 0.85! x 0.7! x 109=47
Buckling sirength =23814/mm2
Suckling resistance M5 =238 x 2298 x l0"3=S47kNm

46

7.2

I 0.4 m

lSj

0.4 n

61.3'
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Moment of inertia of combined section
— (1) Lacings

1. =2 (337±475 x 402)c= 152 670cm4
Z = 152 670/55 = 2776cm

Max force in est diagonal =(66 0 + 72—26 0)/cos 5130clause 4 25 p, Z =275 x 2776 x 763 kNm = 75 5 kN (compression)
Local capacity check

Th addition the lacings should a transverse force Lqual to 2 5% of the
- axial column force, i.e. 0.025 x 365 =9.! kN. Note that (he onginal value ofF/A

365/(2x 47.5 x 275 x 105±326/9090,50 1% in clause 4,7.Si was considered too small.

Lacing force =9.1/cos Sl.3a= 13.3kN
Total force =755 + 133 =88 8kN(e) Overall buckling

I e 444 on each side of column
For compressive strength the slenderness A is based on an effective Use 60 x 60 x 6 equal anglelength

clause 4 78/i Effective length of lacuig V 10 ± 002] = i 28 m115 appendix D (fig. 20,1 . = 1.5 x 10.0= 15.Om, or :9!-
1280/11.7=0.85 x IO.O=8.Sm

2: = 109= V(JJA) 118 table 27c Compressive strength Pc = Ill N/mnr=4152 6701(2 x 47.5)]=40.t cm
Compression resistance P. =4gPcLgJra =6.9! x Ill x= 1500/40.1 =37

= 76.7 kN.4 -

= 850/12.3 = 69 Section is satisfactory.
Local slenderness =L/r,

= 1000/26.7=33
STUDY REFERENCESclause 4.7.Sg Limiting value for 4 =50

Overall s(enderness Ab 1.41
Topic Referencesx 38

I. Euler load Marshall W.T. & Nelson FLM. (1990) Elastic53

analysis, Stnzctures, pp. 420—52. LongmanES table 27a Compressive strength p. based on the highest value of A, i.e. 69:
2. Euler load Conies ILC., CooNs M.G. & ICong FJC. (1988)Pc =225 N/mm2

of sEmis and frameworks, Stnictural A,iohsis.
- pp. 58—71. Van Nostrand ReinholdBending about the A—A axis (Fig. 7.12) can be assumed to produce axial

forces in the LIE sections. 3. Column behaviour Bowling P.J., Knowles P. & Owens G.W. (1988)
5,rucn,ro/ Steel Design. Steel Construction lnsiiiuicktial force =momeniicentroidal distance between tiEs

4. Column bcliaviour ICirby PA. & Nethercot B.A. (1979) in-plane=326/0.8=408 kN (tension and compression)
instability of columns, Design for Soisceie,'al Srobilio'.Maximum compression in one UB
Collins

=408 ± 365/2 = 591
5. Reduced plastic (1987) 51cc/work Design, vol. t, Scciion propertiesCompression resistance P. =Ag Pc moment member capaciiies. Sled Construction Institute=47.5 x 225 x

Section is satisfactory.
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(81
COLUMN BASES & BRACKETS

The transfer of force between one element of a structure and the next requires
particular care by the designer. A good detail may result from long
expenence of the usc of structural steelwork, and many examples are
available for students to copy or However, equally good details
may be developed with less expenence providing the following basic
pnnciples are adhered to:

• The forces to be camed must be set out and transfened between
different elements of the connection, i.e. a realistic load path must
be assumed the connection.

• Simplicity of detail usually produces the most effective and robust
engtneenng solution, provided strength and stiffness requirements
are satisfied.

• Any detail must be practicable and cost-effective, both from the
point of vie'v of the steehvork fabncator. and from that of the site
erector.

Column bases and brackets are connections which carry forces and
reactions to a column element. Bases transfer reactions from the foundation
to the column, while brackets may be used to transfer loads from crane
gtrders or similar members. In addition, columns may receive loads via beam
connections 15cc Section 3.7g) or cap plates (see Section 6.6).

8.1 COLUMN BASES

Two main types of column base are used and these are shown in Fig. 8.1.
Welded or halted construction can be used, or a combination of both, the
decision being dependent on whether or not the base is attached to the column
dunng fabncation, or later during site erection. In genera!, the stmpler slab
base is used in small and medium construction v.'hen axial load dominates.
The gusseted base is used in heavy construction with larger column loads and
where a certain amount of fixity is required.

Construction requirements and details are given in reference (3).

fl. FL

8.2 DESIGN OF COLUMN BASES

Column bases transmtt forces and moments from the column to its
foundation. The forces will be axial loads, shear forces and moments about
either axis or any combination of them. Shear force is in reality probably
transmuted by friction between the base plate and the foundation concrete,
but it is common in design for tIns shcar force to be resisted totally by the
holding down bolts.

The common design case deals with axial load and moment about one axis.
If the ratio of moment/axial load is less than L/6 where /. is the base lengih,
then a positive beanng pressure exists over the whole base and may be
calculated from equilibrium alone. Nominal holding down bolts are provided
in this case, and at least two are in fact provided to locate the base plate
accurately. If the ratio exceeds base length L/6, holding down bolts are
required to provide a tensile force. Both arrangements are shown in
Fig. 8.2.

LHH
Fig. 8.1 Column bases Stab base

Ia

me
Guaseted base

Al

F G

1..

Fig. 8.2 Beinng pressure

pressure

ML
1>

tension

Where tension does occur in the holding down bolts, a number of methods
of design are possible:

It is assumed that the bearing pressure has a linear distribution to a
maximum value of wherej, is the concrete cube strength.
This basis is suggested in clause 4.13.1 and analysts of the bearing
pressure and bolt stresses may follow reinforced concrete theory
(Fig. 8.3).
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2. An alternative approximate analysts is sometimes used which
assumes that the permissible stresses for steel tension and concrete
beanng are reached together. This method is shown in Fig. BA.

3. A rectangular pressure distribution may also be used, which leads
to a slightly different plate thickness and bolt sizes. The analysts is
based on reinforced concrete theory for ultimate limit state.

In general. the first method is used to obtain beanng pressures and bolt
stresses. The thickness of the base plate ts obtained using the steel strength

from Table 1.2 of Chapter I, but not more than 270 N/mm2.
Maximum moment in plate L2PJV Z (clause 4A3.2.3) where Z is the

elastic modulus of the plate section.
For the case of concentnc forces only, the base plate thickness may be

obtained from clause 4.13.2.2.

bracket is necessaty for the chosen structural arrangement. It does, however
generate large moments in the column (Section 7.7c) and is therefore used
only where it is essential to the steelwork layout.

Brackets may be connected either to the web Otto the flange of the column
using bolts, welds or a combination of the two. Examples are shown in Fig.
85. In Fig. 8.5(a), the moment acts out of plane producing tension in the
bolts, while in Fig. 8.5(b) the moment is in the plane of the connection
resultiag in a shear effect in the bolts. The bracket may be fabncated from
offcuts of rolled sections, or from plates appropnatety shaped and welded
together. Connection to the column may be made during fabneation, or the
brackets may be attached during site erection.

8.4 DESIGN OF BRACKETS

Brackets are subiected both to a vertical shear load and to a moment due io
the eccentricity of the vertical load. Note that the moment will vary with lie
point in ihe bracket under consideration. A bracket may also be subjected to
horizontal loads, but these are usually of a secondary nature, or may be
covered by a special detail (Fig. 5.1 I).

Vertical loads are supported by welds or by boIls acting in shear. Ideally.
the moments also should be carried by bolts in shear (or by welds), but sonic
bracket arrangements shown in Fig. 8.5(a) will give nse to bolt tension.

Vertical load iVis divided between the bolts or weld group unifonnly so
that:

96 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO 55 5560
COLUMN BASES & 07

Breadth B

= bearing pressure
= tensile stress in bolts

m = modular ratio
A5 = iotai bolt cross section

0=1.—n

A, =Gmd,A3IB

pis solutionol 3(0— 0,1 + A,y— 4,0=0
= 6d,FllBplad_ p11

I, = m4td/y — 1)

Fig. 83 Reinforced
concrete ttseoiy

Fig. 8.4 Approximate
analysis

JPr
0=1.— is
p + p,l

M+F(LIJ2—n)
-

Ts C—F

1r
nesulsant compression C
nesultani tension T
Permissible compressive stress p,
Permissible tensile stress p,

Bolts in
tension

(a) Face connected momenl
tout of plane)Fig. 83 Brackets

II Boils in
II shear only

tb) Lapped lorsional moment
(in planel

8.3 BRACKETS

Brackets are used as an alternative to cleated connections (Section 3.7g) only
where the latter are unsuitable. A common case of this sstuatton is the crane
girder support on a column (Section 5.3k). The ecceninc connection by the

Bolt shear = (V//I kN

or

Weld shear IT'lL,,, kNfmm
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where N is the number of bolts
L,. is the total weld length (mm)

For a weld design strength of 215 N/mm2 (85 table 36), weld capacities
(kN/mm) may be calculated for each weld size. Note that the weld size is in
fact defined by the leg length and the destgn dimension is the throat distance,
i.e. throat size = leg Values of weld capacity are given in
reference (4).

Where the moment produces bolt shear only (Fig. 85) then the shear on
each bolt is given approximately by:

Bolt shear= IVed).,,JEd2

where dis the boll distance from the bolt group centroid.
For a weld group the approximation is:

Weld shear=

where is the 1, + 1. for the weld group (Fig. 8.11).
In some cases (lie moment produces bolt tension and in these cases bolt

force is considered proportional to distance from a neutral axis. The neutral
axis may be taken as dr!7 in deptlit?t. and as a result:

Bolt lension= Jfedm=/Ed2

where d is the bolt distance from the neutral axis.
For a weld group:

Weld shear=

where is the equivalent second moment of area of the weld about the weld
group centroid.

The effects of vertical load and moment due to eccentricity must be added
either for individual bolts, or for points in a weld run. Clearly, those points of
maximum force or stress need to be checked, which occur at positions
furthest from the group centroid or neutral axis.

Where the moment produces shear in a bolt, vectonal addition may be
used. In cases where the moment produces tension a combined check may be
used (clause 6.3.6.3):

L4 for ordinary bolts

where F4 is the applied shear
P. is shear capacity
F, is applied tension
.1', ts iension capacity

For a weld group all combinations of vertical load and moment produce
shear in the weld, and vectonal addition is used as necessary.

8.5 EXAMPLE IS. DESIGN OF SLAB BASE

(a) Dimensions

305 x 305 x 137 UC column

(b) Loading

All loads include appropnate values of vi
Case (i) Maximum vertical load 1400 kN
Case (ii) Largest moment under maximum load conditions:

moment 60 kNm and 850 kN
Case (iii) Largest moment under nunimum load conditions:

moment 85 kNm anti 450 kN

(c) Bearing pressure

(See Fig. 8.6.) Assume base 520 x 520 plate and four bolts (grade 4.6)
20 mm diameter.

Tension bolt area A, =2 x 245 =490mm2
d =S20—50=470mm

Assuming a concrete cube =30N/mm2
douse 4.13.1 Permissible prcssure=0.4 x 30 = 12.0 N/mm2

Pressure = 1400 x I x 520)= 5.7 N/tnmt

Af/F= 60/850 = 7! mm
06 =520/6 =87mm
M/F C L/6
Base area A =520 x 520 mm2 =2700cm2
Base modulus Z=520 x 5202/6mm3=23 400cm
Pressure =F/A +M/Z= 6.11 N/mm2

EASE (iii) LOADING

Al/F =85/450=189mm
d1 =0.5(470—50)+85 x mm
A =6 x 399 x 15 x 490/520=33.8 x lO3mm2

The distance y(Fig. 8.7) is the solution of:
—dt)v2+Aiv—Aià=0

y—3(470—399)y2+33.8 x y —33.8 x l& x 470=0
hence t'= 288mm

=6 x 339 x 450 x x 2880 x 470—288)]
=6.41 N/mm2

Beanng pressure satisfactory (C 12N/mm2)

CASE (i) LOADING
Fig. 8.6

Fig. 3.3

II

620
1

FIg. 8.7

CASE (ii) LOADING
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Cd) Bolt capacity 8.6 EXAMPLE 16. DESIGN OF cRANE GIRDER BRACKET (FACE)
Bolt stressj' =mf,(dly— 1)

(a) Dimensions= IS x 6.41 (470/288— t)=6I N/mm2
Force/bolt =6! x 245 x 14.9 kN

(See Fig. 8.10.)clause 6.3.6.1 Bolt capacity F, p, A,
Column 610 x 229 x 140 UB= 195 x 245 x =47.8kN Crane girder eccentncity 550mm

Bolts are satisfactory.

(e) Plate thickness (b) Loading

(See Fig. 8.8.)
Maximum rail reaction 462 kN
(including appropnaie values of
Crane surge load camed by diaphragm restraint

I

Fig. 8.8 6.41 N mm2 Bracket

Use offcut of 457 x 191 89 till (grade 43A)Maximum bearing pressure from case (ii) loading=6.41 N/mm' 308.5 221.5 Maximum BM in bracketMaximum BM (assuming constant pressure)
=6.4! x 520 x 1002/2= I6.7kNm

I M,=462 x 0.2215 =t02kNm
Some reduction of BK! may be found by using the trapezium pressure Shear capacity P, —0.6p, A,
distribution. =0.6 x 275 x 10.6 x 463.6 x

Try 2Smm thick plate: =8!! kN
Shear force F, =462kNTable 1.2 =265 N/mm2

F, IF, =0.57 <0.60Plate modulus Z =520 x 252/6=54.2 x mm3 Moment capacity p, S1clause 4.13.2.3 Moment capacity= Z =265 x 2010 x lr3=533 kNm= 1.2 x 265 x 54.2 x
FIg. 8.10

Bracket is satisfactory.Plate is satisfactory.
For larger loads and/or moments, a gusseted base may be required,

particularly if the thickness of a slab base would otherwise exceed 50mm.
(d) End plate weldThe design is the same as given above, but in Section 8.5(e) the plate

modulus Z is based on the combined effect of plate md gussets. At
(See Fig. 8.11.)thicknesses greaier than 25 mm, steel grades other than 43A may be needed io

avoid the possibility of bottle fracture (BS table 4). Shear force =462 kN
Moment = l02 kNm

(9 Column/base plate weld
I clause 6.6.5.3 Use 6mm fillet weld

The weld is, commonly designed to carry the maximum moment, ignonng the
- 190effect of vertical load. All compression us taken m direct bearing (Fig. 8.9). Weld length 4 x 190 + 2 x 420 = 1600mm

________

Weld force (vertical load) =462/1600=0.289kN/mni_Jt1203kN Maximum tension in flange =M/(D—7)
=49 x 106mm3=85 x 103/300=283kN

Fig. 8.9 Weld shear=283/616 0.459kN/mm II

Weld second moment =2 X x 190 x 2202

Weld shear (moment)For one flange weld length =2 x 308=ól6mm
=102 x io3 x 2201(49 x 106)

6mm

________

=0.458kN/mmclause 6.6.5 Use 6mm fillet weld, capacutyt4) =0.903 kN/mm
weld

Weld is satisfactory. FIg. 8.11 Note that In this case, the vertical shear and the shear due to moment act
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Resultant = y'fO.2891+O.4582]
= 0.542 N/mm

\Veld capacity =0903 N/mm

F,/P4+F,/Pj 1.4

57.8/114 + lIl/136=0.51+0.82=I.33

(b) Loading

As Section 8.6(b)
Maximum reaction 462 kN

(c) Bracket

Use two 20mm thick plates (grade
Maximum 3M in bracket:

A!, =462 x 0.550=254 kNm
clause 4.2.3(c,J Shear area 4 =0.9(450 —4 x 29)20 x, 2 = 12 020 mm2

Shear capacity P5 =O.6p,. A,
=0.6 x 265 x 12020 x ir'=l9IOkN

hence F,/P,024

Second moment of area of plate (cm units)
=2 x 20 x 4504/l2=30 380 cm4

Minus bolt holes:
4 x 20 x 26 x 501 =580cm4
4 x 20 x 26 x 1502 =5220cm4

Net I = 24 580 cm4
Modulus Z=24 580/22.5= 1090

For brackets of lids type it may be assumed that the bolts or welds provide
lateral restraint to the compression zones. The moment capacity should he
taken as:

itfc,=PyZ,=265 x 1090 x

Bracket is satisfactory.

(d) Column bolts

Shear force =462kN
Moment =462 x O.550=2S4kNm

Use eight oo. 27mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) on each lace.
Shear/bolt due to vertical load=462J8 x 2=28.9kN
Shear/bolt due to moment

=254 x x 168/8(902÷ 1682)
=l47kN

Vector sum of shear= 162 kN/bolt
Shear capacirwbolt P, p. A,

=375 x 459=172kN
Beanng capacity of plate = dcm,

=27 >c 20 x 0.450=243kN
Bolts are satisfactory.

Note that the lapped bracket requires twice tltc number of bolts ola larger
size compared with the face bracket.

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic References

I. Connections (1993) in SOap/c Consrn,coo,i, vol. I. Steel

Construction lnstttute

2. Connections (1987) Dolt & weld capacities, S,eelworkDengn vol. I,
Section propcntes, mcmber capacities. pp. 22—4, Stecl
Construction Institute
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A

perpendicular to each other, and the resultant shear is obtatned by vectorial

addition.

Weld is satisfactory.

(e) Connection bolts

Shear force = 462 kN
Out-of-plane moment=462 x 0.2415=112 kNm

Use etght no. 22 mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8).
Shear/bolt F, =462/8 =57.8kN

clause 6.3.2 Shear capacity P4 p, A,

=0.375 x303 =ll4kN
clause 6.3.3 Bearing capacity of plate Ph,=drpI,,

=22 >c 20 x 0.450 =l98kN
clause 6.3.6 Tensile force (Fig. 8.12)

= 457/7 = 65 mm

=112 x 10' x 3l5/[(152+1152+2151+3152)?i=IjlkN

Tension capacity F, =p, 4,

=0.450 x 303=l36kN

Combined check

0

Ii Bno.
I4tLJ 29 die, holes
7511t75 or M27 bolts

FIg. 8.13

43A) shaped as Fig. 8.13.

Fig. 8.12 Bolts are satisfactory.

8.7 EXAMPLE 17. DESIGN OF CRANE GIRDER BRACKET (LAPPED)

(a) Dimensions

(See Fig. 8.13.)
Column 305 x 305 x 158 UC
Crane girder eccentncity 550 mm

°

k 63.4 0

0+olo_
Vector at

tight angles
63.4' to radius

147

162
Fig. 8.14
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(1987) Strength of fillet welds, Steelivork Design vol.
Section properties, member capacities p. 205. Steel
Construction Institute

I-

The term can be used of any structural medium in which two
or more matenals mteract to provide the required strength and stiffness. In
steelwork constrUction the term refers to cross-sections which combine
steel sections with concrete in such a way that the Iwo act togcther,
Typical cross-sections of beams and slabs are shown in Fig. 9.i.

In situ concrete

stud

The performance of composite beams is similar to that of reinforced
concrete but there are two main differences. Firstly, the steel
section has a significant depth and its second moment of area may not be
ignored, unlike that of the steel bar reinforcement. Secondly, the concrete
to reinforcement bond, which is essential for reinforced concrete action, is
absent in composite beams generally and must be provided by shear
connection. Design methods for composite beams therefore follow those
methods for reinforced concrete with modifications as indicated. Owing to
the presence of the concrete slab, problems of steel compression flange
instability-and local buckling of the steel member are not usually relevant
in simply supported members except dunng erection.

Recommendations for design in composite construction are not included
m Part I of BS 5950 but are included in:

Part 3.!: Design of composite beants (1990)
Part 4: Design ofJloors wit/i profiled steel sheeting (1982)

The basts of design used in this chapter is given in Section 9.7.

104 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI( DESIGN TO BS 5950

3. Column bases

4. Weld capacity

(1980) Holding Do,in Systems for Steel Stanchions.
coicrete Society/B C&USteel Construction Institute

lot
COMPOSITE BEAMS & SLABS

Fig. 9.1 Composite
sections

Profited steel sltoettng

unj

- - -H-T.. - ---
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9.! COMPOSITE BEAMS

The advantages of composite beams compared with normal steelwork
beams are the increased moment capacity and stiffness, or alternatively the
reduced steel stzes for the same moment capacity. Apart from.a saving in
matenal, the reduced construction depth can be worthwhile in multi-storey
frames. The main disadvantage of composite construciton is the need to
provide shear connectors to ensure interaction of the parts.

As in all beam design, shear capacity and moment capacity of a
composite section must be shown to be adequate. But in addition, the
strength of the shear connection must be shown to be satisfactory, with
regard to both connector failure and also local shear failure of the
surrounding concrete (see Section 9.4). For full interaction of the steel and
concrete, sufficient shear connection must be provided to ensure that the
ultimate moment capacity of the section can be reached. Lower levels of
connection will result in partial interaction which is not covered in this

Composite beams are essentially T beams with wide concrete flanges.
The non-uniform distribution of longitudinal bending stress must be
allowed for and this is usually achieved by use of an effective breadth for
the concrete flange. For buildings the effective breadth may be taken as
one-quarter of the span (simply supported). Continuous beams and
cantilevers are treated differently (see ES 5950: Part 3.1).

Fig. 9.2 Moment capacity
(NA in slab)

Fig. 9.3 Moment capacity
(NA in steel
beam)

COMPOSITE BEAMS & SLABS 107

,
B,

0.45

x0=Ap1Jlo.45 (,.,B,l

a,

Stoat

IA -

Aw:A/2_o.225

9.3 SHEAR CONNECTORS

9.2 SHEAR AND MOMENT CAPACITY OF COMPOSITE BEAMS

The shear capacity of a composite beam is based on thc resistance of the
web of the steel section alone. Calculation of the shear capacity P. is
given tn Section 3.7(d):

P,=O.flpy .4,

Moment capacity is based on asstimed ultimate stress conditions shown
tn Figs. 9.2 and 9,3. When the neutral axis lies in the concrete slab (Fig.
9.2) the valuc of may be found by equilibrium of the tension and
compression forces. The moment capacity is given by:

= Ap, + D /2 —x,, /2)

V/ben the neutral axis lies in the steel section (Fig. 9.3) the value
may be found by equilibnum. The centroid of the compression steel
must be located, and moment capacity a\i. is given by:

= 4/4 (D/2 + D)2) —24,, (d,, —D.12)

Alternatively, formulae given to OS 5950: Part 3.1 may be used.

Many forms of shear connector have been used, of which two are shown
in Fig. 9.4, but the preferred type is the headed stud. TIns combines ease
of fixing with economy. Shear connectors must perform the pnmaty
function of transfernog shear at the steel/concrete interface (eqtuvalent to
bond) and hence control slip between the two parts. ln'addition, they have
the secondary fl.inction of carrying tension between the parts and
controlling separation.

The relattonslup between shear force and slip for a given connector is
important in design where partial interaction is expected. For the design in
this section. where full interaction is assumed, a knowledge of only the
maximum shear force which the connector can sustain is required. The
strengths of standard headed studs embedded in different normal weight
concretes are given in Table 9.1.

The strength of alternative shear connectors can be found by use of a
standard push-out test (ES 5400: Part 5). The performance of all shear
connectors is affected by latent restraint of the surrounding concrete, the

Table 9,1 — Shear strength of headed studs

Diameter
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Shear strength Q0 (kN)
for concreteJ,, (N/mm1)

25 30 35 40

22

19
119 126 132 139

16
100

75
95 100

70 74
104

78
t09
82
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presence of tension in the concrete, and the type of concrete used, i.e.
normal concrete or lightweight. For design of composite beams in these
cases further referencestu) should be consulted.

The shear connection in buildings may be designed on the assumption
that at the ultimate limit state the shear force transmitted across the
interface is distributed evenly between the connectors. The shear force is
based on the moment capacity of the section and connector force is
shown In Fig. 9.5.

where B. x, (when HA in concrete)
or BED. NA in steel)

The connector force must he checked:

I T I I I T I T T 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii
in concreter A

0p1 = °pz = RrINpz

9.4 LOCAL SHEAR IN CONCRETE

The total shear connection depends not only on the shear connector
(headed stud, etc.) hut also on the ability of the surrounding concrete to
transmit the shear stresses. Longitudinal shear failure is possible on the
planes shnwn in Fig. 9.6. Transverse reinforcement combined with the
cuncrete should give a strength greater than the applied shear per unit
length v, such that:

and

106 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO OS 5950
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Fig. 9.4 Shear connectors

Fig. 9.5 Connector force

N,,, conneciors
I

Load

conneciors

where A,. is either or depending on the shear path
is design strength of the reinforcement
is the concrete cube strength
Is either (twicc slab depth)
or (connector tvidth+twice stud hetght)
is the contribution of the profiled steel sheeting, if present

Connecior

widih 4,5

1/ flI
Shear failure

planes tengiti L, An and AIi are
re,ntorcement areas/un,i lerigih

9.5 DEFLECTIONS

As in steel beam design, deflection must be calculated at the serviceability
limit state, I.e. with unfactored loads. The presence of concrete in the
section means that the two different elastic moduli (steel and concrete)
must be included, which is usually achieved by use of the iransfonned tor
equivalent) lie elastic modulus for concrete is usually
modified to allow for creep. Under sustained loadiiig the elastic modulus is
about one-third that under short term loading. The modular ratio a ( if,!
Er) is taken as 6 for short term loading, and I S for tong term loading. An
equivalent ratio may be used, based on the proportion of loading
considered to be long term, and is a linear interpolation between these
values.

The values of neutral axis depth and equivalent second moment of
area are shown in Fig. 9.7. This allows deflections to be calculated using
normal elastic formulae with a value for if, for 205 kN/mm2

r=AIl8,Dj

Fig. 9.6 Shear io concrele

Fig. 9.7 Transformed
section

Strain
Xe + cr1012 + 1 + ad

I, + AID÷ 0,12/4(1 + ad + 8,0!112a
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9 6 COMPOSITE SLABS Cc) BM and SF

Composite slabs are constnicted from profiled steel sheeting with two Ultimate moment 592 kNm
typical sections, as shown in Fig. 9.8. The sheeting alone resists the

-
Ultimate shear force F, 242 kN

moments due to the wet concrete and other constnjction loads. When the
concrete has hardened the composite section resists moments due to
finishes and imposed loads. Composite actton is achieved by bond as well (d) Shear capacityas web tndentations, and in some cases by end anchorage where the
connectors for composite beams are welded through the sheeting.

Assume the beam to be 406 x 140 x 46 US.

Shear capacity F, O.6p,. A,.

=0.6 x 0.275 x 402.3 x &9=458kN

Fig. 9.8 Profited sheeting
(a) Moment

capac: =0.52

Use effective breadth B, as L 14, i.e. 1.85 m.In most cases design is controlled by the construction condition ruttier
- For neutral axis tn the concrete stab, see Fig. 9.2.than by the performance as a composite section. In general, the failure of

- -
ihe slab as a composite section takes place owing to incomplete x,=Ap, I(0.4B,j,,,)
interaction, i.e. slip on the steel/concrete interface. For these reasons, = 5900 x 2751(0.45 x 1850 x 30)=65mm
design of composite stabs with profiled sheeting has evolved from testing.

Th slab 250mm thick, see Fig. 9.9.
Details of the test information are available from manufacturers and
The effects of the sheeting profile on connector performance and on beam i.asm Moment capacity lvi, =Ap, /(EJ, +D/2
behaviour are also given tn the SC! =5900 x

250F4___. =679kNm
AI,/Ai, =0.84

9.7 EXAMPLE lB. COMPOSITE BEAM IN BUILDING
201

Section is satisfactory.

The destgn foltows that given in Section 3.7 for a non-composite beam. Fig. 9.9

The notation follows that of 55 5950: Part 3.1.
U) Shear connectors

- Force in concrete at mid-span:(a) Dimensions
R, =0.45L. B,

x x 1850 x 55 x 10'=1623kN
Span 7.5m simply supported Use 19mm diameter by 100 mm high beaded stud connectors.
Beams ai 6.0 m centres

Table 9.J = 100 kNConcrete stab 250mm thick soanmag in two
t =16201(100 0.8)=21 studsdirections

-

L,= 240

Finishing screed 40 mm thick These are distributed evenly in each half span.

19 dia. stud to die. HT bars Spacmg=3700121 = 175mm
100 high at 200 cr5.(b) Loading at 175 mm (See Figs. 9.6 and 9.10.)
Spacing

As Section 3.7b allowing the same self weight of beam. A,, 0.785 mm'Imm
1,, N/mm2

Dead load IV,, =l8OkN
Imposed load iF, = 135 'd4 FIg. 9.10
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=59001(1850 x 250)=0.0128

2. Composite
cnnstnjction

3. Transformed
cross-section

4. Composite slabs

S

U

I

1.0% ofyj I or
0.5% of (JVd+ IV,) if greater

112 STRUCTURAL STEELWORi( DESIGN TOSS 5950

Length of shear path 4, =40+2 x 100240mm
Shear per unit length v /(1/2)

1620)3700=438N/mm
Longitudinal shear

=0.8 x 240 x ]30= 1050 N/mm
and

=0.03 x 240 x 30+0.7 x 0.785 x 410
=441 N/mm

Local shear is satisfactory.

(g) Deflection

Using unfactored imposed loads as in Section 3.7f W= l32kN.
The properties of the transformed sectionstti are:

Pig. 93

Section 9.7 = 10

x,=[250/2+ ID x 0.0128(20! +250)]/(l + lOx 0.0128)
= 176mm -

4= 79 700 cm'
Deflection = IVL3I6OEJg

= 132 x x 205 x 79700 x l0')=S.S mm H.
Deflection limit =700/36O=2O,6msn

Companng the section used (406 x 140 x 46 UB) with that required in
non-composite (533 x 210 x 92 UB) gives a clear indication of the weight
saving achieved in composite construction. However, as discussed in
Section 9.1, some other costs must be taken into account in any cost
companson,

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic Reference

I. Reinforced concrctc Kong KR. & Evans RH. (1987) Reinforced concrete
beams — the ultimate limit state, Reinforced and
Preslressed Concrete, pp. 85—155. Van Nostrand
Reinhold

Johnson RI'. (1982) Simply supported composite
beams and slab, Composite Structures of Steel and
Concrete, pp. 40—100. Granada Publishing-

Kong KR. & Evans RH. (1987) Elashc theory, 1,-
Reinforced and Fresrressed Concrete, pp. 157—67. Van
Nostrand Reinhold

Lawson RISI. (1989) Design of Composite Slabs and
Beans wit/i Steel Decking. Steel Consiruction institute

-5.

hot
BRACING

10.1 LOADING RESISTED BY BRACING

Bracing members, or braced bay frames, consist usually of simple steel
sections such as fiats. angles, channels or hollow sections arranged to form a
truss (Section 6.1). The members are often arranged, using cross-bracing, so
that design may be on a tension only basis.

A bracing will catty loading which is usually horizontal, derived from a
number of sources:

• wind, crane and machinery loath acting horizontally on a structure;
• earthquake loads denved as art equivalent static honzontai load;
• notional loads to ensure sway stability;
• beam or column bracing forces as a proportion of the longitudinal

force;
• loads present dunng the temporary construction stage.

In addition, bracing, whether permanent or temporary, is usually necessary
for steelwork erectors to line and level properly the steel framework dunng
construction.

10.2 SWAY STABILITY

It is important that all structures should have adequate stiffness against sway.
Such stifThess is generally present where the frame is designed to resist
honzontai forces due to the wind loading. To ensure a minimum sway
provision, notational forces are suggested in clause 2.4.2.3 applied
honzontally:

acting in conjunction with i.4IVo-l- 1.6W, vertically.
This requirement is in place of the honzontal wind or other loads atsd in

practice forms a minimum provision.
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lO.3 MLJLTI-STOREY BRACING

in multi-slorey frames horizontal forces may be resisted by:

• ngidty jointing die framework with connections capable of
resisting the applied moments and analysing the frame accordingly;

• providing stiff shear concrete walls usually at stair and lift wells,
and designing these to absorb all the honzontal loads;

o arranging braced bay frames of steel members forming trusses as
shown in Fig. 6.3.

in all but the first case the steel beams and columns may be designed as
simply supported.

The arrangement of steel bracing or wind towers of concrete walls requires
care to ensure economy and simplicity. Alternattve arrangements are shown
in Fig. 10,1. Symmeincal arrangements are preferred as they avoid torsion to
plan of the braced frames.

The vertical bracing must be used in conjunction with suttable honzontal
framing. \Vind loads are transmitted by the cladding of the building onto the
floors, and then to the vertical braced bays or towers. Design should ensure
that adequate honzontal frames exist at floor levels to carry these loads to
vertical bracing. \'There concrete floors are provided no further provision may
be required but in open frame industnal buildings Isorizontal bracing is also
needed (Fig. 10.1).

Braced bay frames may take a number of different forms as shown so
Fig. 10.2. Cross-bracing, while it allows a tension only design, creates

difficulty where door or window openings are required. TIse alternatives
shown may be used to accommodate openings, but will involve compression
in the bracing members, in the design of such members slenderness must be
kept as low as possible by tise of tubes or hollow sections, and by reducing
tengths as far as practicable.

10.4 SINGLE-STOREY BRACING

The pnncspal loading which requires the provision of bracing in a single-
storey building is that due to wind. In addition the longitudinal crane forces
will require braced bay support. The honzontal twind and crane surge) loads
transverse to the building are supported by portal frame action, or column
cantilever action, and no further bracing is needed in this direction.

Longitudinal forces do, however, require support by a braced bay frame as
slsown in Fig. 5.3. The wind forces anse from pressures or suciions on the
gable end and frictional drag on the cladding of both the roof and sides of a
building (see Section 12.4.3). Gable wsnd gtrders are needed tlsereforc at each
end of the building, and may be provided at the level of Ilte raftcrs (low-pitcts)
or at the level of tlse eaves, as shown in Fig. 10.3. The gable wind girders are
supported by vertical side bracing as shown, whicls is also used to support the
longitudinal crane forces. The gable posts themselves are designed to span
vertically carrying tlse wind load between the base and the gable wind girder.

In addition some bracing may be required by thetniss lower chord
members. This is a restraint against buckling and is needed in cases "tscre
reversal of stress in the bottom chord can occur. Lightweight roof structures
often have this design condition, when wind suction on use roof causes
compression in the lower chord of the truss.

Lack ol symmeiry
requires additional

bracingSymmetry

Wind tower

Plan outline
of building

Symmetry

Fig. tILl Wind lowers and
- bracing

Horizontal framing
or rigid tloor

Side
bracing

Fl5. 10.3 Gable wind
girder

Fig. 10.2 Braced bay
Cross.bracing K-bracing Mixed bracing

frames
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Compression member

.1
13 Advisable to

have restraint
at this Joint

93 Pressure land suction) EN 93

—112) 1—240)
(—112)

Member Factored member force (kN)

Pressure Suction

184 —147
2 299 —239
3 338 —270

3

Obaysats.Om
i—I

Reactions (excluding from gable stanchions (spanning vertically) vary asshown in Fig. 10.6.
Wind pressure or suction (in brackets) results In two sets of reactions.
These values are derived knowing C,,,, and C,,, and are given in

PEIauoinui.#1UHALSIEI:LWORK0ESIGNT0BsS

BRACING 117
10.5 BEAM TRUSS AND COLUMN BRACING

Both liexural and compression members may require lateral bracing or L4restraint to improve their buekiing resistance. This provision has been 'cdiscussed in the appropriate chapters:

Beams in buildings — Chapter 3 ;rp 10.5 Wind gIrderCrane girders — ChapterS .:(e dimensions

_________________________________________________

Tnjsses
— Chapter 6

- (b) Loading
Columns — Chapter 7

In each case, the effective length of the portion of the memberm
may be reduced by providing stngle members or frameworks capable ofresisting the lateral buckiing forces. The values of these lateral forces havebeen assessed from test data and given in the appropnate clauses of BSS9S0. '

Section 2.3.
In some cases, e.g. crane girders, the buckJing force is combmed with other

Longitadinal load from crane (Section 5.l)=s 12.OkN.
lateral forces so the design of the bracing.

The designer should always be aware of the need of bracing in unusualpositions, and should examine all compression members, and compressionflanges, to ensure that adequate lateral restraint exists and is satisfactory,
Examples of restraints needed in lattice frameworks and portal frames

,7.(plastic design) are given in Fig. 10.4.

32 34 32 30Hg. 10.6 Wind gader
(25.6I —27.2) —25.6) 2&w

- toadmg

;1

Ic) Member forces

(0.6 EXAMPLE (9, GABLE WIND GIRDER AND SIDE BRACING
4 —2)5 172
5 iii —89

(a) Dimensions
r—'.'

6 _ijj 106
7 69
8 —46 37
9 48 —38f:
tO —184 47SUm each

3.Om
6.Om

Eaves height 12.Sm

Fig. iO.4 Specini restraints

Hinge restraints.
(plastic design)

Member forces may be obtained by any of the methods of analysis (Section
6.2a) and the pressure and suction cases are shown in the (able; the loads
incorporate the factor jq= 1.4.

(See Fig. 10.5.)

Gable end panel widths (6 no.)
Depth of girder (in plan)
Side bay width

II —299 239

Compression is positive.
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Use 254 x 146 x 37 US (grade 43)
Slenderness A or

= 1.0 J.1r1.
(see Fig. 6.4 and Section 12.7.2)
hence max. 2=1.0 x 5000/34.7=

ES table 27b Compressive sirength Pr =80 N/mm2
Compression resistance =Ag p.

=47.5 x 80/l0=380kN

Section is satisfactory.

Maximum compression 239 kN

Use 203 x 133 x 30 UB (grade 43)
Slenderness A = 1.0 x 5000/31.8 = 157

BS table 27b Compressive strength p. =68N/mm2
Compression resistance =32.0 68/I0=2SRkN

Maximum tension 299kN
clause 3.3.3 Effective area A,= 1.2 A,,, but

Allowing for two 26 mm diameter holes
A,= 1.2 (32.3—2 x 2.6 x 0.58)=35.l cm2

but .4, 32.3 cm,

Tension capacity F, "A, Py
=32.3 x 275/l0=88BltN

Maximum compression (diagonal) 172kM.

Use 203 x 133 x 30 US (grade 43)
Slenderness 2=1.0 x 5830/31.8= 183

.85 table 27b

Compression resistance x 52/IC =198kN
Maximum compression (strut member 5) = Ill kN

2= 1.0 x 3000/31.8=94
Use same section.

10.7 MULTI-STOREY WIND BRACING

(a) Dimensions

(See Fig. 10.8.)
7 storeys at 3.5 m high
Bay width 4.Om
Cross-bracing with K-bracing on aliernative floors to allow door openings

116 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO 835950

(d) External chord

Maximum force (compression) 338 kM

BRACING 119

ES table 2

I3DtN 1

(e) Internal chord

2

4
C

6

7

6Dm
10.7Fig.

clause 4.6.3.1

(g) Side bracing

Reaction from wind girder 93 kM
Crane load 12kM
Maximum design load = 1.4 x 93 = 130kM or

=1.2 x 93+1.2 x 12 =126kM

With reference to Fig. 10.7, the factored member forces (kN) arc:

—130
188

—130
188

135

—135
270

Maximum tension in diagonals 2 and 4 (assuming cross-bracing to avoid
compression) = 188 kM.

Use 100 x 65 x 7 Angle

Effective area A, =a1 +3ai a,/(3ai+a2)
a, =000—7/2)7—22 x 7=522mm2
a2 =(65—7/2)7 =431mm2

allowing for one 22mm diameter hole in connected leg (100mm)
A, =522+3 x 522 x 431/0 x 522+431)

=860mm2
Tension capacity F, =A, m

=860 x 275 x lr=237kN
Maximum compression in strut 3 = 130 kM

Use 203 x 133 x 25 115 (grade 43)

1=1.0 x 6000/31.0=194
=46N/rnm2

Compression resistance = 32.3 x 46/10 = 149 kN

Forces in the eaves girder I. and main frame members 5, 6 and 7 should be
considered in the design of these members when appropnate. The values of
ihese forces will need to be adjusted for yjused in the combination of forces
for each member.

Section is satisfactory.

(I) Diagonals)struts

ES table 27b
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120 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO OS 5950

(b) Loading L
Wind loading transmitted to bracing by concrete (lear slabs at each level.

(c) Member forces

Member forces UrN) excluding Yf are given for the lower two storeys

P LATE GIRDERS
NV El 3 —1304ZN 91x 55—+ in 4 —716

. -

6 —197
.910 7 31942

I 317II 10 0

Occasionally the required bending resistance of a member caunot beNote that wind loading can act in the reverse direction, which will generally
provided by the largest available universal beam (914 419 x 388 TJB) and

reverse the force direction in each member. Member 10, which has zero load,
therefore the has to resou to using a plate girder. Basically, a plate

Fig. 10.8 however, will 317 kN ia this wind reversal case.
is built up from tiree plates (one web and two flanges) fastened

together to an 1-shape, see Fig 11.1. There are many examples of plate
(d) Cross bncing

. girders. e.g. crane in mill buildings, road and rail bridges roof
constraction of stadia, balcony girders in conced halls.tension = 1.4 x 472=661

Examination of older of plate girders would show that theUse 203 x 133 x 30 UB 43)
counecuoa between the flanges and web plates is made by nvets or bolts, via
angle sections, as in Fig 11.1(b). These plate giruers were relatively

Section JO.6e Tension =888 kN
more prevalent as the depth of rolled sections, prior to the 1950s, was limited

- to about 0.6 m, whereas today universal beams are rolled up to 0.92 m decp.
(e)

Splices for this of plate girder, required because of transportabon
considerations and/or maxünum available of plate, were provided by

compresstonl.4
means of nveted or bolted cover plates.Use 203 x 133 x 37 UB (grade 43)

. The advent of welding allowed the the freedom to tailor-make a1 =0.85 x 4030/34.7 = 116 c. member to suit any requirement. As the choice of plate is restncted
83 table 27b = I 14N/mxn2

Compression resistance P, =47.5 x 114/10=541 kN
As in Section lO.6g the forces in colunms 1, 2, 3 and 4 and beams 6, 9 and

10 must be taken into account in the overall design of these members which
will include dead and imposed loading from floors, etc. The value of yrappropnate to each combination of loads must be used (Section 2.7).

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic Reference
I. Frame slability (1988) Stability of Buildings. The histituijon of

FIg. 12.1 Plate girder
sect,oos lal lbl Id till
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LU Fl
intermediate stiffeners

readily accommodate this requirement, see Figs. II - lie) and II. 1(d). The
design strength nf each plate is dependent oniy on its own thickness and
grade of steel, unlike the universal sections where the design strength is based
on the thickest part of the 1-section, i.e. the flanges. Also, different grades of
sleet can be used for the plates within one girder. e.g. the use of a notch
ductile steel, say 5CC, for the tension flange of a road bridge tn order in
eliminate the possibility of low cycle bnttle fracture.

Plate gtrders usually require load carrying stiffeners and intermediate
stiffeners (non-load carrying), see Fig. 11.2, dividing the web into panels.
These have the following functions:

• Load carrying siiffeners are uted to diffuse any concentrated load
locally, into the web. This load can result from axial load in
columns connected to a flange or an end reaction from an
Intersecting beam member, which can be connected to either the
flange or the stiffener ttself.

• The sole functton of intermediate stiffeners is to control the shear
buckling resistance of any web area/panel bounded by the flanges
and an adjacent pair of intermcdiate stiffeners.

• The elastic cntical shear buckling of a web panel is a functton of
aid (known as the aspect ratio) and dh, a is the distance
between the two stiffeners bounding the web panel being
considered, dis the actual depth of the web plate and its the web
plate thickness. Note that for universal sections, the overall depth
Dis allowed for calculating the shear area.

only by the discrete stzes of rolled plate (see Table 11.1) then this form of
construction can be economic in terms of matenal. The flanges and web are
normally connected together by fillet welds, using semi- or filly automatic
welding procedures. The designer must assume that the load transfer is
entirely through the welds as there is no guarantee there Is a perfect beanng
between flange and web. a splice is required, owing to maxtmum
length of plate rolled or because there is a change to plate thickness, a full
strength butt weld is required. As there are a number of different types of butt
weld, the selection of the appropnate type should be discussed with the
fabncator in order to produce an economic solution.

Generally, a plate gtrder is made doobly symmetrical, i.e. both flange
plates are identicaL like the universal sections, see Figs. 11.1(a) and 11.1 (b)
However, should design conditions dictate that a single axis of symmetry is
necessary, then a judicious choice of different plates for the flanges can

When the web is relatively thin, the presence of intcrmediatg stiffeners is
useful in maintaining the I-shape, particularly during transportation and
erection, In very deep plate girders, additional honzontal longitudinal
stiffening maybe necessary in the compresston zone, in order to maintain an
economic web thickness. This particular design variation lies outside the

clause 4.4.5.J scope of BS 5950: Pan I, but is covered in BS 5400 and therefore will not
be discussed here.

The two main forces that a plate gtrder has to resist are bending moment
and shear force! though axial force, if present, would need to be taken into
account. Though in reality, the bending moment Iplus any axtal load) and
shear force would be resisted by the whole section, the usual assumption
made for small and medium plate girders is that the flanges resist thc bending
moment and the web cames the shear force.

Table II. 1(a) Maximum rolled lengths im) for selected range of wide

122 STRUCTuRAL STEELWDRK DESIGN TD 85 5950

Load cinying
stiffener

PLATE GiRDERS 123

Web panel

Fig. 11.2 Typical
plate girder

End bearing
siitfener
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The further apart the two flanges of a beam member are positioned fromthe centroidal axis, the better is the member bending capacity. Thedepth of plate girders usually lies within the range of 1/12 to 1/8 of the spanOccasionally, the depth of a girder might be limited by minimum headroomconsiderations Furthermore there might be a constraint on the overall
deflection of the girder, to which the self weight of the girder could make asignificant contribution.

Clause 4.4 of the steel code BS 5950: Part I allows the designer threedifferent ways of proportiomng web piates:

• The web is made deliberately thick, removing the necessity for
intermediate stiffeners; the disadvantage is that the weight of the
girder would be relatively heavy compared with that obtained by
using the other methods and could increase the cost of the
foundations. However, the overall fabncation costs would be lower
tno stiffeners), which may more than offset the extra material andfoundation costs.

• The web is made thin enough to require intermediate stiffeners to
control the shear buckiing actidn within any web panel.

• Finally, the web thickness is minimized by taking into account
tension field action, thereby maximizing the effectiveness of the
web and flanges. Tension field action is discussed in Section 11.7.
This nietliod cannot be applied to gantry girder design.

The design of the plate girder must also comply with the guidance given inclause 4.3, BS 5950 (lateral torsional buckling of beam members). The designof load canying and intermediate stiffeners is covered by clause 4:5. Thedifferent methods of designing plate girders are illustrated by Examples
21—24 inclusive. which include further design information where appropriate.

11.2 DESIGN OF UNSTIFFENED PLATE GIRDER

An unstiffened plate girder is similar to a universal beam section, where theweb is generally thick enough not to necessitate shear stiffening/intermediate
stiffeners. According to 13S 5950: Part 1, the moment capacity of an
unstiffened plate girder depends on the value of dli, i.e.

• If dIr C 63s (thick web), then the moment capacity of the plate
girder, can be determined as for universal beams, i.e. according to
clause 4.2.5 or 4.2.6, B5 5950.

• If 63s ((lila wet,), then the moment eapncity can be
calculated by one of two methods or n combination of the two
methods (clause 4.4.4.2). The rtvo methods are:

— moment plus any axial load resisted by flanges only, and the
web is designed for shear only (clause 4.4.5). It is assumed that
each flange is subject to a uniform stress Pp

— moment and axial load resisted by whole secuon with the web
resisting the combined shear and longitudinal stresses (see
clause H.3).

PLATE GIRDERS 125

Similar to universal beams, a plate girder has to comply 'vith ciauses 3.5
(local buckling), 4.2 (members in bending) and 4.3 (lateral torsional
buckling), BS 5950. Also, a plate girder may require end beanng stiffeners in
order to transfer the end shear into the supports and load carrying stiffeners
where large concentrated loads have to be supported within the span of a
member.

11.3 EXAMPLE 21. DESIGN OF UNSTIFFENED PLATE GIRDER —
THICK WEBS

A plate girder, simply supported over a span of 22 in, is required to carry the
toads indicated in Fig 11.3; the uniformly distributed dead load includes the
self weight of the girder. The concentrated applied load is the axial load
transferred from a column member (203 x 203 x 46 UC) and the ends of the
girder and those of adjacent girders are supported by 254 x 254 x 73 UC
columns. The depth of the plate girder is to be limited to i Sm owing to
minimum headroom requirements.

For the purpose of this example, the top tcompression) flange is assumed to
be 'restrained laterally and prevented from minting. The plate girder is to be
fabricated from grade 43C steel.

j

itiHiHit III IHI 111111
I III 111111111

L..... 16500

hi5. 11.4 BM & SF diagmms
(factored loads)

h.
Flg. 11.3 Details of girder

clause 4.4.4.1

clause 4.4.4.2

20
tN/rn

240 kN
450 kN

1540
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column oad — dead 1.4 x 240
—imposed L6x450

u.d.l. — dead (including SW)
— imposed

1.4 x 20
1.6 x 25

(b) Moment and shear force

=720kN
28kNlm

The distributions of bending moment and shear force m the simply supported
plate girder can readily be determined by conventional elastic methods and
are shown tn Fig. 11.4.

(c) Shear capacity

There are two design requirements regarding the minimum web thickness for
the condition of no intermediate stiffeners, i.e.

where p,1 is the design strength of the compression flange. As the web is to
be tieliberately made thick, i.e. ilk C 63g, these requirements are
automatically complied with. A quick estimate of the minimum web
thickness can be denved using the overall depth of the section (D), i.e.

From the relevant table for plates in Table 1 l.lb, the nearest appropriate plate
thickness for the web is 25 mm.

When the web is thick then the moment capacity for a plate girder is
calculated according to clause 4.2.5 or 4.2.6 depending on the magnitude ofi
the shear load coexistent with maximum moment. i.e. 1166kN. The shear
capacity of a web of a built-up section is defined as:

where A,.= td. A good estimate of the shear capacity of the web can be
obtained by substituting the overall depth of the girder (D) ford, which is
unknown at this stage:

P?=0.6 x 0.265 x 25 x t500=5962k}J

and as

(d) Moment capacity

In order to maximize its moment capacity, the cross-section of the plate
girder should be proportioned so as the requirements for a compact
section. The moment capacity for a compact plate girder with a thick web is
given by:

clause 4.2.5 Mc. =p,.S, but 1.2 p7 4 or yp,. 4 if 5> 1.24

85 table 7 The bIT ratio for the outstand of the compresstnn flange for a compact
built—up section should not exceed 8.5e, and assuming that the design strength

is 265 N/mm2, then B �(17.3T -i- 1). The plastic moment capacity of a plate
girder is:

W= Pv [BD 2—(B _2nzv4

hence

7442 C0.265[(t7.3T+25)15002—(l7.3T)(1500 — 2fl2]/(4 x

Solving this equation gives T =23.4mm and hence B =430 mm. Note that
the assumption regarding p,, is correct. Select 450 mm x 25 mm from the
range of wide flats given in Table 11.1(a) for the flanges, from which it
follows that the web size must be 1450mm x 25 mm. The actual plastic
moment capacity of the plate girder is

M =0.265[(450)I500' _(425)l4502)/(4 I

= 0.265 x 29736
=7880kNm> 7442 kNm

and t.2p, Z = 1.2 xO.265[(450)15003—(425)t4503]/(12 x 750 x
* = t.2 x 0.265f 18.59 x 1061/750

=7882kNm> 7880 kNm

Therefore, the moment capacity of the design plate girder (7880 kNm) is
adequate.

(i) WELD AT WEB/FLANGE UNCTION

Use two 45Ommx2Smm flats
1450 mmx2S mm plate

Next, the weld size required for the connection between the flanges and web
is determined from the magnitude of the honzonial shear/mm at the web/
flange interface, assuming a fillet wefd on each side of the web,

= 1540(450 x 25)737.5/(2 x 18.59 x = 0.35 kN/mm

Use 6 mm FW

An examination of Table 11.1 reveals that both plates would need io be
spliced, as the appropnate maximum lengths available from the rolling mills
(flanges —. IS m web — 19 m) are less than the overall length of the plate

126 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI< DESIGN TO Os 5950

(a) Factored loading

PLATE GIRDERS 127

clause 4,4.2.2 for serviceability:
clause 4.4.2,3 to avoid flange buckling:

ut cC 250

&tC250

t� lSOO/63=23.8mni

clause 4.2.3 P?=O.6p,

F?<0.6J'?, i.e. 1t661d4<3577kN

clause 4.2.5 Then the member has a 'low shear load'. Note that the use of D instead of
ddoes not affect the outcome of this design check.
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girder. If tile girder can be transported as one unit, then make a welded shop
splice about ISm from nght-hand end, the welds being full strength butts. On
the other hand, lithe girder has lobe delivered in two parts owing to transport
considerations, then make a bolted site splice near the centre of the girder
The use of numeneal controlled cutting machines in the modem fabncauon
shops would minimize any wastage, by utilizing the plate offcuts to provide
stiffeners and other plate components for this girder and other projects.

Lateral torsional buckling

to the design bneL the compression flange of the girder is
restrained laterally and therefore there is no need for a lateral torsional
buckling check to be undertaken. If the flange had not been restrained, then
the recommendations of section 4,3, 133 SPSOmust be satisfied.

(I) Check bearing capacity and buckling resistance of web

At points of concentrated applied load and support reactions the web of a
plate girder must be checked for local web bearing and web buckling, If
necessary, load carrying stiffeners must be introduced to prevent these forms
of local failure. The design checks are similar to those applied to umversal
beams, as outlined in Section 5.3, Example 9.

The associated buckling resistance (F,,) is dependent on the slenderness of
the unstiffcned web and a design strength oi2GSNlmm';

1W AT THE SUPPORTS

PLATE GIRDERS 129

The web at the nght-hand support, at which the greater reaction occurs, 'c,
l540kN, also needs to be checked for bearmg and buckling. It is assumed
that a minimum stiff bearing provided by support is 254/2 mm:

= [254/2 + 2.5(25)] x 25 x 0.265 = 2095 kN
Pc =71 N/mm' (as above)
F,, =[(254/2 + 750) x 25] 0.071 = 1555 kN

The web is adequate at both supports and therefore requires no load beanng
stiffeners. In this example, the use of a thick web has eliminated the use of
load bearmg stiffeners, thereby minimizing fabrication.

See Figs. 11.21 and 11.25 for the construction details of this girder.

11.4 EXAMPLE 22. DESIGN OP UNSTIFFENED PLATE GIRDER.-
THIN WEBS

In the previous example, the bending moment was resisted by the whole
section, while the shear capacity of the thick web is clearly unutilized; this is
similar to the design of umversal beams. The difference ber'.veen the
universal sections and plate girders is that the designer can select the web
thickness.

The plate girder in Example 21 is redesigned using a thin web plate, in
order to make the web work more efficiently. This is achieved by comparing
the design shear load with the web shear resistance, bascu on the critical
shear strength (qer) and not on the design strength (p7) as is the case for thick
webs. The normal design practice for plate girders with thin webs will be
employed, by which the bending moment and axial load are assumed io be
resisted wholly by the flanges and the shear load by the web.

(a) Moment capacity of flanges

clause 4.4.4.2a The design assumption that the moment is earned only by the flanges
means that a good estimate of flange area can be detennined.

Anticipating that the flange thickness lies within the range 16—40 mm. then
p,.=265 N/mm2 and hence:

41= 7442 x x 1500) = 13720mm'

BS &b!e 6 The limiting bIT ratio of 8.5e (compact sections) is still applicable, hence
tue approximate flange thickness is given by:

T= .J[t8720/l7.3]32.9mm, say 35mm

B = 18720/35 '=535 nun. soy SS0 mm

clause 4.5.3

clause 4.5.2.]

EL

(i) AT POSITION OF APPLIED COLUMN LOAD

F1= lO5GkN

acting in the plane of the web of the plate gtrder, i.e. no moment generated in
stiffeners. Assummg that the column base (supported by the compression
flange) provides a minimum stiff beanng of 203 mm, thea the bearing
capacity of the unstiffened web at the junction of the web/flange is:

clause 4.5.3 = ±fl 2) tP)w
=[203 ±2.5(2 x 25)] x 25 x O.2G52170IcN

clause 4.5.2.j .4 =2.5&t=2.5 x 1450/25 = 145
=71 N/mm'

F,. = (Ii + zi1)
=[(203±2x750)x2s] 0.071 =3020kN

The web is adequate and therefore requires no load carrying stifTeners under
the concentrated load.

hence
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(I) WELD AT WEB/FLANGE JUNCTION

= 0.265 x 550[l 5002_ j43Ø2]/4 = 7473 kNit >7442 kNm

resistance of web

;ign requirements regarding the minimum web thickness for the
in of no intermediate stiffeners are the same as in Example 21, i.e.

te girders which are not designed for tension action, the elastic critical
xength (qcr) for thin webs can be determined from table 21, BS 5950,
g the d/t and the a/d values. In the special case of uns4ffened thin
i/d= a, therefore the appropriate shear strength for a given dli is
i the last column of table 21.

tluckness (t) is unknown at this stage, hence it is suggested that a
ss approximately half that of the thick web (Example 21) is selected,
5 (25/2)mm. which in fact is a rofled thickness, see Table 11.1(b).
;ults in a dli ratio of 1430/12.5 114 (<250) and 16mm, then an
on of table 21(b) indicates that,

qcr= 77.4 N/mm2

Vcr =0.0774x l430x 12.5=1384kN

.veb thickness of 12.5mm is adequate for the part-length from the left-
id lojust right of the applied point load, i.e.> 1012 lcN, but not for the

of the girder, i.e. C 1540 kN. Recalculate the shear resistance of the
etween the applied load and the right-hand end, using a 15mm plate,

ias a shear buckling resistance of:

ICr =0.llOx 1430x t5.0=2360kN C 15401cN

d/:=95 and qcr= 110 N/mm2

at a 20% increase in web thickness produces a disproportionate
(70%) in shear buckling resistance.

ii from Table 11.1(b), the maximum available length of plate, i.e.
—23 m and web— 19 m, means that the web plate has to be spliced

The determination of the weld connecting the flanges to the web follows the
same method as that outlined in Example 21.

(c) Lateral torsional buckling

Use 6mni FW

As m Example 21, there is no need for a lateral torsional buckling check as
the compression flange is restrained.

(d) Design of load carrying stiffeners

Examination of the detailed calculations for web bearing and buckling in
Example 21 would readily indicate that a web thickness of 15mm would
require toad carrying stiffeners at both the concentrated load and end reaction
positions,

The code recommends, for the condition where the outer edge of these
stiffeners is not stiffened (normal practice), that the outstand of the stiffener
should not exceed However, where the outstand is between and

then the stiffener design must be based on a core area of the stiffeners
having an outstand of In deriving the compressive strength P. of
stiffeners for welded plate girders, the design strength (p,,) is the lesser value
for the web or stiffener, less 20 N/mm2.

(I) AT POSITION OF APPLIED COLUMN LOAD

The applied load, T056kN, acting in the plane of the web pf the plate girder,
i.e. no moment generated in stiffeners. Similar to the calculations outlinedin
Example 21, the bearing capacity of the unstiffrned web is:

The associated buckling resistance is dependent on the slenderness of
the uns4/jened web and a design strength of 275 N/mm2

- serviceability:
avoid flange budding:

d/t<250
dli <250 (345"Pyf ) = 325

clause 4.5.1.2

clause 4.11.5

clause 4.5.3 [(203+2 x 35) x 15] 0.275 = I l26kN >1056 kN

clause 4.5.2.1 A=2.5d11=2.5 x 1430/15238
Pc = 30.4 N/mm2

+2 x 750) xIS] 0.0304=777 kN < 1056kN
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wliereA is the area of the stiffener in contact with the flange and p., is the cdesign strength of the stiffeners. In this example, the stiffeners are subject to
external load and therefore must extend to the flanges, though may not be
necessarily connected to them, toilers on external load induces tension lit the

-

Normally the flanges and web would be welded together, using
semi-or fully automatic welding, before the stiffeners are 'fitted', This means
that the inside corners of the stiffeners need to be coped/chamfered, say
15mm, at the Junction of the web and flange, so that they do not foul the web/
flange weld. Hence,

A =2x( 60—15)x 12=3480 mm2
A p,,IO.8=3480 x 0275/08= il96kN> 2056 leN

i.e. the stiffeners are adequate in bearing.
As the outstand of the stiffeners is slightly greater than 13t,e (156), then the

beat buckling resistance of a stiffened web is based on the stiffener core area
of 156 x 12 mm2, together with an effective web area limited to 2 x 20r.

A, 15)15=12744mm2

and the corresponding radius of gyration, about
an axis parallel to the web, is

— /12(2 x 156 + 15)J + (2 x 20 xr—
12 x 12744

= S2.7 nun

It is noted that the flange is restrained against lateral movement and
rotation. As a result of this flange restraint, it can be assumed that the column
base is restrained laterally. Therefore, the effective

length CL5) of the load
carrying stiffeners can be taken as O.7L and with a reduced design strength of

where p, is the lesser strength of web or stiffener, hence the
reduced strength ts 255 N/mm2,

A=0;7 L,Jr=0.7x 1430/52.7=19.1
252 N/mm2

Px=A5Pr= 12744 xO.252=3210kj4 >l056kN

The buckling resistance of the stiffener is more than satisfactory.

(H) WELD FOR LOAD CARRYING STIFFENERS

Use two lfiOmmxl2mm flats

The minimum weld size required for connecting the stiffeners to the web,
assuming a weld on each side of the stiffener, ts determined as follows:

When the stiffener is also subject to an external load, then the shear load/mm
must be added to the above shear load. The load resisted by the stiffeners is
the difference between the applied load and the minimum load that can be
earned safely by the unstiffened web.

q2 =(1056—777)/[2 x (1430—2 xiS)] O.IOld'Umm
'0.24 leN/mm

Use 6mm flY
Note that if the rotation of the flange had not been restrained, then L5= L.

Also, had the column base teompression member) not been laterally
restrained, then the stiffeners would needed to be designed as part of the
compression member and the interfacing coonectioa checiced for any effects
from strut action.

The reaction (2540 kN) at the nght-hand support of the member is greater
than the applied point load, and therefore stiffeners are necessary. The
restraint conditions with respect to the flange apply also to this location. The
design of stiffeners at both supports follows a similar pattern as the previous
design calculations, except that the effective web area is limited to only 20t.

Try a 4SOmmx l5mm wide flat.

The outstand of the stiffeners ts equivalent to 14.5t,n, which means the core
area of tlte stiffeaers is reduced to 2 x 195 turn x 15mm. The local buckling
resistance of the stiffened web is based on this core area of the stiffeners, plus
effeehve web area of 2Omm x 15mm.

A2 = 15(390) + (20 x 15)15 = 10350 mm2

— 15)153r—
y 12x 10350

Again, as the flange is restrained against lateral movement and rotation, the
effective length (L5) of the load carrying stiffeners is 0.7L and with a design
streagth of 255 N/mm2, the slenderness Is:.

A =0.7 x 1430/84.7 = 11.8

Pc =255 N/mm2
P1= 10350 x 1540kN

The buckling resistance of the stiffener ts satisfactory. Make the load
carrying stiffener for the left-hand end of girder the same size-Now cheek the
bearing capacity of the end stiffener, note that as the stiffener is welded to
end of girder there is no coping, I.e. full stiffener area can be used.

l470kN

- Use 4SOmmxjSa,m wide flat
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FIg. 11.5 Load carrying
siiffner

clause 4.5.1.3

PLATE GIRDERs 133

Clause 4.3.j.5b

(Iii) AT THE SUPPORTS

Clause 4.5.1.2

84.7mm

Clause 4.5.2.1

hence

clause 4.4,6.7 qi =t2/(2 x 5b,)= 152/(2 x 5 x 160) =0.14 kN/mm
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However, it might be deemed necessary that the ends of the plate girder be
torsionally restrained dunng transportation and erection. This can be
accomplished by checking the second moment of area of the end-beanng

clause 4.5.8 stiffeners at the supports against the guidance given in BS 5950:

Assuming that there is no restraint to the compression flange for the noted
situations, i.e. Le and taking the lower value of-i', for the girder, then:

In addition, the stiffener has to resist the difference in load between the
reaction and the minimum load camed by the unstiffened web when buckling
or bearing is taken into consideration. Assume a stiff beanng 254/2 = 127mm
and with A = 238:

= 30.4 N/mm
P,=[(l27+750)15] 0.0304=400kN

The support reaction induces an external load to the stiffener, and is the
difference between the load carned by an tmstiffened web and the reaction,
therefore the additional shear load/mm is

q2 =(1540—400)/[2 x(1430—2x 15)] =0.41 kNlmm
q. =q1+q2=0.l0+0.4l =0.51 kN/mm

11.5 DESIGN OF STIFFENED PLATE GIRDER

It ts the normal practice in the United Kingdom to use intermediate stiffeners,
particularly for large span or heavily loaded plate girders. The use of the
intermediate transverse stiffeners improves the shear capacity of a liii,, web,
and generally leads to a reduction in the web thickness, compared with the
corresponding unstiffened web thickness, as Example 23 will demonstrate.

The spacing of the intermediate stiffeners controls the cntical shear
strength of the web. The designer should anempt to minimize web thickness
without the use of too many stiffeners, otherwise the fabncatton cost could
become uneconomic. Usually aid ratios of about 1,4 will lead to economic
construction; however, practtcal considerations may dictate a wider spacing.

The outstand of intermediate stiffeners should comply with the same
requirements as load beanng stiffeners, as outlined in Section 11.4(d).

clause 4.4.6.4 Intermediate stiffeners are reqtiired to have a minimum stifihess about the
centre of the web, i.e. when

aid< 1.4!, then 1.5 d3i3/a2
aid� 1.41, then 0.75 di'

where its the minimum thickness required for the actual spacing a, using the
tension fie/d action, see Example 24.

No increase in the minimum stiflhess 1, is required when the stiffener is
subjected only to transverse loads in plane of the web. However, if the
stiffener Is subject to lateral forces or a net moment ansing from transverse
load(s) acting eccentnc to the piane of the web, then the minimum value
needs to be increased to satts& the guidance outlined in clause 4.4.6.5, ES
5950.

clause 4.4.6,6 Intermediate stiffeners not subject to external loads or'moments should
be checked for a stiffener force (Fq):

Fq = I'— Eq

where V is the maximum shear in the web adjacent to the stiffener.
is the shear buckling resistance of the web panel

designed without using tension field action
Eq is the buckling resistance of an intermediate stiffener

When intermediate stiffeners, or load carrying 511,/frIters which a/so act as
intermediate stijfrners, are subject to external loads and moments, they must
satisfy the following interaction expression:

F, A!, -- ÷—±—S I

Eq '°, Al,,

where Eq is the stiffener force previously defined
F, is the external load or reaction

is the buckling resistance of load carrying stiffener
Al', is the moment on stiffener due to eccentnc applied load
A-!,., is the e/astic moment capacity of the stiffener

-and if Fq C F,, then (F0—F,) is made zero.
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4? 0.34 a,D

3 0/A2

for A�50
for 50<A �l00
for lOOcA
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2=22500/225=100

hence

1,? 0.34 '<(0.31100) x 150& '<35 = 12050cm4

now

4=15 x450'/t2= 11400cm4

i.e. change etid stiffencrs to 450mm '<20mm flats (4=15200cm4).

(iv) WELD FOR END STIFFENERS

Finally, calculate the size of the welds connecting the stiffeners to the web,
noting that the web Is connected on one side of the stiffener. The minimum

size required for connecting the stiffeners to the web, assumtng a weld
on each side of stiffener, is determined as follows:

'<5 '<(450— 15)/2]=O.l0kN/mm

rut itrongth butt weid

Fig. 11.6 End bearing
stiffener

Use 6mm FW

Sec Figs. 11.22 and 11.25 for construction arrangement of this girder.
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c/arise 4 522

II 6
'

11 loads or reactions are applied direct or through a flange in between Web
stiffeners then the guidance given in clause 45 22 85 5950 must be
satisfied with respect to the stress along the compression edge of the
appropnate web panet This stress is a combination of any applied
load (kN/m) acting along the flange plus any point loads or distributed loads
shorter than the smaller panel dimension divided by this smaller dimension
all divided by the appropnate web thickness The stress La must not exceedthe compression strength p a whtch is dependent on whether or not the
compression flange is restrained against rotation relative to flange

..rotationally restrained

(a/rP)J Id/i)2

not rotationally restrained

2 1 EPd [I 0 +/2j___i

EXAMPLE 23 DESIGN OF STIFFENED PLATE GIRDER —

EXCLUDING TENSION FIELD ACTION

Example 22 is redesigned here to illustrate the effect on the web thickness
whcn thtenuiediate stiffeners are used. Tliisparticuiarplate girderdesign does
not use tension field action Any additional benefit that accrues from utdizing
tlus structural action is demonstrated in Example 24 Reference to Exampie
22 is advisablt.

PLATE GIRDERS 137

stiffener spacing of 20 m The put of the girder subjLctcd to tht. larhest
shear loading te between the nght hand end and at the apphed load
position is S Sm long The spacing of 2 m would not therefore be practical) for that length It may be more appropnate to place an intermediate
stiffener 2 Sm from the ngtit hand end i e 3m from the applicd load Fora", the stiffened girder to be economic compared with the unstiffened girder
the web thickness must be reduced i e try 12 5mm This results in avalue of dii = 1430/12 5 = 115 which satisfies the minimum serviceability
and flange buckling cnicnon of &t<250

sullen,

Check the web panel adjacent to right hand end

a/d=250011430i 75

$4 un
0942<1430 X 125= l680kN>

Check the web panel adjacent to applied load
SF

&d=3000/14302 I
N/mm2

V,,=0.089 x i430x 12.5= I59DkN> l37OkN11.7 RI-I portion of girder
spacing) A thinner web plaie (say lOmm) can be shown to be inadequate for ilus partlength.

The maximum shear in the web panel adjacent to left hand end is 1012 kN
From the calculations in Example 22 it can be seen that the shear resistanceBS table 21b of an unstiffened l2.Smm plate (condition a

is used along the length of ihe girder then
the part length from the left hand end to the applied load need not be
stiffened Alternatively as a splice

(a) Moment capacity of flanges

Again assun-ung that the flanges resist only the moment then the design of
the flanges is identical to that

required near the point load (6 m fromnght hand end see Example 2) then a stiffened 10mm web plate could
prove to be more economic when the net cost of stiffener fabrication against
that of matenal saving is evaluated In order to determine the number ofi&u Intermediate stiffeners required In the left hand part length estimate the-:
nnnimum spacing for the maximum shear load within hat length

(b)

Example 22 i e 550 mm x 35 mm

Shear resIstance of web

The design requirements regarding the minimum thickness for webs using
intennediate stuffeners are different from those used in previous examples i e

tvfuumum shear strength required for end panel
= 1012x x 10)

2=71 N/mm

Using the appropnate dir value (143), the maximum aid to produce this
strength can be obtained from table 2 1(b) 88 5950 I e about I 3 which
represents a maximuni spac ng of I 86 m Therefore

clause 4422

c/arise 4423

for serviceability aid> I 0 dii <250
aids i a dir

to avoid flange buckling aid> 1 5 dii � 250 (345/p1)
aids 1 5 dii

first
tntermeduate stiffener I 8 m from left hand end and then calculate the
maximum shear in the adjacent panel and apply the same procedure toC establish the spacing of the next stiffener etc Based on these calculations it
is proposed that the spacing of the stiffeners is I Bm 2 3m 4 0 m and 5 4 m(455/p 43
Check that these spacings are acceptable

Bearing in mind the overall girder dimensions and the location of the Left hand end paneltoad canying stiffener at the ends and under the applied load (see Fig 'j aid = 1800/1430=1 26II 3) preliminary decisions must be made with respect to the spacing of
q = 74 SN/mm2the intcnnediate stiffeners Applying the suggested aid= I 4 produces a = 1065 kN> 1012 kN

3-
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Second panel from left-hand end:

a/d=2300/l430= l.61
9cr =62.9N/rnm2
Ic, =899kN > 890kN

Third panel from left-hand end:

aid =4000/1430=2.8
=53.8N/mm'

> 733kN

The last panel, 8.4 m long, immediately left of the applied point load, has to
resist a maximum shear of 618 kN, which generates a shear stress of 43.2
N/mm2. This shear stress is less than the value ofqc, for an unsri,flèned 10mm
web, i.e. 49.2 N/mm2 (see last column of table 21(b), ES 5950). Structurally,
there is no need for an additional stiffener to reduce the panel length.
However, it is probably advisable to introduce anoiher intermediate stiffener,
so as to subdivide the panel into two equal panels. Tlus additional stiffener
will help to reduce any flange and web distortion dunng transportation and
erection owing to the thin web.

Note that when considenng the shear buckling resistance of those web
panels bounded on one side by a load carrying stiffener, the implication is
that these stiffeners also act as intermediate stiffeners and must be designed
accordingly.

Finally, as the uniformly distributed load (68 kN/m) is applied directly to
c/ni/se 4.5,2,2 the flange, then a check on the web between the stiffenersis necessary. The

maximum value of the compression stress acting on the edge of the web for
this example is obtained by using the thinner plate size, i.e.

= 68/10 = 6.8 N/mm2

On other hand, the minimum value of compression strength is obtatned by
taking the largest stiffener spacing. Taking into account that tn this example,
the flange is rotationally restrained:

2 2O5xlOS
2.75+

(4200/1430)2 (1430/10)

= 29.9 N/mm2

(1) WELD AT WEB/FLANGE JUNCTION

Use two 550 inmx35 aim wide flats
1430 mmx 12.5 lani plate and

1430mm x 10mm plate

Calculation for the weld connecting the flanges to the web is as per Example
2!, and results in

(c) Lateral torsional buckling

Use 6mm FW

As tn Example 21, there is no need for a lateral torsional buckling check as
the design bnef states that the compression flange ts restratned.

(d) Design o( Intermediate stiffeners

Examining the aid ratios for the different panels shows that only the left-hand
end panel has a value less than 1.41 (= Therefore, both cntena for the
minimum stiffness apply. Using the calculated web thicknesses produces safe
estimates of the minimum stiftbess (tshotild be based on tenston field action as

determined in Example 24):

Try 75mm x 10mm flats.

The outstand of the stiffener (75 mm) is less tItan l3t,g (130mm).

i,= 10(2 x 75+ lOf/(12 x em4 >210cm4

clause 4.4.6.6 Check the stiffener force (Fq) does not exceed the buckling resistance of the
stiffener (Pq) for the intermediate stiffener located in the nglit—hand part-
length N/mm2):

— 75 + 12.5)1 + (20 x
r

— v 12[(tO(2 x 75) + (20 x 12.5112.51

=28.0mm
A =0.7 x 1430/28.0=36

Pc =2l8N/mm2
Pq=4625 xO.218= lOO8kN
V = l370kN (shear at stiffener position, see Fig. 11.4)
V. di t choose lower 9cr of the adjacent panels)

=0.089x l430x 12.5=lS9lkN
Fq= V5=(l370—' 1591)—' O�Pq

I I
.c_il

Fig. 11.8 LH end of girder
stiFfener spacing)

1800 2300 4000

1012 890 732 618

clause 4.4.6.4 LII end panel
remaining panels

4> 1.5 (1430 x 800)2 = 135
4>0.75 x 1430 x =210cm4

The edge of the web on the compression side is satisfactory. .'
FIg. 11.9 Intennediate stiffener
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Inteunediate stiffeners should extend to the compression flange but not
necessarily be connected to it. Stilleners not subject to external toad Orc/wise 4.4,6.7 momcnt can be terminated at a distance of about 4rfrom the tension flange.
For this example, taking the smallest web thickness (10mm), then stiffener
can end within 40mm of flange. Note that intermediate st'tffeners at any
specific position can consist of a pair of stiffeners placed symmetrically about
the plane of the web or a single stiffener placed on one side of the web. The
latter is effective for the outer girders of a bridge when single stiffeners are
welded to the inner face of the web to give the girder an appearonce of being
unstiffened when viewed by the public.

The arrangement of the intermediate stiffeners is given in Fig. I L23.

(i) WELD FOR INTERMEDIATE STIFFENERS

For intermediate stiffeners subject to no external loading, the minimum weld
size required for connecting the stiffeners to the web, assuming a weld on
each side of the stiffener, is determined as follows:

= 12.521(2 x 5 x75)=0.21 kN/mm

Design of load carrying stiffeners

Examinalion of the detailed calculations for web beanng and buckling in
Example 21 would readily indicate that a web thickness of 12.5 mm requires
load canj'ing at both the concentrated load and end reaction
positions.

(I) AT POSITION OF APPLIED COLUMN LOAD

The applied load, 1056 kN, acts in the piane of the web of the plate girder, i.e.
no moment is generated in stiffeners. Similar to the calculations outlined in
Example 21, the bearing capacity of the unstiffeneti web is:

clause 4.5.3 +2 x 35) x 12.51 0.275 =938 kN

The associated buckling resistance (P.,.) is dependent on the slenderness of
the unstiffened web and a design strength of 275 N/mm2,

clause 4.5.2.1 A=2.5&t=2.5 x i430/12.5=286
N/mm'
+2 x 750) x 12.5] 0.022=468 kN

Clearly, stiffeners are necessary to prevent the local beanng and•buckling
failure of the web at the position of the point load.

Try a pair of 160mm x 12mm flats.

PLATE GIRDERS 141

clause 4.5.1.2 As the outstand of the stiffeners is slightly greater than 13t,c (156), the
local buckling resistance of a stiffened web is based on a stiffener core area of
156 x 12mm2, together with an effective web area linjitco to 2 x 2W.

A, =(2 x 156 x 12)+(2 x 20x t2.5)4244nmi2

r=4112(2X 156+12.5)3+(2x20x
12 x 4244

= 89.8mm
clause 4.5.1.5 As the flange is restrained agatnst lateral movement and rotatton and by

implication the column base, the effective length of the stiffeners can be
taken as 0.7L. With a reducert design strength of 255 N/mm', i.e.
then:

,t0.7LIr=0.7 X 1430/89.8=11.1
255 N/mm'

xO.255= l082kN

When calculating the shear resistance of panel adjacent to the load carrying
stiffener, there ts the implied assumption [lint thti stiffener acts as an
intermediate stiffener. Therefore, an additional check must be made using the
interaction expression previously noted. Using the lesser cntical shear

clause 4.4.6.6 resistance of the two adjacent panels and assuming that the panel has a
uniform 10mm plate, i.e. Ignore the splice, then:

=0.0492x 1430x l0=703lc14
V = 1166 (see Fig. 11.4)

Fq =VV,l166703x463k.N
=463—1056—.0

As there is no moment acting on the stiffener, M',=O then the interaction
expression reduces to:

1056/1082=0.98 C

clause 4.5.4.2 The bearing capacity for load carrying web stiffeners is obtained, based on
the stiffeners being coped/chamfered (15 mm) at the inside corner:

F5 CAp,.J0.8
A =2x(160.—l5)xl23480ma'

=3480 0.275/0.8=1 l96kN > l056kN

The buckling resistance and beanng capacity of the stiffened web is
satisfactory.

Use two 160mm x 12mm fiats

Note that if the rotation of the flange bind not been restrained, then
L5=L. Also, had the column base (compresston member) not been laterally
restrained, then the stiffeners would need to be designed as part of the
compression member and the interfacing connection checked for any effects
from stain action.

UCOfl3Pl Li on DIJDU

flVri)

Use 6mm FW

i/1

clause 4.5.2.51,
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(ii) WELD FOR LOAD CARRYING STIFFENER The buckling resistance of the stiffener is satisfactory. Make the load

The mintmum weld size required for connectIng the stiffeners to the web, bearing stiffener for the left-hand epd of girder the same size. Now check the

assuming a weld on each side of the stiffener, is determined as follows: bearing capacity of the end stiffener; note that as the stiffener is welded to
end of girder there is no coping, i.e. the full stiffener area can be used.

elaine 4.4.6,7 qi=12.52/(2x5x l60)=0.IOkN/mm clause 4.5.3 15x0.275/0.8=2320kN> l540kN

In addition, there is the external load to be taken into account: Use 450 nun x 15mm wide flat

Should the ends of the girder be required to be torsionally restrained during
q2 =(1 166—703)42 x (1430—2x IS)) 0.l7kN/mm

transportation and erection, then the end stiffeners would need to be changedq,, =qi +q,= 0.10 + 0.17 '=0.27 kN/mm
to 450mm x 20mm flats, see last paragraph, Section 11.4(d) for details.

Use 6mm EW

(lv) WELD FOR END STIFFENERS

(iii) AT THE SUPPORTS Minimum weld is given by:

Loadcarsyingstiffenersarerequiredatboihenthofiliegtrder,Theirdesignis clause 4.4.6.7 qt=12.52l[5x(425'— 12.S)i2]=0.lSkN/mm
based on ihe worse situation, i.e. the reaction (l540kN) at the nght-hand
support. The restraint conditions with respect to the flange apply also to this Assuming a stiff beanng of 127mm I = 254/2) and with 1 286 lien the

minimum load capacity for an iinstijfened web:location. The design of these stiffeners at both supports follows a similar
patlern as the design calculations noted in Example 22. N/mm2

0.022=241 kN,Try a 4SOmmx 15mm wide flat.
The ottistand of the stiffeners is equivalent to 14,5t,c, which means the core area In addition, the support reaction induces a load into the stiffener, and is the
of the stiffeners is reduced to 2 x t95 nun x 15mm. The local buckling difference between the load earned by an unstiffened web and the reaction,
resistance of the stiffened web is based on this core area of the stiffeners, therefore the additional shear load/mm is:

clause 4.3.1.2 plus an effective web area of 20mm x 12.5mm.
q2 (1540—241)/[2 x (1430—2 x 15)1 =O.46kN/mm

A, (2 x 195 x 15) + (20 x 12.5) = 6100mm2 =qi +qi=O.lS+O.46 =0.61 kN/mm

= + + (20 x
12 x 6100 See Figs. 11.23 and 11.25 for the construction details of this girder.

= 116mm

Again, as the flange is restrained against lateral movement and rotation, the 11.7 DESIGN OF GIRDER INCLUDING TENSION FIELD ACTION
effective length (LE) of the load carrying stiffeners is 0.7L and with a design
strength of 255 N/mm2, the slenderness is: Note I/jot ritEs met/tad of design cannot be applied to gantry girders. The main

advance in plate girder design has been the introduction of tension field
clause 4.5.2.J 1=0,7 x 1430/116=8.6 action, whereby the benefit accrued from the post-buckled strength of the web

can be utilized. Generally, any plate element subject to a dominant sheanng
hence action, such as a web of a plate girder, is deemed to have 'failed', when the

magnitude of the shear causes it to buckle out of plane owing to the
Pc =255 N/mm2 compression component within the shear field. 1-lowever, if the edges of the
P. =6100 x 0.255 = 1550kN plate element are reinforced, say like a web panel in a stiffened plate girder,
P = 1540— 1680 — 0 then that portton of the panel, which is parallel to the tension component,

= 0 continues to resist additional shear load. The web no longer has any strength
in the direction parallel to the compression direction, as it has buckled. In

Therefore, the interaction formula becomes: effect, the plate girder behaves like an N-type lattice girder, with the flanges
acting as the top and bottom chords and the 'tension components' of the web

F,JP,= 1540/1550=0.994 C I acting as pseudo diagonal members, as shown in Fig. 11.10.
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The anchor force, mduces a ldngitndinai shear force, R,1, and moment,
which have to be resisted by the end-postlstiffeners and are defined as:v,

Rij=Hq/2

clause 4.4.5.4.2 There are thee different methods by wWch the ends of the gtrdcr can
clause 4.4.5,4,3 be designed io resist the additional forces mduced by the anchor force:

. The end panels are designed ,izi/iout tension flt.ld action though the
remainder of the panels arc designed for tension field action see

____________________

Fig. 11.11. In addition, these end panels have to be designed as a
beam spanning between the flanges for a shear force Rv and a
moment Al,1. The end stiffener must be designed to resist the endFig. 11.11 End panel tesisis
reaction plus the compression force due to the moment /t!,1. Thistension field action
method has the advantage of relatively stiff end panels, but at the
expense of smaller end panels or thicker webs in the end panels,
depending on practical and fabncation considerations.

. The end panels are designed to utilize tension field action. There are
L two alternatives for the desiga of the end

post compnses a single stiffener, see Fig. 11.12: the
end post must be designed to resist the end reaction plus a
moment equal to This results in substantial end stiffeners.
but the width and thickness of the end post must not exceed;;5,j

Fig. 11.12 End stiffener resists
those of the flange, otherwise the designer must resort lousingtension field action
the first method. The top of the end post must be connected by
hill strength welds to the flange.

— the end post compnses a double stiffener, see Fig. 11.13: both
stiffeners of the end post must be checked as part of a beam

.' spanning between the flanges resisting a shear force R,j.and a

___________________

moment In addition, the inner stiffener (over the support)
must be designed for the compression due 10 bearing (reaction).
This method requires suffictent space beyond the centre of the
support member to extend the girder to accommodate theFIg. 11.13 End post resists double stiffener.

tension field aciion

The design of any 'veb panel with an opening must satisb' the
c/au/se 4.4.5.5 recommendations given in clause 4.15,535950. In addition, for any panel

in which there us an opening with a dimension greater than 10% of the
minimum panel dimension, that panel must be designed without utilizing
tension field action. However, the adjacent panels can be designed with or
without the utilisation of tension field action, as appropriate.

11.0 EXAMPLE 24. DESIGN OF STIFFENED PLATE GIRDER —
UTILIZING TENSION FIELD ACTION

The design specificatton us the same as for Example 21, with the plate girderTi! being designed utilizing tension field action.
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Fig. 11.10 Tension field
action

clause 4.4.5.4.1 Designers are allowed to take advantage of this extra web strength, andthereby reduce the web thickness, I.e. the basic shear resistance of a web
panel utilizing the tension field action is defined as:

di

where q0 is the basic shear strength, which is a function of dii and aid,
and is obtained from the appropriate table 22. 133 5950

,The mean longitudinal stressjis the stress in the smaller flange (associated
with the web panel being considered) due to the moment and/or axial load. Ifthis flange plate is not fully stressed (f<p,.), then additional shear resistance
can be generated from this reserve of flange strength (p5—f), giving a
combined shear resistance for the web panel of:

T4 +qj-Vk4dr but � 0.Gp,dt
c/au/se 4.4.5.4.1

c/au/se 4.4.5.4.4

where qjis the flange dependent shear strength being a function of di, and
aid, and Is obtained from the appropriate table 23, 133 5950

.1 —MI[(D — 7)871 +j (axial load stress)
0.25BT2p,f

Aid,,,,

Note that the parameter Kjis dependent on the maximum moment that exists
in the web panel betng considered.

The disadvantage of tension field action is that tn order to develop the
post-budded strength of the web, the top corners at the ends of the girder
have to be prevented from being pulled inwards, under the action of the
diagonal tension forces. This is achieved by destgntng the 'ends to act as
anchors. The anchor force (14) requtred to produce the necessary ngidity
at the ends is generated as a direct result of the tension field action, and is
defined as:

14 =

If ij < then this force can be multiplied by
where:

is the applied shear stress *
is the basic shear strength *

ge,. ts the critical shear strength

* the values ofL, go and should be based on the conditions that appertain to
nearest panel to the end which utilizes tension field action, i.e. represented by
the shaded areas in the Figs. 11.11—13 inclusive.
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(a) Moment capacity of flanges

c/misc 44.4,2a Again, assuming that only the flanges resist the moment then the design
of the flanges is identical to that for Example 22. i.e. 550 mm x 35 mm.

(b) Shear resistance of web

I$It'$'

L II 1

Fig.

1900

11.14 Stiffener positions
at 034 end

The design requirements regarding the minimum thickness for webs using
intermediate stiffeners with respect to serviceability and local flange buckling
are outlined in Section 11.6(b), Example 23.

First consider the web in the nght-hand end panel, which cames a shear of
1540 kN and a momeni. The magnitude of the moment acting on this panel
can be defined only after the stiffener spacing has been decided. In order to
make preliminary decisions regarding the spacing of the intermediate
stiffeners, use the same spacing for the girder designed in Exampte 23 as a
guide. Place the first tntemiediate stiffener 1.7 m from the end support;
therefore, the appropnate moment is 2520 kNm. Heanng in mtnd that the web
plate In the previous example (no tenston field action) is 12.5mm
thick, check the adequacy of a 10mm plate, which gtves d/r = 143:

aid = 1700/1430= 1.19
= 108 N/mm2 (table 22b)

qj = 323 N/mm2 (table 23b)

f(2520 x l06)/[(1500_35)550 x35]+0 =89N/mm2
M,,,f =0.25 x 550 x 352 x 0.265 x 10 =44.6kNm

=0.25 x lOx 14302 x 0.275 x Ira = 1405 kNm

K1
= —

= 0.00527

=(lOB+323.J0.00527)t430x lox =l880kN
<0.6 x 0.275 at 1430 at 10 at =2360kN

Place another intermediate stiffener 3.6 m from the support.

Check second panel from nght-hand end:

M=SIO3kNm
a/d 1.33

44.6 (1_.!!r\ =0.00252
265)

M=7442kNm
a/d= 1.33

X1405('
= 0.00003

Fig. 11.15 EM & SF diagrams Vb(l02+30210.00003)1430 at lOx t482kN
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Using the next plate thickness (9mm) would show that the third panel faits to
the shear resistance entenon. Note that there ts virtually no shear

contribution from the flange in the tltird panel, as the flange is almost fully
stressed, i.e. 264 N/mm2.

Now considering the left-hand part-length, again assume a change in plate
thickness to the left of the point load and make the web 7mm thick. Though the
stiffener spacing of the previous example was used as a basis, it is proposed that
the final intermediate stiffener spacing from the left-hand end is 1.9 m, 2.2 m,
2.8 m and then three equal panels of 3.2 m. The web panels need to be checked
with&x=204, which still satisfies theseiviceability and flange buckling entena
of d/r �250.

Cheek left-hand end panel:

M=l800kNm F,=lOl2kN
aid= 1900/1430= t.33

Kj = I = 0.008 60
44.6( 64

4 at 983

V5=(77.I+350,J0.00860)1430x7x =lO7lkN

Cheek second panel from left-hand end:

kf=3578kNm
a/d=2200/1430= 1.54

44.6 1 127)
II 000591

4x983\ =

Vb =(68.0+30610.005 91)1430 at 7 at tO" =916 kN

Check third panel from left-hand end:

A'I=5364kNm F,=733kN
aid=2800/t430 1.96

44.6 I 190\
4 at 983

= 0.00321

Irt =735kN

lgnonng the flange contribution tn the fourth panel, then
590 kN) which ts more than adequate for a shear of 543 kN.

Note that when considenng the shear buckling resistance of those web
panels bounded on one side by a load canying stiffener, the implication is
that these stiffeners also act as intermediate stiffeners and must be designed
accordingly.

The uniformly distributed load (68 kNIm) is applied directly to the flange,
and therefore a check on the web between the stiffeners becomes necessaty.
The maxtmum value ofthe compression stress acting on the edge of the web for
this example is obtained by using the thinner plate size, i.e.

is = 68/7= 9.7 N/mm

145 sunucrunAL STEELWOR}< DESIGN TO ES 5950

clause 4.4.5,4.1

2240 2200

FIg. 11.16 Stiffener positions
at LH end

400 til 113 543

Fig. 11.17 EM & SF diagiams

clause 4.5.2.2

7442

1"b(t02+302,10.00252)1430 at lOx = 1675 kN

Check third panel from nght-hand end
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On other hand, the minimum value of compression strength is obtained by
taking the largest stiffener spacing. Taking into account that, in this example
the flange is rotationally restrained:

Ped [2.75+ 2 1205x
(3300/ l430)2j (1430/7)2

= 42.2 N/mm2

(I) WELD AT WEB/FLANGE JUNCTION

Calculation for the weld connecting the flanges to the web is as per Example
21, resulting in q,,—0.47kN/mm.

(c) Lateral torsional buckling

Use 6mm 17W

As in Example 21, there is no need for a lateral torsional buckling check as
the design bnef states that the compression flange is restrained.

(d) Design of intermediate stifieners

Examining the aid ratios for the different panels shows that only the left-hand
c/ar ise 4.4.6.4 end panel has a value less than 1.4 = Therefore, both cnteria for the

minimum stiffliess apply. Using the calculated web thicknesses Umust be
based on tension field action):

For 10mm web and aid< 1.41
1,> 1.5 (1430 x loffu700)' = 152

For 7mm web and aid C 1.41
i,> 1.5 (l430x 7)3/(1800)2 = 46 cm4

For 7mm web and aid � 1.41

0.75 x 1430x73 = 37cm4

Try 75mmx 10mm flats.

outstand of the stiffenei (75 mm) is less than 13t,c (I3Omm).

1,= 10 (2 x 75+ x cm4> 152 cm4

c/arise 4.4.6.6 Check the stiffener force (F9) does not exceed the buckling resistance of
the stiffener (P9) for the first mtermediate stiffener from the nght-hand end
(p,=255 N/mm2):

149

— 10(2 >< 75 + + (20 x 10)103r—
l2[(10(2x75)+(20x 10)IOJ
3l.4mm

=0.7x 1430/31.4=32
p. 234N/rnm2
P9 =3500x0.234=8191J4
V = 1424 k?f (shear at stiffener position, see Fig, 11.15)
V di lchoose lower of the adjacent panels)

=0.065x 1430x l0=93ok14
F9 = V.— V3

=3424—930=494 �P9

Also, cheek the first intermediate stiffener from left-hand end:

=36.1mm
2 =0.7 x 1430/36.1 =28

240N/mm2
P9 248Ox0.240595kN

V = 883 kN (shear at stiffener position, see Fig. 11.17)
= qrr di (choose lower of the adjacent panels)
=0.032 x 1430 x 7=320kN

F'9 =V-V1
=883—320=563sP9

The remaining intermediate stiffeners can be shown to be adequate. When
tension field action is utilized, all stiffeners, including intermediate stiffeners,
constitute the compression components of the N-type lattice girder model, seeFig. II . I 0. Therefore, the intermediate stiffeners should be fitted
between or connected with continuous weld to both flanges. See additional
notes given in Section 11.6(d) in Example 23.

The arrangement of the intermediate stiffeners is given in Fig. 11.24.

(I) WELD FOR WEB/INTERMEDIATE STIFFENERS

For intermediate stiffeners subject to no external loading, ihe minimum shear
permin length required is the same as for Examole 23.

(e) Load carrying stlffeners

Use 6mm 17W

Examination of the detailed calculations for web bearing and buckling In
Example 23 would readily indicate that load carrying stiffcoers are required
at both the concentrated load and end reaction positions. The load carrying
stitTeners at the supports In effect become end posts/stiffcners.

140 St HUG i UHAL STEELWOnK OE$ifli4 TO 95 5950

The edge of the web on the compression side is satisfactory. Smaller spacing
and/or thicker webs would give more conservative results.

Use two 550 mm x35 mm wide flats
1430 mmxjo mm plate and
1430 mmx7mm plate

clause 4.5.11
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150 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI< DESIGN TO OS 5950 ii
(f) Load carrying stiffener at position of applied column load

The applied load, 1056 kN, acts in the plane of the web of the plate girder, i.e.
no moment is generated in the stiffeners.

Try a pair of lfiDmmx 12mm flats,

clause 4.5.i.2 The outstand of the stiffeners is slightly greater than I31,e (156), therefore
the local buckling resistance of a stiffened web is based on a stiffener core area
of 156 x 12 mm2, together with an effective 'veb area limited to 2 x 20t:

A,=(2xl56xl2j+(2x20x10)4l44mm2

= 4h2( x 156 + joy + (2 x 20 x 10)102

V 12x4144

= 89.8mm

The effective length of the stiffeners is taken as OiL, as the flange is

restrained agatnst lateral movement and rotation and, by implication, the

column base, With a reduced design strength of 255 N/mm2, t.e. (p,—20),

then:

A=0.7 LJr=0.7 x 1430/89.8=1I.i
255 N/mm2

Px=:Aspr=4144 x 0.255= lO56kN

\Vlien calculating the shear resistance of panels adjacent to the load earning

stiffener, there is the implied assumption that the stiffener acts as an

clause 4.4.6.6 tntermediate stiffener. Therefore, an additional check must be made

using the interactton expression previously noted. Using the lesser critical
shear resistance of the two adjacent panels and assuming that the panel has a
uniform 10mm plate, i.e. ignoring the splice, then:

Y, =0.028x t430x7=2SOkN
V =1166 (see Fig. 11.15)

Fq =1'—l',=1166—-280=886kN
=886—1056—0

As there is no moment acting on the stiffener, ,l.f,=0 then the tuteraction

expression reduces to:

�1
clause 4.5.4.2 The bearing capacity for load carrying web stiffeners is obtained, based

on ihe stiffeners being coped/chamfered (IS mm) at the inside corner

F. C Ap,1 /0.8

A =2x (160—15) x 12=3480mm2
Ap,,,l0.8 =3480 x 0.275/0.8 = 1196 kN> 1056 kN

The buckling resistance and beanng capacity of the stiffened web is

satisfactory.

Use two 160 mmxl2 mm flats
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clause 4.5.1.56 Note that if the rotation of the flange had not been restrained, then

L5=L. Also, had tlte column base (compression member) not been latenilly
restrained, then the stiffeners would need to be designed as part of the
compression member and the interfacing connection checked for any effects
from strut action.

(i) WELD FOR LOAD CARRYING STIFFENER

The minimum weld size required for connecting the stiffeners to the web,
assunung a weld on each side of stiffener, is determined as follows:

clause 4.4.6.7 qi = x 5 x 160)=0.lOkN/mm

in addition, there is the external load to be taken into account.

=(1166—280)/(2 <(1430—2 x 15)1 =0.32kN/mm

=qi +q2=O.lO+O.32 =0.41 kN/mm

(g) Design of end.postlstiffeners at the supports

End-posis/stiffeners are required at both ends of the girder. in plate girders
where tension field action is utilized, the 'end stiffeners'. play an important
structural role, in that they have to resist the anchor force without which
tension field action would not be generated. Section 11.7 outlines three
methods of providing the necessary resistance to the anchor force. In the
example being considered, the destgn specificaticin states that the ends of the
girder must not project beyond the centre lines of the supporting columns.
Therefore, the choice is reduced to one of two methods:

(a) Destgn the panel immediately adjacent to the end-postlstiffener
without tension field action and to resist additional forces due to anchor
force; design end postlstiffener to withstand reaction and force due to
moment.

(b) Design an end-post/stiffener which has to provide the total resistance

to the anchor force.

The restraint conditions with respect to the flange apply also to the ends.

(i) METHOD ta)

clause 4.4.5.4.2 (See Fig. 11.11.) Redesign the nghi-hafld end panel without tension

field action. This can he accomplished in two ways:

(a/i) Retatn the web thicknesses obtatned in Section 11.8(b), but retluee the

width of the end panels, so that the actual shear stress is less tItan the

corresponding shear buckling strength. The positioning of oilier

intermediate stiffeners may have to be amended.

(a12) Retain the spacing of the intermediate stiffeners as determtned in Section

11.8(d), but increase the web thicknesses until the actual shear stress is

less than the shear buckling strength of the panel.

Use 6mm FW

clause 4.4.5.4.2

clause 4.4.5.4.3

'1:
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iQZ STRUCTURAL STEELWORI( DESIGN TO OS 5950

Applying method (all), first calculate the actual shear stress m the'end.panei.

f=054o x x 10)= 108 N/mm2

and knowrng that th't= i43, determine the aid ratio from table 21(b),
135 5950 which would give a value of qcr at least equal to 108 N/twa2,

0,83, which would result ma panel widthof about l.18m. Place the two
intermediate stiffeners in the nght-haad part of the girder at 1.1 m and 3.1 nifrom the end and check the adequacy of the modified panels.

Check first panel from right-hand end — without tension field action:

dl, = 143 a/d=077
qcr l20N/mm2

=O.120x l430x lO=l7lSlcN > lS4OkN

Check second panel from right-hand
end—utilising tension field action:

M=4447kNm
aid =1.40

44.6 / t58K1=4
x 1405 =0.00320

V1, =192.5 + x lOx jo—s = 1344 kN

In addition, the end panel bounded by the end post and an intermediate
stiffener has to be checked as a beam spanning between the flanges of the
girder. This means (hat the end stiffener has to be capable of resisting the end
reaction and the compression force arising from Al,,,' and the intermediate
stiffener has to resist an additional force from

Trial section for nght-hand end-post/beanrig stiffener —4SOmm x 2Omm

BS table 6 b/T= (450— 10)1(2 x 20) = II > 8.5e but 'C 13e
d/t—llD0/l0 =llO>98s but<l205

This means (hat the 'beam' is semi-compact and its moment capacity,
irrespectivd of its shear load, can be determined from Ma=p,.Z,,. Check the
shear capacity of the web in the 'beam,
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Making the conservative assumption that only the 'flanges' of the 'beam'
resist the moment, and that the adjacent intermediate stiffener has the samc
section size,

IVfa =0,275 x 450[l I — 10701/112 x555 x 101

'26SOkNm

which indicates that the moment capacity of the 'beam' is more than
adequate, compared with 320 kNm.

Check the buckling resistance of the end-post/bearing stiffener:

c/al/se 4.5.1.2 The full section of thg end stiffener can be used in the buckling check, as
bTJ'< 13s,

A, = (450 x 20) + (20 x 10) = 9200mm2

r= x

12x9200
= 128mm

clause 4.4.6.6 The flange is restrained against lateral movement and rotation and, using
a design strength of 245 N/mm2, the slenderness becomes:

2 =0.7 x i430/128=7.8

Pc 245N/mm2
=9200x0,245 =2255kN

F1 =1540+320/l.09=1835kJ4
=l540—1715—+0
= 0

Therefore, the interaction formula becomes:

< I

The buckling resistance of the end-post/bearing stiffencr is satisfacinry.

Now check the bearing capacity of the end stiffener, noting that as the

stiffener is welded to the end of (he girder, there is no coping, i.e. the full

stiffener area can be used:

x 20 x 0.265/0.8=2980kN> 1835 kN

if (he end stiffener had been fitted between the girder flanges, then the
stiffener would have been coped and a check on the reduced bearing capacity

at the bottom of the stiffener would have needed to be undertaken,

Use 450 aimx2O mm wide flat

As the first intermediate stiffener from the right-hand end forms part of the

'beam, use a pair of 225mm x 2Omm wide flats.

The calculations given in ihe last paragraph. Section 11.4(d) indicate that
tIns stiffener provides sufficient torsional restraint to the ends of the girder.

should this be a design requirement.

Fig. 11,18 Revised stiffener
spacing

S
'442 =(99,2 20)1430 x lOx = lG6OkN

Check tlnrd panel from right-hand end — utilizing tension field action:

liii 1329 j549 M 7442kNm l329kN
aid =L68

Fig. 11.19 MD & SF

K1
= x 1405

(I = 0.000 03

"ci

hence

clause 4.4.5.4.2

clause 4.2.3
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154 STRUCTURAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO 5950

(ii) WELD FOR RH END POST/BEARING STIFFENERS

Minimum weld is given by:

qi = 102/15 x (450— l0)/2] 0.09 kN/mm

Assuming a stiff beanng of 127mm (=254/2) and with 2=357 then the
minimum load capacity for an unsdjfrned web:

tlSN/mm2
P,, =1027+750)1010.015= I32kN

In addition, the support reaction induces a load into the stiffenerand is the
difference between the load carried by an unstiffened web and the reaction:
therefore the additionat shear load/mm is:

=11835— 132)/(2 x 1430) =050 leN/mm
t/ =q1+q2=0.09+0.60 '0.68 leN/mm

T
Use 6mm FW

Now consider the left-hand portion of the girder. In order to keep the
number of different web plate thicknesses to a minimum, make the web of the
left-hand end panel lOmm thick, while retaining the stiffener spacing
determined in Section 11.8(b). Check the shear buckling resistance of the end
panel wiihout tension field action:

dlt =143 a/d=i.33
= 70.2 N/mm2
=0.0702x 1430x I0=lOO4kN

It appears that the 10mm plate just fails t< 1%); however, a panel dimension
of 1900mm was used for ease of calculation. Examination of the details of
the panel would indicate that the clear dimension of the web should be
1870mm (=1900—20—10). Recalculation would show that the 10mm plate
is just adequate.

Make the end-postlbeanng stiffeners at the left-hand end the same size as
those for the nght-hand end. Checking these sizes would reveal them to be
more than satisfactory as the design conditions are less seVere.

Examination of Table 11.1(b) indicates that the maximum length for a
man plate is 13m and for a 10mm plate the length is 18m. The design
solutton indicates that the web plate for both the nght-hand portion (from the
point load to the nght-hand end) and the left-hand end needs lobe 10mm
thick, with the remaining plate being 7 mm thick. By making the splice jotnts
at 3m and ISm from left-hand end, it is possible to utilize the maximum
length of 7mm thick plate and a loin! length of 9 m for the 10mm plate which
is exactly half the maximum length for that thickness of plate. The actual
maximum length for 0mm plate rolled by Bntish Steel is 18.3m, which
means that two web plates can be cut from this length. The extra 0.3 m would
allow for the cutting and necessary edge preparation.

If the second method ta/2) is applied i.e. retaining the origtnal spacing of
the intermediate stiffener of 1.7 m, t .9 m and 1.9 m within the nght-band part

clause 4.4.5.4.3

clause 4.4.5.4.4
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of the girder, then a 15mm web plate would be required for the end patiet.
This would introduce another plate thicimess. The design sotution from the
method (a/1)would be more economic.

See Figs. II .24 and 11.25 for the construction aniingement of the girder,
winch is based on the design solution determined by method ta/I).

(iii) METHOD (b)

(See Fig. 11.12.) Design the rtght.hand end stiffener for the condition of
the adjoining panel designed utilizing tension field action, as designed in the

previous section. Calculate the anchor force, and the corresponding
longitudinal shear load and moment, using I = 10mm:

= 0.75 x 1430 x 10 x 0.275
— 0.5 L°275

= 2240 kN

1120k14

= 224 x 1.430/10 = 32OkNm

The stiffener has to act as an end beanng stiffener and an end post, and has to
resist both the end reaction (1540kN) and a moment equal to 213 kNm

x 320). Also, the width and thickness of the stiffener must not exceed the

width and thickness of the flange. Assuming that the end stiffener has the

dimensions of the flange, i.e. 550mm x 35mm, then its plastic moment
capacity about its own axis is 275 x 550 x

352/(4 x I06)=46.3 kNm which is
considerably less than the 213 kNm required. It would require a stiffener
significantly larger than 550mm x 35mm, thereby rendenng this method

invalid for this example, as the limitation on maximum size would be
violated.

(h) Alternative design solution for end posts

(See Fig. 11.13.) if the design brief had allowed the girder to be supported
across the whole width of the suppnrting columns, i.e. the situation when
there are no adjacent girders, see Fig. 11.13, then the method outlined in
clause 4.4.5.4.3(b) could be applied. The method is similar to method (a/I),
i.e. the web between the two end posts, together with Ike end posts would be
designed as the 'beam', while the web of the adjacent end panel would be
designed for tension field action, as outlined in Section 11.8(b).

11.9 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The examples have dealt with the destgn of the common form for plate
girders, i.e. constant depth and doubly symmetric cross-section. as
recommended by BS 5950: Part I. An examination of the different designs
for the design example. I.e. Examples 21—24 inclusive, would reveal that as

the overall weight of the girder (and hence matenal costs) decrease. there is a
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corresponding increase in fabrication cost. e.g. splices, stiffeners. The actualIcast cost solution depeno on the combined material and fabricator Costs.Experience has shown that the costs between different fabricators Can Varyconsiderably, partly owmg to the their expertise and the fabrication fadiljtiesTherefore, it is essential that the design engineer has a good worlthig
relationship with the nominated, fabricator, as the latters knowledge of
fabrication details could lead to reduced costs, e.g. what is the most cost
effective edge preparation for butt welds? Is the best solution forjoining twoflanges of different thicknesses obtained by tapering the thicker plate down tothe thickness of the thinner plate at a spike position? Is intermittent filletwelding more economic than continuous welding when the calculated weldsize for a continuous weld is much less than the minimum size of Gmm?With large span girders, the designer can take advantage of shopfabncatjon splices necessary owing to limiting lengths of roiled plate byvarying the web andjor flange thIcknesses.

Indeed, In Examples 22. 23 and24, Use web thickness was varied along the length of the girder according tothe shear requirements Likewise, tIle size of the flanges can be made toreflect the moment distribution along the girder length, provided animprovente,,t en the overall economy of the structure, includingfoundationscan be clearly demonstrated. Normally,
changes in flange size along thegirder are not economic for buildings, because of the modem practice ofautomatic/semi_automatIc welding. However, the emergence of the weldedtapered portal frame ('vith varying flanges and web depth) produced bydedicated equipment has seen an increasing use of the tapered/ilaunchedbeams, m multi-storey buildings as they can readily accommodate serviceswithin their depth.

Other practicat situations can arise in which varying the web depth/flangescould prove economic. For example, in a heavy mdusti-iaj building, a cranegirder may be required to spaa twice the normal distance becausc the 'centralcolunm' has to be removed to allow a railway siding to enter the side of thebuilding. If the columns are standardized for economy reasons, then the endsof all crane girders must have the same depth at the colunm supports. For thedouble-length girder, this means that its depth has to be varied downwards inorder to maintain the crane rail levei at a specified height, as illustrated by.Fig. 11.20. The reverse sttuatsoa can arise for through road/rail bridges wherethe soflit of the bridge needs to be horizontal, i.e. the height of the girderwould be vñned along the girder length.

Fig. 11.20 Typical variable
depth girdcrs

Web
splice
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• Web

—r

ti,

Fig. 11.21 Details of unstiffened plate girder— thick web

45ax15

450x15

Fig. 11.22 Details of unstiffened plate girder— tiun web

450x

4SOxls

Fig. 1 Detdls of unstiffened plate girder — excluding tension field action

j
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As the reader becomes familiar with 85 5950: Pars i design guidance
other factors might need to be considered in denying the final design
solution:

• Fatigue — where repeated loading is a design condition, e.g. for
crane and bridge girders, fatigue resistance must he checked.

• Brittle fracture—notch ductile steel may have to be used for the
tension flange, see OS 5400(31

• Large temperature range — special beanngs may have to be made at
the supports to accommodate the expansion and contraction.

• Deflection compliance with the apprnpnate deflection limit would
mean either increasing girder stiffness or cambering the girder.
Deflection limitations are more severe for crane girders.

• Transportation and erection — site splices are usually required for
simply supported spans over 25—40 m. Special handling and lifting
arrangemenis may be necessai'y as a result of the low torsional
stiffness of plate girders. Wind loading might be a problem due to
the large surface area of a girder.

Composite design of plate girders is not covered, but design guidance is given
in reference [3]. Finally, always check that the required plate sizes are
currently available.

British Steel Corporation

OS 5950 Structural Use of Steelu'ork in Building Part I:
Code ofpnsctice for the design ofsiniple and continuous
consiniction: hot rolled sections (1985)

955400 Steel, and C'oniposite Bridges Part 3:

Code of practice for the design of sieel bridges (1982)

(1992) Plate girders, Steel Designer's Manual, pp. 464—
466, Blackwell

Porter 9/4., Roclcey ICC. & Evans 11.R. (1975) l'he
collapse behaviour of plate girders loaded in shear,
Structural Engineer, vol. 53 (Aug), pp. 313—25

(1992) Plaie gtrders, Steel Designer's it/anna) pp. 449—

454. Blackwell

Lawson ILM. & Raclnnan, LW. (1989) Design for
Openings in Webs of Composite Beams. Steel
Construction tnstiiuie

Owens G.W. (1989) Design of Fabnconsd Caniposete
Beams in Buildings. Sleet Construction tnstituie
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PARf]

III
THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL
STEEL FRAMEWORKS

The design of simple elements given In Pad is usually only part of the
overall building concept. his necessary to develop a spatial awareness of the
structural framework In three dimensions. The action of the whole framework
must be considered including its behaviour under lateral loading. In some
cases frame action (continuous construction) may be preferred to connected
element design (simple construction) from considerations of cost of
appearance. Many of the design procedures used in Part II have been
developed in Part I, and it is advisable for the student first to become familiar
with element design.
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DESIGN OF SINGLE-STOREY
BUILDING - LATTICE GIRDER
AND COLUMN
CONSTRUCTION

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Over half of the total market share of the constructional steelwork fabncaiecl
in the United Kingdom is used In single-storey buildings. Therefore, it is

almost certain that an engineer will, at some time, have to design or check
such a building. Whereas previous chapters have introduced the design of
vanous simple elements, the next three chapters extend the design concept of
the overalt design procedure of whole structures, i.e. three-dimensional

• structural arrangements. Essentially, most members inframe'vorks are
positioned so as to transfer load in space to other members and eventually
down to the ground, by the simplest, economic 'structural' route. The next
two chapters will be devoted specifically to the vanous design aspects of
single-siorey structures. Though these structures represent the simplest fonn

- • of three-dimensional frameworks, they will illustrate most of the structural
design critena which an engineer might encounter. This particular chapter
outlines the different considerations used in designing all the structural
members for a complete building, based on the main frame being of lattice

• girder and colunm construction see Fig. 12.1). In the next chapter. the same
building will be redesigned using portal frame construction. For brevity, only
the main supporting frame will be rcdcsigncd as a portal frame, as the design
of ihe remaining siructural members is common to both forms of
construction.

In develnptng the structural arrangement for a single-storey building or
even a multi—sinrey building it should be home in mind that the shorter ilie
span of a structural member the more economic it becomes. However, ihe
client/owner of a single-storey building frequently stipulates, as in this design
exercise, that the floor area should be free of internal columns in order to
obtain the greatest flexibility of space which can readily accommodate any
future modifications to the usage of the flonr area, without major sinictural
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alterations to the building. For economic reasons (such as having a flow-line
production operation), most industnal buildings have a rectangular floor plan,
and therefore always arrange, where possible, to span the main frames across
the shorter distance, thcreby mmimning member sizes (see Fig. 12.2).

Though the client usually gives the designer a free choice of structural
arrangement, the best 'least cost' solution is nevertheless expected, in a
paperW giving comparative costs of four different types of single-storey
an-angements (roof truss, lattice girder, portal frame and space frame) the
single-span portal frame seerrungly did not produce the most economic
answer for the single-bay frame, when assessed on initial cost. The study
indicated that the lattice girder construction produces the most economic
solution for the span being considered in the design example. However, when
one takes into account the cost of maintaining the statutoty minimum
temperature within such buildings then the low roof construction of a portal
frame could have a financial advantage over other forms of construction
dunng the lifespan of a building (usually 50 years). This is probably why,
together with its simple, clean lines, the most common form of single-storey
building found on any modem uidustnal estate is that of portal frame
construction, with over 90% of all single-storey buildings so

OESiGN OF SINGLE-STOnEY BUILOiNG — LATriCE GiROEn ANO COLUMN CONSTRUCTiON 165

Despite the dominance of portal frame construction in the past, there is a
growing demand from the hi-tech industries for lugher quality and flexibility
m the use of buildings. The structures of such buildings are frequently flat-
roofed utilizing solid/castellated beams or lattice girders. The advantage of
the lattice girder or castellated form of construction is that it allows services
lobe accommodated within the depth of the roofconstruction, at the expense
of deeper roof construction when compared with portal frames.

In order to understand the overall design procedure for a building, the
following design exercise will deal with the complete design of a single-
storey building based nn lattice girder and column construction. However, in
Chapter 13 an alternative approach, using portal frames as the main
supporting structure, will be considered; that is, the simple lattice girders with
universal sections as column members will be replaced by a sencs of portal
frames.

12.2 DESIGN BRIEF

A client requires a single-storey building, having a clear floor area,
90 m x 36.4 m, with a clear height to the underside of the roof of
4.8 m, with possible extension to the building in the future. The slope of the
roof member is to be at least It has been specified that the building is to be
insulated and clad with PMF metal sheeting profile Long Rib l000R
(0.70mm thick, minimum necessary for roof to prevent damage dunng
maintenance access). A substrata survey of the site, located in a new
development area on the outskirts of Cluisborougli, North Yorkshire, has
shown that the ground conditions are able to sustain a foundation bearing
pressure of ISOkN/m2 at O.Sm below existing ground leveL

12,3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN DECISIONS

The two common arrangemenis for open web (lattice) girders are illustrated
by the diagrams in Fig. 12.3, i.e. the Warren or Pratt truss girders. The
difference between the i,.vo types is basically that theWarren truss has pairs of
diagonal members of approximately the same length, while the Pratt truss has
short verticais and long diagonals. Under normai circumstances of gravity
loading when there is no load reversal, the Pratt truss is structurally more
efficient because the short vertical members would be in compression and the
long diagonals in tension. However, when there is load reversal in the

al Warren

Two common
forms of lattice
girder IbI Pratt
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Fig. 12.i Typical truss and
column Construction

Fig. 12.2 Proposed main
rmme spacing
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Fig 123
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Fig. 1t4 Siructural
arrangement of
main frame
members

diagonals then the Warren truss may prove to be the more economic
arrangement. Also, the Warren truss may give larger access space for circular
and square ducts and's considered in have a better appearance. Therefore, the
Warren truss has been selected for this design exercise.

One of the cheapest forms of construction for the lattice girders would be
if the angle sections, used for the diagonals (web members), were welded
directly to the top and bottom chords, fabncated from T-sections, and this
construction will be the basis of the main design. An alternative form of
construction is to use tubular (hollow) sections, which are being mcreasingly
incorporated into hi-tech steel buildings. Tubular sections have it good
appearance and are efficient as compression members but are difficult to
connect satisfactorily, particularly when subject to high loads, when stiffener
plates are required to control bending of the section walls.

The slope of the top chord is chosen to reflect the minimum specified (5')
or thereabouts. Consequently, because the roof slope is less than 15' then the
sheeting will need to be laid with special stnp mastic lap scalers, m order to
prevent capillary action and hence rain leaking into the building. Other
practices for ensuring weatherttghtness are to increase the side and end laps
and fastener frequency. Such details should be checked with the sheeting
manufacturer's catalogue. The alternative is to use standing seam type
sheeting with concealed fixings. As regards limiting deflection, there are no
mandatory requirements, but commonly accepted cntena for a typical
insulated building are L/200 for roofs and Lit SD for vertical walls.

The required slope can be achieved by making the depth of the lattice
girder at the eaves equal to 1/20 of the span and the depth at the centre of the
span I/ID. Assuming the column depth to be 0Gm then, with reference to
Fig. 12.4:

1.86 m

1.06 m

4_ta m

Span between column centres (L —36.4 + 0.6) =37.0 m
Spacing of lattice frames = 6.0 m
Height to underside of girder 4.8 m
Depth of girder at eaves i.85 m
Depth of girder at ridge (apex) 3.70 m
Actual slope of rafter (1.85/18.5)] = 5.71'

12.4 LOADING

Before any design calculations can be undertaken, the loads that can occur on
or in a building have to be assessed as accurately as possible. The loads which

normally govern the design of a single-storey building are dead loadsth) sno'v
ioadt2t and wind loadingtt4). In addition, the designer should give thought to
the possibility of unusual loadings, such as drifting of snowts), and
overloading of a gutter if the downpipes become blocked or cannot cope with
a large volume of rainwater dunng a deluge. Modem buildings may also be
required to accommoddie services, such as ducting or spnnkler systems. The
weight of Ihese items can be significant and it is advisable that advice from
the suppliers is sought. (Note that the snow load information referred to in
references (2) and (6) is to be incorporated in US 6399: Part 3, Code of
Practice for Snow Loads). Also, depending on the function of a building,
dynamic loading from crane operations can be an extra design consideration.

12.4.1 Dead load

The dead loads affecting the design of the building result from the self weight
of the sheeting (including insulation), the secondary members and main
frames and will be included in the design calculations, as and when they
occur. Estimating the selfweight of sheeting and secondary members is

relatively easy as this information is contained in the manufacturers'
catalogues. Assessing the selfweight of the main frame is more difficult, as
this information is required before the design of the frame. Designers with

expenence can make rapid estimates. In this design example, a rough guide

would be to make it about 15% of the total gravity load acting on the main
frame. Clearly, the selfweight of frames spanning smaller distances, as a
percentage of the total gravity loading, would be less and for larger spans the

percentage is larger. The self-weight of the BSC profile Long Rib IOUOR with

insulation will be taken as 0.097 h041m2.

12.4.2 Snow load

The relevant information regarding the snow loading is at present contained

m US 6399: Part 1t2l For the proposed site (Guisborough) it is esttmated that
the relevant snow load is 0.75 kN/m2 (acting on plan) thougti it is anticipated

that in Part 3 of US 6399 there be regional vanations, as is already
permitted in the farm building code 55 5502. The equivalent snow load
acting along the inclined roof member is 0.75 cos £LL0.75 xO.995 =
0.75 kN/m2. The use of an equivalent load makes due allowance for the purlin
spacing being given as a slope distance. However, at this slope it is seen that

the difference in load on slope and on plan is negligible.

2.4.3 Wind load

From CP3 Chapter V Part 2 (also to be incorporated into US 6399), the wind

loading on the building being designed can be established. Also, the reader is
directed to reference (4) which deals more fully with wind loading on
buildings and contains the background information on which reference (3) is

37.0 n
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based. As the site is located in Guisborough, then from reference (3), the
basic wind speed is estimated as being 45 in/s (Fig. I of reference (3)); the
factors 5, and are both 1.0. From the information supplied, the ground
roughness is assumed to be 3, nod because the building is longer than 50 inthe 'building size is designated as class C. From Table 303, lalowing the
building height is in the S—lOin region, the factors2 is found to be 0.69.
based on a height of 10 m. (A slightly lower value might lie obtained by
mterpoiation, as the actual height is 5.5 m). Hence the dynamic pressure

(q)is:

q =0.613 (1.0 x 0.69 x 1.0 x 45)2/1000
0.S9kN/m2

The external pressure coefficients for a building (with a roof slope ofsr. a building height ratio and a building plan ratio
ihv=90M/37.02.43) are obtained from Table 7 (walls) and Tables (pitch
rdnfs)t31 Though the dimensions used in this example are based on the centre
lines of members, it is the usual practice to use the overall dimensions of

a
building. However, the latter would not materially affect the caieuiated
value& The internal pressure coefficients are assessed from Appendix liti).
assuming that the two long faces of the building are equally permeable while
the gable faces are not; that is, + 0.2 when the wind is normal to a permeable
face and —0.3 when normal to an unpermeable face. However, it could be
argued that one should allow for the occurrence of dominant openings,
particularly if details of openings have not been finalized at the design stage;
ihat is, the designer makes the appropriate decision, depending on the
information available regarding openings m the Therefore, use the
clause in reference (3) which allows the designer to take the more onerous of
-1-0.2 and—0.3. This covers the possibility of a dominant opening, provided it
is closed dunng a severe stonn. The resulting wind loading conditions for the
building (ef. Fig. 2.9 for frame only), are gwen in Fig. 12.5. The value of 0.95
is determined by interpolation. If there is no possibility of a dominant
opening, then only wind eases B and C apply (see Fig. 12.5).

The diagrams show that the maximum pressure that can act on the sides
and gables of the building is i.Ox 0.59 kN/m2. However, the maximum local,
pressure, for which the sheeting has to be designed, is generally significantly
higher. hi assessing the local pressure on the roof sheeting, a revised value of

has to be obtained from Table 3(3), noting that cladding is defined as class
A, hence = 0.78 and the appropriate value of q =0.6t3 (1.0 x 0.78 x
1.0 x 45)h/l000=0.75frJ4/m2 Attention is drawn to the larger value of
which occurs at the edge zones of roofs, as indicated in Table Therefore,
the maximum design pressure (in this case, suction) acting on the roof
sheeting is

4-C',,,) q=— (1.4+0.2)0.76= —1.22 kN/m2.

Similarly for the side cladding where based on a height of5m
(actual 6.65 m) and the local c,, value is then the maximum pressure
sustained by the side sheeting is

(1.0+0.2)0 6! =0.73 kN/m2.

Wind
I I

In
direction

C

1'

EH
o.a

+ =

These wind loads, based on pressure eoefllcieats, are used when
determining the loads acting on a particular surface or part of the surface of a
building, i.e. they are applicable in the design of the lattice girder or colun-ins.
However. m estimating the wind loads acting on the whole of the building,
the force coefficients have to be used; that is, the total wind load on a
building is calculated from:

F'CjqA
where Cf is obtained from Table and is the effective frontal area. This
means that when the wind is blowing perpendicular to the longitudinai axis of
the building, then 52=0.60 and q =0.45kN/m2, hence:

F' 1.0 x 0.45 x (6.0 x 6.65) = 18.0 kN per main frame

For the ease of the wind blowing on the gables, then:

F'=0.7 xO59 x [37.0(6.65+ l85/2)J= I l6kN
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This force of I I6kN has to be distribUted between ihe bracing systems (see
Section 12.8).

In addition to direct wind pressure, there can be frictIonal drag forces. For
rectangular clad buildings, these drag forces need to be taken into account
only where the ratIo of the dimension tn the wind direction (d) compared
with the dimension nonnal to the wind direction (6) is greater than 4. The
drag force can be determined from0t'

F' = Cr1 (roof surface) qi + (wall surface) qa ]

Consider the wind blowing parallel to the longitudinal axis of the building;
then d/b=2.43 and dIh= 10.7, drag force must be taken into account.
Under this wind condition, the selected sheeting has ribs nmnning across the
wind and therefore 0.04w and for ihe condition Itch, the code of
practicetfl stales that:

F' Cpib +21i(d—4Ii)q2]
= 0.04137.0(90.0—4 x 8.5)0.59+2 x &65(90.0—4 x 6.65)0.45]
=49.0 (roofj+ 15.2 (walls)=64.2kN

which has to be resisted by the braced bay(s) (see Section 12.8).
When the wind is deemed to blow in the lateral direction, then &b= 0.41

and d/Ii=4.40. As the ribs of the sheeting do not inn across the wind
direction, then Cç=O.Ol, and the drag force is determined fromt33

RU=cr[b(d_41i) qi+2h (d—4h) q2]
=0.Dl[9D.D(37.0—4 x 8.5)0.59+2 x 7.58(37.0—4 x 7.58)0.45]
= 1.6+0,5=2.1 kN ( 0.2kW per main frame)

Thai is, when the wind is blowing in the longitudinal direction of a single-bay
building, the drag force can be significant, while the drag force per frame in
the lateral direction is comparatively small and is usually ignored.

One of the initial decisions 'that the engineer has to make is the spacing or
centres of the main frames. Though the paper on indicates thai 7.5 m
spacing would be more economic, it has been decided louse 6Dm centres
owing to the practical consideration of door openings. Also, if large brick
panel walls are used in the side elevattons instead of sheeting, it is advisable
in any case to limit the frame centres to about 6.0 m or iess to avoid having to
use tlucker than standard cavity wall constnictton.

As indicated in Section 1.5, the impDsed loading acting on a single-storey
strucmre is due to snow and wind, which is corned hutially by the cladding and
is transferred into the secondai'y members, purlins (roof) and side rails (vertical
walls). These members, which are usually designed as double-span members,
transfer the imposed loads plus their own self weight by flexural action onto the
matn frames as n senes ofpoini loads. Therefore, another decision to be made is
the actual spacing of the purlins, which is dependent on the snow load and the
profile and thickness of the metal sheeting selected for the cladding.

It has been shown0> that the spacing of purlins has little effect on the total
cost of purlins, though increased spacing would lead to an increase in cost of

sheeting. Meial sheeting is generally used in long multi-span lengths to
minimize (lie number of transverse joints. Such tong lengths can be easily
handled on ihe roof (as purlins give support), but not as side cladding because
it is difficult to support vertically during erection, cven scafFolding. In
this example, the client has specified the sheeting. Nevertheless. the
maximum length over which the sheeting con span has to be established. The
PMF sheeting profile Long Rib I000R when used as roof cladding has to
support a snow load of >0.75 kN/mtm andlor a local wind suction of
—1.22 kN/mtm. Note that the high local wind pressures/sitcnons app/i' on);' ro
the design of/he cladding. From the PMF and assuming that the
lenglh of sheet runs over at least rwo spans, it can be shown that (lie selected
profile can susinin i.6SkN/mm over a span of about 2.0 m, while complymg
with the deflection limitation for roof sheeting of .1,1200.

Today, the design of the secondary members is dominated by cold fonned
sections. Though there is a British Standard covering the design of cold
formed members (BS 5950: Part 5(73) the manufacturers tend to develop new
profiles, based on the results of extensive testing. There are a number of
manufacturers of purlins and sheeting rails and therefore, in making a choice,
one needs io consult the vanous manufacturers' catalogues.

The 'design of cold formed members consists of looking tip the relevant
table for the chosen range of seciions. The choice of a particular
manufacturers products is dependent on a client's or designer's expenences
and preferences. Table 12.1 illustrates a typical purlin load table based on
information from a manufacturers catalogue (Ward Multiheamtt)) for the
double-span condition. The loads shnwn in ihe iable are based on lateral
restraint being provided to the top flange of the purlin by the sheeting. Also, it
should be noted that the loads quoted in Table 12.1 are for ultimate load
condition, i.e. factored, and that the self weight of (he purlin has already been
deducted from the limiting values of load given in the table.

Assume the overall distance between the outer faces of the column members
is 37.6 m. which if divided into 24 equal portions would give purlin centres
about I .570m (on the slope). 'The gravity loading (dead plus sno'v) supported
by ihe purlins is 1.6 c 0.75 + 1.4 '<0.097 = 1.34 kN/mtm, while the maximum
uplift on the purlins is 1.4 (0.097 — 1.15 '<0.59) = —0.81 kN/inm. From Table
12.1(n), knowing the purlin length of 6.0 m, ptirlin spacing of t.570m and the
gravity load to be supported by the purlin (1.34 kN/mtm), the Pl45 155 section
seems adequate. (Usually purlin spacing tends to be cost-effective in the range
1.8—2.0 m).

If the design load is limited to i .34 kNIm2 (factored), then the maxunum
spacing for tIns particular profile would be:

L
u.d.I.

— span x max. applied load

where u.d.l. — see third column of Table 12.1(a) (13.07 kN)
span .- purlin length, i.e. 6 m

applied load — t.34 kN/mtm

13.07= = t.626m
6.0 x 1.34

12.5 DESIGN OF PURLINS AND SHEETING RAILS

L
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Table 023 Double span factored loads (kN/m') for selected Muttibram sections
(based on information given in Ward lluilding Components manual, see Refereoce 8)

'::-P345145 '3.95 2.79 233 .99 3.74 135 1,40 3,27 1.36 8,07
P145155 3535 III 2.59 2.22 3,94 l,73 3.56 3,43 .30 .20
P345(70 37.83 3.57 2.91 2,55 2.23 3.98 3.78 1.62

337P875340 i6.52 330 2.75 2,36 2.07 3,34 3,65 330 i.38 .27
P375(50 (835 3.73 3.09 2.65 232 2,06 3.86 3.69 35P375360 20.23 4.05 337 2.89 2.53 2.25 2.02 3.34 3,69

56
P375170 7247

P345345 11,74 3,96 3.63 1.40 3.22 3.09 0.98 0.39 0.37 0759385355 13.07 2.ii 3.32 .56 336 3.33 3,09 0.99 0.91 0.349345(70 14.19 Z37 1.97 6.69 1,46 UI /.05 0.99 0.9/P175140 i3.98 2,33 1.98 3.66 3.46 3.29 3.36 3.06 0.97 080P375350 (5.67 2.63 2.33 3.87 3.63 3.45 131 3.39 3,09 3,00P375 60 37.07 2.85 2,37 2.03 3.78 3.58 3.41 3.39 1.19 3.09P175170 18.93 3.36 2,63 2.25 3,97 3.75 337 3,41 1.31 3.23
P375300 23.56 3.93 3.27 2,80 2.45 2.38 '96 .78 .64 3,53
P205145 37.09 2.85 237 2.09 3,78 '.58 3.42 3.29 3.39 3.30P205355 39.03 3.37 264 237 3,98 3.76 3.59 3.44 332 (.22P305365 20.92 3.49 2.93 2.49 2.38 3.94 '.74 138

8,34P205380 2369 3.95 3.29 2.82 2.48 2,39 3.97 1.79 3.65 332P205390 2530 4,25 3.54 3.04 2.66 236 2.33 3.93 3.77 3.63

,.,,
P875370 36.30 2.33 3.94 3.66 8.46 3.29 3.36 3.08 0,97 0,90P375200 19.40 2.77 2.11 1.95 1.72 1.54 1.19 1.26 1.45 /,07P205355 86.16 235 (.96 3.63 3,47 3,33 3.07 0.98 0.90P205365 38,06 2.58 2.35 3.84 3.63 3,43 3.29 3.37 3.08 0.99P205380 20.44 2,02 2,43 2,09 3.83 3.62 i.46 3.33 8.22 3.32P205390 23.99 3.34 2,62 2,24 3.96 8.75 337 3.33 333P205700 7333 336 2.80 2.40 2,30 '.87 3,68 3.53 3.40 3.29P235370 22.76 3.25 2.78 232 2.03 3.83 1.63 3.48 3.35 3.25P235390 26,57 3,80 3.36 2.73 237 2.33 3.90 8.73 338 1.46P235100 28,42 4,08 3,33 2,90 2.54 216 2,03 3.85 3.69 336P235230 33.38 4.84 4,03 3.46 3,03 2.69 2.42 2,20 2.02 3.86

(a) Purlin load table (gravity loading)

R130340 33.63 233 .94 3.66 8.45 3.29 1.16 3,08 0.97 0,8901330(50 32.30 2.56 2,33 3.33 3.60 3.42 .28 3.36 (.07 0.9801845330 33.94 239 3,99 3,73 3.49 .33 3.39 (.09 3.00 0,9201345340 1332 2.66 2.22 3.90 3.67 3.48 333 333 333 .0201(45350 34.67 2.93 2,45 2.30 3.83 3.63 3.47 333 3.22 3.33

01345340 (3.26 3.88 (.56 3,34 3.37 1.04 0.98 085 0.78 03201345350 32.38 2.06 3.72 3.47 1.29 3.35 1.03 0.94 0.86 0.7901345365 63.87 2.33 1.03 L65 1.44 1.26 4.16 1.05 0.96 089it375340 34.29 239 '.93 3.70 '3,49 132 3.39 3.09 0.99 0.921375355 36.44 2.74 2.28 3.96 3,73 3.52 337 3,25 1j4 05R175370 39.55 3.09 2.69 2.23 3.93 3.72 335 1.41 3.29 3.3936205345 17.43 2,90 2.42 2.07 3.33 1.63 3.45 332 3,23 3.32

01375355 34.24 2.03 8.70 (.45 3.27 3.33 .02 0.92 085 03801875370 360.4 2.29 .93 3.64 3,43 3,27 3.35 3,04 0,95 01336205(45 35.32 2.86 3.80 334 335 3.20 .08 0.93 0.90 0.3301205355 36,57 237 3.97 3.69 1.48 332 3.39 3.08 0.99 0.9301205370 38.69 2.67 2.23 3,93 3,67 i,49 3,34 3.23 3.33 3.03

lii) Cladding nil load table (pressure loading)

p..

'.8 —
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that is, the design spacing of l.570m is just within the capacity of the purlin
section P145155, However, Table 12.i shows that this section is near its
'deflection limit. I.e. not Included for a 6.5 m span. Therefore. it might be
advisable to select a deeper section, i.e. use P175140 profile. If a purlin 'safe
load' table does not state the deflection limit, check with the manufacturer
that the limit of L/209 is not exceeded.

For the majority of design cases, the design of the purlin section would
now be complete. However, under some wind conditions the resultant uplift
on the roof can produce a stress reversal in the purlin, thereby inducing
compression In the outstand flange, e.g. in this exercise the uplift is
0.81 leN/in2. As this flange is not laterally restrained by the cladding, then
some form of restraint to the flange may be necessary; check with the
manufacturer regarding any special restraint requirement for wind uplift.
Indeed, under high wind loading, the wind uplift—no snow condition could
result ma more severe loading for the purlin than that due to gravIty loading.
As the metal claddiog is normally fixed by self-tapping screws (designer's
choice) then the same load—span table (Table 12.la) can be used for suction
conditions, provided the anti-sag tie arrangements are adhered to (see next
paragraph). Note that if the selected eiadding had been mgtal or asbestos
sheehng fixed with hookbolts, then a mid-span restraint would have been
necessaryt39, as the wind uplift condition exceeds this particular
manufacturer's limit of 50% of the permissible gravity loading, i.e.
0.81/1.34=60%. Such limitations are dependent on individual
manufacturer's recommendations

Anti-sag ties at mid-span of the purlins spanning more than 6.1 m are
recommended by the manufacturer, Such ties are required to prevent
distortions and misalignment of purlins during the fixing of sheeting or where
extreme axial loads exist. Under normal conditions, it would appear that sag
bars are not required in this example, as the purlin span is less than 6.1 m.
However, if any purlin forms part of the roof bracing system, then sag bars
may become necessary.

Coming now to the design of the side rails for the vertical walls, as snow
loading is not a design problem, the section is usually chosen independent of
the purlia, The wind conditions for the sides/gables (Fig. 12.5) indicate that a
pressure of 1.4 x 1.0 x 0.59 kN/m2 and a suction of '—3.4 x 0.8 x 0.59 kN/m2
are the appropnate design loading, which acts perpendicular to the sheeting
(allowed implicitly by clause 4.l2.4.4b; that Is, it's assumed that ihe vertical
panel of sheeting (connected to the side rails) behaves as a oeep girder,
thereby imposing negligible flexural action (due to self weight) on the side
rails us the vertical plane. (Try bending a flat sheet of paper in the plane of the
paper). However, care must be taken during erection to reduce any distortIon
that can occur in side rails before the cladding is attached. The reduction of
such distortion is discussed in the next paragraph. To maximize the strength
of the side rails, they are placed normal to the sheeting and column members.
Wind load permitting, the side rails can be spaced further apart. In Ibis
example, one could use the same purlin size (P175140). l'lewever, the
manufacturer of the Multibeam system produces special sections for cladding
rails and reference to their cataloguet07 would indicate ihat the section size
R145130 is suitabla for the same reasons given in selecting the purlin profile.
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There is also the possibility of having to restrain laterally the column
member which might cause the maximum spaetng of some rails to be
rcduced.

The maximum factored wind suction (—1.4 xO.8 xO.59=—O.6fllcN/m2)
acting on the sheeting would cause compression in the outstaod flange,
therefore mid-span restraints may become necessary. In using the cladding
section (Rl45l30), the manufacturer limits suction loading to 80% of•the
allowable wind pressure load. By coincidence, the suction coefficient is 0.8
and therefore the same section selected to withstand the wind pressure can be
used.

it is essential dunng erection that any distortion, which can occur in side
rails before the cladding is attached, is minimized. This can be achieved by
employing the 'single strut' system (for use up to 6.1 m frame centres), as
recommended by the that is, any distortion and levelling is
controlled by adjusting the diagonal ties before the placement of the sheeting
(see Fig. 12.1). The inherent benefit of the single strut system is the mid-span
restraint it provides.

In practice, the joints of the double-spanning purlins/rails are staggered
across each frame, thereby that each intermediate main frame
receives approximately the same total purlin loading; that is, the larger
central reactions anstng from the continuity are applied to alternative frames.
The self weight of selected purlin section tsO.035 kN/m.

The purlins/sheeting rails are attached to the pnmarv structural members
by means of cleats, bolted or welded to the main members. As an integral part
of the Multibeam system, the manufacturer supplies special cleats. If a
manufacturer does not supply cleats, then they have to be designed (see
Chapter 4). Nevertheless, it is essential that any standard hole arrangements
stipulated by the manufacturer are complied with. Otherwise, extra cost could
be incurred for a non-siandard arrangement.

Actual spacing of purlins (on slope) = 1.570 m
Actual spacing of purlins Ion plan) = 1.562 m

12.6 DESIGN OF LATTICE GIRDER

Taking the overall dimensions for the main frame as defined in Section 12.3,
a good structural arrangement for the 'web' members is to make the
inclination of these diagonals tn the region of 45°—60° to the honzontal. By
dividing the top chord member, over half the span, into five equal panel
widths, then the diagonals in the end panel are at 45°. while those at the mid'

Fig. 12.6 Member
nurnbcnng for
lattice girder

span are at 65° (see Fig. 12.6). This means that the purhin positions along the
top chord do not coincide with the member intersecting points connections)
of the frame panels. Tlterefore, tn addition in the pnmaty axial forces, the top
chord member has to be designed in resist the bending action induced by the
purhin loads.

In spite of the fact that the mo and bottom chords will in practice be
continuous members, a safe assumption is to analyse the lattice girder
initially as a pin-jointed frame, thereby allowing the primary axial forces in
the vanous members to be evaluated readily; that is. the flexural action in the
top chord caused by the purlin loads can be ignnred for the purpose of
calculating the pnmary axial forces, Indeed, clause 4.10 permits such a
procedure.

Consequently, any purhin load needs to be redisiributed so that it is applied
only at the panel points. This is simply done by dividing the total load acting
on the girder by the number of panels in the top chord, I.e. as there are 10
paneis, then the panel load is the total load/hO. Note that the two outermost
panel nodes carry just over half the load, as they support nnly half a panel
width of roof plus any sheeting overlap. It can be shown that tins apparetit
redistribution of load does not matenally affect the magnitudes of the axial
forces in the members. There ts an implied assumption that the self weight of
the girder is uniformly disirihuted throughout the frame. This approximation
would have a negligible effect on the outcome of the design of a girder of this
size.

Having decided the geometry of the girder and the different patterns of
loading required, the next stage is to calculate the unfactored loads acting on
the girder; see Table 12.2. The noted wind loads Isv,.) are based on a wind
coefficient of —1.0; wind loads for other wind coefficients are obtained by
multiplying the noted values by the appropriate coefficient. Total self weight
of the girder is estimated, based nn die previously suggested figure of 15% of
the toial dead load; that is, the dead load, excluding self weight, is

20.1 +7.0+ 166.5 = 193.6kN,

then the estimated self weight is

193.6 x 15/(100— 15)=34.2kN, i.e. O.92kNfm,

Consideration of the vanous load combinations (Section 2.71)
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iO panels @ 3,7 310 us

1.85

IBSm

12.5.1 Summary of secondary member design

Purlin stze:—Ward Multiheam — P175140

Side rail size: Ward Multibeam — R145130

Aeiual spacing of side rails: see Section 12.7
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Table 12:2 Unfaciored loads (leN) on lattice girder

Total Panel PurlIn
loud load load

Deal toni! (iv1)
sheeting and 0.09 x 6.0 x37.ll = 21.6 2.16 0.912 Ion plan)
insulat ion
purlins 26 x 0.035 x 6.0 = 5.5 0.55 0.232 (on plan)self 0.92 (cat) x 37.0 = 34.0 3.40 1.435 ton plan)

Snow load (iv,) 0.75 x 6.0 x 37.0 166.5 16.65 6.966 (on
Wind load (nc) 0.59 x 6.0 it 37.18 = 131.6 13.16 5.551 (on slope)

indicates that there are only two load conditions for which the girder needs tobe designed, i.e.

'. maximum gravity loading: 1.4 wd+ 1.6 so,
• maximum uplifi loading: 1.0 1.4 w,,

As wind loading on the girder always produces an uplift condition for this
example. then the load combination I.21vd+ 1.2w,, will produce
conditions between the combinations A and B (see Fig. 12.5) and therefore
need not be considered for the design of the girder.

Knowing the 'panel' loads, an elastic analysis of the girder can now easily be
undertaken manually, by resolving forces at a joint or by other well-known
methodst91. Note that gravity loading (dead+snow) acts in the vertical
direction, while the wind loading acts perpendicular to the mclined roof
members.

Alteinativety, the pnmary axial forces in the members can be determined
by a computer analysis. However, the kind of analysis program to which the
designer may have access can vary, and the following observations might
prove helpful:

• Always minimize tile maxmmtsm difference between adjacent node
numbers, e.g. In Fig. 12.7 the maximum difference is 2. By this
simple rule, computing costs are kept to a minimum.

• If the analysis program ii capable of handling pin-Jointed
structures, then the axial forces can be evaluated by making the
assumption that all members have equal areas. Though this
assumption is not correct (as will be demonstrated clearly by the
final member sizes for the girder) it has no effect on the magnitudes
of (lie primary axial forces. The assumption only affects the lattice
girder deflections.

• However, if the only program available is a rigid frame analysis
package, then check the program specification to see whether or not
it has a facility for handling pin-ended members:

— If it has this facility, then make all the diagonals pinned at both
ends; make top and bottom chords continuous, except for the
ends (adjacent to the verticals) which should be pinned (see
Fig. 12.7). Do not also make the end verticals pin-ended, as this
produces numencal instability. Make the chords relatively stiff
by puttmg the second moment of area (inertia) for the chords
equal to, say, 100 cm4. This will ensure thai any moments
generated in these members are nominal. Such nominal
moments are induced owing to the small retarive movements of
(lie panel nodes. (A similar effect would occur with slight
settlement of the supports for a continuous bcam). Again make
all members have equal area.

— If the ngid frame analysis program does not have this facility,
then make the second moment of area of the web members very
small, say 0.01 ens4, and make all members have equal area. An
analysis will result in the same numerical values obtained from
other analyses, This simple 'device' of using virtually zero
inertia, in fact, prevents the web members from attracting
moment, thereby producing effectively a condition
for the members so designated; that is, although (lie top chord is
continuous, the loads are being applied oniy at the nodes (panel
points) and because the connected web members are made to
act as pin-ended, then only nominal moments can be induced
into (lie top chord. The chord behaves essentially as a senes of
pm-ended members between panel points.

Owing to the symmetry of the components of vertical loading (dead and
snow) on the girder, the girder need only be analysed for panel loads
equivalent to the condition 1.0 (= 2.16+0.55÷3.405.l I leN). The
-resulting member forces can then be proportioned to give the appropnate
forces due to 1.4 %i'd (8.554 kN) and 1.6 ii', (26.64 kNJ, However, separate
analyses are required for wind loading owing to the non-symmnetneal nature
of this type of loading.

The results from the different elastic analyses are shown In Figs. 12.8(a)
(dead load), 12.8(b) (wind on side) and l2.8(c) (wind on end). The axial
forces in each member, duly factored, are summorized in Table 12.3. Though
the analysis for wind on the sides is executedfor wind blowang from left to
nght. it should be borne in mind that the -wind can blow In the reverse
direction, i.e. nght to left. Therefore, if wind affects the design (as in this
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case), members must be designed for the worst condition, irrespective of
wind case, i.e. only the worse load from either Fig. 12.8b or Fig. t2.8c is
recorded in Table 12.3.

The vanous members making up the Warren nss have been grouped, so
that a common member size for any individual group of members can readily
be detennincd.

Having established the individuat factored forces, the design loads for
each member (resulting from the two load combinations being considered)
can be obtained; see columns (A) and (B) in Table 12.3.

An assessment must now be made of the Ilexural action in the top chord
caused by the purtin loading being applied between panel joints. By taking
account of the fact that the top chord in the half-span will be fabncated
continuous, then the bending moments in the top chord can be assessed either
manually by the moment distribution method or by a continuous beam
computer program. This is achieved by assuming that the continuous member
is supported' at panel points. Alternatively, the top chord or even the whole
truss can be reanalysed with a rigid frame computer program. with additional
nodes bemg introduced at the loaded pm-tin positions, if a facility for

PIg. 12.9 Positioning of
purtins along top
chord mtmber

Tatile 12.3 h tember forces for gmvfly and w md loads (kN m)

Members 1.Oi,',, 1.4", i.6iv1 tIp, t2)+(3) (t)+(4)
(1) t2) (3) (4) (A) (B)

Top 1,10 +25.! + 35.2 +109.5 — 77.3 -1-144.7 — 52.2
chord 2,9

3,8
4,7
5,6

+59.0
+75.7
+81.3
+79.2

+ 82.7
+106.0
+113.8
+110.9

+257.4
+330.2
+354.3
+345.2

—181.3
—232.5
—249.6
—245.5

+340.1
+436.2
+468.1
+456.!

—122.3
—i56.8
—I 68.3
—166.3

Bottom 11,21 0.0 0.0 0.0 +5.1 0.0 +5.1
chord 12,20

13,19
14,18
15,17
16

—45.8
—69.8
—80.2
—81.5
—76.4

— 64.2
— 97.8
—112.3
—114.1
—106.9

—199.8
—304.4
—349.6
—355.2
—333.0

+144.4
+2l0.2
+241.1
+242.7
+229.4

—264.0
—402.2
—461.9
—469.3
—439.9

+98.6
+140.4
+160.9
+161.2
+153.0

Web 22,43 +30.6 + 42.8 +133.2 — 92.6 +176.5 — 62.0
compression 24.41

26,39
28,37
30,.35
31,34

+32.5
+l9.i
+ 9.!
+ 1.2
+ 5.5

+ 45.6
+ 26.7
+ 12.8
+ 1.7

+ 7.7

+141.9
+ 83.1
+ 39.8
+ 5.4
+ 24.1

— 99.2
— 56.1

— 27.0
+ 6.9
— 23.4

+187.5
+109.8
+ 52.6
+ 7.1

+ 31.8

— 66.5
— 37.0
— 17.9

4- 8.1

— 17.9

Web 23,42 —35.3 — 49.5 —154.1 +107.6 —203.6 + 72.3
tension 25,40

27,38
29,36
32,33

—20.2
— 9.5
— 1.3

— 5.4

— 28.3
— 13.3

— 1.8

— 7.6

— 88.0
— 41.5
— 5.5
— 23.5

+ 59.4
4- 28.5
— 9.7
+ 23.9

—116.3
— 54.8
— 7.3

— 31.3

+ 39.2
+ 19.0
— 11.0
+ 18.5

accepting point loads within a member length is not available. See Fig. I 2.9

for positions of purlins relative to panel Joints along the top half-chord
member.

The self-weight of the top chord can be ignored in the determination of the
bending moments along the chord as it will have nunimal effect on the
moments for this size of frame. Also, for the analysis it is assumed that the
ends of the half-chord are pin-ended, which again is a safe assumption, as it
could be argued that though the 'apex' end is continuous with the other half-
chord, there remaIns the possibility of a site connection at the apex. Therefore
the end might not achieve full continuity, depending on fabncation details.

Alternatively, the t,.vo separate computer operations (for the pnmary axial
forces and for the moments in the top chord) could be combined to run as one
loading condition, i.e. purlin loads being applied at dorrect positions, with the
top and bottom chords made continuous and all web members pin-jointed.
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Fig. 12.8 Lattice gwder.
— unfaciored
member loads
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members. The properties of the section sizes chosen arc obtained from the
relevant tables in the SCI guideU°) and the steel to be Used is grade 43 steel,

Basically, the design of the lattice girder reduces to the
individual design of member elements, and follows Ihe pnneiptes outlined in
Part I.

126.2.1 TOP CHORD MEMBER

With reference to Table 12.3 and Fig. 12.6, Table 12.4 summarizes the forces
acting on the vanous pans of the top chord (based on a manual analysis),
owing to the design conditions (A) and (B). Later, the sliglu variations in
axial forces arising from a computer analysis will be discussed in the light of
the design objectives. Only the worst load condition from design case (B) has
been tabulated, i.e. for members 1 and ID, the force —52.2 kN 'viii govern the
design, not —31.1 kN (see Table 12.3), and similarly for the moments.

Table 12.4 Forces in top chord for boihi design conditions

DESIGN TO 855950

al Nei bending moments tN ml

WI Axial loads I1NI

in FAganD axial load in .r
lop chord meniber id Axial loads ItNI

2,

Where the exact positions of the purlin loads relative to panel points are
not known, clause 4.10 allows the local bending moment to be taken as equalto TVL/6 Fig 12 10(a) shows the bending moment diagram for the half chordas a result of the analysis for gravity loading, together with a diagramindicating the variation of primary axial load (based on panel load analysis)m each member (panel) length of the top chord (Fig. 12.1Db). On the otherhand, wheo a computer analysis is undertaken for the case where verticalloads are applied at the purlin positions, then there will be minor variationsalong a member length, coincident purlin positions—see Fig. l2.lOc,This is due to the small component of each vertical load parallel to the roofslope. Clearly, with wind loading, which acts normal to the slope there is anvariation of axial force witlun a member length, when applied at purlinpositions.

1262 Member sizes

One of the decisions which will affect the design of some members is the
actual constmction of the girder. It has already been noted (Section 12.3) that
an economic form for lattice girders is to weld the diagonal members (angles)to the chord members (T-sections),

This eliminates gusset plates, apart
possibly for site bolted joints, which are needed to assist transportation ofwhat might have been a long girder. Assuming that the girder will be
delivered in two sections, then site connections nearjoints II, 12 and 13 (seeFig. 12.7) will be necessary.

Having analysert the girder and determined the member forces the nextstep in the design process is to select suitable member sizes for the vanous

as

Memher, Axial load Moment IicNm)

(A) (B) (A) (B)

1.10 +144.7 — 52.2 —14.17 +6.04
2,9 +340.1 —122.3 —14.17 +6.14
3,8 +436.2 —156.8 —10.69 +4.63
4,7 +468.1 —168.3 —13.94 -16.04
5,6 ±456.1 —166.3 —13.94 ±6,04

As the top chord is to be fabricated in one length, i.e. continuous, then the
most cntical portion of that length is member 4 or 7, which has an axial
compression of 468.1 kN and a bending moment of 13.94 kNm for the design
case (A), The member is pnmarily a strut and the design be based on
that fact, i.e. design for load case (A) and check for case (13). The- design
procedure is essentially a trial and error method, i.e. a section is selected and
then its adequacy checked against various design criteria. If the section size is
inadequate or too large, then a different size is chosen.

Try 191 x 229 x 41 Tee tcut from 457 x 191 x 82 UB).

(a) Class{/ication This check has to be done from first principles as
T-sections are not classified in the SCI The worst design conditions
for the top chord occur at a panel point, i.e. the stem of ihe F-section is in
compression for the design case (A). This means that the special limitations,
noted in BS table 7, for stems of T-sections, apply.

C = = 1.0
b 191,3 i

ó.0C8.Ds plastic135 table 7

135 table 7
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i.e. the T-section is slender and is governed by clause 3.6. Referring to
clause 3.6.4 in particular, (lien the design strength t,p,) has to be modified by
the strength reduction factor given in 85 table 8, for stems of T-sections:

Hence, reduced design strength for the section is 0.77 x 275 = 212 N/mm2.
This reduced value of p,1. Ip',.) has to be used for the T-section whenever the
stem is in compression. However, the code deems that such a reduction is not
necessary when designing connections associated with the stem.

(hi Local capacity check The design cntenon to be satisfied is:
F. fri1+...±� t.o
A5

= 52.3 cm2

Air, =pZ = 0.212 x 142 30.lDkNm

468.1 x 10
= 0.422 ± 0.463 = 0.885< 1.0

52.3 x 212 30.10

This is the simplified approach; one really has no choice as a more exact
solution cannot be considered owing to the reduced plastic moment of a
section not being readily available.

In order to denve and the slenderness of the chord member about
the major and minor axes has to be evaiuated. In assessing the effecttve
lengths in ttiese directions, i.e. in-plane (5—tv axis) and out-of-plane ty—y axis),
it should be understood that the top chord will attempt to buckle in plane
between the panel connections and out of plane between purhin positions, as
shown in Fig. t2.1 I. This point is reinforced by clause 4.30. This clause
Girther states that for the purpose of calculating the effective lengths of
members, the fixity of connections and the rigidity of adjacent members may
be taken Into account.

For in-plane buckling it can be seen from Fig. 12.la ihat the web members
effectively hold each panel length of the lop chord in position at the
connections and supply substantial end restraint to these lengths. Therefore
the effective length in the s—s direction can conservatively be assumed to be
0.85 x panel length Ion slope) CBS table 24). Out-of-plane, the buckling mode
(Fig. 12.1 Ib) is such that the member behaves as though it is ptn-ended
between purlin positions which hold the chord effectively at those points, i.e.
effective length is 1.0 x distance between purlins (on slope).

hal in-plane buckling ot chord

H
iN Oul-ol-plane buckling at chord

These values of slenderness comply with clause 4.7.3.2a. which states that for
members resisting loads other (lion wind loads, their slenderness should not
exceed ISO.

According to clause 4.7.6, the compressive strength Pr depends on the
larger of the rwo slenderness values. i.e. 46, the reduced design strength of
212 N/mm2 and the relevant strut table. In (lie strut selection table CBS table
25) it states that for T-sections, table 27(c) has to be used, irrespective of the
axis about which buckling occurs. Referring to table 27(c) reveals that the
lowest design strength tabulated is 225 N/mm2. One can either extrapolate
down to a value of2l 2 N/mm2 in order to obtain p. or alternatively p. maybe
calculated from the formulae given in appendix C.

Note that the value of F used in the formulae has the units N/mm2, not
as defined in section 3. t.2 of the code. Next Pa has to be evaluated,

in order to define

In evaluating a, it must be recognized that (lie member is loaded within its
unrestrained length between adjacent restraints (purlins) as indicated in Fig.
12.12. Also, the load does not have a destabilizing effect on the member. BS
table 13 slates that under these conditions the value of it can be derived from
85 table IS or 16. It can be shown by reference to Fig. 12.12 that the load
does not lie within the middle fifth of the member and therefore table IS does
not apply. The problem with table 16 is that the diagram associated with it
indicates a moment distribution, representative of a uniformly distribtited
load, whereas the case being considered is 'peaky' Guidance might be
obtained from 85 table 20, though there is no direct reference to it in clause
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14 14
Factor

= 23.2 ..- 5
0.77
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clause 4.8 .3 .2a

clause 4.2.5

clause 4.8.3.3.J

Member buckling check

Fr arM,+— <1.0
—

Section OK

= 0.85x 3718
= 46

68.9

i.Ox 1570

42.3

Fig. 12.11 Buckling modes
of top chord
member

by exhrapolation
by appendix C

Pr18O N/mm2
Pr 179.8 N/mm2

clause 4.3.7.5 Now Atr=nuvA.
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I

From ES table Ii by extrapolation down N/mm2 (or by using ES

185 N/mni2

468.1 x 101.0 x 13.94
=0.497+0.300= 0.797< 1.052.3x 180 46.44

Section is OK for torsional—
— Now if the more accumte nine of axial load (472 4 obtained from a0.567 m

computer analysis (see Fig. l2.lOc), is used then the axial load nib would
marginally increase from 0.497 to 0.502; that is, the small differenccs in axial
forces between dtfi'erent analyses are not significant and can be ignored

(d) Reverse load condition As a result of the wind suction on the girder the
design case (B) causes the top chord to act as a tie, i.e. 168.3 kN tension
and a moment of —6.04 kNm which produces compression in the table of
T-sechoa,Fig 12 12 Local bending

clause 4 83 2a IL +distnbution
near node Jo 2.23

M the are welded at the panel point at which worst design forces
then Also, because the stem of the T-sect,on is not in

compression then the design strength is 275 kN/mt hence43 75 The design case lies approximately half way between that for a load = p,Z = 0275 x i42 = 39 0SkNmat mid span and that at the quarter point Therefore taking a mean of 086
-fr 1683 x 10 604

0 2 I 0
and 094 (see table 20) as the value ofn then

523 x 275 = 0117 0 155 = 27 <
ES table 33 a =0 90 This mems that the member is more than adequaic to cope with ilic tcnsion— i

ansing from reversal of load conditions
— 2

Use 191x229x41 TeeFrom the Sd gnide (10) the following values have been obtained
Clearly when the mode of a member is as a sinit then those loading— co
conditions that produced the compression govern the design.

u —0. 4
x =15.5

Ex =37/155=239

1622 BOUOM CHORD MEMBERNote that A is in clause 4.3.7.5 as the minor axis slenderness. i.e. 37.
Coming to the design of the bottom chord member, it can be seen that its

With reference to ES table 14 it can be seen thaç because the stem of the T :' is a he with of stress producing compression Onesection 'sin compression for the cntical part of the length of member being
finds that in spite of the pomary tension being significantly larger than the

considered then N=0,o; hence the intemojation:
compression, the latter will probably govern, Even more so with a memberv —2 76
like the bottom chord where seemingly there are no secondary membt.rs to

—

. hold the chord at along its length (37m), which could result in anNote that in this region of table 14 it is recomrtiended that the value of v extremely large slenderness. However, clause 4.7.3.2c states that any membershould be evaluated from appendix B2.5. h this example the
acting as a tie, but subject tojeversal of stress resulting from thebetween the two values is not significant.

action of wind, is allowed to have a slenderness up to 350, Nevertheless, In
order to comply with this requirement the bottom chord would nccd a4Lr0.90 '(0.584 X 2.76 '(37.18=54
substantial member size and therefore would prove uneconomic.

Ata
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This apparent problem can be overcome by the use of longitudinal ties.
which nm the full length of the building to a braced point and bold the bottom
chord at selected positions. In this exercise, assume longttudinal lies occur
at connections 9 and IS, i.e. the length is divided roughly into thirds (see
Fig. 12.7). This means that the unrestrained lengths in the y—y dfrectson are
1195 m for the outer lengths (nodes 1—9 and 15—23) and I LIOm for the
middle length (nodes 9—15). In the s—s direction, the member will buckle in-
plane between panel points (3.7Dm), similar to the top chord. The
longitudinal ties are designed in Section 12.8.3.4.

The bottom chord sustains only axial load under either design case (A) or
(B). From Table 12.3, the maximum design forces in the outer lengths are
461.9kN (tension) and l60.9kN (compression) and for the middle length
469.3 kN and 161.2 kN, respectively. Though the outer lengths have slightly
smaller loads than that of the middle length, their length is longer, grnng a
larger slenderness and hence a lower compressive strength. Therefore, design
for compression In the outer lengths and if satisfactory, check the design size
against the conditions that prevail for the middle length.

Outer length of bottom chord In choosing the section for the bottom chord at
this stage, it should bc borne in mind that the end lattice girders fonts part of
the braced bays (Section 12.8.3.2) and therefore attract additional loading.

Try 254x 127x37 Tee (cut from 254 it 254 x 73 UB).

Classification
b 2540 I

9.0C9.Sr compact

d 127.0
—. = = 14.8 � l9.Sr semi-compact

The T-section is semi-compact and therefore the design strength
275 N/mm2.

Check canipress,on resistance Assume the connections to the columns at
nodes I and 23 give some restraint in the y—v direction to one of the ends of
each outer length, i.e. make hence:

64.6

L& 0,85x3700

rC — 30.0 —

As the section selected is a T-section, use BS table 27(c), from which:

p,. =46N/mm2
= 46.4 cm2

PC =ASPC
=46.4 it 46/l0=213.4kN > (=160.9kN)

fe) Check tension capacity Now check the selected member section for the
pnmary function as a tie carrying 461.9 kN. As there are no site splices in this

BS table 27c

clause 3.3.2

length, then:

A, =A5
P, =A8 P,.

=46.4 it 275/10= l276kN > P (461.9kN)

Section OK

Clearly, the smaller compression force dominates the design of the bottom
chord, the pnmaty function of which is as a tie.

Middle length of bottom chord Use the same section for the middle length of
bottom chord as for the outer lengths, i.e. 254 it 127 it 37 Tee. The design
loads have been noted as 469.3 kN (tension) and 161.2 kN (compression).

(a) Check compression resistance From the previous check on the
compression resistance, it is clear that only the slenderness about i—i' axis
needs to be examined, as the value of the x—r slenderness will be lower.

Li,. 3.0 it 11100
172

64.4

Pc = 54 N/mm2

46.6 it 54/10 = 250.6 kN > FC( 161.2 kN)

(b) Check tension capacity As site splices occur in this portion of the bottom
chord, it is anticipated that the T-sectton is connected through both its iable
(flange) and stem (see Fig. 12.26b). US clause 4.6.3.3 indicates that the
denvation of the net area of a T-section connected in tIns manner is govemed
by clause 3.3.2, i.e.:

(2 it 24 it 8.6+2x24 it 14.2)tO_235.5 cm2

However, clause 3.3.3 states that the effective area A, of each element at a
connection where fastener holes occur. may be taken as K, times its net area,
but no more than its gross area. K, for grade 43 steel is 1.2, therefore:

A, = i.2A,,,
= i.2 it 35.5 <Ag (46.4 cm2)
=42.6cm2

P, =42.6 it 275/10= 1172 kN > F, (469.3 kN)

Section OK

Use 254x127x37 Tee

If the T-section had been bolted only through its flange, then clause 4.6.3
would apply. As that particular clause defines the effective area of a
T-section, then the modification allowed by clause 3.3.3 cannot be used. An
alternative approach for the bottom chord is to use a lighter section, but this
would require additional longttodinal ties, which would produce a less
pleasing appearance and probably cost more overall.
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l2.6.2.3 WEB MEMBERS

The diagonal members are to be fabricated from angle sections. From
practical considerations the minimum size of angle used should be
50x50x6. These diagonals will be welded direct to the stem of the

forming the top and bottom chords (see Fig. 12.2]). Though thenominal lengths of members runge from 2.B9ni 104.14 m, there isa greater
vanation in the axial forces (Table 12.5) and therefore the diagonals will bedesigned according to the magnitude of the member load. Table 12.5
summarizes the vanous axial forces in the diagonal members. The members
carlymg the heaviest compressive force will be designed first, followed by
the other members in descending order of loading, until the rmmmum
practical size is reached,

DIAGONAL MEMBERS 24,41

Table 12.5 Axial forces in the diagonal members (kNi

Members Length Load case Members Length Load case
Ins) (A) (Ii) Im) (A) Ui)

25,40 2.89 —116.3 +39,2 26,39 3.18 ±109.8 —37,027,38 3.18 — 54.8 +19.0 28,37 3.49 + 52,6 —17.929,36 3,49 — 7.3 —11.0 30.35 3.81 + 7.1 + LI32,33 4.14 — 31.1 +18.5 31,34 3.81 + 31,8 —17.9

These particular members have to sustain an axial compression of 187.5kN
or a tension of 66.5 kN. Because the members arc discontinuous, then an
equal angle is preferred as it is structurally more efficient (weight for weight)
than an unequal angle and therefore more economic. Using the Sc! guide0t1,
refer to p.10!, which gives a table (for members welded at ends) listing the
compression resistance of equal angle struts for different nominal lengths.
Given the nominal leagth is 2.89 in, the table indicates that a 100 x 100 x 12
angle can support 192 kN over a nominal length of 3.0 m. This section size is
selected, because it provides sufficient compression resistance fur least
weight, i.e. compare areas of other sections. Although a check on the
adequacy of the 100 x 100 x 12 angle is not necessary, one is now undertaken
to illustrate Use validity of the values given in the sci guide.

(a) Check cornpressjo,, resistance Since the stret is connected directly to
another member by welding, then for single angle members (clause 4.7.10.2)
the slenderness A. should not be less than:

0.BSLIr,,,, or 0.7L/r00+30

where and r0, are defined In BS table 28 for discontinuous angle struts
(see also Fig. 6.5).

,ccLvvurii\ to us sgso
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As with the T section BS table 27c must be used for rollea angle sections
i = 127 and

p,. = 275 N/mm2, is evaluated as 89 N/mm2, hence:

1Dm

However, the strut tables for equal angles, given in the Sd guidet , can be
used directly and by interpolation of the tabulated values a very goad
estunate of compression resistance can be obtained Thus referring to
p 101001

P (err) = 262
(289 —250)(252— 192)

= 205

Such interpolation gives a slight overestimate of the value of Therefore if
the interpolated value of is 2—3% of one might have to resort to
first pnncioks using BS 5950

Check tension capacity Now check the tension capaLtty of the selected
member. With reference to clause 4.6.3.1, the effective area of a single angle
is given by:

3aiam
A a1±

where is the net area of connected leg
a2 is the grass area of unconnected leg

As one leg of the angle section is connected by welds to the chords then there
.5. are no hales to be deducted in the connected leg i e

a2 —a1 1128cm2

which means for this special case for equal angles then:

75x1128=1974cm2
F, = 19.74 x275/10543 kN > F, (66.5kN)

Section OK

This is the identical value for?, far a 100 x lOb x 12 angle noted in the Sc!
guide; see table for tension capacity of equal angle ties connected with one
leg given on p 111001

Use 100x100x12 anhle
The rest of the diagoanhs have been proportioned direct from the guidettO)
and the relevant design details and member sizes are summarized in
Table 12.6. Note that the cad vertical members are in fact Use upper portions
of the column members as can be seen from Fig 1213

A
2890

19.4
0.70 x 2890

Or
302 +30=127 or 97
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When a lattice girder fomis part of a braced bay (see Section 12.8), then it has
tn sustain additional bracing forces. After the relevant forces have been
determined (Section 12.8.2), the top and bottom chords have to be checked to
see whether or nnt the chosen member sizes require modification (see
Sections 12.8.3.1 and 12.8.3.2). Also, dependent on the gable framing chosen
(see comments tn Section 12.8.1.1), one or two lines of sheeting rails may
have to be supported by some of the diagonal methbers in the end girders.
The transference of loads from the rail(s) would induce additional forces into
these diagonals, tn which case the appropnate members need to be checked
(see Section 12.10).

DESiGN OF SINGLE'STOREY BUILDING — LATTICE GIRDER AND COLUMN CONSTRUCTION 191

is now in a position to check the estimated total self wcight of the girder, i.e.
34.0 kN, used in the determination of the dead load forces. All that is needed
is a rapid assessment, ic:

(41 +37) x 37.0 = 2886
2x9.6x2.6 = 50

2 x (17.8+8.3) x2.9 = 151

2 x (12.8+8.3) x 3.2 = 135

2x(8.3+8.3)x3.5 = 116
2x(8.3+8.3)x3.8 = 126

2x8.3x4.l =68
=3532 kg=34.6kN

There has been a small underestimate of the self weight, t.e. 0.6 kN, which
represents an error of 0.25% in a total dead load of 227.6kN. A quick scan of
the girder design tndicases that member sizes would not be affccted. Though
there is no need to revtse the calculations, 0.3 kid must be added to both
vertical reactions.

12.7 DESIGN OF COLUMN MEMBERS

The columns, in supporting the lattice girders ta space, transfer the load from
the ends of the lattice girder down to the ground and into the foundation. In
addition to the roof loads and the wetght of the wall cladding, the column has
to be designed to resist the side wind loading (see Fig. 12.5). Assuming that
the same sheeting rail (R145130) is used for both side and end walls and with
the probability of the gable post spactng being in ihe 6.0—6.5 m range tsee
Secttoa 12.8.1 for exact positioning), the maximum rail spacing is limited to
about 2.0 As a sheeting rail is required at the bottom chord level to
provide restraint to the guder, then Fig. 12.13 shows a possible arrangemcni
of the rails along the side elevations, while Fig. 12.20 indicates the rail
spacing for the gable walls.

The axial load acting on either column is the cumulative total of:

• the end reactions from lattice gtrder, depending ttpon which design
case is being considered (see next pdragnpli)

• weight of vertical cladding: Q.13 x 6.0 x 6,8=5.3 kid
(including insulation + liner

• weight of side rails: 5 x 0.045 x 6.0 = 1.4 kid

• self weight of column: 50 x 6.8 x 9.81/1000=3.3 kid
• weight of guneriTi 0.15 x 6.0 =0.9 kid
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Tahie 12.6 Design details of diagonal members

Members Length
tm)

Design loads

Max.
1

Angle size

Mtowabte

Compression
(kN)

Tension
(k14)

Compression
(144)

Tenstoo
(heN)

Achsah
A

24,41 2.89 187.5 66.5 180 1 lOxlOOx 12 205.2 543 127
26,39 3.18 109.8 37.0 180 IOOxloOxE 118.3 370 138
23,42 2.62 72.3 203.6 350 90x 90x6 85.0 251 l25
28,37 3.49 52.6 17.9 ISO 90x 90x6 55.3 251 167
25,40 2.89 39.2 116.3 350 90x 9ox6' 73.6 251 138
31,34 3.81 31.8 t7.9 ItO 90x 90x6 53.0 251 lfl'
32,33 4.14 18.5 31.1 350 90x 90x63 41.8 251 198
27,38 3.18 19.0 54.8 350 90x 90x63 64.0 251 152
30,35 3.8i 90x 90x6 53.0 251 1821

29,36 3.49 11.0 90x 90x6 25l —

chords:
diagonals:

total

'Ti,, ,tems,t,m,so of aol exceed, the lissilaisos or itt. it can b, aegsed. owmt in pnciicsi considersmioos,
ttoe the mtons,s,i i.etlti tdiolos,e. b.twcrs ,alenectionfl woo Id be reduced by trasi ions,, Sr each cad or
the member, which wool diesuti a ic itt.

'A 70s70 set anti' set!, Os would author for this sextet, bui aCts St sb seci,on has the same 550. The
liii,, isis bees seIeri,d in an aiicsnpi is siandasdize on seebos slurs wher,,sr possible as this rids to
ec000ny. The besefli a diii thr latter anIle has miprosrd propemsirs.

'Tisou5t, an tax tax raid have beet, mcd, s 90.00 'it ha been poeferred in oedas to otsediodiar.

'TI,. t i kN loud as soirsi is rot the des,5,, rise IA) and ti i's, itin C, 8.1 tN mad roe case (15); see Table
i2.3. It owner, it, dcademrsa Iin,omioo of ito for case (A) as opposed in 350 lot (B) wilt coomoei the dtssgs
or thr member.

12.6.3 Additional design checks

em
tEn

1.80 ml

1.55 m

1.55 m

1.55m

0.15 m:

FIg. 12.13 Arrangement of
shectusg rails

12.7.1 Forces in column members

12.6.4 Self weight of girder

I-lavtng designed ilse vanous members of the iattice gsrder, the designer
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The end reactions from the lattice girder and the wind induced moment in thecolunm are interrelated, being dependent on the design case, i.e.

(A) 1.4 wd+ 1.6 ii'
(13) 1.0 Wd+ 1.4
(C) 1.2 lVd+ 1.2 w,+ L2

and the wind pressure distribution (see Fig. 12.5). In determining the Sidewind load acting on an individual colunm, the combined wand load acting onboth colunms is shared in proportion to their stiffnesses (IlL), i.e. in this caseequally. The end reactions of the lattice girder can be evaluated readily byassuming the girder is a stmply supported beam (see Fig. 12.14 for differentroof loading cases). Note that the loads shown for the wand case represent thevertical components of the applied wind loads.

Cal

Dead load

Imposed load

Ccl

o.co
T393 kN

Wind on side wall

IdI

Wind on side wall

tel

-:
Wind on end wall
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12.7.1.2 DESIGN CASE (B)

For this design case, select the wind condition that maximizes the uplift forceon the roof; while maximising the wind moment In the column member, I.e.1.0 i.4 ii',,. Loads due to wind on side walls are shown an Fig. l2.14(c)
and the loads due to wind on end walls in Fig. l2.i4(e).

(Ii For wind blowing on side walls With reference to Fig. l2.l4(a) and Ic):
F, x 0.5)— 1.47(75.3 x 0.75+39.3 x 0.25)

—51.1 kN (i.e. uplift)

The combined wind pressure acting on the main building elevations is:
(O.5+0.45)q or (1.00— O.OS)q (Fig. 12.5), therefore
F= i.4(0.95 x 6.0 x S.8)=s32.0k14

giving a base shear of lG.OkN per colunm.
Base Though it is assumed that the base is 'pinned', the main frame will be..4!!21r subject to portal action'. Advantage can therefore be taken of clause 5.i.2.4b

which allows a nominal base moment of 10% of maximum column moment.Hence the maximum wind moment, acling at bottom chord level (seeFig. 12.15) is:

44 90% (base shear x moment aim)
=0.90(16.0 x 4.8)=69.l kNm

(i,,I Wind blowing on end walls With reference to Fig. 12.1 4(a) and(e):

.F,= 1.0(10.9÷517 x 0.5)— i.4( 31.0 x 0.5)=— 50.OkN
Any lateral wind load acting on the end colunm is taken by vertical bracing inthe side walls (see Section 12.8.1.3). However, wand on the gables causes asuction of 0.29 or O.7q acting simultaneously

on both side walls. This leads to
a zero combined wind load at bottom chord level. Nevertheless, the columns
are subject to bending due to the suction. Assume that the column acts as asimply supported member between the base and bottom chord level, with themaximum moment occurring approximately mid-span. The effect of the 10%base moment is to reduce the mid-height moment by 5%, i.e.

M1=0.95[l4(07 x 0.59 x 6.0 X 4.82/8)1=9.5

For tIns design case, choose the wind condition that minimizes the upliftforces on the roof, while maximizing, where possible, the wind moment onthe column, I.e. I w,+ w,j. See Fig. 12.14(d) and (e) for the
appropnate roof loads.

((1 Wind blowing on side walls With reference to Fig. l2.14(a), (b) and (d):

0835950

Fig. 12.14 Unfaciored
vertical loads
acting on roof
(kN)

Fig. 12.15 Bending moment
an column member
(leeward side)

I.

.4:

117.1,1 DESIGN CASE (A)

The vertical load is based on the total load figures noted in Table 12,2, with0.6 kl'4 added to the dead load value to compensate for the underestimahon ofthe grder's own (see Fig. 12.l4a). Therefore, the cumulative axialload in the column member is:

P5= 1.4(10.9+61.7 xO.S)÷ 1.6 (l66.5x 0.5)= 19l.7kJ'j

As there is no wind loading in the design case, there is no associated moment,Re:

44=0.0

2.7.1.3 DESIGN CASE (C)
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maximum axial compression occurs in the leeward column, as the effect of
the wind suction is smaUer on the leeward side of the roof (see Fig. 12.14d):

= l.2[l0.9±(61.7 + 166.5)0.5—(42.6 x 0.25±6.6 x 0.75)]
= 131.3 kN

F = 1.2(0.05 x 0.59 x 6.0 x 6.8)=27.4kN
Al. =0.90(27.4/2) x 4.8=59.2kNm

Wind blowing on end walls With reference to Fig. 12. t4(a), (b) and Ic):

'C =1.2[lO.9±(61.7+ 166.5—131.0)0.5]=7I.4kN
M1 0.95f I .2(0.7 x 0.59 x 6.0 x 4.82/8)] = 8.2 kNm

This case is generally not cnticai.

Wind blowing on end nvolis With reference to Fig. 12.14(aXb) and (e),
but considenng the wind condition of —O.2q that occurs on the leeward part
of the roof, I.e. the load given in Fig. 12.14(eJ is multiplied by 0.2, then:

i.2[I0.9+(61.7+ 166.5—0.2 x 131.0)0.5]= 134.3 kN

However, the corresponding side suction is — O.2q, hence:

M5=—0.95[1.2(0.2 x 0.59 x 6.0 x 4.8218)=2.3 lcNm

OVERALL BUCKLING CHECK

(a) For the combination of axial compression and moment, the following
condition must be satisfied:

Ma

(b) For the combination of axial tension and moment clause 4.8.1 implies
that the member buckling check is based solely on the following
condition:

mAl,—<1.0
Ala —
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The noted values of I', I=P. as there are no dedtictions for holes) and
are listed in the leA-hand column under the appropnate section size, on p.17 I
of ihe SC! guide001. Also, from the tables on p.S5 and p.134. the respective
values of P, and Ala are extrapolated, knowing the effective length abotit the
y-y axis, i.e.

= 1.5 x 4800 = 7.2 m

LEr= i.0 x 4800=4.8 m

It is assumed that the side rails do not restrain the inside flange of the
column, except at bottom chord level (see Section 12.8.3.5). (If the designer
needs to account for the restraint offered by the rails to the tension side of the
column, then conditions outlined in 55 appendix G govern). The value of
0.85 indicated in BS appendix Dl, for calculating the effective length abotti
the j'—t' axis, is not used as the base is pinned, i.e. conditions at the column
base do not comply with Dl. Ic. However, this condition is covered by Dl .2d.

Thus. is 4.8 m and by interpolation of the appropnale values listed in
the table on p.134 of the SC! guideti0l, Ala is evaluated lobe 63 kNm. The
value of ni is defined by 55 table 18, based on the ratio of the end moments
(fi) being —0.10, i.e. 0.54.

The values in Table 12.7 depicted in bold indicate those allowable values
used in the member buckling check. Clearly, the wind on the side walls
governs the design. The 254 x 146 x 37 US section appears to be more than
adequate and is adopted. (Note that a 254 x 146 x3l US fails to meet the
buckling check for the worst design condition. i.e. 1.035). However, when the
wind blows on the end walls, additional forces are produced and induced into
the bracing system (see next section) which have to be transmitted down to
the foundations. As the columns in the end bays form an integral part of the
bracing system, the selected section has to he checked for the additional
forces when they are calctdated.

Table 12.7 Details of column m ember design

Axial
load
(ItNI

Wind
moment
(kNni)

Allowable
Local
capacity
eliects

Member
butting
check

F,
thcN)

F,
(LN) (tcflm)

Al5
(tcNm)

Design case (A) 191.7 0.0 1310 408 — — 0.470

Design case (B):
wind on side
wind on end

—51.1
—50.0

69.!
9.5

1310
1310

133
133

63
63

0.559
0.116

O.592'
0.03112

Design case (C):
wind on side
windonend
wind on end

131.3
714

1343

59.2
8.2
2.]

1310
1310
1310

408
408
408

I))
133
133

63

63
63

0.545
0.116
0.120

0.829
0.2452
0.3492

'For bin dra1n re,dii,en ci axiii.ni,osn pica ,nomeni, cIsc,, 4.1.1 'apt,, it's, 'lit ,i,c,nbse hurtling ebect
'a basal solely 'n,l,. mime's cm,p,n,,,i, i.e. ,,A(.hli,. Ti,, cembined eff's, ci i's,,,,, pi'a nose"','
oav,,,dbyth,tccaI caps:,'v otmet.

N,,. thai is he "ember bncthng sliest ii,. ma ore,, as, 'a, 1,4,11,1 by as 1t.54l.
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12.1.2 Column member section

Table 12.7 summanzes (lie different design loadings for the column member
and the design checks for 25 x 146 x 37 (133. which is a plastic section. The
design checks are based on the following:

LOCAL CAPACITY CHECK

M,
1.0

1', Al0

F0
or —+—� 1.0

P0 M,,
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Fig. 12.16 Details of
bracing systems

12.8 OVERALL STABILITY OF BUILDING

The designer must always ensure the structural stability of the building Attins stage, the main frames have been designed to cater for in-plane stability
particularly with respect to side wind loading. However, m order to givestability to the building m the longitudinat direction, all frames aced to be
connected back to a braced bay. Generally, the end bay(s) of the building arebraced, so that the wind loads acting on the gables can be transferred to thefoundations as soon as possible and thereby the rest of the structure is notaffected. Another function of the braced bay is that it ensures the squarenessand verticality of the structural framework, both during and after

The bracing system for a single-storey building usually takes the fona ofrafter bracing in the plane of the roof (Fig. Occasionally another
wind girder becomes necessary at bottom chord level, when the roof
stcelwork is deep, as with this design (Fig. l2.16b). Vertical bracing (locatedin .Jhe side walls) conveys the rafter bractngiwind girder reactions from eavesfwind girder level dowa to the foundations (Fig. 12.t6c). It is assumed that
each end of the building is braced.

Ic) Vertical bracing

siLt

itt

At..
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This means that the top chords of die appropriate lattice girders form part
of the rafter bracing, and the bottom chords are part of the wind girder.
Hence, die only members that have to be designed are the diagonals.
However, the top and bottom chords of the lattice girders must be checkeu
against any additional effect from the bracing forces. Also, the main colunni
members associated with the vertical bracing system must be checked for the
effect of bracing forces.

In tins example, the client has indicated that the building might be
extended (design bnef— Seetton 12.2), hence normal main frames are to be
used at the gables. Consequently, there is no need for vertical bracing in the
plane of the gable walls (ef. 'gable framing' of portal frame building, Section
13.10). The inherent in-plane stiffliess of the main frame supplies the
necessary stability to the walls, apart from any stressed stdn action that might
exist.

12.8.1 Arrangement of gable posts and bracing systems

12.8.1.1 GABLE POSTS

The toading on. and the structural arrangement of, the different bracing
systems are dependent on the positioning of the gable posts and the
relationship between the posts nnd the lattice girders. The gable posts, in
addition to supporting the side rails and cladding, resist the wind loads acting
on the gables. There are two basic choices when dealing with gable posts:

• either the posts run past the lattice girder and are connected
• sideways to the top and bottom chord members of the or time

posts run up and connect to the underside of the bottom chord
member. This means that those lines of sheeting rails which occur
within the depth of the girder have to be supported teonneeted) by
some of the diagonals of time girder, thereby inducing flexural action
in those members owing to both the eccentricity of the vertical
loading, relative to the centroidal a.xes of the diagonals, and the
horizontal wind loading. However, it has to be remembered that the
end lattice girders carry only half the load, compared with any
intermediate girder, and therefore it might be possible to
aecom.niodate these additional moments without changing any of
the member sizes of die end girders.

Both schemes allow the gable etadding, sheeting rails and Dosts to be
removed in the future and relocated, with minimum disturbance to the 'end'
main frames. For this design example, it has been decided that,the shorter
gable posts are to be used, i.e. connected to underside of girder. Next, the
spacing of the gable posts has to be decided. If there had been any dominant
openings in the gable(s), then such openings could influence the positioning
of the posts. As it has been assumed that there are no openings in the gables,
arrange the posts to be positioned at approximately equal distances, i.e. the
posts placed at 5.25 m, except for the end posts which are 6.Om from the

(bI Wind girder
bottom chord levell
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-

6.000

main frame columns (see Figs. 12.17(c) and 12.20). Thus, the span of the side
rails on the gable is 6.25 m and with maximum rail centres of 1.85 m, the rail
secllon Is adequate

12.8.1.2 RAFTER BRACING

Though it is not essential, it is good practice to make the jornts of the bracing
system coincident with purlin lines, By doing so, severe mtnor axis bending
(ansing from restraint forces to ihe purlins) is not introduced into the top
chords of the lattice girders. (If the gable posts run past the outside of the end
girders then it Is desirable that posts coincide with the rafter bracing
intersections.) Thus, within ihe constraint(s) just outlined, a rafter bracing
system can be readily defined; see ttie configuration in Fig. 12.16(a).

12.8.1.3 WIND GIRDER

Coming 10 the wind girder bracing, locaied at bottom chord level, it is

desirable that the girder connections coincide with the gable posts, thereby
giving the posts positional restraint, and, at ihe same time, preventing
bending action on the bonom chord. On the internal side of the girder, ass
equally important that the longitudinal ties are connected into the bracing
sysiem, as clause 4. lCd states that such ties must be properly connected to an
adequate restraint system'. This eon result in the wind girder configuration
like that shown in Fig. 12.16(b).

118.1.4 VERTICAL BRACING

There are a number of ways of providing vertical bracing in the side
elevations, as discussed in Chapter IC. Current practice for siagle-storey
buildings is to use single member struts, instead of cross bracing. Figure
12.16(c) shows how the diagonal members have been arranged, so that wind
pressure on a gable causes the members to go into tension. This means that
under the smaller wind suction condition the members have to resist
proportionally smaller compression forces; that is, bracing is arranged to
minimize ihe compression that diagonal members have to sustain, leading to
economic sizes.

If the client designates that openings are required in the end bay, then the
vertical bracing arrangement may have to be modified if any bracing member
intrudes into the space reserved for an opening. The vertical bracing can be
located in another bay, remembenng. that an eaves strut would be required to
transfer the gable forces to the vertical bracing system. In an extreme case,
the designer may need to provide 'portal' framing in the lateral direction (see
Chapter 10).

T
Symrnair,cal

'I
6.250 6.250

4'
1.90 IN

4'
4.43 sN

4'
5.67 sN

4'
6,24 IN

..,' ._." \, /
W

\i?

\ / \\ /
2.875 6.250

,

6.250 3.125

al Ratter bracing.. wind on gabia

4
Tj

,/ \
/1'

/

4' 0.95 kN 4' 3.02 sN
4' 4.14 kN 4' 4.14 IN

(bI Ratter bracing — wind drag

6.iOO 6.25i , 6.250

4'
6.15 IN

N.

-35JB___

4' 13.10 IN 18.52 IN
4,

Fig. 12.17 Rafter bracing
and wind girder
— uofaciorcd
member loads
(kN)

12.950 5.550

Ic) Wind girder and longitudinal lies .' wind on gable

2.8.2 Forces in the bracing members

1-laying configured the rafter bracing, wind girder and vertical bracing, the
next step is to detennine the unfactored loads acting in the vanous 'bracing'
members. This is easily done, by assessing'tlie proportional share of the wind
load acting on the gable taken by:
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• the rafter bracing at roof level;
• the wind girder at bottom chord level: and
• die foundation at base level.

Taking the wind coefficient as being 1.0 (assuming no dominant openings
subjeci to storm conditions) and refernng to Fig. 12.16(a), then the
iinfactored load applied at wind girder level, for, say, the post adjacent to thecentral post:

F = Oieiglit of post x post spacing x wind prcssure)/2
[4.3 + 1.35(2 —6.25/I 8.5)]5.25 x 039/2 = 14.52 kN

and the unfactored load applied at rafter level for the same post:
F =(gtrdcr depth x post spacing x wind pressure)/2

1.85(2 —6.25/18.5)6.25 x 0.59/2=5.67 kN

from which the unfactored load applied at the foot of the column can bededuced, i.e.

Thus, all wind loads acting on the rafter bracing and wind girder can be
calculated in a similar manner and applied to the appropriate joinis. The
bracing systems are then analysed, assuming the diagonals are pin-jointed, to
determine the unfactored member forces: see Figs. l2.l7(a) (rafter bracing),
12.17(c) (wind girder) and 12.18(a) (vertical bracing). Member forces for
different wind 'coefficients (other than unity) can be obtained by proportion.

In addition, both rafter bracing and vertical bracing have to resist wino
drag forces, ansing from wmd friction across the surfaces of the building. As
there is a braced bay at each end of the building, the unfactored drag force of49kN for the roof (see Section 12.4) is divided equally between the two
braced bays. The rafter bracing is analysed for the wind drag force, assuming
diat die force is uniformly distributed across the rafter bracing system (see
Fig. 12. 17b). Next, analyse the vertical bracing for both the roof drag forces
from the rafter bracing and the forces due to frictional drag on the side walls
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(=15.2/4 "3.8 kN per bracing; see Section 12.4.3). The unfactored member
forces (due to wind drag) for the vertical bracing are given in Fig. 2.18(b),

Structural hollow sections usually prove to be the economic solution for
bracing members, owing to their stractural efficiency in both the x—r and y—y
directions. An alternative profile is an angle section. which is much less
efficient but easier to connect. For members resisting very small loads in
tension only (no stress reversal), then solid round bars could be used.

The slenderness for members resisting self wetght and wind loads only has
to be less than 250 (clause 4.7.3.2b). TIns particularly relevant when
desigmng the diagonal members in the braa'ng systems.

First, the diagonal members are considered separately from the main booms
which are m fact the top chords of the end two lattice girders and therefore
subject to multiple loading. Where possible, standardize on a cormnon size
for groups of members, so that an economic solution is produced. Discussion
with a fabncator may establish preferred sizes.

The maximum forces in the diagonals occur when the wind loading on the
gables isa maximum i.e. when a wind coefficient for a gable is +1.0,
together with the effect of wind drag. Therefore, design the diagonals based
on the member with the largest combined compression force. From the
unfactored loads indicated in Fig. l2.l7(a) and (b), the design load is
calculated as:

1.4(14.66+ I2.54)=38.l kN

which is sustained by a member with a 'discontinuous length of 6.66 m.
Looking at the table for circular hollow sections (CHS) on p.89, SCI

guideuiOl, it can be seen that a 88.9x4.0 CBS satisfies both design
cntena—streogth and stifibess. However, the loads In the diagonals decrease
towards the centre of the bracing. Therefore, apart from the four outermost
diagonals, the section size can be reduced to 88.9 x3.2 CBS.

Check top chord of lattice girder Next, check to see or not the
'bracing forces induced in top chord members of the penultimate lattice
girder modify the member size. The penultimate girder is chosen, as it is
more heavily loaded than the end girder, which cames only half the roof
loading. In examining the bracing loads that can be induccd into this
particular lop chord, it should be borne in mmd that the design of the chord
was based on the maximum compression occurring in that member; see Table

iU000intJ

12.8.3 Design of bracing members and ties

12.3.3.1 RAFTER BRACINJG

I

61

Fig. i2.1B Vertical bracing
— unfactored
member loads
(kN)

Wind drag
15.12 ii.3o —. 0.53

10

35.16 1.50

I,?

/
1,37

lbs Wind dragal Wind on gable
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124 and Section 12.6.2.1. This compression arose from the gravity load only,
design case (A). Now, only suction on the gable (—O.8q) appears to toduce
further compression into the top chord of the penultimate girder. However,
this suction exists only as a result of the wind uplift on the roof, which tn this
example represents a maximum uplift condition. The resulting tension in ihe
chord (from the uplift) more than nullifies the compression from the bracing
system; that is, in this pariicular design example, the bracing forces do not
create a more severe design situation ihan those already considered.

The other condition which could be examined is the cumulative tension in
the top chord which anses from design case (B) (Table 12.4), plus tension
bracing forces. The latter occur in the top chord of the penultimate gu'der
when there is wind pressure on the gable. However the wind loads involved
are tower than the compression' condition josi examined. Therefore, there is
no need for further calculations.

Again, the diagonals are treated separately from the boom membei's of the
wind girder, which are the bottom chords of the lattice girders. From Fig.

2.17(c). ii can be seen that die maximum compression toad for a diagonal is
49.74 <N tunfaetored), hence:

1.4 x 49.74=69.9kN

for a member liavtng a discontinuous length of 8.49 m. Again, wiih reference
to the selection isa 1143 x6.3 Cl-IS for the two outennost diagonals.
A 114.3 x5.0 Cl-IS is suttabte for the other diagonals, even for the reversed
toad conditions of —0.8q, For example, the member carrying 33,75 kN
(unfactored) tension for wind pressure on a gable tsee Fig. 12.17), has to
sustain 27.0 kN lunfactored) compression for wind suction.

check hortoni chord of lauice girder This time, it is ttie maximum uplift
conditions for the roof which produce compression in the bottom chord of the
lattice girder, Consequently, the effect of the additional compression in the
bottom chord of itie penultimate lattice girder (resulting from suction on the
gable) must be checked. The forces noted on Fig. 12.17(c) need to be
multiplied by l.4(—0.8) to obtain the required bracing forces in the bottom
chord; see column (4) tn Table t2.8.

On checking the design calculations for the bottom chord in Section
12.6.2.2, it can he seen that die compression resistance of both the outer and
middle lengths is just adequate, i.e. 200.3/213.4=0.939 and
237.1/250.6= 0,946, respectively. Therefore, adopt the 254x127x37 Tee
for all bottom chords of lattice girdeth.

Members

Axial forces (lcN)

Roof ioadtng

t.O.i 1.4w,,
(I) (2)

Design toad

(1)+(2)
(3)

Gable wind

i.4ie,,
(4)

Design bait

(3)-i—N)
(5)

11,21

12,20
13,19
14.18
15,17
16

0.0 ÷ 5.1

—45.8 ±144,4
—69.8 +2i0.2
—80.2 ±241.1
—81.5 +242.7
—76.4 +229.4

+ 5.1

+ 98.6
+t40.4
+160,9
+161.2
4-153.0

±39.4
±39.4
+39.4
+39.4
+75.9
+75.9

+ 44.5
+138.0
+179.8
+200.3
+237.t
±228.9

Figure 12.18(a) shows (lie unfactored forces in the members due solely to the
gable wind with a coefficient of +1.0, while Fig. 12.18(b) indicates the
unfactored tnember forces ansing from wind drag forces on both the roof and
side walls, acting to the same direction as the wind. Figure 12.19 gives the
factored forces (with Yj= 1.4) in the members for those wind conditions
which might affect the design of the members carrying bracing forces. The
load factor of 1.4 is used as the loath in the non-vertical members are entirety
due to wind. Also, these members must have a limiting slenderness of 250.
The following information summanzes the these non—vertical
members, based on the maximum loads that can arise from wind on a side,
with insignificant drag forces (Fig. 12.19(a)) or the combined effect of wind
on a gable plus drag (Figs. 12.19(b), tC) and Cd)).

Horizonsals 6.0 m tong; 47.7 kN compression; 26.8 kN tension
Use 88.9x4.0

Upper diagonal 6.3 m long; 25.4 kN compression; 40.9 kN tension
Use 88.9x3.2 Cl-IS"01

Lower diagonal 7.7 m tong; 80.9 kN compression 127.5 <N tension
Use 114.3x5.0 CIIS1""

check- column n:eniber Now the penuttithate column niember has to be
checked for itie maximum axiat compression toad from the bracing forces,
45.14± 15,68=60,8kN (unfaetored). This toad apses from a wind condition
which causes a pressure of ±1.Oq on the gable and —O.2q uplift on the roof. In
fact, this is the design case (C) (iii) noted in Section 12.7. t .3 and Table 12.7.
Therefore, total axiat compression is:

F, =i.2[l0.9±6l.7± l66.5—0.2x 131.0)0.5+60.8i=207.2hcN
M. =2.3 kN (Section 32.7. i.3(iii))
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2.8.3.2 WIND GIRDER

12.8.3.3 VERTICAL BRACING''i.

it,

- r

,LtI
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(bI Wind Suciton on gable and drag

+26.4
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I

.—I—-
+32.8

j9'

"V I
Ic) Wind pressure on gable + drag Id) Wind pressure on gable + drag

giving

207.2 054; 2.3
= 0.508 + 0.020 0.528 c (.0

Though wmd suction on the gable and the associated wind drag can causeadditional tension for design case (B), noted in Section 12.7.1.3, the effect is
marginal in terms of the local check. As the buckling check does not applyfor the 'tension' case, the adopted section remains sattsfactot-y.

—16.9

0
0
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Li"5
0

(a) Wind suction due to pressure on side

Fig. 12.19 Vertical bracing
— factored
member loads
0U4)

+37.6

12.8.3.5 EAVES TIES

These members give positional restraint to the column heads and also provide
restraint to the ends of the top chords of the lattice girder. Use the same size
as that for the longitudinal ties, i.e. 76.1 x 3.2 CHS. Restraint at bottom chord
level is to be provided by diagonal braces from the nearby sheeting rail to the
inner flange of the column.

12.9 DESIGN OF GABLE POSTS

The design of the gable posts is straightforward. They are self-supporting and
are only connected to the main frame at lop and bottom chord level (see Fig.
l2.l6(a) or (b)). Havmg established the spacing of the posts, i.e. 6.25 m, the
posts are assumed (for simplicity) to be stmply supported between tile column
base and the connection at wind girder level, i.e. 4.8 in span. Apart from the
gravity load of the sheeting, plus insulation, plus liner, plus sheeting rails and
the coiumn's own weight (which produces a nomanai axial load in the post),
the main loading is a bending action, due to wind blowing on the gable.

Design the central post; see Fig. 12.20. The axial load includes that for
cladding plus self weight of the side rails and post. i.e.

= l.4[(cladding+insulatton)+(post±side rails)]
= t.4[0.l3 x 5.72 x 6.25+0.5(est.) x 4.8J=9.9 k4N

Wind load on a 4.8 m length of post is:

F =1.4 x l,0x0.59x4.8 x6.25=24.8kN
M. 24.8x4.8/814.9k.Nm

Select a 203x133x25 till. From the SQ guide001, P.=779k1q and
Mo=29kNin, from which a buckling check can be undertaken, i.e.

= 0.0134-0.514 = 0.527 C i.0

This neglects (for simplicity) any lateral restraint from sheeting rails.
Use 2U3x133x25 till.

'I-

4:

1.850

1.550

1.550

1.550

0.150

FIg. 1210 Gable framing

Si

12.8.3.4 LONGITUDINAL TIES

A; stated, the purpose of the longitudinal ties is to restrain the bottom chord
member of the iatttee girders (see Fig. l2.16b). Assume that the 'ties' need toprovide a restraining force equal to at least 2% of the maximum toad in thechord, i.e. 0.02 x 469.3 =9.4 kN, which may cause compression in the 'ties'.
Over a discontinuous length of 6 m and requiring a slenderness not exceeding
250, a 76.1 x3.2 CIIS is suitablett03

TrImmer angle
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Having destgncd the members that make up the lattice girder there remains
the design of the connections to be completed. Basically the function of a
connection is to transfer loads efficiently from one member to another
without undue distress, while minimizing the cost of fabncaiion and ensunag
ease of erection.

When designing connections, it is always useful to draw connection details
to scale. For boltedjoints. such details can demonstrate readily whether or not
the bolts can be inserted easily at ttie appropnate locations. In the case of
welded joints, it is essential to check that the welder is able to deposit the
weld metal without impedance.

Though the girder was analysed assuming that the diagonals were pin-
ended, connecting the diagonals to the chords results in a degree of fixity.
Independent of whether or not the connection is designed bolted (with at least
two bolts) or welded, clause 4.10 implies that secondary stresses could be
ignored, provided that the slenderness of the chord members in the plane of
the girder is greater than 50 and that of the web members is greater than IOU,
In this example, the slenderness of the chord is just below 50 (46), while the
web members have slendernesses 'veIl above IOU. Therefore, it could be
decmcd thai such stresses are insignificant.

By arranging alternate diagonal members io be connected on the opposite
side of the steam of the T-section, the number of ends cut on a skew is
reduced and hence cost of fabncaiion. The other benefit is that each half
girder can be manufactured in an identical manner (Fig. 12.21) and when
spliced together, the alternate pattern for the diagonals continues across from
one half to the other half; that is, alt diagonals slopiag one way are connected
to one side of the T-seciion, while the remaining diagonals sJoping Ia the
opposite direction are atlached to the other side of the chord. This
arrangement allows any sheeting rail(s) in the gable, located within the depth
of the end gtrders. to be supported by the outstand legs of every other
diagonal member. However, the disadvantage is that the additional loading
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Fig. 12.22 Debits of
typical internai
connections

imposed on these meosbers might cause their sizes to be modified (see
Section 12105). The design of typical connections for the lattice girder is
now examined in detail.

The typical internal connection chosen to be designed is nodc 3, where
member 23 (90 x 90 x 6 Angle) and member 24 (100 x IOU x 12 Angle)
intersect with the botiom chord (254 x 127 x 37 T-section); see Fig. 12.22(b).
When designing welds, it is innnatcriat whether the axial toad is tension or
compression (apart from fatigue or bottle fracture considerations, which do
not apply to this example). The welds have to be designed to transfer the
largest possible load occurring in the member tinder any loading condition,
i.e. member 23 carnes a force of 204 kN and member 24 a force of 188 kN
(see Table 12.5). Almosi invanably with thus fonn of construction (using
angle sections), the centre of the weld group is eccentric to the centroidal axis
of angle section, i.e. the weld group is not balanced. Therefore, in addition to
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1110 DESIGN OF CONNECTIONS

12.10.1 Typical diagonal to chord connections

18500

FIg. 12.21 General details
of lanice girder

(alTop chord conneciion at node 4

IN Ooiiom chord connection at nodal
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the axial load, the weld group has to be designed to resist the rn-plane
torsionat moment generated by this eccentricity, as will be illustrated by theensuing calculations.

For example. take the connection between member 23 and the bottom
chord: the maximmu possible lengths along the toe and heel of the angle are135mm and 55 mm, respectively (see Fig. 12.22b). Also, the weld across theend of the angle is 9Omm. As the stem of the T-sectioa is relatively short it isprobably advisable to weld the angle to the edge of the stem, i.e. on the
reverse side to the other welds producing the weld group shown m Fig. 12.23.First, determine die distance of the longitudinal axis of the weld groupfrom the heel by taking moments of the weld lengths about the heel, Theinclined weld length (l2Omm) is treated in the same manner as the otherwelds.

i=(902/2+ 135 x 90 + 120 x 45)1(55 + 135±120+90) 54.Omm

The lateral axis of the weld
group, relative to the end, is determined

in asimilar manner. i.e.

1352/2+120 x 95)'(55± 135 + 1204.90)=55] mm

From the SCI guidettO> the centraidal
axis is 24.1 mm from the heel of the

angle. Hence, the eecentncity of the ioad is 54.0—24.1 =29.9 mm, resultingin a moment of 204 X29.9/10006.JOlrJ4m Thus, the weld group for
member 23 has to be designed for an axial load of 204 kN and an tn-piane
moment of 6.10 kNm. Therefore the equivalent polar second moment of area(inertia) of the weld group needs to be evaluated.

The general practice is to ignore the local inertia about their own axes for
welds parallel to the global axis being considered — a conservattve
assumption. Note that the Inertia about its local axis for the component of an
inclined weld (of length d), peqendicular to the global axis, is significant and
must be taken into account, i.e.

dJi1

— 12

where Fits the projected length of the inclined weld, nonnni to the global axis
about which the equivalent inertia is being determined (see Fig. 12.24).
Therefore. the total inertia for an inclined weld about a global axis, say the
.r—t axis, is:

dIg2
2+ dy

where y is the distance from the centroid of the inclined weld to the global
axis, normal to the axis being considered (see Fig. 12.24). The total inertia for
an inclined weld about the other global axis can be obtained in a similar
manner, as demonstrated in the following calcuiattons for the weld group
shown in Fig. 12.23.

= +

= 90 x 55.12 + 2 x 55.l'/3 + (55.0— 55.1)73 ± (135—
+120 x 802/12 ± 120(95 — 55.1)2 = 810 x mm4

= 54.073 + (90— + 55 X 54Q2 ± 135(90 — 54.0)2
±120 x 902 ± 120(54.0 — 90/2)2 = 494 x mm4

= (810 + 494) x 1304 x mm4

The shear per unit length due to axiai load IFs) is:

F5204/(55±135±

and the shear per unit length due to the eccentric moment (Fr) is obtained by
considering that part of the weld flurthest away from the centre of weld group,
i.e. point A in Fig. 12.23:

Fr = MRmu/I'

where V[(90_54.O)2 ± (l35_55.1)2 J=87.dmm

and cosO=(9D—54.0) /87.6=0.411

Fr6.l0 x 87.6 /l304=O.4lOkN/mm

= IFI +2FsFrcosO

v'I0.5102 ± 0.4102 ± 2 x 0.510 x 0.410 >< 0.4111

= D.8l6kN/mn <0.903 kN/mm (p. 205 reference 10)

Use 6mm FW.

Now examine the connection at node 4, where member 24
(IOU x IOU x 12 Angte) and member 25(90 x 90 x 6 Angle) intersect with the
top chord (191 x 229 x 41 Tee); see Fig. l2.22(a). Designing the connection
between member 24 and the chord, it is noted that the stem of the top chord is
deeper than that for the bottom chord, with the result that We longitudinal
welds can have lengths up to 240mm (heel) and 130 mm ltoe), while the end
weld is 100 mm long (Fig. 12.25). In this case, the weld group will be
designed without the inclined weld length as it nught not be necessary.

The determination of the weld size is identical to previous calculations,
except that there is no tnclined weld. For brevity, only the results are given:

= 38.6mm

.9= 7l.4mm

l885x jQ3 mm4

877 x lD3mm4

2762 x mm4

— . . uco,url IL) bubu
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Fig. 12.23

Caniroid

Fig. i2.24

—

a

.4

Fig. 22.25
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Relative to the centre of the weld group, the eccentricity of the axial load
is 38.6—29.0=9.6mm. Thus the weld group for member 24 has to be
designed for an axial load of 188kN (Table 12.5) and an in-plane moment of
188 x 9.6/1000= l.8OkNm.

The shear per unit length due to axial load is:

F5 =1881(120-+-l00-4-220)=O.427kN/snm

&m. =153.5mm

cosO =0.251

Section 12.10.1. There remains the transfer of the vertical shear 176 kH from
the end-plate connection inio the column flatige. In fact, this is a sue
connection. which is generally bolted (more cost-effective) and, anticipating
oihcr site connection details, 22mm diameter bolts (grade 46) are used. As
the single shear strength of this bolt size is 48.5 kN"°', then the number of
bolts required is 176/48.5 = 3-6 i.e. four bolts (see Fig. 12.26a). l3eanng
strength requirements indicate a minimum plate thickness of 6 This is
more than satisfied by using an end-plate thickness of 12 mm, which would
restrict any excessive out-of-plane deformation of the plate. Also, the shear
per unit length for the weld Joining the end-plate to the top chord member, is

Therefore, the shear due to the torsional moment is:

Fr = 1.80 x 153.5/2762 =O.IOOkN/mm
FR = x 0.427 x 0.100 x 0.251]

=0,462kN/mm <0.602kN/mm (p.20S reference 10)

In fact, a 6 mm fillet weld (FW) is the minimum size for welds.

Other internal connections can be designed in a similar way.

The design of the welded connection between member and member 23
at node 2 (see Fig. l2.26a) follows the same method already outlined in

l76/(2x 190÷1 x'lO)=O'"Okt'J/mm

Therefore use the minimum size, I.e. 6mm FW.
A nominal site connection is required at node 1 between the bottom chord

member and the main column flange, as there is little load being transferred
between the two elements, apart from the axial load due to portal action
(Fig. 12.15), i.e.

69.1/1.85=37.5 kN (Section 12.7.1.2(i)).

Again, use a 12mm end-plate and 6mm FW; see Fig, 12.26(b) for details.

12.10.3 Site splice connections

Owing to the overall length of ihe lattice girder, ii was decided to arrange the
girder to be delivered in two halves. The girder is assemblcd on the ground
from two halves, pnor to being lifted alnfi dunng the erection process. In the
design of the lattice girder (Section 12.6.2) it had been contemplated that site
splices were to be positioned at or near nodes II, 12 and 13. However, it
could be argued that instead of making splices near both nodes II and i3, a
single splice at mid-length of the bottom chord could prove more economic.
The mtnor advantage of having Else two splices in member lois that it allows
a greater flexibility in adjustment should a camber be required tsee
Section 12.12).

TIme site splices illustrated in Figs. 12.27(a) (apex) and 12.27(b) (bottom
chord) show one half of each splice as being ite bolted. Depending on the
relative costs and flexibility required dunag assembly of the lattice girders,
the other half of each splice can be either shop welded or also sue bolted. The
benefit of the splices being totally bolted is that each half girder would then
become identacal, ideal from the fabncation point of view; that is. if a
designer can build in repetition dunng the design stage, then fabncaston costs
will tend to be lowered as a direct result.

Figure 12.27(a) gives the details of the connection at the apex (node 12).
in order to have square ends the centroidal axes of the diagonals 32 and 33
are offset from the apex intersection by 50 mm. As the load in these members
is relatively small, the slight eceentncity should not have a smgnificanm effect.
Also, though one bolt would suffice to transmit ihe load of 31 kN from the

12.10.2 Lattice girder to column connections

Use 6mm EW.

24 mm die. homes
x229 4lTee

0t0

0
9

kN

lEGs 12 x 250 L'g
6 mm FW

alTop chord connecmmon .. node 2

lEGs l2pmamexlso

24 mm dii. holes
am to c/c

Fig. 12.26 Lattice girder to
column connections (hI Bommom chord connection — node 1

264 x 27 x 37 Tee
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.12.10.4 Typical bracing connections

The details of a connection between the diagonals of the wind girder and the
bottom chord of the penultimate girders (given in Figs. 12.28 and 12.29)
illustrate the design basis for other bracing connections, including those for
the rafter bracing at lop chord level. By careful detailing, the tee-pieces
welded to the ends of the diagonal members of the wind girder and the
longitudinal ties can be standardized These tee pieces not only seal the ends
of these circular hollow section but also provide a simpli. means for bolting

- these members to a gusset plate (see Fig. 12.28). Again, a minimum of two
bolts per joint is used.

These tee-pieces can be either made by welding two plate elements
together or manufactured from a cutting from a suitable )-section. The plate
element (welded directly to the tubular members) must be stiff enough,
othenvise dishing can occur, causing high stress concentrations at the
Junction between the two plate elements composing the tee-piece. Such hign
stress can lead to matenal rapture in the of teanng, particularly if the
elements are welded together. It is recommended that, for the size of the
hollow section selected, at least a 12mm thick plate should be used for the
table of the tee-pieces.

Figure 12.28 shows the gusset plate (I2mm thick) bolted to the table of
the bottom chord, for ease of reinovai if and when the building is extended.
Though no holes were deducted in the design of the outer lengths of the
bottom chord (Section 12.6.2.2), an examination of those particular
calculations indicate the reduced area is more than adequate to resist the
design loads Ia tension. Alternatively, this plate could be welded into
position, though this might cause some problems should removal be required.

The connection between the diagonals of the wtnd girder and the bottom
chord of the end girders is similar to the connection just outlined, except that
there is an additional factor. A previous design decision was to run the gable
posts up to the underside of the end girders, coinciding with the nodal points
of the wind girder (see Fig. l2.17c). Each gable post is to be connected into
the wind girder system via a plate welded underneath and to the gusset plate
(see Fig. 12.29). However, the end lattice girder (even though carlying only
half the load) deflects verttcally under imposed and/or wind loading anti
could cause problems In the gable posts. Therefore the piale to which the web
of the post is bolted has slotted holes which allow the girder to deflect the
calculated movement due to imposed loading and/or wind uplift.

Finally, the connection detailed in Fig. 12.30 is typical of those
connections in which two bracing systems acting in different planes intersect
at a common point. In the example shown, the intersection of the wind girder
and vertical bracing with the column member is considered. To achieve a
correct transfer of forces, the vanous bracing members should intersect at a
common point, othenyise moments are induced Ho'vever practical
considerations dictate that the honzontat diagonai be offset by 25 mm.

—. ucon,r. Li db

455 iN
IN

27512
24 mm

lal Apex connection splice

439

Fig. 12.27 Dciails of
internal splices

220 x 12 plate x 460 Lg
24 mm dia. holes 140 c/c 40 80 80

(bI Bottom chard splica

diagonal to the chord, it is good practice to use a mimmum of two bolts. Note
that in the case of the lower bolt in the diagonal, its load is transferred via the
gusset plates and back tnto the stem of the chord.

The size and shape of the gusset plates has been arranged so that it can be
square cut from a standard plate section. It makes good sense to avoid too
many cuts in a gusset plate, otherwise costs will increase. Too many cuts
indicates a lack of appreciation of fabncation processes and costs. The splice
has to transmit 456 kN between the two halves of the chord. Using grade 4.6
bolts, the number required is 456/48.5 9.4, say 10. This ts accomplished by
locating (in one halfof the splice) 6 bolts in the table of the T-section and the
other 4 bolts in the stem, roughly in proportion to the areas of the table and
stem. Figure l2.27(a) shows a possible arrangement for the 10 bolts.

Coming to tile bottom chord splices, the design of them is not too
dissimilar from that of the apex splice. i.e. 10 bolts are aiso required on each
side of the splice tn order to transfer 439 kN Fig. 12.27(b) for details of
splice).
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As the gable posts run up to the underside of the end girders, tIns means that
the sheeting rails located within the depth of ao end lattice girder have to he
supported via the alternate diagonal members of the girder. Owing to the
eccentnetty of the rails relative to the vertical plane of the girder (Fig. t2.3 I),
additional loading in the diagonals is induced. Therefore the sizes of these
diagonals need to be checked for their adequacy to withstand tIns extra
loading. Itra noted that the end girder earnes only half the toad for which the
intermediate girders were designed (Table 12.6).

Assuming that the rails are supported by every other diagonal, it can be
seen from Fig. 12.32 that, if the vertical spacing ofsheeting rails is continued
at 1.55 m, then the span of these rails ts about 3.7 m. (Doubling the spao
would result In making the section R145130 unsuitable.) Examination of the
central diagonal (member 33), shows that ihe addittonal loading anses from
two sheettag rails. This load is maiahy due to the wind suction on the gable
(—O.Eq) in the design ease (B); that is, refernng to Fig. 12.32:

ltonzontal load at A due to wind

= 1.4 x 0.8 x 039 x 1.55 x3.7=3.79kN

Vertical load at A due to cladding, insulation, liner and rails

= 1.4(0.13 x 1.55 -1-0.043)3.7 = i.28 kN

The loads at B can be denved by proportion. i.e:

=[1.55+0.50(av.)]I(2 x j.55)= 0.66

hence the hoozontal load at B

=0.66x3.79=2.5OkN

and the vertical load at B

=0.66 x t.28=0.84kN

The resulting moment in die diagonal due to the honzontal load is noted lit

Table 12.9, based on the dimensions indicated. The moment due to the

vertical load is not significant (2%) and is ignored. The appropnate loads can
be determined for all the other diagonat members supporting sheeting rails

tsee Table 12.9).
lit checking the adequacy of member 33, ttts assumed that the combined

out-of-plane stiffness of the cladding and sheeting rails constrains the
diagonal member (via the rail attachments) to bend about its x—x axis, rather

than its y—y axis.
The axial load is 9.3 ± 1.28 + 0.84 = 11.4 kN and the maximum bending

moment ia the member is 4.54 kNm. The SCI guide00t indicates that the
member siae (90 x 90 x 6 Angie) is slender, therefore the strength reduction

factor (B5 table 8)ts the lesser of:
19

Or b-Ed
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11.10.5 Check diagonats of the end girders

94kN U4] 50 cHS

Fig. 12.29 Wind girder,
gabte post and
bonom chord
comection

00,9 x to cR5

Fig. 12.28 Wind girder,
tonginidinal ties
and bonom chord
conncelion

Fig. 12311 Wind girder,
vertical bracing
and column
connection

2t4x i2x3lTee

i46 s37 U0

Fig. 1231

FIg. 1232

II

——4
= tOO or 0.73
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Table 12.9 Additional loading on diagonal membersThnce from
bottom chord
along diagonal Max.

Length member moment loadMember Size Im) (A) (13) (kNni) (IrJc)

25 90 x 90 x 6 2.89 2.02 ..— 1.6$ +19.627 9Ox90x6 3,18 1.90 — 2.42 +29 90x90x6 3.49. 1.83 — 3.26 —31 90 x90 x 6 3.84 1.77 3.54 + 9.033 90 x 90 i< 6 4.14 1.73 3.46 4.54 + 9.335 90x 90 x 6 3.84 1.77 3.54 3.84 + 4.137 90x90x6 8.83 — 3.26 — — 9.039 lOO it lOfix 8 3.113 1.90 2.42 —88341 bOx bOx 12 2.89 2.02 1.65

This gives a reduced of 0.73 x275=20! N/mm2, hence thelocal capacity check for the 90 it 90 it 6 Angle section is:

1.0

18.4 x 10
10.6 it 201 +0201 = 0.054 + 1.851 > 1.0

as Therefore, the angle is not adequate — the section needs to be increased
substantially or its Properties enhanced by compounding it with anotherangle. The latter solution is tlae one adopted, as it has tlac advantage ofproviding support to the sheeting rails at the required distance from thevertical plane of the girder, i.e. lJSmm, Ifan additional angle is bolted to thediagonal (see Fig. 12.33), then it can easily be removed in the future, at whichttnae the ongloal end girder in fact becomes an intermediate frame.A 825 it 75 it 8 Angie as selected, resulting tn the compound section showain Fig. 82.33. The properties of the compound section now have to becalculated, i.e:

— 85.5 it 4.14 + 10.6(13.5 —2.41)x
6.96 cm15.5 + 80.6

4 = 247 .1. 85.5(6,96 — 4.j4)2 + go.3 + — 6.96)21
631 cm"

= 631/6.54 = 96.5cm3

Ru
V:i=
15.5(1.68 -4' 0.6) + 80.6(2,4!)

—.
2.33 cm

4 = 15.5(2,33 — + 80.3 + 10.6(2.41 — 2.33)21
= 848 cm4

= = 2.38cm26.!

al-i ember buckling resistance

0.85 x4140
=72

lOx 1730Av=Lsy=
23.8

As p is 20] N/mm2, then by extrapolation from Table 27(c), 255950,
139 N/mnf. Owing to the nature of the compound section and in Order to

keep the calculations simple, several safe assumptions are made, so that
can be quickly evaluated:

n =uI = 1.0

ii =3.0
x =DIT=135/623

itt = 73/23 =3.2 and assuming that N = 0.7
v =0.81

Atr = 1.0 it LU it 0.81 it 73 = 59
Pb =868 N/mm2

18.4 it 10 4.54
26.! it 839 it 69.5

= 0.031 + 0.389< 1.0

Though wind'pressure on the gable (l.Oq) would generate a larger
moment, it can be seen tlaat the compound section has aoequate reserves of
strength and therefore no further check is necessary. It can be slaown that the
other diagonals when compounded with a 125 it 75 itS Angle are more than
adequate.

The only other check that has to be made is to ensure that the net sectional
area of each, alternate diagonal (which would result in the future with the
removal of the 125 it 75 itS Angles) can support the loads noted in Table
12.6. Such a check indicates tlaat the members are satisfactory.

An alternative to this solution would be to increase the size of the
diagonals tn the end girders and then to use short lengths of angles to connect
the sheeting rails to the diagonals. Also, the reader is remtnded that the gable
posts could have been run up past the end girders, but this has the
disadvantage of constraining the deflections of the end lattice girders relative
to the other girders.

Unlike the other mam column members, there is lateral loading on the corner
cotumns from the gable sheeting rails. However, the end frames carry only
half the load compared with that earned by the intermediate frames. A check
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Local capacity c/tack

11.4 it tO 4.54
26.1 it 201

+
0.208 it 69.5

= 0.022 + 0.234 C '.0

125*75

ii,

Fig. 1233 Details of
conipound
section for
diagonal member

BY table 14

BStab/e 11

1J

(pp

12.10.6 Corner columns
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would show that the total loading regime acting on the corner columns
represents a less severe condition than that for which the columns were
onginally designed.

The column base has to be designed for the factored loads, adsing from the
three design cases:

(A) 0.0kN: l91.7kN: M=0.OkNm
(B)
(C)

l6.OkN;
l3.7kN;

kN;
l31.3ld;

Al =7.7kNm
Al =6.6kNm

The values of moment in cases (B) and (C) represent the nominal 10% base
moment allowed by the code, see clause 5.l.2.4b, 585950.

The colunm member size is a 254 x 146 x 37 UB. If the base has to sustain a
substantial moment, then the base plate size should have a minimum
protection of 100mm beyond the column section's overall dimensions of
256mm x 146 mm, to allow bolts to be positioned outside the flanges.
However, the base carries only a nominal moment and the usual detail in
these circumstances is either to place two holding down bolts along the
neutral axis of the column section, at nght angles to the column web, or to
position four bolts just mside the section profile isee Fig. 12.34). The latter
detail is to be used as it affords a certain amount of moment resistance which
would prove useful in case of fire, as well as helping the erectors in
positioning the columns. Therefore, make the base plate wide eaotigh for the
plate to be welded to the column member, i.e. 275 mm x 160 mm.

Consider initially the loading from design case (A). Using a concrete mix
for the foundation which has a cube strength N/mm2, the beaoog
pressure should not exceed 0.4 x 30 = 12 N/mm2 (clause 4.l3.t, 585950):

191.7 x
Bearing pressure = 4.4 N/mm2

275 x 160

1=
V '5-n

As the projections of the base plate beyond the profile of the column section
are minimal, the theoretical value of iwould be small, In these circumstances,
it is recommended that the base plate thiclaiess > colunm flange thiclasess, say
15mm thick plate (grade 43 steel). The welds connecting the column member
to the base-plate need to transfer 1 91 .7 kN. Assumiag that the column is fillet
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welded all the way round its profile then the weld length would be about I in,

hence the required design strength of weld is
192/1000=0.I9lcNImm, i.e. nominal size required—use 6mm FW.

Use 160 Dim xis taut plntex 275mm long
6mm flY

Where axial load is transmitted by the base plate twithout moment) then
nominal holding down bolts are required for location purposes (Sectton 8.2)
and reference (13)). In this example. the bolts have to resist nit uplift of
51.1 kN, coupled with a moment of 7.7 kNm and a nominal horizontal shear
of 16.OkN. Assume four 24mm diameter bolts, grade 4.6 steel; a smaller
diameter is more prone to damage.

Use four 24 mni diameter bolts (grade 4.6 sreel)

Generally, the design of the foundations for any structure is dependent on the
ground conditions that exist on site, the maximum load conditions that can
anse from any combination of loads and the strcngih of concrete used.
Therefore it is important that the engineer has data regarding soil conditions
or some reasonable basis for estimating the soil capacity. lo this example, the
soil bearing pressure has been stated as 150 kN/m2 (Section 12.2). This is a
pernussible pressure and current practice fur foundation design is based on
serviceability cooditions, i.e. working load level, Therefore, for the two load
cases (A) and (C) Isee Section 12.7.1), the partial load factors are made equal
to unity, i.e. the loads for these cases become:

(A) 1.0 tt'd+ i.0 —maximum bearing pressure under
vertical load

(C) t.0 si'd+ 1.0 u',+ LU H',,. — maximtim bearing pressure under
combined vertical and horizontal loads

However, the third load case (B) must be examined, because It produces the
maximum uplift condition. The partial load factor for the wind load must be
the largest possible, so that a foundation block of sufficient 'veigtst can be
sclecied to counter balance any uplift force, i.e.

(B) 1.0 wg+ 1.4 ii',, '- maximum uplift condition

Clause 2.4.2.4, 585950 states that the design of foundations should be in
accordance with CP2004 and be able to accommodate all forces imposed on
them. Usually, foundation design is governed by gravity loading, but to this
example, the uplift force in the main columns ts significant. Clause 2.4.2.2,
555950 indicates that factored loads should not cause the structure
(including the foundations) to overturn or lift off its seating; that ts, the
weight of the foundation block must be sufficient to counter balance any
uplift force. Therefore, tt might be prudent to proportion a mass concrete
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12.10.7 Design of column bases

12.10.7.1 DESIGN OF COLUMN BASE PLATE

12.10.5 SIZING OF HOLDING DOWN BOLTS

Fig. 12.34 Coturmi bitc
detail

12.11 DESIGN OF FOUNDATION BLOCK

-'

The plate thickness, i, may be determined from the formula given m clause
4.l3.2.2, i.e.
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foundation block, based on the worst uplift condition i.e. design ease (B) (iJ
(wind blowing on the side wails) (see Section 12.7.l.2) and then check Ihe
resulting foundation block size against the other cntical design cases. The
loads for design case (B) are:

F, 1.0 (JO.9±61.7x0.5)_i,4p5,3 xO.75±39.3 xO.25)
=—5l.l kN (uplift)
=I6.OkN

Taking the specific weight of concrete as 23.7kN/m3. the minimum
of mass concrcte necessary to prevent uplift of the column member ts
51.1/23.7=2.16 A base of 1.7 mx i.7 mx O.9m thick, which has a
volume of 2.60 m3 and weighs 61.6 kN, provides sufficient mass- Assuming aspread of the vertical load of 450 through the concrete from the edges of the
base plate to the substrata, then the block provides 1.7 x L7 =2.89 m2 of
bearing area. The 450 spread line should cut the verttcal sides of (lie block
othenvise the depth of the block has to be increased. In this example the
block appears to be adequate. i.e. 0.85—0.l4=0.6l mc O.90m (see
Fig. 12.35a).

mm iSa. NO bolts
xloDmiong

.11.11-* ItEr ,\ IEI'
ilmxlln's I

al iniliai concrete base size 1W Design case IA)

125.0 IN

O.lSOm
T

L1:±r±i
0.161 m

(N

the centre line of thc base, then tension will not occur at the concrete/soil
interface, In order to achieve this condition, the cotumn member needs to be
offset a horizontal distance yfrom the centre line of the base, i.e.

16.0 xO.9—5.I X � 0.283 m

y � 0.224 sit say 0.250 m

This means that the 450 spread does not cut one of the vertical sides of blnck,
i.e. (0.85±0.25 0.14) = 0.96 m >0.9 m. Therefore, the depth of the block is
increased to 1.0 m, 'vhich results in a block weight of 68.5 kN.

By taking moments about the centre line of the base, tile point at which the
resultant force acts at the concrete/soil interface can be detemiined, i.e.

(16.Ox i.0—51,i xO.25)/(68.5-_51 fl=0 185 m

from the base centre line (see Fig. l2.35c) and therefore the base is adequate
for this loading case. Figures 12.35(b) and 12.35(d) show tile loading for tile
other two cases (A) and (C).

Clseck that the proposed size is satisfactory with respect to these other
design cases. First, examine the design case (A), the loads for which are:

F, = 1.0(10.9±61.7 x 0.5)± 1.0(166.5 xO.5)±58.5
= 125.0±68.5=193.5kM

F,, 0.0

As this represents the maximum vertical load condition, the minimum soil
beanng area required is 186.6/150=1.24 m2. The block provides
1.7 x 1.7=2.89 m of beanng area, which is more than adequate. The
resuitant force on the base acts at a point 125.0 xO.25/193.50.lftl m see
Fig. 12.35b).

Finally, (lie design case (C) (i) (wind blowing on (lie side walls), which
produces the maximum honzontai shear condition, has io be checked:

F, = l.01l0.9±(61.7 ± 166.5)0.5]— 1.0(42.6 x 0.25±6.6 x 0.75)±68.5

= 109,4±68.5=177.9kM

F,, = 1.0(0.95 x 0.59 x 6.0 x 6.8)/2= 11.5 kN per column

U =fi.6/l.4=4.7kNnl

For this loading case, the restiltant force acts through a point
(l09.4 x 0.25—4.7 ± 11.5 x i.0)/l77.9 =0.192 m from the centre line (see
Fig. 12.35d) and therefore (lie foundation block is satisfactory.

It should be noted that the assessment of ttie forces in the vertical bracing
system (Section 12.8.3.3) indicates an additional factored uplift force in tile
penultimate columns (see Fig. 12.19a), i.e. —50.6kN. The foundation blocks
for these particular columns have to be made larger than that just caleutated
for tile nonnal conditions, but again the uplift condition controls (lie design,
i.e. —(51.1 ±50.6)=—lol.7k14 Use a 2.2 m x2,0 mx tOm base, which
weighs 104.3 1cM. However, in this case the column need only be offset
0.I5 m from the base centre line (see Fig. 12.36). Also, this non-standard

Fig. 12.35 Foundation
block detail WI Design case 181 dl Design case (Cl

However, the bearing pressure has to be checked for the complete design
case (B), i.e. uplift, together with the mument generated by the hnnzontal
shear (16 kN) at the bottom of the block. If the resultant soil beanng force lies
within the middle third of the block, i.e. not more than L/6 (=0.283 m) from

Foundation block —
penultimate frame
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block has to be checked for the normal conditions (excluding bracing force)
in anticipation of the building being extendei Further calculations would
show that all the design conditioos are satisfied. The foundation pads for the
gable posts can be designed in a similar manner.

12.12 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Both examples of single-siorey construction reviewed in detail deal
essentially with the basic design of the structural members for standard
arrangements, i.e. lattice girder and column construction in this chapter and
porlal frame construction in Chapter 13. In practice, it can be said that
generally there are no 'standard' buildings, as each client has different
requirements. Though they will not be discussed in detail, the reader should
be aware of oilier considerations which might affect the basic design.

For example, many single-storey buildings serve to house goods/matenals
or enclose large stores requinng the movement of large volumes of goods,
being both delivered and dispatched. The design examples do not specifically
deal with framing of doorways, large access openings, or the effect of loading
bays with or without canopies). Ii is essential that clients define their

requirements as early as possible, preferably no later than the design stage,

otherwise late alterations can radically affect the structural arrangements and
therefore costs,

12.12.1 Loading

Common types of loads which can be imposed on to a single-storey building.

and which could significantly influence the design, include ventilation

extractors, crane loading and drifted snow. Extractor units are usually located

on the roof, near the ridge. Generally, these extractor units require a special
framing (tnnuner) detail in order to transfer their own local load to the purlins

and hence to the niain frame. The main frame itself is rarely affected.

Occasionally monorails are required to be hung from the roof members,
thereby imposing local concentrated loads on particular members. Light to

medium crane girders can be supported from the main column by means of a

brackei (see Section 8.6). for medium to heavy girders it may be
more economic to support the girders directly; that is, another column is
positioned immediaiely underneath the crane girder(s) and battened back to

the main colunm leg, thereby eliminating a large moment from acting on the

main colunin.
A trend tn recent years has been the use of a façade or parapet at eaves

level, in order to hide the sloping roof and gntter detail. The disadvantage is

that it provides an effective bamer whereby drifting snow can cause a local

accumulation of snow in thai region. Multi-bay structttres also create
conditions that lead to snow drilling into the valleys between bays; see
reference (5).
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When designing thç gutters, the engineer must ensure thai the gutter size is
adequate and that the outlets can cope with the expected volume o1 water.
Badly designed outlets have been known io cause overflow problems; see

references (II) and (12) for guidance.

12.12.2 Deflections

BS 5950 recommends limitations on deflections for most buildings, but

specifically does not give guidance for portal frames. Though deflections for

the normal pitched portal frame used in practice do fbi usually cause any

problems, the designer should be 'vary of non-standard frames, especially if
they are reiatively tall. The reason for deflection limits is to prevent damage

io the cladding or other secondary members and to avoid psychological
unease of the client or employees. 'Excessive' deflection does not necessarily
indicate that the building is unsafe in a sinicturitl sense, t.e. deflections not

acceptable io the client might be acceptable to the structural engineer. The

designer can always offset a predicted downward deflection due to the effect

of dead+ imposed loads, by deliberately introdtteing an upward camber at the

fabneation stage. Tlte deflectton itself is, of course, unchanged.
Another problem that possibly could anse ts ponding. Ponding is

associated with shallow flexible roofs, where even 'dead load' deflections are

sufficient to create a hollow on the roof surface, increasing In size as

rainwater is collected. TIus can lead to leakage of the water into the building,
which might prove costly. Also, if a building is subjected to constant
buffeting by wind forces, then the cladding might suffer front low cycle

failure resulting from cracking of the cladding along its crests or troughs.
Asbestos or asbestos substitute corrugated sheets in existing buildings are

more prone to tlus form of damage, as the sheets become brtitle with age.

12.12.3 Fire

Normally fire protection is not required by Building Regulations for single-

storey buildings, unless there is a potenttal fire risk ansing front a particular

use of the building or the building is located within the fire boundary of
another persons property. If it becomes necessary to control the spread of fire

to structural members, then the SCI guidance regarding fire boundary and fire

protection should he read041, beuig particularly relevant to portal frames. The

function of any fire protection is to allow the occupants to escape within a

specified penod of time, e.g. one hour. There are vanous methods of
producing the required fire rating for a building, which is dependent on the

use of the building. Most of these ntethods are passive, i.e. they delay the

effect of fire on structural members. However, one method which might

long term financial benefits is the waler sprinkler system. As this method is an

acuvc system (attempts to control the fire), lower insurance premiums might
be negotiated. The disadvantage is that the building has to be designed to

accommodate the additional loading from the pipe network supplying the

water to the individual spnnklers in the roof zone. Also, if the pipes have to
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be supported eccentnc to the plane of the supporting members then the 9. Truss analysis Contes ILC.. Coutie M.G. & Kong PlC. (1980)torsional moments acting on tile supporting member must be taken mto Analysis of plane trusses, Smtcmrnt 400ls'sis.
account.

10. Section properties (1985) Steelivork Design vol. I, Section propenics,
member properties. Steel Construction institute

12.12.4 'Corrosion
II. Roof drainage Building Research Estabhisiunent (1976) Roof

Drainage — Part 1. Digest 186
Generally, for most corrosion is not a problem as the 12. Roof drainage Building Research Establishment (1976) Roofsteeiwork as contained within the cladding envelope. The minimum statutory * Drainage — Part 2, Digesi 187
temperature requirements are such that the ambient conditions inside a 13. Holding down bolts (198D) Holding Down Systems for Steel Slonclnons.modem building tend to be dry and warm, which are not conducive to the Steel Construction Institute
propagation of corrosion and therefore any internal steelworic only needs a t4. Fire boundary (1980) The Behaviour of Steel Portal Frames innominal paint specification, unless the function of the building is such as o Boundary Conditions. Sircl Construction tnsiituicgenerate a corrossve atmosplserePs)

IS. Pamting Haigli I.?. (1982) Painting Steel stark', CIRI.A report
no.93

16. Lack of fir Mann A.?. & Morris Li. (1981) Lack offi in12.12.5
St eelwork, CIMA moon no.89

17. Tnnruortauon (1980) Construction Guide. British SicciThe designer should always bear in mind the erection process and eliminate
IS. Design Details (1984) Design Manual — Single-Storey Steel Fronted

at tht. design stage any difficulties which could anse0t1 Also helshe should
.. Binlduigs Bntish Steel Steelbe aware of the limitatIons on length, width and height of structural steehworhc House, Redcarwhich has to be transported by sea, rail or

Finally, the reader is advised to consult copies of references ti) and inwhich numerous construction details for different forms of ssngle-storey
buildings are graplucafly illustrated

STUDY REFERENCES

Topic Reference

I. Comparative costs liorrldge i.E. & Morris Li. (1986) Comparative cost
of single-stony steel framed structures. Structural
Engineer, vol. 64A (no.7), pp.I77—81

2. Loading 6399 Loading for Butildings
Part I: Dead atid imposed Loads (1984)
Part 2: Wj'trd Loads (1995)

3. Wind loading British Standards institute C?] Chapter V Part 2
4. Wind loading Neu'iierry & Eaton K. (1974) Wind Loading on

Boilditigs. Building Research Estabhishnienr
5. Snow drifting Building Research Esiablishrnrnt (1984) Loads on

Roofs frooi Snot,' Drifting against Vertical Obsinuctrons
and in Valleys, Digest 332

6. Cladding (1993) Roof and nail Precision Metal
Forming Lid, Cheltenhani

7. Cold formed B55950 Structural Use ci Steel stork in Buildings
Part 5: Design of Cold.formed Sections (1987)

8. Multibenin purl'ms Ward Building Components (1986) Afulribeoni
StnucIvrai Products Handbook, Slierbum, North
Yorkshire
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DESIGN OF SINGLE-STOREY
BUILDING - PORTAL FRAME
CONSTRUCTION

13.1 INTRODUCTION

An alternative, economic solution to the design of a single-siorey building is

to use portal frame construciioniu (see Fig. 13.1). Therefore. the building
designed in the previous chapter will be redesigned, replacing the lattice
girder and column frametvork by a portal flame. However, the selection of
cladding, purlins and sheeting rails, together with the design of bracing, will
not be undertaken in detail as these member sizes will be similar to the
corresponding members for the previous solution based on lattice girder
construction. The only fundamental change to the structural arrangement is

the direct substitution of the lattice girder and column by a portal frame. This

ehapier deals basically only with the design of the portal frame together with

the gable framing, which is different from that used in Chapter 12. Therefore,

detailed design of other structural members in the building can be obtained by

refemng to the appropnate section in the previous chapter.
Though the steel portal frame is one of the simplesi stnictural

arrangements for covering a given area, the designer probably has to satisfy at

least as many different structural critena as for more complex structures. In

essence, the portal frame is a ngid plane frame with assumed full continuity

at the intersections of die column anti rafier (roof) members. In the following

example, it will be assumed that the columns are pinned at the bases. This is

the normal practice as the cost of the concrete foundation for fixed bases

(owing to the effect of large fixing moments) more than offsets die savings iii

matenal costs that result from designing the frame with fixed feet Indeed,

the pin.based portal frame represents the economic solution in virtually all

practical design eases. However, fixed bases may become necessary with tall

portal frames as a means of limiting deileettons.

13.2 DESIGN BRIEF

A client requires a similar single-storey building to that describetl in the
previous chapter (Section 12.2), i.e. a dear floor area, 90 mx 36.4 m
(see Fig. 12.2), with a clearheight to underside of the roof steelwork of 4.8 in.
However, in this case the client has decided that there will be no extension of
the building m the future. The building is also to be insulated and clad whit
PMF profiled metal sheeting, Long Rib 1000K, and the slope of the rafter
member is to be at least 6° The site survey showed thai the ground conditions
can support a beartng pressure of 150 kN/mm2 at 0.8 m below the existing
ground level.

13.3 DESIGN INFORMATION

Though the design bnef specified at least & it has been decided to niake the
slope at least 10' so that the sheeting can be laid without special stnp mastic
lap sealers, which are necessary for shallower slopes in order to prevent
capillary action and rain leakages mto the building. If it is assumed at this
stage that the depth of the column is 0.6 in and the distance from the
underside of haunch to the column/rafter intersection is 0.7 m, then with
reference to Fig. 13.2:

Span of portal frame
Centres of portal frames
Height to eaves intersection
Height to eaves of apex
Actual slope of rafter

The imposed load (snow) is 0.75 kN/m2 on plan, which gives an equivalent
load of 0.75 x eos 0=0.75 x 0.984 = 0.74 kN/m2 on the slope along the rafter.
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FIg. 13.1 Typical portal
frame
construction

(L 36.4 + 0.6) =37.Oni
=6.0 in

(hi = 4.8 ÷ 0.7) =5.5 m
1h2 = (37.0 tan 101/21 = 3.4 in (say)

10 = = lO,41°
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The use of an equivalent load makes due allowance for purl in spacing which
is usually calculated as a slope distance. As this building is to be located
the same site as the building designed ia Chapter 12. then the design wind
pressure is identical, i.e. 0.59 kN/m2. The self weight of the PMF profile Long
Rib bOOR, plus insulation, is taken as 0.097kN/m2.

13.4 DESIGN OF PURLINS AND SHEETING RAILS

The design of the purlins and sheeting rails is virtually identical to the
corresponding members in the lattice girder and column constraction, apart
from the equivalent snow load along the rafter (roof member) being
0.74 kN/mm2, giving a factored combined load (dead+ snow) of 1.32 kNfm1.
Therefore, the same cold formed section, Ward Multibeam P175140 has been
selected for the purlins and the Rl45130 for the sheeting rails (Table 12.1),
for the rensons noted in Section 12.5. However, a slightly reduced purlin
•spacing of 1.5 m (on slope) from that used in the previous example is
assumed in anticipation of an effective restraint being required at haunch/
rafter intersection (see Fig. 13.12).

Again, the joints of the double spanning purlins/rails are assumed to be
staggered across each frame, thereby ensuring that each intermediate portal
frame receives approximately the same total loading via the purlins. The self
weight of the selected purlin section is found to be DM35 kN/m and hence the
'average' load (unfactored) being transferred by each purbin Is:
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provided to mask Ihe visual effect of a long sloping thereby making the
building appear to be box-shaped, i.e. flat toppert. This usually done by
extending the side cladding above the gutter level, say tOm. Vertical
members attached to the top of the external portal legs support this cladding
and would be designed to resist the wind load on the cladding. The
disadvantage of the parapet is that it can cause snow drifting local to the
eaves/haunch area of the roof. Snow drifting can also occur in the valleys of
multi-bay portal frames or when one frame is higher titan its adjacent frame.
The additional snow load due to drifting can be evaluated by using the
guidance outlined in reference (7). This snow load has to be transferred to the
main frames in the eaves/haunch area via the roof sheeting and purlins. The
usual solution is to decrease the purlin spacing, so that the same sheeting and
purlin size is maintained over the entire roof. The effect of this additional
snow load on the portal frame is minimal. i.e. it causes virtually no change in
the free moment diagram.

13.6 DESIGN OF PORTAL FRAME

Since the mid 1950s, portal frame constnietion in the United Kingdom has
been widely based on the pnnciples of plastic design developed by Baker and
his team at Cambridget2. By taking advantage of the ductility of stect, plastic.
design produces lighter and more slender structural proporlions than similar
ngid frames designed by elastic theory 3,4)

13.6.1 Gravity load condition

Most portal franie designs are governed by gravity (dead+snow) loading,
and by applying plastic design principles, general expresstans for the plastic
moment capacity of a uniform frame can be for both pinned
and fixed base conditions. In the design of the modem haunched portal frame
with pinned bases, the initial step is to estimate the plastic moment capacity
of a uniform frame (no haunching) with pinned bases.

With reference to Section l3.3 and Fig. 13.3, the appropriate expression
for a pinned base frametti is:

W*L

8[(1 +k/2) + 1(1 +k)j

where k =11 2/h1 = 3.4/5.5=0.618
=self weight (i.e. rafter)+eladding+purlins (on slope)
=[0.88(est)+O.097 x 6.0+0.035 x 6.0/1.51=1.60 kN/m

a', =imposed load (i.e. snow) (on slope)
=0.74 x 6.0=4.44 kN/m

ir =(lt4wd+ b.6iv1)L/cos 10.4 }0 (on plan)
x 1.60+ 1.6 x 4.44)37.0/0.984=351 kN

351 x 37.0
= 8 1(1 + 0.309) + + 0.618)]

=
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351 kN

Fig. i3.2 Dcsien
information for
proposed portal
framc

WI

Snow load
Sheeting and insulation
Self weight
Total load supported by purlin

0.74 x 6.0 x 1.5 =6.66 kN
0,097 x 6.0 x 1.5 =0.87 kN
0.035 x 6.0 =0.21 kN

=7.74kN

Therefore, the 'average' end reaction per purlin is 3.86 kN.

13.5 SPACING OF SECONDARY MEMBERS

Spacing of purlins (on slope)
Spacing of purlins ton plan)
Spacing of sheeting rails — see

l.500m
i.475m

Section 13.8.l.i

In this example it has been assumed that the client did not require a parapet
round the perimeter of the building. Frequently nowadays, a parapet is
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Ins important to note that the value of has been determined for a ngid'
jointed plane frame without requinng any pnor knowledge of section
properties, unlike elastic design. The design of the structural steelwork is to
be based on grade 43 steel being used throughout the project. (The use of
higher grades of steel would produce more slender frames, which could lead
tn difficulties with respect to stability and deflecitons). Therefore, at this stage
of calculation assume that the design strength (py) is 275 N/mm2: then the
plastic modulus required

required
= 629/0.275 = 2287 cm3

This would indicate that a 533 x 210 x 921.113 section (81=2370cm3)
could be chosen, assuming that the frame has a constant section throughout
its length. However, the section must he checked to see whether or not it can
sustain plastic action. Refemng to the SO guide, p.130t65, lhe sectton is
designated as a 'plastic section, i.e. the section is capable of adequate
rotation at a plastic hinge position without local flange buckling developing.

However, the most cost-effective arrangement for portal frames with spans
greater than 15—20 m is to haunch the rafter member in the eaves
ihereby allo'ving a lighter (in weight) section to be used for the railer than the
column; thai is. the rafter size, for the major part of tlte rafter, can be reduced
beiow the section based on the frame having a constant cross-section, while
the column section would probably need to be increased in size to
compensate for the increased moment at the eaves. The resulting design
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becomes more structurally efficient. Also, as the rafter member is generally
much longer than the combined length of the column nicmbers, the framc is
more economic.

There are a number of different methods by which portal frames can be
analysed using plastic the

construction industry for frames with pinned basest)) is used-for this examole.
The design procedure is to select a suitable member size for ilic rafter.
Beanng in mmd the section previously obtained for a nnifonn frame
(533 x 210 x 92 1513), try the section 457 x 191 x 67 1113 1470cm3),

noting that this is also a 'plastic (Note that when the only hinge in

a member is the last hinge to form, then the member need only be conspact,

i.e. it requires the capability to form a hinge, but rotation capacity is not
essential). At this stage, the effect of axial load on the moment capacity
of a rafter member for a normal pitched roof portal frame can he neglected.
(For other forms of frame, such as a tied portalt31, it could become
significant.) The plastic moment capacity of the rafter member is

- 1470 x 0.275 =404.3 kNm.
It should be noted that the expression for given previously, was

derived by assessing the true position of the apex' hinges (see Fig. 13.3),
based on the assumption that the total factored vertical loading is uniformly
distributedt51 (For a frame with at least 16 pnrlin points, tlus assumption is,
for all inients and purposes, accurate.) In practice, however, the actual
position of the plastic hinges In the railer is controlled by the purlin
spacing, since these hinges will deveiop at particular purlin supports. i.e.
coincident with the application of the point loads on the railer member. If the
haunch is to remain elastic (by doing so, it could help with member stability
in that region), assume that the lunge positions occur at the column/haunch

intersection (in the column) and near the apex.
For the gravity loading condition (dead±snow), experience has found that

the 'apex' hinge usually occurs at the first or second purlin support
from the apex purlin (cf. wind condition, Section 13.6.2).

Assuming that the hinge will form at Ilse second purlin support from the

apex (point X), then take moments about, and to ihe left of the left-hand X.
As the plastic moment at Xis known (404.3 kNm). then with reference to Fig.

13.3, the value of R (the horizontal thrust at the pinned base) can he
calculated from use resulting equihibnum eqitation:

li,*
= — + I/mi + (1 —

2

L= 37Dm
5.5m

112= 3.4m
x= 2SSm

ii= 351/37.0=9.SOkN/m

—404.3 = 9.50(1852 — 2.952! ± p5.5 ÷ (I — 5.9/37.0)3.41E
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a) Gaomalry ot a typical trims

A B 0 E

Fig. 13.3 Typical moment
disiributuon for
haunched portal
frame

ti) Net banding moment diagram

Ii-

= —1584.4 ± 8.358/Z

R = (1584.4— 404.3)/8.358 = 141.2 kN
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Al,,, = — u)l?

where a is the distance from B to B,m (estimate)=O.64m
=(5.5 — O.54)141.2=686.2k14m

S.,., 686.2/0.275=2495ci&

Though there seems to be a choice between a 533 x 210 x 101 WE or a
610 '<229 x 101 WE (both are 'plastic' sections t6)), the flange thickness of
the former section (17.4 mm) is such that the design strength would have to
be reduced to 265 N/nun2 (see ES table 6). In any case, the second choice
glues a better plastic modulus and increased stiffliess for an identical weight,
which could prove useffil in controlling eaves deflectrnns. Now check the
adequacy of the frame by using a 457 x 191 x 67 liE for the rafter and a
610 x 229 '<101 LIE for the column member.

First, the flaIl plastic modulus of the column section needs to be reduced to
take account of the axial load in the column member, i.e.

S,., =2280—3950 (reference 6)
ii =aj'Jp,
a adequacy factor (see below) — estimate 1.

As the weight of side cladding and rails generally affects the lower portions
of the column, it is not included in F.

L =F/A =351 x 10/(2 x l29)= l3.6N/mm2
a =1.1 x 23.6/275=0.05

Si,, =2880 — 3950 2870
Al,,, =2870 '<0.275=789.3 kNm

The adequacy factor (a) indicates the strength of the flame as designed
compared with the minimum design strength necessary to produce a safe
design, and hence must not be less than unity. Therefore it is essential to
check the value of the adequacy factor. This is done by setting up the
equilibrium equations by the method outlined in references (2) and (3), i.e.
the frame is cut at the apex to give three internal releases Al, Rand S(see
Fig. 23.4). Each half frame acts as a cantilever with its free end at the apex. It
can be shown that due to the symmetry of both the loading on, and the
geometry of, the frame, the internal vertical force Sis zerota)

This leaves three unknowns, Al, Rand a to be determined; therefore three
independent equilibrium equations are necessary. As the net moments at the
positions A, B, and X are known, i.e. zero (pinned base), Al,,, and Mn,.,
respectively, equate them to the combined effect of the internal and external
moments acting at those points. Also, knowing both the column and rafter

2

1
2

sizes and anticipating that the haunch depth (Dh) will be 900mm (see Fig.
23.18), then the correct value ofaean be determined by the following
expression, i.e.

D5 453.6 + 602.2 sin 10,4101
900—

I
=0.6lni

2cosO 2coslO.41' j

Hence the exact position of B, can be used in the appropriate equilibrium
equation. Remeber that X is the second purlin from the apex purlin.

A: 0.0 = 351 37°a — — 8.90R

B, 789.3 = 351 37°a — Al — 4.OIR

351 '<2.952
X: —404.3 = a — Al — 0.54R

37.0 x 2

Solving these equations gives:

a 1.1083
Al 362.56 kNm
R = 161.4lkN

Note that the values of Al and R include the adequacy factor.
This particular design produces a 10.8% overstrength tn the frame; this

overstrength arises owing to the range of discrete sizes of sections available
to the designer. This enhanced capacity of the frame will be used throughout
the remaining calculations, i.e. the design will include the factor 1.1083 so
that the frame will effectively be capable of carrying I. t083 '<351 =389 kN.
This allows the client to take advantage of this overstrengtli in the future
without any additional cost. However, it can be argued (usually by designer!
fabricators) that In spite of the oversireogth of the frame, all subsequent
design checks (member stability, connection design) should be undertaken at
the design load level, i.e. a= 1.0. This approach is acceptable, provided the
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i'vtaking the assumption dint a plastic hinge 'viii occur at position B,, i.e.
level with the unuerside of the haunch, see Fig. 13.3, then the required plastic
modulus for the column member can be readily determined by taking
moments about and below B,, i.e.
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correct moment distribution for that toad factor is used in the design
calculations. It is incon'ect to use the moments determined by taking the
moment distribution obtatned at failure (cx= 1.1083) and dividing by 1.1083.

The general expression for calculatmg the nei moment at any position
along the rafter for the half frame, shown in Fig. 13.4. is:

1.1083 x 351 , - 3.4 x 161.41
AIX 37.0x2

r—362.6—
18.5

= 5.256912 — 29.665x —362.56

Now the assumed position of the hinge has to be checked by
evaluating the net moments at the purlin supports immediately adjacent to,
arid on either side of; the second purlin (hinge position), using the expression
for M,, i.e.

M2=5.2569 x j4752 — 29,665 x 1.475 — 362.56=—394.9kNm
= 5.2569 x 4.4252 — 29.665 x 4.425 — 362.56 = —390.9 kNm

As the moments at the purlin supports on either side of the second purlin are
less than the moment (404.3 kN m) at the assumed plastic hinge position near
the apex, then the assumption is correct.

Next, the length of the haunch needs to be determined so that the haunch!
rafter intersection remains just elastic, i.e. the moment at the intersection is to
be less than or equal to the yield moment Al,. ( p,.Zj:

0.275 x l300.0=5.2569x2—29.665X —362.56

Hence x = 14.86 m.

Therefore the minimum length of haunch from the colunm centre-line is
18,50—14.86=3.64 m. By increasing the required haunch length by 0.11 m,
it allows ihe haunch/rafter intersection to coincide with a purlin support
position (some 14.75 m on plan from apex) which might prove useful when
checking the adequacy of the haunched rafter againsi member instability.
This means the actual haunch length, as measured from the column flange!

end plate inierface is 3.75—0.30=3.45 m.
Now draw the bending moment diagram to check that nowhere does any

moment exceed the local moment capacity of the frame. Also, the resulting

information will be required to enable cheeks on member stability to be
undertaken. The resulting net bending moment diagram for the gravity
loading condition (dead+snow) is plotted on the tension side of the frame m
Fig. 13.5.

In elastic analysis, the analyses from different loading cases can be added
together. However, because plastic analysis deals with rite final collapse state
of a stnicture, each loading pattern generates its own unique failure mode.
Therefore moments and forces from individual analyses cannot be added
together. As a result, the dead+ wind loading condition has to be analysed
separately.

The baste wind pressure (q) of 0.59 kN/m2 has already been established
(Section 12.4.3). Knowing the slope of the rafter is 10.4 and that
h/ir=8.9/37.00.24 and JJiv=90.0!37.OO.43, then the external
coefficients for the roof are —1.2 (windward) and —0.4 (leeward)tti These
coefficients, when combined with the more onerous of the internal pressure
coefficients (Section 12.4.3) result in roof wind suctions of 1.40 and O.Gq
(Fig. 13.6).

i.4q O.6q

FIg. 13.6 O.SOq

— —.
— o.45q

The design case to he considered in order to maximize the wind uplift is
l.Oit'd+ (BS table 2). It is now necessary to calculate the various purlin
and sheeting rail loads, in order to establish the total loading pattern acting on
the portal frame. For example, the vertical and horizontal components of load
for typical purlins on the roof are:

Dead load vert. load = 1.0 x 1.60 x 1.475/cos 10.41' =2.4OkN

Wind /oad (windward):
vert. component = 1.4 x i.4 x 0.59 x 1.475 x 6.0 = 10.23 kN

hoot, component = 10.23 x 3.4/18.5 1.88 kN

Wind load (leeward):
vert. component = 1.4 x 0.6 x 0.59 x t.475 x 6,0 =4.39 kN
honz. component =4.39 x 3.4/18.5 =0.81 kN

The wind loads for other purlins and sheeting rails can be determined in a
similar manner, using the net pressure coefficients given in Fig. 13.6. The
factored loads (dead+ wind) for the complete frame are shown in Fig. 13.7.

Assume the collapse mechanism shown in Fig. 13.8; that is, hinges are
deemed to occur at the fourth purlin (X) down from the apex purlin on the
lcft'hand side, and at the rafter/haunch intersection (Dr) on the nght.hiand

side of the frame.
Unlike the previous analysis, four independent cquilibnum equations are

required, as the loading is non-symmeincal and therefore Swill not be zero:

A: 0.0=—1039.la+AI +8.900/?— 18.505
X: —404.3 = —96.5a I'M + t.084R — 5.905

D,: 404.3 = — l57.8a+M +2.710/? + 14.755
0.0= —339.Sa+M +8.900R+ 18.505
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13.61 Wind load condition
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Fig. 13.8 Collapse
mechanism for
dead + wind
load condition

Fig. 13.9 Load—apcx
deflection for
both load cases

Solvmg these equatIons gives:

a =2,375
Al
R =—l62.31 kN
S= 44.S9kN

Clearly, the adequacy factor for this load condition is higher than that of
the dead+snow load condition. This means that, in order lobe consistent

the load level achieved with dead +500w loading, checking the portal
frame design for the wind case aced only be executed at a load level of 1.108.
Figure 13.9 indicates the load levels at which hinges develop for the
mechanisms associated with the two loading cases being It is clear
from the diagram that at a load level of 1.108, no hinges will have formed in
the frame for the dead +wind case, i.e. the frame remains elastic at that load
level.

Hence the moments and forces which are required for the purpose of
etiecking member stability and connection design can be obtained from an
elastic analysis, using a design loading equal to 1.108 x factored loads. The
bending moment diagram from such an analysis is represented by the solid
curve in Fig. 13.10, as well as the bending moment diagram at collapse
(a =2.375) — see broken line.

The bending moment diagram illustrates that the frame is subjected to
reverse conditions under the dead+wind load case, compared with those for
gravtty load condition (cf. Fig. 13.5). Therefore, member stability and
connection design will also need to be checked for the wind loading
condition.

Nowadays, current practice is-to analyse and design portal frames by means
of dedicated computer sofhvare. A plastic analysis of a portal frame can
readily be executed by a number of commercial systems on the market, as

as numerous versions developed by individuals for their own use. Those
parttcular programs that analyse the final collapse state directly, i.e. linear
programming (optimization) methods or predetermined pattern of hinges
solved by equilibnum equations. will give a correct solution for the
conditions analysed. However, there is a class of plastic analysis programs
based on the modified stiffness matnx which unless correctly
programnied can produce false solutions.

With the modified stiffness method, the factored loads are increased
proportionally from zero until somewhere in the frame the elastic moment at
a potential hinge position equals the local U,, value. The stiffness matnx of
the member in which the 'hinge' fonris is then modified by replacing the
appropnate 'fixed end' condition by a real pin, sustaining an internal moment
equal to M,,W) This simple device allows the 'hiage' to rotate while
sustaining a moment of M,,. A shape factor of unity is implied, i.e. the hinge
position behaves elastically up to the moment U,,, when it becomes instantly
completely plastic, as is assumed in simple plastic theorY3'41 It should be
noted that this internal moment remains 'locked' at this local value of ,t-i', for
the rest of the analysts,

The analysis continues with increasing load, modifying the stiffness of
appropnate members evety time a new hinge forms, until such time as there
are sufficient hinges to produce a mechanism. The advantage of this method
is that the analysis provides the sequence of hinge formation, while indicating
the load level at which the individual hinges occur. The load level at which a

mechanism is produced is in fact equal to the adequacy factor, a.
However, unless the modified stiffness method has been programmed to

allo'v the moment at any defined hinge to unload, I.e. as thc loading continues
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Fig. 13.11 Transient
plastic hinge
condition

to increase, the moment at the 'hinge position might reduce below the
value of then false solutions can resulL The dead+tmposed

loading condition for the current design will be used to demonstrate this
potential problem.

The proportions of the frame, particularly the haunch length, together with
the selected member sizes are such that the first hinges to 'form' dunng a
plastic analysts (ustng the modified stiffness method) occur at the haunch'
rafter intersections. The two hinges form simultaneously at Br and Dr owing
to the symmetry of both the frame and loading, as indicated by Fig. 13.1 ha).

hI Mechanism — take sotutian (hi Mechanism — true sotut,on

At this stage of the analysts, the relevant moment distribution (chain-dot line!
Fig. 13.22) is correct, as these hinges, being transtent hinges, would actually
develop in the frame before unloading at a higher load level. Loading
continues to increase until further hinges develop in the column members at
the column/haunch intersections and the analysis stops, indicating a
mechanism. However, inspection of the signs of the moments at the defined
lunge posttions show that all hinges are rotating in the same sense (see
appropriate moment distribution (broken line) in Fig. 13.12). This isa
physical impossibility as a mechanism cannot fonn under these conditions,
i.e. it is a false solution.

This situation anses because the moments at the first hinge positions (in
the rafter) are 'locked' and remain constant in spite of the effect of the
additional load. As the loading increases, the frame tiles to fail as a member
mechanism between B. and D, and the moment in the central region of the
rafter responds by taking more moment. But as the moments at the already
defined 'hiage' positions remain at a fixed value, then the 'moment line is

forced to pivot about the points B. and D1, causing the moments at the eaves
to increase disproportionately, and hence the corresponding moments in the
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column members (Fig. 23.12). The moments at the column/haunch
intersections reach their local values of At,, before the hinges can form in the
central portion of the rafter, thereby preventing the development of a member
mechanism spanning between Br and 0r

However, both the ratio of the haunch length to rafter length and the ratio
of Mpr and are such that the correct solution isa member mechanism
forming over the length between and (Fig. 13.2 lb). From an
examination of the relevant moment distribution (solid-line, Fig. 13.12), it
can be seen that the moments at B, and 0. have become lower than their local
,if,, values. V/hat would actually happen ts that hinges would initially develop
at the haunch/rafter intersections, but as the load continued to increase these
hinges would start to unload, and the corresponding aioments would
actually reduce. This unloading would be accompanied by a reversal in the
small rotation that had occurred at these intersections. This 'hinge unloading
allows the designated hinges to develop at the column/haunch positions,
followed by the apex hinges', thereby producing a true mechanism.

This example has highlighted the fact that transient hinges can develop at
an intermediate load level and subsequently disappear from the final
ntechanism. A plastic analysis by direct methods, though giving the correct
solution, would not indicate the presence of any potential transient hinges and
alert the designer to possible member tnstabitity problems at a load level

lower than the design load level, as illustrated by the portal frame design to
date. Refentag to Fig. 23.22, it cats be sects that the moment conditions in the
haunched rafter for the intermediate stage when the transient hinges have just
formed tchain.dot line) are more severe than those at failure It

be advisable under these circumstances to resnaui [tie transient hinge

positions.
The analytical difficulty expenenced with the siandard modified stiffness

method can be overcome. This can be achieved by the simple device of

increasing the local value of at the intersections sufficiently to force the
first hinges to form in the column members and not in the rafters. This device

allows the correct mechanism io develop, but the soltition is acceptable only

if the final moments at the haunch/rafter intersections are below the

appropnate Al,, values for the rafter. Also, since the publication of the first
edition, commercial analysis/design programs have become available that

allow the unloading of transient hinges to take place, so that the tnie
mechanism can be predicted with its accompanying moment distribution.

It should be noted that portal frame designs'based on false solutions arc

inherently safe in terms of strength, as a false solution would indicate
'failure at a load factor lower than the correct value. Clearly, this example,
based on the dead + imposed loading condition, could be used as a test case
For checking plasttc analysis programs. -

Note that, as with the lattice girder analysis executed by computer
program, the axial load in the rafter changes at the purtin positions as each
compooetit of purlin loading parallel to the rafter member takes effect. In this

case, the variation of axial load along the rafter in the vicinity of ihe hinge
position is of the order l.-2%, which would not affect significantly the local

rafter capacity.
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It has already been noted that the occurrence of a transient hinge dunng the
formation of a collapse mechanism does not affect the load level at which a
frame 'fails. Nevertheless, as the example demonstrates, a more severe stres5
condition might exist at a lower load level (at which transient hinges develop)
than that which occurs at failure, resulting possibly in premature member

-

instability. Although a transient hinge would not be expected to dcvelop
significant rotation capacity pnor to the unloading process starting,
nevertheless, the haunch/rafter intersection should be restrained. A member
stability check of the haunched region (based on the method outlined in
Section 12.8.1.2) would indicate that the haunch is unstable, even when
effectively torstonally restrained at tile ends.

Therefore, tn order to reduce any potential stability problems, the frame is
redesigned to eliminate the transtent hinges. This can be achieved by
Increasing the rafter size and/or reducing the haunch length, which would
inhereatly result in lower stress levels in the haunch. The rafter size is to be
mcrcased to a 457 x 191 x 74 UB section. The revised nortal needs to be
reanalysed using the same procedures as outlined for the onginal frame
conliguratton.

TMpr 1660 x 0.275 = 456.5 kNm
a = 1.14 x 13.61275 =0.056

A4,=2868 x 0.275 =788.7 lcNm

By increasing the rafter size, the haunch will become shorter in length,
therefore the original purlin spacing is adjusted from 1.500 m to 1.525 mon
slope (1.500 m compared to 1.475 mon plan). Assuming tile same hinge
positions. as for the original frame, and with

a =0.61 m

the equilibrium equations become:

352 x 37.0k 0.0= a—M—8,90R

351 x 37.0
B,: 788.7

=
a—If —4.OIR

351 ic 3.0002
—456.5 = a—Al— 0.5511?37.0 x 2
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which on solving gives:

a =i.l41
U =4l6.33kNm
1? = 161.29 kN

The general expression for moment at any position along ihe rafter becomes,

— 29.642c —416.33

Check the moments at tile purlin positions adjacent to ihc apcx hinge, i.e.

1(2=5.4106 x l.5002_29.642 x i.500—416.33 = —448.6kNm
114 =5.4106 x 4.5002_29.642 x 4.500—416.33 =—440.2kNm

As these moments are less than the hinge moment (456.5 kNm) then 'apex
hinge position ts correct. Next, determine the minimum length of haunch so
that the moment at the haunch/rafter intersection remains in the elastic range:

0.275 x 1460.0=5.4106 x —416.33

hence x = 15.335 m.
Therefore the minimum length of haunch from the coiumn centre-line is

18.50— 15.335 = 3.115 m. Increasing the required haunch length by 0.385 m,
allows the haunch/rafter intersection to coincide with a purlin support
position (some 15.000 mon plan from apex). This also ensures that a
transient hinge does not develop. This means the actual haunch length, as
measured from tile column face is 3.500—0.30=3.200 m.

A plastic analysis of the revtsed would indicate that a transient hinge
would not occur within the haunched length. For the dead + wind uplift
condition, at load level a= 1.141, the frame is shown to be elastic, see
Section 13.6.2, and therefore the moment distribution for the wind case can
be determined from an elastic analysis. The revised moment distributions for
both the dead+snow load condition and the dead+wind condition are given
in Figs. 13.13(a) and 13.13(b), respectively.

Elastic siaie a= 1.141

coilapso mode a= 2.645
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13.6.4 Elimination of transient hinges

13.6.5 Analysis of revised frame
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All design calculations will now be based on the conditions appertatning
to the revised frame.

13.7 FRAME STABILITY

Before checking the frame for member stability and designing the
connections, it is prudent to check the selected member sizes against the
possibility of frame instability (clause 5.5.3), as ne'v sections need to be
chosen if these cntena are not satisfied.

3.7. Sway stability of frame

First, the member sizes have to be checked against frame sway instability
(clause 5.5.3.2). Tlus condition, modified to take the effect of the haunches
into account, has tobe satisfied in the absence of a ngorous analysis of frame
stabilityt31, i.e.

L—b<44L p 275

D Qhi(4+pLr/L)Pyr

for stngle-bay frame

Q =aIPLJ(1611I,,,.)

L =37.0 m

Lr =37.0/cos m

D =0.457 m

I: m
b =average eaves haunch length=3.500 m

Ic =75 700cm1
1, =33 400cm4

p =2 x 75 700 x 37.01(33 400 x 5.5)=30.5
= 1.141 x3Sl x 37.0/(16 x456.5) 103

37.0 3.50 44 37.0 30.5 275

0.457 2.03 5.5 (4 + 30.5 37.62/37.0) 275

73 C 127

Frame is stable.

3.7.2 snap-through buckling of rafter

The condition of snap-through buckling of the rafters (clause 5.5.3.3) is
unlikely to apply to single-bay frames unless roof slope is shallow. Such a
possibility increases with multi-bay frames owing to the accumulative spread
of the eaves which may be sufficient to allow the rafters of the internal bays
to snap-through, see reference (10).

Research by indicates that the 555950 fonnulae for frame
tnstability can produce unsafe solutions. The in-plane frame stiffness of
multi-span portal frames, particular when slender internal columns of valley
beams are used, requires careful considerationtii

13.8 MEMBER STABILITY - LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING

55 5950 caters specifically for differetit moment gradients and geometry of
member for portal frames and the appropnate methods will be adequately
illustrated when checking the lateral torsional resistances of both column and
haunched rafter members. Guidance is given in those situations which are not
specifically covered by the code or where it is felt that the code
recommendations are not appropnate. First, ihe vanous parts of the frame are
checked for stability under gravity loading condition and then rechecked for
the dead+wind loading condition.

13.8.1 Stability checks for dead + 5flOW loading condition

As noted in Section 13.6.2, member stability ts to be checked at a load level
i.141 x factored loads; see Fig. 13.13(a) for the relevant bending momenis.

13.8.1.1 CHECK COLUMN MEMBER BUCKLING

The design of the frame assumes a plastic hinge forms at the top of the
column member.(610 x 229 x 101 US), immediately below the haunch level.
This plasiic hinge position must be torsionally restrained in position by
diagonal stays; see later comment regarding size of stays (Section 13.8.3).
With the hinge pnsition restrained, check the plastic stability of the length of
column from the hinge position, between the two sheeting rails, 54 and S3
(see Fig. 13.14). This is done by using the expression for unifonn members,
with no tension flange restraint between effective end torsional restraints,
given in clause 5.3.5(a). which is based on the stability cones given in
reference (13).

L =
IlL

1.141 x 351 x 10/(2 x 129) = 15.5N/mm2
x = 43,0 (reference 6)

38 x 47.5 x
Lm= —1.452m

/ 15.5 (275\2(43.0\2

This indicates that the sheeting rail S3, immediately below the rail at the
hinge position S4. is required to restrain the column member on both flanges,
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Fig. 13.14 Member
stability —
column member

i.e. by means of diagonal slays which must be placed not more than 1.452 m
from the stay at the hinge position. As a consequence, the side rails are
positioned from ground level at 0.15 m (Si), 1.80 m (32), 3.45 m (33) and
4.89 m, say 4.9Dm (34; see Fig. 13.14.

Now check the elastsc stability of the column length between sheeting nil
positionS3 and the ptnned base A. Under the action of gravity loading
(dead +snow) the inner flanges of the column members are in compression.
Now:

F Al

where F = l.i41 x35l/2=200.2kN
A1,rn. 556.SkNm (max. moment occurs at

As the moment at base A is zero, then /1=0, hence In =0.57 (55 table IS)
and:

Al = fllAfm= 0.57 x 556.5 = 317.2 kNm

ltis assumed that the effective length for the column member buckling about
the axis is the distance S4—A, i.e. 4.90 m, hence:

L'r1=4900/242=20

115 table 27(a) Hence N/mm2,
At this stage, it is assumed that there are no further restraints to the inner

(compression) flange below 53 and therefore the effective length of the
compression flange about the y—y axis is S3—A, I.e. 3.45 m.

=3450/47.5=73
Pr 196N/mm2

=196x l29/l0=2530kN

EStableJ3 n =1.0
=0.863 (reference 6)

x =43.0 (reference 6)
A =73

Aix =73/43.0= 1.70
115 table 14 i' = 0.974

As the universal section has equal flanges. then N=0.5 and with Aix = 1.70
hence:

ALT = novA

200.2 317.2
0.079 + 0.519 = 0.598 <1.0

This means that the member is stable over the length considered, i.e. no
additional restraints to the compression flange are required between 83 and A,
as shown in Fig. 13.14. If the length of member being considered had proved
to be inadequate, then additional restraint(s) would have been required or the
effect of tension flange restraints (sheeting rails) could bc taken into account
(see clause G2(aXl)).

Occasionally, it may not be possible to provide the necessary torsional
restraints at 54 and 83 because diagonal braces intrude into the space required
for some other function, such as door openings. Then the buckling resistance
of the column member would need to be mcreased by other means, as a
plastic hinge position must always be restrained. For example, select a more
appropnate section with improved properties nr encase the column member
m concrete up 10 the underside of the haunch, i.e. the hinge position.

First, check the stability of the haunched pnrtion of the rafter (from the caves
connection to the haunch/rafter mtersection) as this represents one of the
most highly stressed lengths, and with its outstand flange (inner) in
compression, this part of the rafter ts the region most likely to fail due to
instability. As it has already been decided to stay the inside corner of the
column/haunch intersection (column hinge position), assume that the haunch!
rafter intersection is also effectively torsionally restratned by diagonal braces,
givmg an effective length of 3.200 m, as indicated in Fig. 13.15. This
diagram also gives the relevant moment distribution from the eaves to just
beyond the point of contraflexure.

The depth of a haunch is usually made approximately twice the depth of
the basic rafter section, as it is the nnnnat practice to use a UB cutting of the
same serial size as that of the rafter section for the haunch, which is welded to
the underside of the basic rafter (457 x 191 x 74 Un), Therefore, assume the
haunch has the same section as the rafter member and that the overall depth at
the connection is 0.90 m (see Section 13.9).
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0.150

= 1.0 x 0.863 x 0.974 x 73 = 61

BStable Ii Pa
=O.212x2830=6llkNm

- -

'Cr

I

13.8.1.2 CHECK RAFTER BUCKLING IN EAVES REGION

115 table 27(b)
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It would appear that clause O.2(b)(2) is the most appropnate cnterion to
check the stability of' the haunched portion, as there. is at least one tension
flange (intermediate) restraint between the effective end restraints, he.

U =H
CII,

According to the code (clause 0.15), the formula for is

a plastic lunge associated with the length being considered,
which is the case when the transient hinges develop

54 + 600(,p,/E)]xr,
*

= — II

R = 900/457 = 1.97

q 3.200/3.200 1.00

c =i÷3(l.97— Lll8

/ 3/V2 4W3 3/V4

N = applied factored moments at the ends, quarter
points and mid-length of the length considered -

= plastic moment capacity at section INPY S1)

=greatest of N21M2, N3/A13, NdM4
=greaier ofN,/M1, N5/M,

Fig. 13.16 Member
stability
haunch region
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The design strength is 275 N/mm3 as the flange thickness is less than

16mm. Though clause 0.3.6.3 implies that the formula for n, can be used for
elastic conditions, A1 must always he the local plastic capacity. Any N, which
causes tension in the outstand flange is made zero. Also, the term

is considered only if positive.
The plastic moduli are determined for the five cross-sections indicated on

Pig. 13.16; the actual cross-sections considered are taken as being normal to
the axis of the basic rafter (unhaunched) memher. The plastic moduli together
with other relevant information regarding the evaluation of the ratios N,/M1
are given in the following iable. The worse stress condition at the haunch!
rafter tntersection (location 5) is taken, i.e. that in ihe basic rafter
immediately adjacent to the intersection.

I 2 3 'I

15.61

5

14.75Distance front apcx
Factored moment

tnt)
(kNm)

18.20
836.4

17.34
706.0 582.6 466.0 356.4

Plastic modulus 4082 3448 2909 2463 1660

Moment capacity (kNm)
Ratio N/Al

1123
0.745

948
0.745

' lOt)
.0.728

67
0.688

456
0.782

it, = +3 x 0.745 + 4 x 0.728 + 3 x 0.6884-0.782

+2 (0.745 —0.782)/12]
= = 0.853

U = = 3.256/(1.118 x 0.853) = 3.414 m >3,20Gm
Ca,

TIns portion of the rafter is stable over the assumeci restrained length of
3.200 m. Note: if a plastic hinge has developed at ihe haunch/rafter
intersection, then a further design check is necessaty. see Section 13.14.
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Fig. 13.15 Member
stability —
haunched raIler
region -j

p.
0

U,

p.

.4'

+ 600 x 275/205 000133.9 x 41.9 x= =3756m
— II

This value of Lt has to be modified by the shape factor (c), which accounts
for the haunchiitg of the restrained length (clause 0.3.3) and a,, which allows
for the stress distribution across the length (clause 0.3.6.1).

= +
( 9)

(R
—

R = greater depth/lesser depth
q = haunched length/total length

Over the length being considered (3.200 in). then:

B
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There are several ways in which the haunched region can be made stable:

• Redesign the member sizes in order to use a more torsionally stable
rafter section.

• increase thickness of compression flange — not only does it lower
stresses but it also improves torsion stiffliess of this flange; this can
be nchieved by ustng a different size for the haunch cutting, i.e. the
same senal size but with Increased weight, or alternatively usmg
two plates welded together to form the haunch.

• Increase the haunch depth to lower stresses within haunch and
reduce effect of the leon cit,.

• Add a lateral restraint within the haunched length, thereby reducing
the restrained length to be checked.

DESIGN OF SINGLE.STOREY BUILDING — PORTAL FRAME CONSTRUCTION 249

The uniform rafter from the haunc&rafter intersection to thc point of
contraflexure outstand flange is just tn compression) now needs to be
checked for eiasttc stability by the method given in section 4. BS 5950.
However, the potnt of contraflexure moves down the rafter as thc monicnt
distribution changes from the elastic to the plastic state. Therefore, it is
advisable to consider that effective restraint occurs at distance beyond the
point of contraflexure, equal to either the depth of the rafter or the distance to
the next purlin up the slope, whichever is the lesser. The uieoretical potnt of
contraflexure, being the position of zero moment tn the rafter, can rapidly be
determined from:

—416.33

Hence x = 11.930 m.

Therefore, with reference to Fig. 13.15, tbe notional length of this part of
the rafter is 15.000—11.930=3.070 m. Hence the effecttve length Is

3.070+0.457=3.527 m. The moment distribution is based on the notional
length. Note that this portion of the rafter has two intermediate tension flange
restratnts l,purlins) between the effective end restramts and therefore clause
G.2(a)(l) can be used. However, in this ease, the length between effective ftiIl
restraints can be justified for checking the elastic stability of the uniform
rafter, i.e. using the simpler procedure of clause 4.8.13.1 without the
assistance of the intermediate partial restratnis:

F, 1W -

F =161.3kN (i.e. thrust m rafter—)?)
=356.4 kNm (max. moment occurs at intersection)

As the 4point of contraflexure' represents the position of zero moment then
ES table 18 /3=0, hence 'a =0.57 and

U x 356.4=203.1 kNm
A

p. 173N/mm2
= 173 x 95.0/10=1644 kN

n =1.0
a =0.876 treference 6)

= 33.9 treferenee 6)
AIx =84/33.9=2.48

v = 0.93 las universal section has equal flanges, then 7/=0.5)
41r 1.0 x 0.876 x 0.93 x 84=68
Pb l93N/mm2

=O.I93x1644=320kNm

= 0.098 + 0.635 = 0.733< 1.0
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An alternative method of assessing a,

In Appendix B, a rapid method for giving an approximate assessment of n,
is outlined. The method enables the designer to establish quickiy whether
or not the more exact method just used in this example needs to be
undertaken. If the approximate assessment indicates that the resulting
permissible length is within 100 nim of the restrained length being
checked, then it is recommended that the exact check be made.

Taking the design example, calculate the approximate value of a, (with
reference to Appendix B):

/1 IN1 3N2 4N3 3N4 37/4 N5 Nr NEit, =

Al, = 456.5 kNm

'From Appendix B — plastic condition:

= 2.555;)?) = 2.155;)?) = l.755;R4 = = 1.00

/ I I 1836.4 3 x 706.0 4 x 582.6 3 x 466.0
= V 112 x 456.5 [2.555 +

2.155
+

1.755
+

1.495

356.4 1706.0 356.4\1
+

+2
— jj

= 0. 847

L* =3.200/(1.118 x 0.847)=3.379 m lcf. 3.414 m by exact method)

and as (3.379 — m > 3.200m there would be no need to
check by exact method.

Note that the rapid method is applicable only for the typical British
haunch twith middle flange) where the haunch depth is approximately
twice that of the basic rafter section and the haunch cutting is from the
same section size as the rafter member.

tin

n.CE'

n

n

As

ES table

ES table 13

ES table 14

ES table ii

The member is stable over the length Pa—PC and no tisriher torsional
restramts are necessary within this length of member.
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3.81.3 CHECK RAFTER BUCKLING IN APEX REGION

Another highly stressed region is the length of rafter in which the 'apex'
hinge occurs (see Fig. 13.17), Under dead+ snow loading) the outstand flange
is in tension, while the compresston flange is restrained by the purlin/rafter
connections.

DESIGN OF SINGLE-STOREY BUILDING — PORTAL FRAME CONSTRUCTION 251

1.525 1.525

Fig. 33.17 Member
stability —
apex region

0 0I

U,
a
a'

42

_________________

Therefore, the buckling resistance of the rafter member between purlins in
tIle apex region needs to be checked. Provided that the 'apex' hinge is the last
hinge to form in order to produce a mecllanism (which is true for low pitched
portal frames under dead +snow loading), then adequate rotation capacity is
not a design requirement, i.e. the hinge is required only to develop not to

rotate — purely a sirenglh condition.
This situation Is not specifically covered by BS 5950 (1985), apart from a

sentence in clause 5.5.3-I which states that clause 5.3.5 (dealing with the
spacing of restrainis) need not be met. However, it is suggested, based on
research evidence, that if ihe value of L,.,, (as defined by clause 5.3.5) is
factored by i.5 then this would represent a safe cntenon for resbatnt spacing
in the region of the last hinge position. That is, assuming that the purlins act
as restraints because of their direct attachment to the compression flanges In
the apex hinge region, then the purlin spacing should not excecdt

57r,

= 161.3 x 10/95.0 = l7.ON/nnn2
x = 33.9 reference 6

57 x 41.9 x
= 2.368m

/ 17.0 I275\h133.9\2

As purlin spacing is 1.525 in (on slope), then no additional restraints are
required. (Note that if the 'apex hinge is not the last hinge to form, then Lm

reverts to 2.368/1.5 = 1.578 in > 1.525 m. If L,. had been less than 1.525 m
then the purlin spacing woutd have to be reduced.

Now check the strength capacity of the rafter in the 'apex region, using
clause 4.8.3.2(b), i.e.

There is no minor axis moment, %f,, and At,., IS tile reduced capacity of tile
rafter section about tile major axis in the presence of axial load.
Remembering that the axial thrast of 161.3 kN includes the adequacy ratio,
then:

Mr. =(l660—2480n2)p, (reference 6)

= 161.3 x 10/95.0=17.0 N/mm2
p,. =275 N/mm2
a

= [1660 _2480(0.06)2]0.275 = 454.0 kNm

'Fhis is slightly lower than the value of 456.5 kNm used in the analysis of
the frame and to be strictly correct the analysis should be modified, such that

and Ilence the above strength capacity check
would be just sattsfied. However, as the difference in strength capacities is
less than 1% and in view of the adequacy ratio being 14.1% above the design
level, then it can be safely assumed in this case that the frame as designed is
more than adequate, t.e. there is no need to carry out die minor adjustments to
previous calculations and checks. It can be argued that the reduced plastic
capacity for the rafter member should have been taken into account tn tile
onginai equilibnum equations. The actual reduction in the adequacy ratio is
dependent on the geometry and the relative strengths of the column and rafter
sections, i.e. tn this example the reduction Is 0.2%.

This completes tile member stability checks of the design frame for the
dead+snow load condition, but this set of checks must be repeated for the
dead±wind load case.

13.8.2 Stability checks for dead + wind loading condition

Figure 13.13(b) showed clearly that the dead+wind loading condition causes
a reversal of moments in the frame compared with those obtained for the dead
+ imposed condition (Fig. 13.13a) and therefore the senes of checks
undertaken in Sections 13.8.1.1 to 13.8.1.3 needs to be repeated. Note that
only one dead+wind condition is being considered in this analysts;
nevertheless, when the wind direction is normal to the gables, a worse
reversed moment condition might ansc for the apex region.

13.8.2.1 CHECK COLUMN MEMBER BUCKLING

Under the dead +wmd loading (Fig. 13.! 3b), ihte elastic bending moments in
the nght-hand column viny from 342 kNm at S4 toO kNm at tile base, catistng
the outer flange to go into compression. Thus moment of 342 kNm compared
with the corresponding value of 789 kNm for the dead +imposcd loading
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(Fig. l3.l3a), coupled with the fact that the outer flanges of the colunras are
restrained by the sheeting rails (see Fig. 13.14), indicates that this loading
condition is not as severe as that investigated in Section 13.8.1.1. A check
using section 4, 135 5950 teiastic condition) indicates the column member
requires no further restraints.

Thc wind loading condition causes the upper flanges in the eaves regions to
sustain compression. These flanges are restrained by purlin cleats at 1 .525 m
intervals tsee Fig. 13.15). As the magnitudes of the moments are significantly
less than ihose for gravity loading, the application of section 4. 135 5950
would prove that the haunched rafters in these regions are more than
adequate. No further restraints are necessary.

In the apex region, owing to the stress reversal conditions arising from the
dend±wind case, the outstand (lower) flange is in compression and at present
there are no restraints to that flange, though the 'tension flange is restrained
by the purlins. Therefore, this part of the rafter needs to be checked in detail
as member buckling may prove to be more severe than that checked in
Section 13.8.1.3, despite the moments being appreciably smaller. The
unrestrained length between the two points of contraflexure is about
12.1 x 1.525=18,5 m (see Fig. 13.13b), hence:

A = = 442

Clearly, ibis unrestrained length of 18.5 mis too slender, exceeding the
limitation of 350 for slenderness for wind reversal (clause 4.7.3.2).
Therefore, restraints are required in the apex region. In considering the best
location for the restraints the moment distribution for the dead+miposed
load condition has a bearing on the decision. Also, it has to be remembered
that the wind can blow in the opposite direction, i.e. right to left, therefore the
restraints should be arranged symmetncally about the apex of the frame.

As the moment distribution for dead+imposed case in the apex region Is
fairly constaht. there isa choice for the location of the restraints, i.e. at either
first, second or third purlin position down for the apex purlin. If restraints are
placed at the third purhin down for the apex purlin on either side of the apex,
then the unrestrained lengths become 8.525 m, 9.15Dm and 0.800 In from left
to right in Fig, 13.18.

Consider the left-handed portion, 8.525 m long. Clause G.2.a(1), 1355950
states that for checking the elastic stability of a uniform member which is
restrained by intermediate restraints on the tension flange between effective
torsional restraints:

F A?
+

AT
I

FIg. 13.18 Member
stability —
apex region —
reversed
loading

However, the axial load (F) for the dead+w,nd condition is in tension
and although axial tension should improve a members buckling resistance,
the code does not allow any benefit for this condition.

Conversely, clause 4.8.2 gives an erroneous impression that any axial
tension would obviate a member buckling check, 'vhereas this would depend
on the relative magnttude of the bending moment and axial tension.

In the absence of clear guidance, a member buckling resistance check
should be based on:

Al—ci
Ali

The minor axis slenderness ratio for this particular stability check is defined
by clause G.3.3, i.e.

= n,uv,cA

8525

= 11T5
= 203

The local moment capacity of a uniforni member under elastic condition
(load level = i .141) is the yield moment t,p, Z1), hence the expression for n,
(clause G.3.6) becomes:

+ 3N1 + 4N3 + 3N4 + N5 + 2(N3 — Nx)

= Vt 12M,
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13.8.2.2 CHECK RAFTER BUCKLING IN EAVES REGION

DESIGN OF SINGLE-STOREY nUILDING — PORTAL FRAME CONSTRUCTIoN 253

13.8.2.3 CHECK RAFTER BUCKLING IN APEX REGION

0

it

—1

M4= 142 kNm

ni,= 1.0

clause G.3.4 M=,II,MA = 142 kNm
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The values of N1 can be evaluated from Fig. 13.18 and hence:

— /[0+3x8l+4x134+3x158+l57+2(158—l5)
l2xO.275x 3460

= 0.53 7

it = 0.876 (reference 6)
.r =33.9 reference 6)

k/s =204/33.9=6.02

1

f2aV A\21
I

\1i1J 20 J

a = half depth of purlin+half depth of member= 87+229 316 iran
= distance between shear centres offlanges=457.2 — 14.5=443 mm

= = 0713
It1 443

4 x 0.713
=0.767

I + (2 x Ø.7j3)2

c = 1.0 uniform member
ATE =0.537 x 0.876 xO.767 x 1.0 x 203 =73

Pi
=0.181 x 1660=300kNm <p,21

14'— = = 0.473 C l.0
AIb 300

There still remains the checking of the rafter between the new restralats 5
to 13 (sec Fig. 13.1 8). A check would indicate that this part-member is stable
for the dead-I-wind case.

Dunng the vanous checks on member buckling undertaken in the previous
sections, several positions along the frame have been assumed to be
effectively restrained against both lateral and torsional displacements. Such
restraints must be capable of carrying the lateral forces while betag
sufficiently stiff so that the member being braced is induced to buckle
between braces.

Research evidence051 has indicated that the magnitude of the restraining
force in any one restraining elementThrace before instability occurs is of the
order of 2% of the squash load of the compression flange. i.e. O.02BTh,.

Though the restratatag force is relatively small, it is essential that such a

force (in the form of a brace) be supplied. Also, rafter braces may need to be
designed for the additional force that results from their propping action to the
purlins. Generally this force only becomes significant relative to lie
restraining force of 2% for small frames (C 25 in). Nevertheless, braccs
should be used in pairs, as illustrated in 13.19, as a single brace would
cause the connected flange to move laterally due to the propping action in the
brace. This action would increase the possibility of lateral buckling in the
connected member.

.

Adequate stiffhess is at least as important as the strength cntcnon of 2%
squash load. In vie'v of lack of sufficient experimental evidence, a limiting
slenderness ratio of 100 is recommended for diagonal braces, illustrated in
Fig. 13.19.

Though individual design of the flnous column and rafter restraints
would probably result indifferent sizes, it is more econonuc to design for the
worst case and standardize on one size for all restraints. As the area of
colunm flange is larger than that of the rafter, the design of the braces will be
based on the condition appropnate to the restraint at the column/haunch
intersection.

Therefore, assuming that the diagonal stays are approximately at 450 to the
braced member

Length of brace = .J2 c (depth of column section)
L =l.4x602=850mm

As an angle section is more effective as a strut (on a weight to weight
basis) than a flat (thin rectangular section), an angle with a of at least
8501100=8.5mm will be selected. From the SCI guidet6) an appropnaie
angle, say a 45 x 45 x 4 Angle, is chosen and is then checked against both
strength and stifihess requirements.

The slenderness ratio of a discontinuous single angle strut with a single
bolt at each end (clause 4.7.10.2(b)) iseither

Lateral force = 0.02BTp7

F =0.02 x 227.6 x 14.8 x 0.275 = 18.5 kN
BStable 27('ç) =130N/mm2

Clause 4.7.10.2(b) further states that for a single angie with a single fastener
at each end, the compression resistance must not he greater than 80% of the
compression resistance of the angle when heated as an axially loaded strut;
hence for the lateral stays:

> 18.SkN Strength saustied

Use 45 x 45 x 4 Angle

There are alternative forms of restraint and the reader is directed to
reference (16). Unlike this design example, difficulty may be experienced in
giving laterat support exactly at a plastic hinge position. Should this situation

clause G.3.3

FIg. 13.19 Effective
torsional
restraints

-V

U

3.0.3 Design of lateral restraints

A

= 850/8.76
= 97

or 0.7L/r+30
or 0.7 x 850/33.6+30
or 74 C 100 Stiffness satisfied
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anse then the hinge position may be regarded as being laterally restrained
provided the point of attachment of the brace to the compression flange isnot more than D12 from the assumed hinge position.

13.9 DESIGN OF CONNECTIONS

Apart from checking the adequacy of members against lateral torsional
instability the design of connections evokes much discussion with the result
that there are several vanations on how portal frame connections should be
designed. Basically the connections have to perform as an elastic unitiolning
two main structural members together without loss of strength and undue
distress such ns gross deformations or plasticity. The basic method adapted
for this design exemiset33 had been developed from theoretical considerations
and expenmental evidence. Connections based on this approach have been
shown to perform satisfactorily. The method has since been modified to
reflect the more recent research into the behaviour of end plate connections
In proportioning both the eaves and apex connections for the dead plus
imposed case it should be remembered that the design is bemg undertaken at
ultimate load level. Generally the-eaves and apex joints are flush end plate
connections, In which the bolt lever arms are increased by means of a haunch
(see Figs. 13.20 and 132!), thereby enhancing the moment capacity of the
bolted connections. There are a number of different design cntena which
need to be satisfiedt3 These will be explained dunng the process of
designing the connections for the portal frame In this secnon. See also
Section 13.14.

As mentioned, the design of portal frame connections is generally
governed by the moments and forces resulting from the dead±tmposed
loading condition. However, if there is moment reversal due to another
loading case ins in this example), then the connections have to be rechecked.

13.9.1 Design of eaves connection

From the frame analysts for the dead±tmposed loading condition
(Section 13.6), it can be seen that the factored moment and vertical shear,
acting on the eaves connection, are 836.4 kNm (Fig. 13.13a) and 200.2 kNm
(i.e. I .141 x 351/2), respectively; also, there is an axial thrust of 195 kN from
the rafter. Furthermore, the reverse moment condition needs to be checked;
see Section 13.9.1.7. The inttial design decisions lobe made are the geometry
of the end plate nnd the size of bolts to be used. From practicnl considerations
lsuch as width of column and rafter flanges, discrete sizes of rolled plate
sections), the end plate is made 220 mm. As the depth of the haunch is
approximately twice that of the basic rafter member, the end plate is made
940mm long, t.e. the end plate projects 2Omm beyond the flanges to allow
for the lop and bottom welds. The end plate thickness is determined from
consideration of the flexural action imposed on the plate by the forces in the
bolts. First, determine the weld sizes required for the end plate/rafter
interface, before evaluating the bolt forces and end plate thickness.

'l.

1:;

V
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13.9.1.1 WELD SIZES FOR END PLATE

The end plate is usually connected to die rafter section by means of fillet
'velds. A simple rule for proportioning the weld sizes at the ultimate load
condition is to mnke the combined throat thicknesses of the welds equal to at
least the thickness of the plate element being iveldedt31. Therefore:

Flange weld = Ta/.J2
= = 103mm Use 12mm FW

Web weld = iil.12
=9,1/1.41 =6.43mm Use 8mm FW

The heavier flange weld must be continued down the web on the tension side
of the connection for a minimum distance of 50mm tn order to avoid
premature weld cracking m the vicinity of the root fillet of the rafter flange,
owing to potential stress concentrations.

13.9.11 SIZE OF BOLTS

Today, high tensile bolts (grade 8.8) are used in moment connections. It
should be noted that the use of the ultimate tensile capacity of these bolts is
conditional on grade ID nuts being used with the to prevent
premature failure by thread stnpping. Alternatively, clause 3.2.2 allows the
use of non-preloaded HSFG bolts, which have deeper nuts and also a larger
capacity than a grade 8.8 boil of the same diameter. However, should the
conditions be such that wind or crane vibrations might result in bolt loosening
or fatigue, then it is advisable to usepreloaded HSFG bolts, though other
methods are available which prevent nut ioosening.

Assume that the vertical pitch of the bolt rows is 90 mm, with the top row
being positioned at 50mm from top surface of the tension flange of the rafter
(see Fig. 13.20). By minimizing the clearance between the top ro\v of bolts
next to the flange, the cross-bending in the end plate is reduced.

The appropnate load distribution in the bolt group to be usedt31 is
dependent on the ratio of the distance from the compression flange of the
rafter to the penultimate row of the 'tension bolts to that from the
compression flange to the top row of bolts, i.e. 0.760/0.850=0.89.

As the ratio is about 0.9 then the two lop rows of tension bolts can be
assumed to carry equal total loadt3). with the remainder of the bolt loads
varying linearly with their bolt distances ty,) from the compression flange.
Apart from the first row of bolts Immediately tnside the tension flange, the
bolt loads are a combination of load due to the applied moment plus prying
force. With this distribution, which assumes that the connection rotates about
the compression flange, the notional bolt baa (Fe) due to Ihe applied
moment flange is determined from:

F9= M/[4,7d. +
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The dimension is the distance from the compression flange to a point mid-
way between the two top rows of bolts, i.e.

= (0.850 + 0.760)12 = 0.805

Hence F0= 836.444,7 x 0.805±2(0.6702 + O.5802)/O.805] = 145.9 kN.

mc maximum bolt force (Ft) occurs in the top two rows of bolts and is
equivalent to 1.3SF,,. The additional 0.3SF0 in the top row of bolts is due
entirely to the applied moment, while in the second row of bolts it represents
a realistic estimate of the prytng force. If the notional bolt load F, is limited
to 0.6 of ultimate load capacity of the bolt Pu,,, then the maximum bolt load
Fa has a safety margin against sudden nipture of at least 1.2, i.e.
0.6 x 1.35 x 1.2< 1.0.

Assuming that no such conditions exist, then the design load capacity of a
grade 8.8, 24mm diameter bolt is

P,,=0.6x785 x353/103= 166.3kN > i45.9kN

Checking the destgn capacity of a 22mm diameter bolt would indicate that its
capacity "as insufficient, i.e. 142.7kN < i45.9kN.

Use etgltt 24mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) (tension region)

A commonly accepted assumption is that the vertical shear is taken by the
bolts in the compression zone of a connection. The mmimum number of bolts
required to carsy the vertical shear of 20ft2 kN is:

200.21(0.6 x 166.3)= 2.01 (say 2 bolts)

Use at least two 24mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) (compression region)

The centres of the holes (A) can be fabncator dependent, but a good guide is
to make the dimension equal to approximately 4.5—S times ttie bolt diameter,
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say 110mm. The end plate thickness (ta) is calculated by assuming double
curvature benditig of the plate, from which the following expression has been
denved:

where,,, =effective span from centre of bolt to edge of weld
(A x weld size)/2
(110—9. i —2 x 8)/2 = 42.5mm

= effective length, based on 300 dispersal
=lesser of (C +3.Srn) or 7Gm
= (90 + 3.5 x 42.5) = 238.8mm or 7 x 42.5 = 297.5 tmn
= x 166.3 x 42.5)/(0.265 x 238.8)] = 21.1 mm

Note that the design strength of plate sections is 265 N/mm2. With the
modified method, a simple rule is to make the end ptate thickness equal to 0.9
times the bolt diameter, i.e. 21.6mm, which is supported in this instance by
the preceding calculation. However, owmg to the discrete sizes of plate rolled
by the steel producers, the designer has to choose between 20 or 25mm plate.
In this ease, the value of 21.1 mm is less than 24 mill, use a 20mm thick end
plate.

Use 220mm x 20mm plate x 940mm long

13.9.1.4 LOCAL PLASTICITY ADJACENT TO END PLATE

In advocating the design method outlined in this section ii is accepted
that as a connection approaches its ultimate capacity, local areas of plasticity
would have developed adjacent to the end plate, both on the tension and
compression sides. On the ierision side, there is a diffusion of load from the
tension flange into the web and across to the end plate. This diffusion, as well
as residual stresses due to welding, are iwo of a number of factors which
interact to produce large plastic strains in ihis region. It is certainly turn that
the load distribution in the bolts results from load emanating from the haunch
web as as from the tension flange via the end plate. Assuming that die
bolt load distribution reflects approximately the actual distribution in the
tension bolt group, then a conservative check can be undertaken for the railer
web in the tension zone:

>4 x 145.9 x 10i/(2388 x 9.I)=269N/rnm

This indicates that the tension zone in the railer member is adequate,
otherwise stiffening of the entl plate would need to be considered. Similarly
the haunch flange and in the compression zone could also exhibit
plasticity. It is suggested, based on available research evidence, that these
relatively small areas of plasticity are acceptable, when compared with t'he
larger yielded zones associated with the fornmtion of plastic hinges, in the
later stages of loading.
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FIg. 13.20 Details of caves
connection
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13.9.1.3 DETERMINATION OF END PLATE THICKNESS
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13.91.5 CHECK THE TENSION REGION OF THE COLUMN

The column flanges need to be checked for the effects of cross-beading due to
the action of the The design formulae given in reference (3) have
been modified; that is. it is assumed that Ihe effect of a hole has been
compensated by the flexural action of the bolt which effectively replaces the
missing plate matenal. These modified fonnuiae are used in the following
calculations. Stiffening is required if:

4.7F, > + W +
+ (}_ + (in +

in

ii'
ii (B —A)/2(220—l10)/2=550m,rn
w mm

ii' 70C2w

4.7 x 145.9> 1482190±64.4±70 / i I \ 1

42.5
+ + (42.5 ± 55.0)j 0.275

686 > 493 kN inadequate

Therefore stiffemng of the flange is required in the tension regton. Check that
[lie stiffened flange is adequatet31, i.e.

4 7F, C
ii't '2-

_______

+
in ii.

686 C 14.82
+ 64.4 ± 70

42.5
± (42.5 +45)]0.275

686< 7l6kN Adequate

If the stiffened flange had been inadequate, a backing plate could be used
or the section size changed.

13.9.1.6 CHECK SHEAR IN THE COLUMN WEB PANEL

The factored moment acting on the connection produces a sheanng action in
die column web adjacent to the connection. Therefore, the shear capacity of
the web (F,.) needs to be checked against the induced shear force (F,.) of:

l039kN

The fotlowing design rule. which is slightly more correct than the guidance
given in 133 5950, is based on research

P. =0.6r, (D—2Tjp,,,
=0.6 x 10.6(602.2—2 x 34.8)0.275=30W kN

F,. >P,

The column web has to be stiffened. As the inner colunm flange in the
tension zone has also to be stiffened (Section 13.9.1.4), use the Moms
stiffener, which combines both functions in one stiffening arrangement,
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(see Fig. 13.20). This form of shear stiffemng has been shown to be both
economic and structurally Make the honzoniat portion equal to
300 ruin, thereby allowing easy bolt access for [lie erectors. Design the Morris
stiffeners like diagonal stiffeners — they have to carry the excess shear forcc
not taken by the column web. i.e. 1039—1001 =38 kN. The required area of
stiffeners is obtained from:

A, > (F,.—P,jI(,p,.,cosO)
tan 0 =d,/(D,—2T,— 300)

=8051(602.2—2 x 14.8— I00)= 1.703
cosO =0.506

A, > (1039—1001)/(0.265 x 0.506)=283 mm2

Use nominal sized stiffeners, say two 90mm x 10mm flats, which provide
some 3800mm2 of area.

13.9.1.7 CHECK COMPRESSION ZONE

Use tivo 90mm x 10mm fiats, 6mm FW

Web buckling A simple rule based on experimental evidence indicates that
stiffening to the web is required if: —

dit> 52c (cf. 135 5950)
i.e d/:=602.2/10.6=56,8 >52

Therefore the web needs stiffening to prevent plate buckling. Generally,
hill depth web stiffeners are required in this position.

Web crushing The,force being transmitted from die compression flangc of
the haunched railer into the column web is:

=836.4/0.805+195= l234kN

Stiffeners required ff1'

F,> F, =[Tb+5(T,+root flllet)+2t,,]
=[14.5+5(14.8± 12.7)+2 x 20] 10.6 x 0.275=559.7kN

3234 > 559.7 Stiffener required

Web stiffeners (placed on either side of [lie column web, opposite the rafter
compression flange) are required to prevent both web buckling and crushing.
The capacity of the stiffened column web in the compression zone is given
by:

P,.,=A,p,,+ 1.637; (B, 1,)i12
,,,

hence A, > [F,.— 1.637', (B, iS'2 p] /p
=[1234—i.63 x 14.8(227.6 x I0.6f'20.275)/0.265
= 3427 mm2

Use two 100 aim x 20mm fiats, 6 mni F%','
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Cheek the outstand edge of these compression stiffenersfor buckling;
stifFeners lire adequate if:

b.'t <7.5e
b/i = 100/20=5.6< 7.5e Stiffeners adeouate

13.9.1.8 CHECK FOR REVERSED MOMENT CONDITION

From Fig. 13.13(b), it can be seen that the eaves connection is also subjected
to a reversed moment of32GkNm, therefore the proposed connection details
must be checked as to their suitability to sustain this moment. The following
checks are based on the assumption that the size of the end plate and bolt
diameter are not changed.

Moment capacity Assuming that the connection would rotate about the top
flange, then the moment capacity of the connection as designed is:

U = 2 x 166.3 x 0.830 = 276 326 kNm

i.e. moment capacity has to be increased. This is achieved by insetting two
additional bolts in the bottom zone of the connection (see Fig. 13.20). Hence:

Al =2 x 166.3 (0.830+0.740)522 >326 kNm

Vertical shear The six bolts tn the upper part of the connection are more than
sufficient to cope with the vertical shear from the dead+wmd case.

'Tension' region of column This parttcular region of the column is already
reinforced by full depth web stiffness for a much larger force; it would be
safe to assume that this regton is adequate without a detailed check.

Shear in the column ,i'ab panel As the reversed moment of 326 kNm is
about 70% of the moment ott which the onginal dcsign was made, then the

provisions for shear stiffening should prove adequate (see Fig. 13.20).

'Compression' w"c of columun The load to be transferred mto the column
web in the compression zone Van of ihe column member) is:

F, ±1?
= 326 4(0.830 + 0.740)/2] —70.7 = 345 kN

Note that the axial load in the rafter for the dead+wind case is tension.
It is known that the effectiveness of web stiffeners, when not placed in line

with the application of the compression load, decreases rapidly as they are

positioned further away from the load. In this case, it is decided to ignore any
contribution that the honzontal part of the Morris stiffener may have on the

bearing strength of the column web in the vicinity of the 'compression' zone.
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With reference to Fig. 13.20. can be seen that the compression force from
the haunched rafier flange is resisted only by about half the web lcngth
compared with that used in Section 13.9.1.6, i.e.

= fillet) + p,.,
=[t2.7+2.5 (14.8+ t2.7)+2 x 20] 10.6 xO.275 =354 kN

Nevertheless, the bearing capacity of the column web is adequate.
This completes the design of the eaves conncciion.

The design of the apex connection is sunpler than that of the eaves
connecttoo insofar as only the depth of haunch, geomehy of end plate and
bolt diameter need to he determined, i.e. no column is involved (see Fig.
13.21).

The apex connection has to be designed for a moment of 416.3 kNm.
(Note thai if the apex moment has not been evaluated then a good estimate is
to make it equal to the fill plastic moment of the rafter section as the bending
moment in this one is virtually constant, i.e. for this exercise ti would he only
2% in error and would not affect the outcome.)

The vertical shear is theoreucally zero (due to symmetrical loading and
frame). Nevertheless, it is advisable in have a ininitnum of two bolts ui the
compression region. The connection details need to he checked if there is
moment reversal due to other loading conditions, which in this cxanióie is
57 kNm.

The apex connection has to be haunciied in order to increase the tension bolt
group lever ann so that the connection has sufficient moment capacity. The
actual depth of haunch is chosen to accommodate sufficient bolts within its
depth to sustain the moment. This is a trial and error process. In this design
case, it has been decided to niake the overall depth of the connection 680 inni
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13.9.2 DESIGN OF APEX CONNECTION

220 x 20 pit

21

[

i1

Fig. 13.21 Detaili of apex
connection

27 mm dii. hales
110mm centres

13.9.2.1 PROPORTIONS OF APEX HAUNCH
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deep (see Fig. 13.21). To allow for the dispersion of the tension flange load to
the bolts the length of haunch should be at least 1.5 times the depth of basic
rafter section, i.e. 1.5 x 457 685 mm, or twice the depth of the haunch
cutting, i.e. ?(óSO—457/cos IO.41°)=430mm. Therefore, make haunch
length equal to 700mm. Use the mmimum weld size (6mm F\V) to connect
the haunch cutting to the underside of the basic rafter member.

Having designed the eaves connection and establisheu the bolt diameter to be
24 rain, it is economic to standardize on the stze of bolts throughout the
frame, t.e. check that 24mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) are suitable for the
apex connection. Again, the ratio of the two largest lever arms of the tension
boltrabout the compressionflange is evaluated, i.e.

0330 / 0.620=0.85

Therefore, the bolt load distribution is assumed to be linear, i.e. it varies
linearly with thetr distances from the compression flange, and the notional
bolt load (F0) can be detenraned, t.e.

F,, =AfI (Zy, lymax)]
'=416.3/12.7 x 0.620±2 (0.5302y0.6203
=16l.3kN< 166.3kN

Though the four outermost tension bolts are adequate, it is advisable to
position another row of bolts inside the depth of the basic rafter section,
adjacent to its tension flange, to prevent local separation of end piates.

Use six 24mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) (tension region)
Use two 24mm diameter bolts (grade 8.8) (compression region)

As the rafter size is the same for boils the eaves and apex connections, then
make the width of the end plate the same as that for the eaves, i.e. >220 mm.
Assume the same centres of holes (110mm).

Use 220mm x 20mm plate x 720mm long

As the basis of the calculations for the flange and web welds is identical to
that determined for the eaves connection, then make:

Flange weld 12mm flY
Web weld 8mm fly
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'13.9.2.4 CHECK FOR REVERSED MOMENT CONDITION

Assuming that the size of the end plate and bolt diameter arc unchangeri, then
the only check required is for the tension region. The moment capacity of the
two bolts in this zone (Fig. 13.21) is:

M=2 x 166.3 xO.620206kNm > S7kNm

Therefore the apex connection as detailed in Fig. 13.21 is sahsfactory.

When it is specified that there are to be no extensions to a building in the
future, and beanng in mind that the gable framing has to support only half the
load earned by an tntennediate math frame, then the gable arrangement
shown in Fig. 13.22 is commonly used. Basically, the gable framing consists
of inclined beam members Isupporting the purlins and some gable sheeting),
spannmg between the vertical gable posts.

I I

I

6250 6.250

Ui P L
kf NLkLNTI

j6.o

In deciding the spacing of the gable posts, any dominant openings in the
gables would have to be taken into account. However, in this example, it has
been assumed there are no openings and it is proposed that the gable posts be
positioned approximately 6m apart, i.e. the span for which the sheeting rail
was onginally chosen. The gables are subject to a maximum wind pressure of
1,0 x 0.59 kN/m2 (see Section 13.tO.1.2). A quick check on the load capacity
of the sheeting rails (Multibeam R145 130) mdicates that the proposed gable
post spacing of 6.250 m for the four internal spans and 6.000+0.220
(est.)=6.220 m for the two outer spans is acceptable.

The tn-plane stability for this relatively flexible gable framing is achieved
by incorporating vertical gable bracing into the end bays of the gable tsee
Fig. 13.22a). The bracing members are designed as struts, resisting the side
wind load acttng on the corner gable posts. By tnanguiating the bracing as
shown, additional wind load is induced into the edge members in [he gable
and bays.
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13.9.2.2 SIZING OF BOLTS

13.10 GABLE FRAMING
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3.9.2.3 DESIGN OF END FLATE
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For design purposes, consider the gable beams adjacent to the ridge of the
building as being typical of the edge members, Such members are usually
assumed to he simply supported, being designed to carry the gable cladding
and wind loads, as well as the purlin loads (based on the revised spacing of
l.500m on plan), back to the gable posts. The actual length of the member to
be designed is 6.250/ens l0.4la=6.355 m.

In most design situations the loads are usually relative stmpie to evaluate, but
on occasions the time spent in a loading regime precisely (and
consequently the design forces) is not worth the disproportionate effort. In
these circumstances, ii is advantageous to make safe assumptions in order to
effect a quick design solution. The assessment of the cladding weight acting
on the edge beam and the wind load on that cladding represents one of those
occasions (see Figs. 13.22 and 13.23a).

In order to simplify the calculations in this case, it is assumed that the edge
member supports half the sheeting down to the sheeting rail 2, i.e. the effect
of sheeting rail I is ignored. Also, ins assttmed that the resulting distributed
loads act uniformly along the memb'er.

Thus, the vanous unfactored loads acting on the edge member are:

Dead load "ía each put-/in = (0.21 ± 0.87)/2 0.55 kN
Imposer! load via each put-/in =(0.75 x 1.500 x 6.0)/2=3.38 kN

Wind load via each par/in = —(1.4 x 0.59 x 1.500 x 6.0)12
= —3.72 kN

Dead load (cladding +
self iveiglit)

Wind load acting on gable sheeting The coexistent wind loading on the
gable! associated with the uplift coefficient of 1.4 on the roof (for wind on
the side of the building) is 0.8 suction (see Section 124.3 for explanation),
hence the wind load on the relevant gable cladding is:

—0.8 x 0.59 (2.15 + 1.00) x 6.25/4 = —2.32 kN

Axial load due to wind on gob/c Wind on ilie gable generates loads in the
rafter bracing section (see Fig. l3.22b). As the edge members form part of
ihis system, they have to carry axial load, ihe magnitude and nature of which
depend on the particular wind condition occurring on the gable. For example.
assuming that the wind load on the gable is—0.Sq, then with reference to
Fig. 13.26(a), the appropnate axial load in the edge member being considered
is —0.8 x 65.29 = —52.7 kN, Though there is frictional wind drag across the
building, it is relatively small and is resisted by frame action atid therefore
ignored.

The other wind case which might prove more cntical occurs "hen the
wind blows on the gable end, producing I .Oq presstire on the sheeting, and a
corresponding coefficient for the roof of — i .Oq. The latter results in reduced
uplift forces on the roof members, btit ihe axial load becomes compression
(1.0 x 65.29 kN). Also, the wind drag along the building ts significant (see
Fig. 13.26b), producing compression in the edge member (lox tS.4kN).
Therefore, both wind cases have ho be examined.

Dead+itnposed load case (Fig. 13.23b.) Factonng ilte loads by the
appropnate partial load factors, the maximum moments acting on the
member are calculated, i.e.

(0.250 + i.725 + 3.250 + 4.750)
= (1.4 x 0.55 + 1.6 x 3.38)

6.25
1,4 x 3.02

+
.3

= 6.18 x 1.60 +4.22/2 = 12.OOkN

4 '7 x 3 0002
= 12.00 x 3,000—6.18 x 1.500 — ""_-__' = 23.7kNm

6.2) x 2
A4 0.OkNm

13.10.1 Gable edge beams

13.10.1.1 DESIGN LOADING

Gabha miga bairn

0.13(2.15 + 1.00) x 6.250/4 +2.3(cst.)
0.64 + 2.3 = 2.94 kN

lii Oirnenstons

2.09

4.22 mutt

lii) Oaad • umpasid loading Ifaciaradl tN)

Fig. 13.23 Loading far
gable edge
beams

2,33
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Dead+n'ind load case
(1,1 on gable (—O.8&: again factonng the loads with reference to
Fig. 13.23(c), the maximum design conditions associated with wind on the
side of the building are calculated, I.e.

F,= L4x52.7=73.8kN

RU! = (1.0 x 0-55 —1.4 x 3.72)
(0.250+1.750+3.250+4.750)

As the member Is loaded between the positional resiramt provided by the
simple connections, thea ni=l.0 CBS table 13) and the member need only
satisfy the following cntenon for the two design cases:

A-f1 A4—+--—< 1.0
M1

Unlike the purlin loading on intermediate portal frames where the load
supported by the purlins is balanced about the vertical plane of the portal
frame, the loading supported by the purlins attached to the edge member is
not balanced. This represents a destabilizing condition and therefore a =
(BS table 13).

As the member has been assumed to be simply supported, then the
effective length, La 1.0 x 6.355=6.355 m. For the dead 1-imposed load
case, the top flange of the edge member is in compression, and is restrained at
intervals by the purlins, therefore the effective length, 1.0 x 1.525=
I .525 m. However, the reverse is true for the dead + wind load case, i.e. the
bottom flange, being in compression, is not restrained between the
connections, therefore, LE,,= lOx 6.355=6.355 m.

For lightly loaded gable edge beams, a channel section is commonly used,
as it can be bolted directly (when suitably notched) onto the outside of the
gable posts. This enables the cleats supporting the sheeting rails to be
positioned in the same vertical plane without the use of special cleats.
However, it has been decided to use a UC section which has better properties
than a channel Iwetght for weight). The beams are to be positioned on the
centre lines of the posts, which might result in special cleats for the sheeting
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rails. An alternative to using special cleats is to arrange the centres of the
sheeting rails on the gables so that the rails are supported by the posts and not
the edge members.

The design process can be shortened by making use of the tabulated values
for the bending and compression resistances, givea In the SC! for the
different hot-rolled sections for both grades 43 and 50 steels. Therefore, with
reference to pp.32 and 176 of the a 152 x 152 x 30 UC is chosen
and now has to be checked.

Dead + imposed four! case

F= 0.OkN
M. =23.7kNm

= 0.OkNm
=i.525 m

A =40

From p.l'lo, Sc! guide, for the chosen section A-I =66.9kNm, hence:

Dead + wind load case (I.)

F, =73.1 kN
Al. =Il.7kNm

=2.S4kNm
=6.355 m

A =166

From p.176, SC! guide, Mh=35.7kNm andp,%=20.OkNm, hence a safe
estimate of the member buckling resistance is obtained by ignonag the
tension:

11.7 2.54
= 0.325 + 0.127 = 0.452< iG

Dead+nqnd load case (it)

F, =l17.2kN
8.9kNm

3S1. =3.2kNm
= 6.355 m

= 166

Using the compression resistance of P,=220 kN (p. 176, sci guide) together
with the values of and already obtained, then

117.28.93.2
0.533 +0.249 + 0.160 = 0.942< LU
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1.0 x 2.94
+

2

= —4.66 )c 1.60 ± 2,94/2 = —5.99kN

= —5.99 x 3.000 +4.66 x i.500 —
2.94x

= —1l.7kNm

= —3.25 x 5.25/8 = —2.54 kNm

(ii) IVind pressure on gable (l.Oq): using the appropriate wind coefficients for
this condition, then by similar calculations as in (I):

F, =1l7.2kN
M, =—8.9kNm

= +3.2kNm

13.10.1.2 MEMBER SIZE

ft

ft

:0

23.7
C l.a

Use 152 x 152 x 30 UC

Use the same section for all gable edge beams, and check that a more severe
design condition does not exist. A typical beam—post intersection is detailed
In Fig. 13.24).
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The central gable post is to be designed as it has to sustain the worst design
condition of all the posts. The posts are assumed to be simply supported
between the base and the positional restraint provided by the rafter bracing
(see Fig. 13.22).

For the wind suction condition t—0.8 x 0.59 kN/m2), it would appear that
the inner compression flange is unrestrained between the base and the
positional restraint of the rafter bracing. The benefit of the sheeting rail
restraint on the outer tension flange could be taken into account by using the
stability clauses of appendix 0, BS 5950, as was done in checking the wind
condition for the main rafter, apex region (Section 13.8.2.3). In the latter
case, the likelihood of ihe purlins being removed permanently is very remote.
However, there is a greater possibility that the owner twho may be different
from the onginal developer) may require other arrangements with respect to
openings in the future.

Therefore, it is decided (for simplicity) to tgnore this potential benefit
from the rails. Nevertheless, it is felt that any openings would probably not
extend above the eaves level, with the results that it is proposed to restrain
laterally the inner flange of the five internal gable posts at eaves level, by
bracing back to the sheeting rail, i.e. 5.1Gm from the ground. Therefore, the
design assumes that the gable posts are unrestrained up to the sheeting rail at
'eaves level', in which case the worse wind condition is the wind pressure of
i.0 x 0.59 kNtm2.

The axial load includes the self weight of the rails and post, together with the
calculated end reactions from the appropnate edge members, plus apex purlin
loads and weight of the cladding and insulation (not included in end reactions
of edge members). However, the axial load is usually relatively small, the
matn loading being ihe bending action induced into the post by the wind
loading acting in the gable.

Deati + imposed load case

F, l.4[(rails+post) + (end reactions + apex purlins) +(cladding)]
= i.4[0.6 x 8.90+(0.55+3.38 x i.6/l.4)(2 x 1.64+1)

+ 0.13 x 8.32 tav. lit.) x 6.25)
= 1.4(5.34 + 18.89 + 6.76) = 43.4 kN

AL =0.OkNm
Al,. =0.0kNm

Dead+ wind load case The wind loads used in these calculations are based

on the wind pressure condition, i.e. lOx 0.59kN/mm2, Note that in this
combination of dead + wind. botlt the partial load factors are equal to 1.4, as
uplift is not the condition being examined.

F = i.4[0.6 x 8.90 +(0.55—3.72)(2 x 1.64+ I)+6.761
= i.4(5.34— l3.57+6.76)=—2.l kN tension)

Wind load on a typical sheeting rail is:

1.4 (1.0 x 0.59 x 1.65 x 6.25) =8.52kW

Again, ignonng the small local effect from rail I (Fig. l3.23a), ilien by
proportion ihe wind load on rail 2 is:

8.52[(2x2.l5+ 1.00 )/6+ i.65/2]/l.60 =9.lOkN

and similarly for the bottom rail, the wind load is:

8.52 (l.65+0.15)/(2x i.60) =4.80kW

Therefore, the end reactton at the top of the post is:

4.80 x 0.15 + 8.52(1.80 + 345 + 5.10) -I- 9.10 x 6.75

= 8.90

= 16.89kN

= 16.89 x 3.80—9.10 x 3.30—8.52 x i.65 = 20.1 kNm

Al. 0.OkNm

By ignoring any restraint from the rails below eaves level, then:

i.0 x 5.10=5.1Gm: Lt,= 1.0 x 8.90=8.9Gm

With the experience gained in Section 13.10.1.2, U is advantageous initially
to design the gable post for the dead+wind load cases, and then check its

adequacy for the dead + imposed load case.
Refernng top. 134, SC! guide, it can be seen that a 254 x 102 x28 UB

could be suitable. Therefore, check the adequacy of this seciion. The buckling
resistance jtl,, of the universal section, for an effective length of 5.10 m, is
26.4 kNm, ignonng the effect of tension, hence checking the dead + wind
load case gives:

20.1

'64 = 0.761 C 1.0 Section is adequate.

Use 254 x 102 x 28 UB

If the restraint afforded by the rails is taken into account, then die wind
suction load case (0.8 x 0.59 kN/m2) would be ihb worsi design condition, i.e.
causing the inner flange to go into compression, In which case a
254 x 102 x 25 UB would probably prove satisfactory.

As there is only 43.4 kN load acting on the gable pasts for the
dead + imposed load case, then clearly the section is more than adequaie, i.e.
43.4/914=0.047< 1.0. The compression resistance of9l4kN is obtained
from pBS, SCI guidet6& Figure 13.24 shows a typical detail at the top of the
gable post.

The same section sixe can be used for all other gable posts. However, a
cheek should be made on the corner gable post, which, tltougli supporting
only half the load, is subject to wind loads acting simultaneously about the
major and minor axes.

13.10.2 Gable posts
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13.10.2.1 DESIGN LOADING

13.10.2.2 MEMBER SIZE

ft.

II:
t1L4:
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Flashing
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InI ElevatIon lbl Plan
Fig. 13.24 Detail of gable

beams and post

13.10.3 Corner gable posts

It is practice to arrange the outer flange of the corner post to be in
the same verticat plane as the outer flange of the portal leg, i.e. the corner post
Is rotated through 90' compared with other gable posts. This means the worst
design condition occurs when the wind direction is normal to the gable,
resulting in a wind pressure of 1.0 x 0.59 kN/m2 on the gable sheeting and a

suction of—0.2 x 0.59 kN/m2 acting on the side walls.
The typical wand load on a gable sheeting rail acting on lhe corner gable

post Is:

1.4(1.0 x 0.59 x 3.1 x t.65)=4.22 kN

The other nil loads are obtained by proportion, to give the loading patient
shown in Fig. 13.25. The end reaction at the top of [he post about its minor
axis for the loads acting normal to the web of the post Is:

Rr& = 2.30 x 0.15+4.22(1.80+ 3.45) + 3.50 x 5.10
6.78kN

= 6.78 x 2.5—3.50 x 1.65 = I l.2lcN

Also, the reaction about the post's major axis is:

0.46 x 0.15 ± 0.84 x 1.80 + 0.80 x 3.45 + 0.66 x 4.90
Rw,.

i.22kN

Fig. 13.25 Loading in
corner gable
post

Try a 254 x 146 x 3! UB sectton. From pp. 29 and 134, SCI guideM,
Z,= 61.5cm3 and =45.5 kNm, respectively, hence:

209 II'
+

0.275 x61 = 0.046 + 0.662 c 1.0

Clearly, there is more than enough reserve of strength to cater for the small
axial load.

Use 254 x 146 x 31 UB

13.10.4 In-plane gable bradng

Refernng to Figs. 13,22 and l3.25, it can be seen that the wind dircction
actmg perpendicular to the side wall would produce the worse design
condition for the diagonal bracing member. I.e.

Wind load acting at top of corner post =6.78+ 1.22 =8.OOkN
Length of bracing member =v/(6.202+5.952)8.6 m
Wind load in bracing member =8.6 x 8.00/6.2 = 11.1 kN

From p. 89 of the SCI guide, for an effective length of 8.6 in and a
slenderness not exceeding 250, use a 114 x 3.6 CHS.

13.11 OVERALL STABILITY OF BUILDING

The designer must always ensure the stnictural stability of the building. At
this stage, both the portal franses and the gable framing have been designed
for in'plane stability, particularly with respect to side wind loading. However,
in order to provide stability to the building in its longitudinal direction, all
frames need to be connected back to a braced bay. Generally, the end hay(s)
of the building are braced, so that the wmd loads acting on the gables can be
transfen'ed to the foundations as soon as possible, thereby not affecting the
rest of the stracture. Another function of a braced bay is that it ensures the
squareness and verticality of the structural framework, both during and after
erection.

The typical bracing system for a portal framed building usually takes the
form of rafter bracing in the plane of the roof space (positioned as close to
the top flange of the rafter wiihout fouling the purlins), linked into a vertical
bracing system (Fig. 13.22). These bracing systems are designed to cater for
wind loading on the gable, pius the wind drag forces along the building.
Figure 13.26(a) gives the forces in the rafter bracing due to a wind pressure of
lOg, assuming that half the load on the gable sheeting is taken by the
bracing, while Fig. 13.26(b) gives the effect of dragon the rafter bracing.
These forces are transfen'ed via the rafter bracing to the vertical bracing
system, which also transfers the wind drag forces from Ihc side cladding.
Figure l3.27(a) gives the unfactored loads in the vertical bracing transferred
from the rafter bracing due to a untt wind pressure (lOg) acting on the gable.
Figure 13.27(b) indicates the unfactored loads in the vertical bracing due to
the wind drag forces acting on the roof and sides. From these two sets of

5.95

= t.22 x 2.5—0.66 x 1.45 = 2.O9kN

As was the case with the internal posts, the effect of the axial load (which
includes the load induced by bracing) is extremely small and caa be ignored.
Check that the section size used for the intermediate gable posts is
satisfactory. Therefore, as the member is loaded between end restraints,
In = 1.0 and the design crdenon again becomes:

1.0
Ma p,A1,

n3+0275 = 0.077 + 1.167 1.0 Inadequate
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loads the factored loads for the different design cases can be deduced. The

design calculations for both bracing systems for this example are not given,

as they are similar in the appropnate detailed calculations given in Section

12.8. Also, to give longitudinal stability between the braced bay(s), eaves ties

arc required (see Section 12.8).
Those eaves ties give positiooal restraint to the top of the column

members. In the normal design situation for portal frames (dead+tmposed).

unless there is sonle means of connecttng the eaves ties to the inside corner of

the launch/column intersection, then this corner cannot be construed as being

The column base has lobe designed for tile vertical load, honzontal shear and
zero moment ('pinned' base condition). The maximum factored honzontal
shear which aa-tses from the dead + imposed load case is 161 .3 kN. Tile
coexistent factored vertical load is 200,2 kN. However, the htttcr is basically
the load from the roof, and any additional loading due to side cladding,
insulation, liner, etc. has to be included, i.e.

• Wetght of cladding
(including insulation and liner) 0.13 x 6.0 x 5.95 '=4.6

• Weight of side rails 5 x 0.045 x 6.0 = 1.4

• Seifweight ofcolumn 101 x 5.95 x 9.8l/t000 =5.9 12.8 kN

o \Veight of II. II. 224) 0.15 < 6.0

= 0.9

Therefore, tile total factored axial load is 200.2 + 1.4 x 12.8 = 216 kN.
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restrained by the eaves ties. Such restraint is provided by bracing back from
the corner to a convenient sheeting rail. Sometimes, a single member is
utilized to combine the two functions of eaves tie and gutter support.

13.12 DESIGN OF MAIN COLUMN BASE

Symmetrical

H
6.000 , 6.250 , 6.250

,,

1,5.67 13.00 15.12 1,16.71

\\,

6.125 6.250 3.125[

tat Wind pressure on gable

/1

\'—.
\ip ê' ''p \o
\3 i/

.1.1 / ' / .' "I
I 'i , \ / \ 1'

Ii /

10.99 12.96 4.14 4,14

1W Wind dreg

direction
Wall dreg

1,90

FIg. 13.26 Unfactored
loads on rafter
bracing (k,N)

Fig. 13.27 Unfactored
loads in vertical
bracing (kN)

1.90

13.12.1 Design 01 column base.plate

As the base carnes no moment, then the common detail in these
circumstances is either to place two holding down bolts along the neutral axis
of the column section, at nght angles to the column web, or to position four
HD bolts just inside the section profile (see Fig. 12.34). The latter detail ivill
be used as it affords a certain amount of moment resistance which could
prove useful in case of a firet t91 and It helps erectors to position cnhimns
accurately. Thus, the base plate should be made wide enough for ttlc plate-to
be welded to the colunm, i.e. 620mm x 240mm (see Fig. 13.28). Note that
the grout hole in this relatively large base plate ensures that the notating
cement can flow easily under use entire base plate, thereby eliminating voids.

Grout hole

tel Base plate

610x129x 10) Un

mm
down bolts

2.2 m Ic 1.6 m

lbl Proposed toundation block
Fig. 13.28 Bait details
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Using a concrete mix for the foundation liavmg a cube strength of
30 N/mm2, the beanng pressure should not exceed 0.4 x 30=12 N/nm32

(clause 4.13.1):

Beanng pressure = 216 x I x 240) = 1.45 N/mm2

As the projections of the base plate beyond the profile of the column
section are minimal, then the formula given In clause 4.13.2.2 cannot be used
as it would result in a small value for the plate thickness. Therefore it is
recommended that the base plate thickness > flange thickness. Use a 20 mm
thick. base-plate (grade 43 steel); this is the minimum practical thictness used
in the construction industry for this size of base.

The welds connecting the column member to the base plate need to
transfer a horizontal shear of 161.3 kN. If a fillet weld were placed
continuously around the profile of the column section then its length
would be approximately 2 m, hence the required design strength of the
weld is i.e. nominal size is requtred, use
6mm FW.

13.12.2 Sizing of holding down bolts

Use 240mm x 20mm x 620mm long
6mm FW

Where the axial load is transmitted by the base plate (without moment) then
nominal holding down bolts are required for location purposes; see Section
8.2 aad reference (20). Assume four 24mm diameter bolts, as smaller
diameter bolts are more prone to damage. Nevertheless, these bolts may need
to transfer the honzontai shear of 161.3 kM into the concrete foundation block
if the bond between steel base and grout fails:

Shear capacity of bolt = Q. 160 x 353 =56.5 kN

Although the portal frame bases have been assumed to be pinned, the base
detail does generate a certain amount of fixing moment at the base plate/
concrete block interface. It is recommended that the lID bolts be designed
to resist 10% of i.e. 78.9 kNm. It is not recommended to use this
partial base fixity in the design of the portal frame as there is no guarantee
that the concrete block/soil interface would sustain the moment, i.e.
rotation of the concrete block would negate any partial fixity. There are
exceptions, e.g. piled foundations, when any built-in base fixity would be
matntained.

Assuming the lever ann between the column flange and the outer bolts is
550 nml, the tension that would be induced in each bolt is:

Tension/bolt =78,9/(0.550 x 2) = 71.2 kN
Tension capacity of bolt =0.195 x 353 =68.8kN

,1*c

21

I
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The tension capacity of the 24mm diameter bolts (grade 4.6) is inadequate,
therefore use 27 nun diameter bolts (grade 4.6):

F F
1.4

40.3 71,2
0.594 + 0.796 = t.35 S 1.4

Use four 27mm diameter bolts (grade 4.6 steel)

It is advisable to use double nuts tn prevent loosening of the nuts and the
possibility of thread stnpping.

13.13 DESIGN OF FOUNDATION BLOCK

The design of the foundations for any structure is very dependent on the
ground conditions that exist on site. It is important that the engineer has this
data available or sonic reasonable basis for formulating the foundation
design. In this case, a site Investigation has indicated that the soil conditions
are such that they can support a beanng pressure of ISO LN/m2. TIus pressure
is a permissible value and Is applicable to serviceability conditions, i.e.
working load level. Therefore, the followtng design cases need to be checked:

(A) 1 .Oivd+ 1.0w,
(B)
(C) I.Owd+ l.Ow,+ l.Ow,_

First, determine the servtceabihity loads acting on the foundation block for
the design case (A):

Load cx. roof = a[ I.O(ii'd+ w,)L. ]/(2cos 10.410)
= I, t4l[l.0(l.60 +4.44)37.0]/(2 x 0.984)
= 1.14l(30.i ±83.5)= 134.5 kM

Column loading = 12.8kM
= 34.5 + 12.8= 147.3 kN

This vertical load should be used In conlunction with the appropnate
horizontal shear, which Is evaluated by multiplying the factored honzontal
load by the ratio of the unfactored vertical load to the factoted vertical load,
i.e.

ffh=hfih.3x l34.5/(351/2)=123.6kN

To be stnctly correct, the honzontal shear obtained from an elastic
analysts using unfactored loads shnuld have been used, i.e. 121.4 kM.
However, for portal frames with shallow pitched roofs, the two values are
almost e.g. 123.6 kM compared with 121.4 kN. Therefore, the
adjusted value from the plastic analysis is acceptable. The design case (A)
loading is shown in Fig. 13.29.
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176.2 sN

hI

As shown tn Section 12.11, design case (B) tends to govern the design of
the foundation block. In order to maximize the 'VIRd uplift condition
(dead + wind), a is taken as unity, hence:

F, =30.1 — l.4f0.59 x 6.0 x 18.5(1.4 x 0.75±0.6 x 0.25)]+ 12.8
= + 42.9— 110.0 = —67.1 kN

Again, using the horizontal shear from the plastic analysis, adjusted for
serviceability conditions, i.e.

Fh= 157.2(30.1 — I 10.0)42.654(1.4 x 30.1—I I0.0)]=—69.7 kN

Figure 13.29(b) shows the loading for design case (B).
In the design of the foundation block for the column members in the

previous chapter (Section 12.11) the block was made square to shape.
However, with the column member size being larger in this example, it might
prove more economic to use a rectangular shaped base. Again, use mass
concrete of sufficient depth to spread the vertical toad at 4? through the
concrete block to the substrata. Therefore, try initially a foundation block of
2.2 mx 1.8 m x 1.0 m proportions, which weighs
2.2 x 1.8 x 1.0 x 23.7 = 78.2 kN (see Fig. 13.28b). Hence, the bearing
pressure at the concrete/soil interface for the maximum vertical load

condition is (147.3 + 78.2) 1(2.2 x 1.8) = 57 kN/m2 which is satisfactory.
The combination of vertical and hortzontal loads on ihe base should be

considered in design. The proposed foundation block now has to be checked
to show the resultant soil bearing force lies within the middle third ofthe base

length, i.e. not more than L/6 m) from the base centre-line. Both
load combinations (A) and (B) are now examined. Anticipating the
magnitude of the overturning moments, the column is positioned at 0.7 m
from the centreline of the proposed block tsee Fig. 13.29a). This causes the
resultant forces to act to the concrete/soil interface for the t'vo cases:

123.6x l.0—147.3x0.7
Case(A)

78.2+147.3
0.075m (satisfactory)

69,7x 1.0—67.1 xO:7
Case(B)

78.2—67.1
=2.05m

Case (B) is not satisfactory: had the margin been small, then one could
either increase the size of the block or allow some tension at the coneretelsoil

interface, i.e. cause the resultant to act outside the 1.16 dimension. However,

to this particular case it would be economic to eliminate the moment dtte to
the honzonial shear by tying ilse foundation block 10 the floor slab (assuming
the slab is at the same level). That is, the floor acts as a tie and absorbs the
hortzontal shear. Retnforcement 'vould need to be incorporated at floor slab
level in both the slab and the block. Detailed design can be found in good
concrete design textbooks.

A special block will be required for the pentiltimate frame to
counterbalance the additional wind uplift from the vertical bracing system
tsee Fig. 13.27 and Section 12.11).

13.14 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Although tIns example deals only with the design of a single-siorey, pitched
portal frame, the designer should be aware of other considerations which
might affect the final design, see Scction 12.12. Furthermore, the portal frame
can take many forms, see reference (3), be subjected to non-unifonn loading
and have several spans. Each frame needs lobe designed carefully taking full
cognizance of the available published information, the main cntena being
strength, stiffness and economy.

Though the strength of a portal frame can be readily checked by a plastic
or elastic analysts, it is implicit that the stresses In the haunched region are
not greater than thc appropnate design strength. The in-plane stiffness of the
frame is more complex, apd apart from the guidance given in BS 5950 the
reader is direcied to references (II) and (12) particularly for multi-span
frames. Member stability and design of connections continue to be researctted
and again the reader should keep up to date with current design knowledge
with regard to these subject areas for example, reference 21.

In broad terms, economy is achieved by minimizing the maienal and
fabncattoo costs. The former might be compromised because of member
stability considerations. The latter is dependent on the resources a particular
fabricator has available, e.g. there might be a limit on the size of plate ihat
can be punched and therefore it becomes economical for that fahncator to use
stiffened thin end-plates, instead of tinstiffened ihicker end-plates.
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FIg. 14.1 Office block
floor plan

DESIGN OF AN
OFFICE BLOCK —

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

In earlier chapters, the design of individual elements such as beenss, columns
and composite floors has been described, Complete muirt-storey structures
consist of a number of these elements fitted together to form a framework. In
addition to the design of individual elements, the engineer must ensure that
the complete structure is stable under all loadingconditions For example, the
structure must be capable of withstanding some honzontat loading etther
actual, e.g. wind (see Section 2.3), or notional (see Section 10.2). As
emphasized in Section 1.5, when Singing together structural elements into a
framework the designer must ensure proper load paths, i.e. reactions from one
element form loads on the supporting elements, and so on until the loads are
transferred to the foundations.

14.1 LAYOUT AND BASIC CHOICES

An eight-storey block, for general office occupancy, is to be designed is
structural steelwork for a site on the outskirts of Newcastle upon Tvne. The
pnncipal dimensions are sisown in Fig. 14.1. The arrangement of each floor is
similar, allowing the steelwork layout to be the same on each floor, and on the
roof as 'veil (with minor

End
eta vat to
as Fig 14.4
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The designer has to make basic choices with regard to:

• floor construction
• frame construction
• stair construction
• resistance to wind loading
• architectural dciails

o integration of structure with building services

These choices will be made taking into account:

o the economy of construction, which may require specialist advice,
e.g. from quantity surveyors;

o the speed of construction, which may require liaising with
contractors;

o details of possible finishes, which will generally be decided in
conjunction with an architect.

All these factors affect the final cost and quality of the building, and the
design team must produce a combination of these which is satisfactory to the
client. A review of the factors affecting multi-storey steel frame construction
is given by Mathyst ii

The floor construction could be iii can reinforced concrete, precast concrete,
or composite construction. For speed of construction a composite flooring
using a profiled steel fonriwork is chosen. This form of construction has been
discussed in Section 9.6, and type CF6O by PMF'3 has been chosen for the
preseni design, as shown in Table !4.t.

Table 14.1. CF60 — 1.2 mm with LWAC (Counesy of PMF Ltd.)
Maximum spans in metres

Concrete
thickness
iii aim

tin posed loading in kN/ni'

3.0 4,0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

t70 3.80 3,80 3.80 3.60 3.35 3.10 2.90 2.70

140 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.55 3,40 3.20 3.05

160 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3,45 3.40 3.35

ISO 330 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30

200 3,20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20

220 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

TIns floor is capable of spanning up to 3.3 m with a lightweight aggregate
concrete, and design and construction details are given by For a

fire rating of I hour, mesh reinforcement type A193 is recommendedt4i,
giving a cross-section for the floor construction as shown in Fig. 14.2.

The design of a multi-storey steel frame may usc the method known as ngid
design (clause 2.i.2.3) or simple design (clause 2.t.2.2). In rigid design, the
connections are assumed cadable of developing the required strength and
stiffness for full continuity. In simple design the connections are assumed not
io develop significant moments, i.e. beams are designed assuming they arc
simply supported. The choice between the two forms of construction is
generally economic, and is outside the scope of this chapter. The present
design assumes simple construction.

As discussed in Section 9.1, disadvantageous to make the slab and beams
act compositely, and such an arrangement is possible with profiled steel
sheeting. Fire protection ts required for the steel beams and a lightweight
system such as Pyrotherm is chosen (see Section 15.4).

While it is possible to design the columns to act compositely with a
concrete casing, it may be preferred not to involve the process of shutiering
and in situ casing. In the present design, lightweight casing for fire protection
is used, of the same type as for the beams.

A number of methods of stair construction arc possible, some oh' wInch
influence the speed of construction ma general, and the access of operaitves

during construction.
Generally, concrete construction is chosen rather tItan an all steel

arrangement, owing to the complexehy of the steelwork fabncation. The
concrete may be In sin: or precast, or a combination of both. The choice of
method may affect the supporting steclwork arrangement, and possible
altematives are shown in Fig. 14.3. For the present design, flights and half
landings are supported separately.

The honrontal loading due to wind may be resisted either by frame action, in
which all the beams and columns act together, or by designing specific parts
of the structure to resist these forces. In ngid frame design, wind loading
would be included as one of ihe load systems, and the frame analysed
accordingly. This is discussed further in Section i4.S.

The altemative to frame action is to transfer the wind forces to
mowers, shear walls or bracing located at specific potnts in the structure. These
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Fig. 14.2 Floor
conslniction

ii

LWA concrete 200mm 90mm CF6O pronte

14.1.2 Frame construction

h4.I.l Floor construction

4.1.3 Stair construction

14.1.4 Resistance to wind loading
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wind resisting parts of the structure may be constructed in either steel (as a
framework described in Section 10.3) or in concrete (as shear wails or shafts).
In the present design, a bracing framework has been chosen (Section
14.7), with a bnef companson as to the effects of frame action (Section 14.8).
The final choice is based on both economic and architectural considerations,
as above six to eight storeys the use of a wind frame becomes cost-effective,
but its presence in the structure may affect both the façade and the building
layout.

All details of the steetwork frame affect the appearance and layout of the
building and the design team must be aware of the results of each others
actions. Some further choices relate to external façade construction, internal
partitions, floor and ceiling fmishes.

In the present design, a precast wall unit (below sill level) with gla2ing
above is chosen, giving loadings as tn Section 14.2. The same unit is used at
roof level as a parapet. Internal partitions are not defined in position, and an
allowance for movable lightweight partitions is made en the imposed floor
loading. A screened floor finish is allo'vcd for, together with a lightweight
suspended ceiling.

Imposed loadst51 and wind loadst61 are obtained from the appropnate
British Standard.

Roof loading: CF6O slab 3.OkN/m2
Roof finishes 1.8 kN/mi
Total dead Ioad=3.0± 1.8 = 4.8 kN/rn2

Imposed load i kN/in2

Imposed load 5.OkN/in2
Partitions .0 kN/m2
Total imposed load=5.0+ i.0= 6.OkN/rn

2.0 kN/m
2.0 kN/n,

Glazing 0.3 kN/ni
Total dead load=2.0+0.3 = 2.3 kN/m

The following notation and method may be found in reference (6).

Basic wind speed V (Newcastle upon Tyne)
Topography factor
Ground roughness (outskirts of city)
Building size (max. dimension 40 m)
Factor (increases with height)
Statistical factor S3 (50-year exposure)
Design wind speed m/s
Dynamic pressure q = 0.613 N/m2
Force coefficient C1= 1.3 (for //w=3.6, h/b =0.8)

The wind speed and pressure vary with height, and the appropriate values are
shown in Fig. 14.4. The wind pressures may be resolved in forces at each
floor level, which are also shown in Fig. 14.4, giving values for one bay width
of 5 m only.
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Floor level Floor

Fig. 14.3 Slair
conslniction

ilall

landing

Flights and landings Flights end landings
span iogelher span separately
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Floor loading: CF6O slab
Floor finishes
Total dead Ioad=3.0+ 1.2

3.0 kN/m2
l.2kNJns2

= 4.2 kN/ni2

14.2.2 Stair loading

Flights:

14.1.5 Architectural details

Precast concrete
Finishes
Total dead load=5.5+0.8

5.5 kM/ni2
0.8 kN/m2

= 6.3 kNim

Imposed load 4.0 kN/m2

3.5 kN/r&
.2 kN/rn2

4.7 kNIm2

Landings: Precast concrete
Finishes
Total dead load=3.5+ 1.2

14.2.3 WaIl unit and glazing

Roof parapet: Precast unit
Floor wall unit: Precast unit

Imposed load 4.0 kN/m

14.2 LOADING

14.2.1 Roof and loading

I4.2.4 Wind loading

46 rn's
1.0

Type (3)
Class B

e.g
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14.3 ROOF BEAM DESIGN

Typical floor beams preflxT
floor beams prefix R

A suitable arrangemeni ofbeams for all floors is shown in Fig. 14.5. Roofbeams
are denoted RI R2, etc., and typical floor beams (floors I to 7) are denoted TI,
T2, etc. Using the composite slab (type CF6O) spanning 3.3 m maximum,
secondary beams type to 4 must be provided to support tile slab, at a spacing
not greater than 3.3 m. These beams are supported on mam beams 5 and 6.
which are in turn supported by the columns. In the region of the stair wells,
special beams may be required such as 9 and 10, and in abe vicinity of lift shafts
there will be additional requirements and loadings affecting beams Ii to 14.

(a) RoofbearnRl — UB

= 78 kN

80kN

imposed 1.5*5.0*325 =24 kN

Design loading (u.d.l.) l.4x80+I.6x24 = l50kN

Shear force F, 150/2=75kN
Moment 51, 150*5.0)8=94 kNni

Reactions (unfactored):

R4=4OkN
l2kN

(See Fig 14.5.)

Force in concrete kr=O.45fru B, (D—D,,)
=0.45x30x1250x(120—60) 1r3=I0lokN

Force in stecl R. = P, x 1ri =564 kN

Neutral axis is in the slab, as > P. and therefore

= 1250)=33 mm

Momeni of resistance = R, (D /2 + D, — x,,12)
Af,a564x 101 tNsn

51,154=0.93

clause 4.) Modular mtiot6> appropriate for deflections= 10
(one-third is long term)

r =A /(D,,—D,, ) B,
=20.5 x 102 / (I20—60)l250=0.0273

Equivalent second moment nf area

=A (D + D, + D,,)2 / 12e+l,
=20.5*102(152.4/2+ t20+60f/[4(1 -I- 10*0.0273)]

+ x 10)+838 x
mm4=3700cm1

clause 6,j.3.5 Deflection (based on unfactored imposed load, 24124)

5*24* 54/(354 *205*3700* =5.1mm
Linni of deflection = 5000/360=13.9mm

clause 5.4.6 Use 19mm diameter studs 100mm high as shear connectors with design
strength (Qk) of 90 kN.

Reduction due to profile introduces a factor,

= 0.85/ ji\'x hr ID,, xOi —D,,)/D,,
1l3/60x(l00—60)/60= 1.07

which should not exceed I.

N,,

5641(0.8 x 90) = 8

E

aa

C

150 IN

A
II lit I iA

- Sum

_________

30.6 mparapet

_____________

26.9

6

S

4251.1.1

2 64

3 iz.i

6
o

Loading: dead,

OWlS weight,

fare casing,

FIg. 14.7

4.8 x 5.0 x 3.25
0.16*5.0
0.2 x 5.0

a

0.0am
0
U

Fig. 14.4 Wind loading

Fig. 14.5 Sieclwori:
a rran go m C n I

Fig. 14.8
clause B.2.J

Typical
floor
plan

B,— spanl4

1 )Cth
162 x 09 xiS UR

Fig. 14.6

The design generally follows the recommendations of BS 5950: Past
and clause numbers are given for guidance where appropriate. With reference
to Figs. .i4.6 and 14.7:

Effective breadth B, (= span/4) = 1250mm
Concrete cube strength =3ONImm2
Steel design strength =275N/mm'
Beam spacing =3.25 m

clause 5.4,7.2

clause 5.4.3
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Note that the lower value of R, or R, is taken and constitutes the actual force
in the steel and concrete.

Usc a total of 16 studI along the beam.

clause 5.6.4 Longitudinal shear transfer (through the concrete) is not a likely problem
where the sheeting is attached by shear connectors to the beam.

Vertical shear capacity P,
=0.6 x275 x 4.6 x 152.4 x ir3= 1161<14

EVIl'. =0.65

(b) Roolbeam RI- l52x89x 16 US

The design is as beam RI.
Beam spacing=2.75 m

Loading: dead 4.8 x 5.0 x 2.75 = 66 kN
own weight I kN
fire casing I kN

68 kN

imposed i.5 x 5.0 x 2.75 = 21 kN

Design loading = 1.4 x 68+1.6 x 21 = 129kN
Moment M = 129 x 5.0/8 = SI kNm
Reactions (unfactored):

11d =34kN
R, =lIkN

(C) Roofbeam R3 - 152x89x 16 US

The design is as beam RI.
Beam spacing=2.25 m

Loading: dead 4.8 x 5.0 x 2.25 = 54 kN
own weight+casing =2kN

56 kN

imposed 1.5 x 5.0 x 2.25 = l7kN

Reactions unfactored):
Rd=28kN

= 8 kN

(d) Roof beam R4 - IS? x 89 x 16 US

clause 4.6 For an edge beam, the effective breadth, B, = 0.8 x 5000/8= 500 mm

Loading: dead 4.8 x 5.0 x 3.25/2 39 kN
own weight+casing 2kN
parapet 2.0 x 5.0 =101<14

51 kN

imposed 1.5 x 5.0 x 3.25/2 = 12 kN
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Designloading=i.4x51+I.6x1291lr24
Moment M, = 91 x 5.0/8 = 57 kNm
Reactions tunfactored):

8d =2SkN
8, = 6kN

clause 11.2 =0.45 x 30 x 500 x (120-60) x 10 =4OSkN
B, =275x20.5xl0 =564kN

Neutrai axis is in the steel as R >

clause 8.2.2 = 1405(120 + 60)/2 + 564 x 152.4/2] I 0 = 79 kNm
AIJM = 0.76

N =405/(0.8 x 90) = 6

Use a total of 12 studs along beam.

(a) Roofbeam RS - 254x 46x37 UB

150 [N
Roof beam cames reactions from two type RI beams as svell as some

6 tN distributed load (see Fig. 14.9).

Pointload: dead 2x40 =801<14
imposed 2xl2 =24kN6.5 m

Distributed load: own weight 0.37 x 6.5 = 2 kThJ
Fig. 14.9 casing 0.3 x 6.5 = 2 kN

Design loading Wont) = 1.4 x 80 + 1.6 x 24/8 = 150 kN
Design loading (distributed) = 1.4 x 4 = 6 kN

Moment li:1= ISO x 6.5/4+6 x 6.5/8 =248 kNm
Shear force E=(I50+6)/2 =781<14
Reactions (unfactored):

8d 42kN
1?, =l2kN

(See Fig. 14.10.)

ie5o

I,

FIg. 14.10

cab254X146X37 UB

clause 4.6 Effective breadth, B=6500/4 = 1625 ruin

clause 8.2.1 R =0.45 x 30 x 1625 (120-60) = l300IcN
R,275x47.5xl0 =t3lOkN

frl=[l300fl20+60)/2±j3I0x256/2]I0 = 251 k24m
= 0.87

r =47.5 x 102/11625 (120-60)] 0.0487
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= 17500 cm4

Deflection =24 x x 205 x 17500 x mm

c/arise 5.4.3 N,, = 1300/(0.8 x 90) 18

Use a total of 36 studs along beam. parapet

=0.6 x275 x 6.4 x 256=270kN
Reactions (unfactored):

F,/P,=0.29
Rd=22kN
R, 4kN

(1)

This beam comes reactions 1mm two type P.3 beams as well as some

distributcd load,

Point toad: dead 2x28=56kN
mposcd2x8 =161cM

Distributed load = 4 kM
Reactions lunfactored):

Rd =30kM
R, =8kM

Design is the samc as beam KS.

(g) Roof beam Ri -.254 x 146 x 37 US

This beam cames reaction from one type RI beam as well as distributed load.

Point load: dead

imposed

Distributed load: own weight+castng
parapet 2.0 x 6.5

Design loading (point): 1.4 x 40+1.6 x
Design loading (distributed): 1.4 x 17
Moment x 6.5/4+24 x 6.5/S

Reactions tunfactored):
11d =28kM

= 6kN

Effective breadth, B, = 0.8 x 6500/S = 650mm

c/ni/se 11.2.1 =0.45 x 30 x 650 (120—60) = 526kM
R, =275 x 47.5 x tr = 1306kM

M. =526 (120+60)/2+1306X256/2 =2l4kNm
= 0.66

N,, =5261(0.8 ,c 90)=8

Use a total 0116 studs along beam.

Design is the same as beam P.7.
Roof beams over the stair will support additional loads where stairs exit on

to the roof. The typical stair beams are included as beams T9 and TIC in
Section 14.4. Beams in the lift shaft area will be designed to suit detailed
layouts and loadings for the lift motor room, etc., arid are riot included in this
example.

14.4 TYPICAL FLOOR BEAM DESIGN

The same arrangement is used for the steelwork on the typical floor (floors I

to 7 inclusive) as that used for the roof. Some vanation may be needed in the
vtctnity of the stair wells and the lift shaft.

In general, the number of beam sizes used is kept to a minimum to ease
ordenng and fabncation. Two sizes only were used for the roof steelworlc.
Four sizes will be used for the typical floor, which is, of course, repeated

seven times.
The design calculations follow the layout tn Section i4.3.

(a) Typical floor beam TI — 254 x 102 xiS US

Beam spacing 3.25 m

Loading: dead 4.2 x 5.0 x 3.25 = 68 kM
own weight 0.25 x 5,0 = 1 k14

casing 0.2 x 5.0 =1kM
70kN

imposed 6.0 x 5.0 x 3.25 = 98 kM

Design loading: 1.4 x 70+1.6 x 98
Shear force F, = 254/2

Moment A!1 =254 x 5.0
Reactions (unfactored):

Rd =35kM
=49k/V

Following the calculation for beam RI:
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(h) Roof beam R8 —254 x 146 x 37 US

This beam cames one reaction from type P.3 beam as well as distributed load.

Point load: dead =28 kM
imposed = 8kM

Distributed load: own wetght+ casing = 4kM
= 13 kM

= 40kM
= 12kM
= 4kM
= 13kM

12= 75kM
= 24kM
= 141 kMm

clause 4.6

254 IN

A Ii I

FIg. 14.11 \Vith reference to Fig. 14.11:

=254kM
= 127 kM
= 159 kMm
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Effective breadth, 1250mm 15cc Fig. 1412)

=O.45x30x =1010W
R, =275 x32.2x = 886W

= t0l0(120+60)J2+886 x25712 = 2O5Wm
=0.78

Fig. 14.32 r =0.0429
=12040cm4

Deflection =5 x 98 x x 205 x 12040 x 6.5mm
N,, = 1010/(0.8 x 90)= 14

(b) Typkal floor beam T2 — 254 x 102 x 25 US

Beam spacing 2.75 m

Loading: dead 4.2 x SQ x 2.75
own weight + casing

Reactions (unfactored):
Rd =30W
R, =41W

Design is the same as beam TI.

Beam soacing 2.25 m
Loading: dead 4.2 x 5.0 x 2.25

own weight + casing

imposed 6.0 x 5.0 x 2.25

Reactions (unfactored):
Rd =25W
R, =34kN

Design is (lie satne as beam TI

Loading: dead 4.2 x 5.0 x 3.2512
own weight + casing

+ glazing 2.3 x 5.0

= 34W
= 2W
= 32W

48 kN
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Moment
Reactions lunfactored):

Rd =24W
R, =25W

=500mm
ii, =[0.45 x 30 x 500(120—60)] =405 kN
1?, =275 x32.2 x =886kN

=[405 (120+60)/2 +
= 0.61

N,, =4051(0.8 x 9O)=6

Use a total of 12 studs along beam.

Point load: dead 2 x 35
imposed 2 x 49

Distributed load: own weight 0.57 x 6.5
casing 0.4 x 6.5

Design loading (point): 1.4 x 70+ 1.6 x 98
Design loading (distributed): 1.4 x 7
Shear force F, =(255+ 10)/2
Moment M1 255 x 6.5/4 + lOx 6.5/8
Reactions (unfactored):

Rd =38W
R, =49W

ttl62Srmn
=1300W

R, =275 x 72.2 x = 3986W
[1300 (120 + 60)/2 + 3986 x 358.6/2J3C3=473 Wm

=0.89
r =0.074!

'g 38200cm4
Deflection = 98 x x 205 x 38 200 x I = 7.2mm

N,, 1300/(0.8x90)=18

1',. =0.6 x 275 x 8.0 .x 358.6=473W
F,!?,. =0.28
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3250r
ii'— -1

264 102 x 25 UB

Use a total of 28 studs along beam.

=0.6 x 275 x 6.1 x 257=259W
F,!)', = 0.49

=58W
= 2W

60 kN
imposed 6.0 x 5.0 x 2.75 = 83W

(c) Typical floor beam T3 — 254 x 102 x 25 US

(e) Typical floor beam T5 —356 x Ill x 57 US

This beam cames two reactions from two type TI beams as well as some
distributed load.

255 kM

10kMR'''' ''''"A
6.Sm

Fig. 14.13 (Se; Fig. 34.13.)

= 47W
= 2W

49W
= 68kN

= 70W
=98W
= 4W
= 3W

=255 kN
= LOW
= 133 kN
=422kNm

(d) Typical floor beam T4 — 254 x 102 x 25 US

imposed 6.0 x 5.0 x 3.25/2 = 49W
Design loading: 1.4 x 48+ t.6 x 49 = 146W

Use a total of 36 studs along beam.
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(1) Typical floor beam T6 — 356 x 127 x 33 US

This beam carries two reactions from two type T3 beams as well as
distributed load.

Point load: dead 2 x25 = 5OkN
imposed2x34 = 68kN
own weight + casing = 4 kN

Design loading (point): 1.4 x 50 + 1.6 x 68 = 179 kN
Design loading (distributed): t.4 x 4 = 6kN
Moment M1= 379 x 4.5/4+6 x 4.5/8 =205 kNm
Reactions lunfactored):

=27kN
R1 =34kN

Point load (T3): dead
imposed

Distributed load: own wetght+castng
wall + glazing 2.3 x 4.5

Design loading (point): 1.4 x 25 ÷ L6 x
Design loading (distributed): 1.4 x J4
Moment 89 x 4,5/4 + 20 x 4.5/8
Reactions (unfactored):

Rd =19k14
R, =I7kN

B, = 450 mm

B, =4500/4=1125 mm
9llkN

1?, =275x4l.SxIO•i =ll5OkN
= [911(120 + 60)12 + 1150 x =282 kNm

MIMC =0.73
N,, =91l/(0.8x90)=13

Use a total of 26 studs along beam.

= 364kN
R, =lI5OkN

=233 kNm
M4hVr = 0.48

=364/(0.8 x 90)=6

Use a total of 12 studs along beam.

(I) Typical floor beam T9 —254 x 146 x 37 US

This is a nun-composite beam in the stair well supporting piecast flight and
landing units.

Span 5.0 m

Loading: dead 6.3 x 5.0 x 2.5/2 = 39 lcN
4.7 x5.0x2.0/2 = 24kN

own weight+casing = 41<14

671<14

imposed 4.0 x 5.0 x 4.5/2 = 45 kN
Design loading: 1.4 x 67 + 1.6 x 45 = 3661<14
Shear F,. =166/2 83kN
Moment = 166 x 5.0/8 = 104 kNm
Reactioos I uofactored):

Ed =341<14

clause 4.2.3 Shear resistance 0.6 x 275 x 6.4 x 256 = 2701<14

clause 4.2.5 Moment capacity x 485 x 1C3= 133 kNm

U, /14=0.78

Deflection= 5 x 45 x 5Ø3/(334 x 205 x 5560 x = 6.4 mm
Limit of deflection=5000/360= 139fnm

(h) Typical floor beam T8 —356 x 127 x 33 US

Span 4.5 m

= 251<14
= 341<14
= 41<14

= 301<14
34 = 891<14

= 201<14
= Ill kNm

(g) Typical floor beam T7 —356 x 127 x 33 US

Span 6.Sm

Point load: dead
imposed

Distributed load: own wetght+casing
wall + glazing, 2.3 x 6.5

Destgn loading (point): 1.4 x 35 + 1.6 x 49
Design loading (distributed): 1.4 x 19
Moment U, = 127 x 6.5/4 + 26 x 6.518
Reactions (unfaciored):

Rd =27kN
R1 =251<14

= 3SlcN
= 491<14

= 4 kN
=351<14

=3271<14

= 261<14

=228k14m

B, =650 mm
R, =5261<14
R,

Mc =[526 (320 ± 60)/2 + 1150 x 348.5/2J kNm

5] Jill. = 0.92
= 526/(0.8 >: 90) = 8

Use a total of 16 studs along beam.

B, =231<14
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(a) Column loads

COLUMN Cl
Reactions R4, P.5, T4, T5 are taken from Section 14.3(d), etc., and are
tabulated overieaf. With reference to Fig. 34.15, typical calculations for
column loading are given:

Column length: 7th floor—roof:

BeamT5

column ci
Fig, 14.15

Total TVd =25+25+42+4
Total =6+6+12
Design load F = 1.4 x 96+ 1.6 x24

= 96 kN
=24kN
= l73kN

(I) Typlcalfloorbeamtlo....356x,71x57ua

This Is a non'compostte beam in the stair well supporting a reaction from
beam T9 as well as some distributed load. Lateral restraint along the beam is
provided only by beam T9. The design of such unrestrained beams is
discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.

B4kN Span 6.5 m

Z7kN B Point ioad Cr9): dead =34kNylIlllllll
imposed =23w

___________

Distributed load: own weight+cladding = 4kN
4.5 en 2.0 m wall +glazing, 2.3 x 6.5 = IS kN

14.14 (See Fig. 14.14.)

Design loading (point): 3.4 x 34 + 1.6 x 23 84 kN
qesign loading (distributed): 1.4 x 39 = 27kN
MaximumshearFg4x4s/65+27/2 72kN
Moment M1=84 x 2.0 x 4.516.5+27 x 6.5/8 138 kNm
Reactions (unfactored):
AtA: Rd=2OkN

7kN
AtB:

R( =l6kN
115 table P Effective length m
85 table 13 to = LO
115 table 36 a 0.94

A =4500/39.2= l15
Aix = 115/28.9=4.0

115 jable 34 " =0.86
=0.94 x 0.88 x 0.86 x ItS = 82

VS table 11 Pb = 16! N/mm2
=161 x lOlOx l63lcNm

'b = 0.85

=0.6 x 275 x 8.0 x 358.6 =473 kN
F,/F, =0.15

14.5 COLUMN DESIGN

Loads for each column must be calculated, and in the present design three
columns are selected as typical: an external (side) column Cl; a corner
column C2; and an internal column C6. Further columns could be designed
individually if desired.

Column loads are best assembled from the unfactored beam reactions,
with dead and imposed loads totalled separately. The imposed loads may be
reduced where a column supports more than one floor. The reduction is 10%
per floor until a maximum of 40% is reached, and 40% thereafter. This

applies to buildings up to tO storeys. and is detailed in PS Column
loads must include an allowance for self weight and fire casing.

The design load condition is t.4T1'd+ i.61Fç..

Column length: 6th—ith floors:

Total T'd =96+24+24+38+4 =l86kN
Total =24+25+25+49 =123k14
Reduced IV. =0.9x 123 .=IlkN
Design load = 1.4 x 186+ i.6x Ill =438kN

In the same way, each table may be completed, see below

Column Beams Reactions
length

Totals Rettuced design

Rd
Red.

(1(N) (1(N)
weight

(1(N)

IV,,

(1(N)

IV,

(1(N)

uctlon

(%)
IY

(1(N)
toad F

(1(N)

COLUMN Cl
7—P. R4

P.4

25 6 4

P.S 42

6

6—7 T4
12 96 24 0 24 73

T4
25 4

T5
24 25

5—6 ditto 86

49 186 123 ID III 438

4—5 ditto

99 4 276 222 20 178 67!

3—4 ditto 86

99 4 366 321 30 225 872

2—3 ditto

99 4 456 420 40 252 11)40

1—2 ditto
99 4 546 519 40 311 260

13—I ditto 86

99

99

4

6

636

728

618

717

40

40

371

430

1480

1710

COLUMN C2
7—P. P.4

P.7
6 4

6—7 T4
6 57 12 0 12 99

Ti 27

25 4

5—6 ditto

25 112 62 Ia 56 246

4—5 ditto
50 4 167 132 20 90 378

3—4 ditto 51

50 4 222 162 30 II) 492

2—3 ditto

277 212 40 127 591

—2 ditto 51

50 4 332 262 40 357 716

C—I ditto 51

50

50

4

6

387

444

312

362

40

40

387

217

841

969
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e = l00+222.3/22l1 cmi

.Rt5 =l33kN

ZtI. = 133 x 0.21112= !4kNm
= 265 N/mm2
=0.85 x 4.7 = 4.00 m

A =L5
Pc 167N/mm

'PrAg =l67x IlOx l0=l840kN

at =1.0
1'LT =0.5L/r,=0.5 x 4700/53.244

=244 N/mm2

51b Pa5i244<979'< l03=239kNm

clause 4.8.3.3 Overall buckling check isimplifled):

F/PC + mM1 I

1710/1840-f-LOx 14/239=0.98

Column licanis Reactions Totals Reduced

length

(1(N)
R,
(1(N)

Own
weight
(1(N) (1(N)

IV,

(kN)

Red-
uction
(%)

IV,

(1(N)

design
load F
(1(N)

COLUMN C6
7—R R2 34 10 4

R2 34 hO

R5 42 12

R6 30 8 144 40 0 40 265

6—7 T2 30 4! 8

12 30 41

15 38 49

T6 27 34 273 205 ID 18$ 678

5—6 dino 125 165 4 402 370 20 296 1040

4—5 ditto 125 165 4 53! 535 30 375 1340

3—4 dub 125 165 4 660 700 40 420 1600

2—3 ditto 125 165 4 789 865 40 519 1930

—2 ditto 12$ 165 4 918 1030 40 618 2270

G—t ditto 125 165 6 11)49 1195 40 717 2610

Column
length

Size F
(1(N)

Mx
(kNm)

A Pc
(N/otto') (1(N)

ALT Pa
(N/unit) (kNot)

Check

0—I 203x203x86UC 1710 14 75 167 1840

1830

44

35

244

265

239

213

0.98

0.871—2 203x203x7I UC 1480 14

61 199 1510 36 271 177 0.912—3 203x20360UC
62 197 1160 36 271 135 0.993.4 203x203x46 UC
satisfactory4—5 dub

671 13 satisfactory5—6
82 157 600 48 213 60 0.936—7 152 x 152 x 30 UC
satisfactory7—fl. ditto 173 14

Pr; 133 IN0

Fig. 14.16 clause 4.7.6

(b) Column CI design: Ground — 1st floor —203 x 203 x 86 UC

Over this length, the column cames an axial load of 170kN. The reaction
from beam T5 at first floor level is eccentnc to the column. With reference to
Fig. 14.16:

The nominal moment is divided between column lengths above and below

clause 4.7.7 the first floor enually, assuming approximately equal column stifthesses:

capacity, the effective length may-be taken as 0.7 of actual length for column
lengths above the first floor. The destgn strength, p,,, is 265 N/nina2 for
column sections greater than 16mm thick and 275 N/mm2 for sections less

than 16mm thick.
It is the nomial pracitce, in the interesis of economy, for columns to be

fabricated in rwo-storey lengths, and assembled on site using splices. It is not
therefore good practice to change column size for every storey, and in this
case the same size (203 x 203 x 86 UC) would probably be used between

ground and second floors, and one size (203 x 203 x 60 UC) between second

and fourth floors.

(c) Column C2 design: Ground — 1st floor —203 x 203 x 60 UC

Over this length the column cames an axial load of 968 kN. The reactions
from beams T4 and T7 at the first floor are both ecceninc to

the column. With reference to Fig. t4.17:

For T7: e 100+209.6/2 =205 mm
For T4: e = 100+9.3/2 = 105mm

B5 tab/c 6
BS table 24

13S tab/es 25, 27c

clause 4. 7. 7

clattse 4. 7. 7

135mb/cl]

R,,78kN

8r'74 IN

100

Ftg. 14.17

BS table 6

135 table 24

BS tables 25, 2 7c

clause 4.7.7

135 table ii

=l.4x27+l.6x25
Ru =I.4x24+t.6x25

78 x 0.205/2
Al, =74 x 0.105/2

p,. =275 N/mm2

=78 kN

= 74 kN
=8.0kNm
=19 kNm

Ustng the same method, other lengths of the column may be designed and the

results tabulated. Where floor beams providing directional restraint are
substantial, and are not required to catty more than 90% of their moment

L5 =0.85 x 4.7=4.OOm
A =4000/51.9 = 77
Pr =167 N/mm2

=167x75.8x 10'l260kN

at l.0

"LT =0.5 x4700/51.9=46
=248N/mm2
=248x652x lr'=l6lkNm

clause 4.8.3.3 Overall buckling check (simplified):

+ mAIJA -I + niIL5/p,.Z,. S I

968/1260+ i.0 x 8.0/16! + 1.0 x 3.91(275 x 199 x l0'')=0.89
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Using the same method other lengths of the column may be designed and the
results are tabulated below.

Column Size
length

F M, P, Ltr pi, fit5 Check(kill (lcNm) (kNni) (N/mm1) (144) (N/mni') (kNm)
0—i 203 203 x 60 UC 968 8.0 3.9 77 167
i-'2 tIC

46 248 161 0.89
841 7.9 3.9 62 197 1160

2—3 ditto
271 135 0.86716 7.9 3.8 sattsfacioty

3—4 dub 591 7.9 3.8 satisfactory
.1—S tIC 491 7.1 3.8 81 159 754 48 243
5—6 tIC 0.90

378 7.0 3.8 82
6—7 ditto

600 48 243 60 0.94
246 6.2 3.4 satisfactory

7—R ditto 99 8.7 4.6 sattsfactoiy

ol As for column Cl, two-storey lengths at the same size are preferred..

(d) ColumnC6 design: Ground — 1st floor 132 UC

6n Over this length the column cames an axial load of 2610 kN. The reactions
from the beams at first floor level are eccentnc, but will tend

S
• a15

each
other, see Fig. 14.28. The difference between the reactions from T5 to T6
will, however, give a net moment about the major axis. Note that the effect of
the absence of imposed load on any beam taken

Fig. 14.18
is into

account, and all beams are considered filly loaded lclause 4.7.7).

Column Size F M5 P,
letigiti Ps M5 Check

(kNm) (N/mm') (kN) (N/mm2) (kNm)
0—i *132 tIC 2610 3.7 60 195 3300 35

—2 UC
496 0.80

2270 3.6 48 217 2470 28
2—3 254 x 254*73 tIC

326 0.93
t930 3.5 49 222 2060 29

3—4 ditto
0.95

1600 3.5 sattsfactoiy

4—S 203 *203 *60 tiC 1340 3.5 61 199 1510 36
5—6 46 tiC

177 0.91
1040 3.6 62 197 1160 36

6—7 tIC
271 135 0.92

678 3.5 81 159 754
'—ft 152*152X30 tIC

243 75 0.95
265 4.1 82 157 600 48 243 60 0.51

CONNECTIONS

The design of typical beam to column connections is given in Section 3.7(g).
A typical connection for the present design ts detailed for beam T5 to column
C6. With reference to Fig. 14.19:

Beam reaction (Section l4.4e)= I33kN
Moment= 133*0.05 6.7kNm

Use 9 no. 20mm bolts grade 4.6
Fig. 14.19 Use 2 no. 90*90*10 angle cleats

F.

it
(a) Column bolts

Shear/bolt 133/6 =22.2 kN
clause 6.3.2 Shear capacity = =39.2 kN
clause 6.3.3 Beanng capacity of bolts P00 =20*9.4 x 435* = 81.8 tiN

where 9.4 is the column flange thickness.

Wind bracings

V

(b) Beam bolts

Vertical shearfbolt= 133/3=44.3 tiN
Honzontai shear due to eccentnc bending moment,

Md,,,,,,5 /Ed'=6.7 x 0.t0/(2 0.102) =33.5 tiN
Resultant shear/bolt = (44,32 + 3352)

Shear capacity (double shear) F,, = 160*2*245 <

Beanng capacity of bolt = 20 x 8.0*435

(c) Angle cleat

L
Shear area of cleats 2x0.9(300x10—3 *22*10) =4210mm2V Shear capacity F, x = 695 kN

________________________

Shear force F, = 133 kN

Similar connections may be designed for all other beams. Where a beam ts
designed for composite action, such as TI, T2, T3 and T4, no load is
considered lobe transferred to the column by the slab, and the cleat and bolts
should carry all the beam reaction.

Splices connect the ends of each section of column together so that loath
are transmitted between them satisfactorily. Such connections are
proportioned in accordance with empirical rules as shown in Steel Designers'
A'ia,iuait92 Typical splice details are given by NeedhamhiOi and 5C1"

14.7 WIND BRACING

As discussed in Section 14.1.4, and previously in Section 10.3, the wind
loading maybe designed to be camed by a wind bracing. It is commonly.
convenient to locate the wind bracing at stair/lift wells where the diagonal
members may be hidden by bnclcwork. In some situations, suck as industnal
frameworks, it may be satisfactory to leave the wind bracing exposed.

An arrangement for the bracing is shown in Fig. 4.20, The stair wells
provide four frames in the lateral direction (two frames in the longitudinal
direction) as shown.

(a) Loading and forces

Force above ground floor level is the sum of the forces shown in
Fig. 14.4=187.3 tiN (for one Sm bay).

Force on each lateral wind bracing,
IV,, = 187.3 x 8.4 = 375 frJ4

300 STnOCT0RAL STEELWORK DESIGN TO BS 5950
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=55.5 tiN

= 78.4 leN

=73.1 tiN

o Mla
coiumr, boils 14.6

As previously, tivo-storey lengths at the same size are preferred.

Fig. 14.20

Resultant

7100 kN m

Fig. 14.21
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Cc) Column C13 (C—I) —254 x 254 x 167 tiC

Taking the dead and imposed loads as similar to those in column CI:

=728W
U', = 430W

IV,, = 1580 kN compression or 1190 kN tension

Maximum compression:
1.4 [Wd+ 11',I = 1.4 (728 + 1580) =3230kN
L2 [lVd+ W,+ IV,,] = 1.2(728+430+ 1580) =3290kN

Maximum tension:
1.0 11'd-f t.4 IF,, = i.0x728 — 1.4 x 1190 =— 938kN

F, =938kN
Fr = 3290kN

= 10.5 kNm (see note oIler Section 4.7(b))
=4I80kN

Ma = 64! kNm

Overall buckling check:

3290/4180+10.5/641=0.80

(d) Diagonal (G—I) —203 x 89 channel

The force due to only [F,, =540kN tension
1.4 = 756 kN tension

Nei area of web tallowing two no. 24 diameter holes across secrion)
c/az/se 4.6.3 =203.2 x 8.1 —2 x 24 x 8.1 = 1260mm2

Area of flanges =3790—1260 =2530 mm2

Multiplier =3 x 1260/fl x 1260+2530) =0.60
Effective area . =2780mm2

clause 4.6.1 Tension capacity =765kN

F/F, = 756/765 = 0.99

The design of all members in the bracing system follows the meiliod outlined.
The bracing system in the direction at right angles is designed in a similar
manner.

14.8 WIND RESISTANCE BY FRAME ACTION

Previous design codes (e.g. BS 449) permitted a simplified frame action for
wind resistance, and design methods for this appear in, e.g. Steel Designers'

The method makes a number of assumptions regarding shear
distribution and pomts of contraflexure. Although these methods oncc
enjoyed wide application, they are tio longer sanctioned under 135 5950:
Pan I.

1580

Fig. 14.22

Moment of wind forces about ground level is the sum of the
forces x heights shown in Fig. 14.4 = 3550 kNm
Moment on each internal wind bracing

Af,,=3550x8/4=7l00kNm

Considenng the part of the frame between ground and first floors and
analysing as a pin-jointed frame (see Fig. 14.22):

Rh =375W
= 1580 kN compression

Fdiugonal =375/cos 46° =540kN tension
Fc7 = 1580—540 sin 46° = 1190 kN tension

As discussed in Section 10.2, cross-bracing allows a tension only design for
the diagonals. For this arrangement wind from either direction produces
tension in the appropnale diagonal, but tension or compression in ihe
columns.

(b) Column Cl (C—I) —254 x 254 x 167 UC

The forces in column C7 will include dead and imposed loads similar to C6
(Sect2on 14.5):

=I049kN
= 717W

ii',,. = 1580W compression or I l90kN tension

Load combinations for maximum compression:

BS table 2 either 1.4 1.4 = 1.4 x 1049+1.4 x 1580 =3680W
or 1.2 [Wd + 111 + TV,.] = 1.2

(1049+717+1580) =40201<14

Load combination for maximum tension:

1.0 1.4 W,,= lOx 1049—1.4 xl 190 = — 6171<14

F, =4020W
= 3.7W m (see note below)

A =4000/67.9=59
BS tab/e 27c Pc = 197 N/mm:

=197x2l2x 10' = 4180W

Ar,- =0.5 x 4700/67.9=35
BS fob/el! Pa =265 N/mm

Ma =265x2420x ir3= 64lkNm

Overall buckling check:

clause 4.5.3.3 4020/4180 + 3.7/64! = 0.97

Note that 3.7W m is used as in Section 14.5. This value could be
reduced to take account of the lower values of y,- used here (1.2 1.2 TV1

in place of 1.4 Wd+ 1.6 [V1 in Section 14.5), but this would have little effect.
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Frame action to resist wind loading requires the frame elements to be
connected by ngid joints, and the design is thus controlled by section 5 of 1355950: Part Plasisc or elastic design is penmited, but the honzontal loads
must be applied to the whole frame and forces analysed accordingly (clause
542).

An alternative design method using simple connections for vertical
loading, but recognizing their stiffisess in the design for wind loading, has
been examined by Netiiercot°31 ThIs is shown to give some advantages, but
may lead to.some overstressing.

Frame action for wind resistance has the disadvantage economically of
more complex connections, as well as increased member sizes generally,
These costs must be offset against the saving of the wind bracing in any
economic comparison.

(1985) Profiles for composite floonng, Profiles for
Concrete. Precision Matal Fonning Lid

Lawson WM. (1989) Composite slabs, Design of
Composite Slabs and Beams with Steel Decking,
pp. 5—9. Steel Construction Institute

(1986) Fire resistance .of composite slabs with steel
decking. CIR1A Special publication 42
BS 6399 Loading for Buildings
Part i: Dead and imposed loads (1984)
Part 2: Wind loads

I3riiish Siandards lnstituie
CP3 Chapterv Part 2.

135 5950 The Structural Use or Steel work in Buildings
Pan 3.1: Design of composite beams (J990,j

Reduction in ioial imposed floor loads.
135 6399 Loading far Buildings
Part 1: Dead and imposed loads (1984), clauseS
(1912) Design ofconneciions, Steel Designers' Manual,
4th edn. pp.707—IS. l3lackwell

Neediaam P.1*. (1980) Connecitons in stnictural
sieelwork for buildings, Structural Engineer. vol. SSA,
no. 9, pp. 267—77

15.1 FABRICATION PROCESSES

The designer needs to have an understanding of the processes involved in the
fabncation and erection of structural steelwork, This understanding is
necessary to ensure that:

(a) all the details shown by the designer are capable of fabncation;
(b) the effects of the fabncation processes on the design are allowed for, e.g.

corrosion traps, plate distortion m cropping and bending;
Cc) the details shown do not involve unnecessarily complex, time-

consuming and hence costly processes;
(d) the responsibilities of the fabneator are clear, e.g. what assembly of

cleats is required pnor to delivery to site;
(e) the details chosen should allow a safe means of erection.

The processes involved in structural fabncation, and the
requirements of good design, are described by Taggarttfl Other pubhicaiions
are available giving filler descnptions of steetwork fabncationt2t

The processes may be summanzed as follows.

Surface preparation is usually earned out eiiher by blast cicannsg or by use of
mechanical tools. In blast cleaning, an abrasive material is projected at high
speed at the surface to be cleaned. The abrasive matenal can be metallic
('shot blasting) or non-metallic suds as slag or other minerals (sand'
blasting).

Alternatively, preparation may be carried out by a variety of mechanical
tools, such as wire brushes and sanders, or by mechanical chisels and needle
guns. These are usually less effective than blast cleaning but may be used in
smaller fabneation works and on site prior to the final panning.

Pnming Of the steel surface is earned out immediately after cleaning with
the surface clean and free from moisture. A number of different pnnlers are

j'sI
DETAILING PRACTICE AND
OTHER REQUIREMENTS

References
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Fig. 15.1 Bending and
forming

available, and their use should take account of the processes which are to
follow, in particular, some primers may give nse to hazardous flumes dunng
subsequeot cuttmg and welding. in addition, some pnmers may interfere with
the welding processes which are to be used.

15.1 .2 Cutting and drilling

The steel sections or plates are cut to length and size by guillotmtog, sawing
or flame cutting. Guillottntng is a process of shearing steel plates to the

required length and width, and cropping is a similar process, but which may
be applied to steel sections. The method may be limited in its use for a

particular fabncation by minor distortion and burnng which require
subsequent correction.

Sawing may be earned out by circular saws, hacksaws or bandsaws.

Clean, accurate, straight cutting may be achieved.
Tile thermal cutting process ('flame cutting) involves a number of

different systems which may be process controlled, and used to produce steel

plates cut to a predetermined profile.
Drilling of the required holes in steelwork may be earned out using single

and multi-spindle machines which may be set to produce a pattern of holes

determined by a template. Punching is also used for making holes, but this

has a limited use owing to embntllement of the edge of the hole and possible

edge cracking. Punched holes should not, for example, be pemiitied in

connections which are designed to develop yield lines,

in more complex steelwork assembly, bending of sections and plates to

specified shapes may he needed, Sections can be bent to circular and other

profiles as required, hut with the local radius of curvature limited by the

proportions of the sections. Presses are used in bending plates to form

sections of specified shape. Examples are shown in Fig. 15.1.

Many welding processes are available, but metal arc welding is the one which
is normally permitted for steelwork fabncaiion. Manual metal arc welding is
used for attaching end plates, cleats, etc., to steel members, while automatic
gas shielded processes are used for the fabrication of plate girders. Different
types of weld (Fig. 15.2) are used tn different situations and further details
may be found in BS 5315 and specialist literaturet24)

15.1.5 Inspection and protection

Butt weld single vi Butt weld
double bevell

Inspection of the steelwork is camed out at several points in the fabrication
processes. Tile most important of arc at entry and afier welding. Before
commencement of fabncatton, tile steel sections or plates are checked for
straightness, and where steel is subject to stresses applied perpendicular to tile
direction of rolling, the material should be examined by ultrasonic techniques
to detect hidden defects. Defects discovered at a later stage can prove costly

to rectiñ', and may involve rejectiomi of a finished item. Welding is tested on

either a sample basis (say 5%) or fully. The methods used may be ultrasonte
or radiographic or may involve the use of dyes or magnetic particles. The

choice of method will depend on the quality control required, accessibility,
atld the relative importance of the weld to the overall stntctttre. Tetistoti
welds are normally tested to a greater frequency, and sometimes all welds in
tension are required to be tested.

Final surface protection of the smeelwork is earned out both iii the
fabrication works and on site. It will involve the retreattncnt of datnaged
pnmer and the application of a variety of fitlishing paints from oil and resin
based paints to polynrethanes and chlonnated rubbers. In addition, special
finishes using metallic coatings are available where addittonal protection is
advisable. For some special types of structure is selected as the

means of preventing corrosion tsce also Section t5c5).

15.2 STEELWORK DRAWINGS

in practice, the production of steelwork drawings is to etisure that the origitial
concepts for the structure shown tn the calculations dnd sketches are
translated into complete instructions for fabricating and erecting the steel
framework. Individual firms maintain varying practices for detailing
structural steelwork, but include some or all of the ttemns described in this
sectmon. Some guidance regarding detailing prachce is gtven in a BCSA
pubticattont3t
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15.1.4 Welding

rittet wetds

FIg. 15.2 Types of weld

15.1.3 Bending and forming

U
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For the student the preparation of scale drawings will assist in:

(a) visualizrngthe structure being designed;
(b) bnngihg a recognition of relative size, e.g. the slenderness of a

particular member, or the relationship of a bolt hole to the member
size and edge distance;

(c) adopting a discipline in providing complete information both in
drawing and in calculation.

The first drawing produced by the designer is one showing the overall
relationship of the steel framework to (lie other building components. This
general arrangement drawing will have plans, elevations and sections
showing clearly the relative positions of floor slabs, cladding walls,
'vtndows. foundations, etc., to the steel framework. Multi-level plans as
shown in Fig. (5.3 are useful in condensing much information into one plan
view. For the designer, the general arrangement is essential to ensure that all
the client's requirements have been included, that the steel framework is fully
compatible with (lie other building components, and (lint the structure is
shown to be inherently stable with discernable load paths to the foundations.

The layout of all the steelwork members and their relationship to each other
must be shown on une drawtng. This be used by the steeiwork erectors to
assemble the framework with its connections on site. For the simplest of
structures, it may be possible to show this information on the construction
drawings, but more usually a special drawing of the sicelwork layout is
necessary.

This layout (Fig. 15.4) will only tue steelwork with pnncipal
dimenstons and grid lines. It will incorporate a numbcnng system for each
steelwork member and may give member sizes and other details. This laner
information is, however, usually placed in a steelwork schedule on the layout
drawing, or on a separate sheet (Fig. 15.5). tn addition, this general
arrangement drawing will need to show the information required to enable
the connections to be designed and detailed. Tins takes the form of end
reactions (and moments where appropnate), beam levels and eccentucities.
Forces and moments must be clearly indicated as factored or unfactored.

Gabie posts Gable bracing

El E2 E2 E2 E2 E3

P1 P2 P2 P2 •P2 P3 -

P1 P2 P2 P2 P2 P3 -

P1 P2 P2 P2 P2 P3

6

0

- P3 P2 P2 P2

P2 P2' p2h'
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15.2.1 Construction drawings

Purtini Eavos

c
a
a

.0
'a
0

15.2.2 Steelwork arrangement

tel Plan

Side relic

hi Side view
Wind bracing

Gable raili
FIg. 15.3 Construction

Ic) End viewdrawing

15.2.3 Fabrication drawings

The fabncation process requires drawings of the steclwork members in full
detail showing precise stzes, lengths, positions of holes, etc. While in practice
these drawings are oflen produced by the fabricators themselves, it is useful
for the student to draw fabncaiion details.

P4

PG

P3

PS

PS

P2

PS

PS

P2

PS

PS

P2

PS

PS

P2

PG

P4

P1

Fig. 15.4 Stcclwork
arrangement
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Drawing HaL Section Size No. oil Length (mm) Remarks

.

.

,

Al
AZ

,43

6/

C/ti

On

C/ti

.t_
305x/27%3?

203x 2o3x60 h._

,,jjp.
3520

....JSQ......

htaxdM 4!

, &V 205A205)t36 7 37/0

• C2 .SJQ_.__ 152$ 7h ...flfaL....

a'
' £2

(/5

OS

cM

thAb

505x /Tlç.37

2

i
• ef 20.3$ 203 $150 3520 Doateta#aMnJ

This ensures that the design concepts are practicable and develops the
discipline of conveying these concepts with precision.

Au example of a beam fabncation drawing is shown in Fig. 15.6. The
information required will include:

o size of meniber and steel guide;

• precise length, allowing for clearance at each end;

• size of notches and any other special shaping;
• size and position of bolt holes, but not bolt sizes;
• welds types, size and length where appropnate;

• parts (such as cleats) to be connected dunng fabrication, and in this
case only the bolt sizes are appropnate;

• notes giving number of members required, any handed (mirror
image) members required, reference to painting preparanon and
specification.

150 too

r'i ,90 it 90x 10 cleats 4 no.22 hotes

see detail)

hO

160

457 it 191

__________

ioeo •1

Reference has been made to connection details previously (Sections 3.6, 6.6
and 8.3) and the overall need for neat and balanced solutions to design
problems has already been emphasized (Section 1.1). Guidance regarding the
arrangement of connections and their design ts given by and

NecdhamtSt for beam and column construction with 1- and H-sections, The
Bntish Steel CIDET publicatio&71 gives guidance for the use of hollow
sections, including connection arrangements. Morristtt deals specifically with

connections for single-slorey structures.

Drawings of contiections may onginate with ihe designer, particularly
when a special arrangement has bcen assitmed in the calculaitons, and a
sketch detail has been given. it is important that sketches of such details are
conveyed to the fabncators when they are responsible for contiectton design.
Typacal connection details sho'vtng bolt sizes, packs and clearances sitnilar to
those referenced abovetlt) may be needed where stte erection is not the
responsibility of the fabncators.

it is useful for the student to detail some of the assembled connections
required by the design, in order to become aware of the difficulties a
particular arrangement may canse, and its effect on design capacity. Where
the fabncaior is required to design the connections, details of forces and
moments (factored or unfactored) must be provided (see Section 15.2.2).

The precise behaviour of particular connecuons is complex and the subieci
of ongoing research. The performance of connections is generally defined by
the three permitted design methods. These design methods are defined as
simple design, semi-rigitl design and fully rigid design. The simple
method is based on the assumption that beams are simply supported and
therefore implies that beam-to-column connections must he sufficiently
flexible so as to restrlcl the development of end fixity. Any horizontal forces
have to be resisted by bracing or other means.

The design code permits the use of both elastic desirn and plastic design
within the context of fully ngid design. This method, based on full continuity
at the connections, gives the greatest rigidity and economy (in iernis of
weight of steel) for a gtven framework. Whether or not a fully rigid design
produces more economic structures in terms of cost is continually being
debated. Any honzontal loads are resisted by ngid frame action. 'Moment or
rigid' connections required by this design method must be capable of

conying die design bending moment, shear force and axial load,
maintaining more or less the angle between connected members, i.e. the
required connection should behave 'rigidly

In previous chapters, simple design has been asstimed in most cases, and
simple connections have been designed. In Chapter 13, however, hilly ngid
design has been assumed and moment connections have been destgned
accordingly.

15.15 Movement joints

Movements occur in buildings owing to changes of temperature, moisture
content, foundation arrangements, etc., and in buildings of unusual shape or
size it may be necessary io accommodate these movements by proQision of a

jdint. For single-storey construction, the provision of an expansion joint
should be considered when the length of the structure exceeds about l 50 m.

For multi-storey cpnstruciion, expansion joints may be reqtured at lesser
lengths (say-76 m), but in addition seulement joints may be necessary at
major height changes, and for unusual plan shapes.

The simplest jotnt is provided by dividing the sinicture at the joint and
placing columns on either side of the joint, joint details involving members
sliding on a bearing, or the use of slotted holes, arc less desirable clue to thcir
greater complexity and uncertain lifespan.

Fig. 15.3 Sieciworic
scticdule

Fig. tS.6 Beam rabricauon

100

1,!
'-10

15.2.4 Connection details

2490 —in
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15.3 COST CONSIDERATIONS

Previous discussion (Section 1.!) showed briefly flint a minimum weighi of
steelwork would not necessarily produce the minimum cost structure.
Clearly simplicity in fabneation and repetition of member types affects total
cost significantly.

In multi-storey construction, comparative costs will be influenced by the
choice of floor system, especially the use of composite steel deck floors
(Chapter 9). In addition, simplicity of layout and connections has its effect on
the speed of construction, and hence on the considerable cost of sers'tctng the
capital involved in such a building project. The arrangements for wind
bracing and statreases also have cost effects, and these and other factors are
discussed in reference (9).

Comparative costs of single-storey construction will depend on boil, the
and span of frames as 'veil as the form of structure chosen. The most

common forms of structure are included in a cost comparison by Horridge
and The charts produced may be used for settling the basic layout
and choosing the best spacing and span for a single-storey structure. They
also provide guidance on the cost effects of the choice of a particular form for
the roof structure.

15.4 FIRE PROTECTION

The protection of a building structure from the effects of fire is required by
regulations to provide adequate time pnor to collapse in order to:

• allow for any occupants to leave
o allow for fire fighting personnel to enter if necessary
o delay the spread of fire to adjoming property

To achieve these requirements it is oflen necessary to cover-the bare
steelwork with a protective coating. This may be simply concrete cast around
the steel with a light steel mesh to prevent spalling, or any one of a number of
propnetary systems. These may be sprayed on to the steel surface, or may
lake the form of prefabncated casings clipped round the steel section.
Examples of each of these are shown in Fig. 117. Details of a wide range of
these systems are set out by Elliott0 i.i2)

Systems of fire prptection are designed and tested by their manufacturers
to aclueve ihe fire resistance periods specified in the Building Reguiations.
These periods are somewhat inflexible and a more fundamentai design
approach is possible ustng structural fire In this design

Steal
meat,

____________ ____________

Sprayedg. la.1 Fire protection

approach, an assessment of the maximum atmosphere temperature is made
from the fire load, ventilation and other conditions. The heating curve of the
steel member is then estimated, allowing for the location of the steel and its
protection. Finally, the effects of temoerature on the structural caoacity of tlic
steelwork are determined.

Special requirements apply to steel portal frames where ihey fonn part
of the fire bamer to adjacent buildings. A method of designing portal
frames to ensure the integrity of the boundary wall in severe fires is givcn tn
reference (14).

15.5 CORROSION PROTECTION

The detailing of steeiwork can affect the manner and speed of corrosion. Care
should therefore be taken to minimize the exposed surface, and to avoid
ledges and crevices between abutting plates or sections which naay retain
moisture. Protective coatings are dependent for their effectiveness on their
type, quality and thickness, but most of all on the degree of care taken in the
preparation of the steel and in the application of the coating.

The mechanisms of corrosion form a special study area, and this is basic to
the proper protection of steeiwork. This area, together with information on
coatings, surface preparation, inspection and maintenance, is discussed in a
CIRJA report"'1 The choice of a protective system usually involves
consultation with experts in this area. The cost of protection varies with
the importance of the structure, its accessibility for maintenance, and the
frequency at which this can be per,nitted without inconvenience to the users.
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ELASTIC SECTION PROPERTIES

SYitli reference to Fig. A2.

Area A =As+Ap

Neutral axis at eentroid, hence;

Ad,.

d,. =4, CD -4-T0Y2A

Is =J,+A5 d-' + (D/2 + T0.'2 —ti,.)2

4
Note: the foimuia for 5, ignores the effect of the rool fillets associated with
rolled exact values can be obtained from the SO publication
Sieelwo,'k Destgti, vol.1 • Section properties, member capacities. These
formulae apply only when the neutral axis of the combined section lies in the
web depth. If the ncutral axis lies within ihe flange of the I-section, the
vanous section properties would need to be determined from first principles.

'4

314 STRUCTURAL STEELWORI( DESIGN TO 885050

I 2. Fire protection

13. Fire engtneenng

14. Fire engineenng

5. Corrosion
protection

Haigh II'. (1982) Pointing Steelwork. CIRIA
report no, 93

APPENDIX A

PLASTIC SECTION PROPERTIES

With reference to Fig. Al.

Area A =A, +4
Neutrnl axis at position of equal area above antI below it, hence:

=A,/2 —
=4,121

5, = 24, dç+ td'/4
5, (tic— d0) +A1 (d12 — d0)212

+/ tdI2 +d0)212 +4 (D/2±
(D/2+

(D12+T,,/2—d,,)
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APPENDIX B

Area Neutral

___________

combined
axis 01

Rolled section
properliesA, S,

Rolled section
properties A3,

A RAPID METHOD FOR ASSESSMENT OF p. FACTOR

The following method gives an assessment of a, (the stress distribution
factor) for a typical Bntish haunch detail where a UB cutting of the same
section as the rafter is used as the haunch producing a Haunch dcpth of
approxmiatety twice that of the basic rafter section. The resulting value of,,
can be used in the various fonnulae dealing with member buckling, BS 5950,

/ I IN 3N2 4W3 3W4 P4 Ne
it, =

Me =plastic/elastic moment capacity of basic section (p. S. or p, 4)N, =applied factored moments at quarter points (kNni)
It coefficient applied to uniform rafter moment capacity to

produce an estimate of moment capacity at point

[l.45 + —0.20) —0.45)] plastic
—O.20)+O.50(p —0A5)J elastic

= length from intersectIon to point i within haunch
total length of haunch

(a) All compound terms have to be positive, othenvise make zero.
(b) J?,= 1.0 when N, is located in the uniform part of the rafter.
(c) If quarter point coincides with intersection. R,=R,,,,,,.= 1.0.
N) If intersection lies between two quarter poinis then nearest to

Intersection in the uniform section becomes ATM,,, with = i.O.
te) Particular values of ca?i?io be useil in conjunction the

appropnate modulus to evaluate individual stresses.
if) If L l=Lj/cn, ) is less than actual length plus IOU nun, then an

exact check of ii, must be made; see Section 13.8.1.2.

Fig. Al

To
Area .4,

where

NOTES

Examples

These examples are made with reference to plastic conditions; the
corresponding R, values for elastic conditions are noted in parentheses.
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218 APPENDIX B

Adequacy factor, 232, 236
Angle sectiun

design, 188, 255
cleats, 35, 40
compound, 216
deflection, 49
moment capacity, 49
purlins, 42
shear capacity, 48
side rails, 42, 48

Apex connection
see ponal frame

Axial compression. SI, 84, 195

Base plaie

see column bases

Beam
laterally restrained, 29, 32

local moment capacity, 30, 84

member buckling, 31

secondaty, 36

unrestrained, 29, 36, 55

Beanng pressure, 95, 99, 219, 276

Bending strength, 31

Bolt

sizes, 32

capacities, 257

grade 8.8, 257

hulding down, 95, 100, 219, 276

1-ISFO, 69, 257
loads, 35, 98, 102. 103

Braced bays

load, 170, 196

l3ractng,65, 113—116, 119

connections, 2 14

furces, 113, 190

gable, 115, 205, 265

in-plane, 273

multi-storey, 114, 119

rafter, 196—202, 274

stogle-storey, 115

sysiems,64, 114, 115,265

vertical/side, 115, 116, 119,

196—204

British Standard

BS 2573, 52

BS 4360, 8, 10

BS 5400, 6, 123, 159

035950,5,6, 13, 123

OS 6399,7, 16,53

Bntile fracture, 6, 100, 159

Buckling

modes of failure, 29, 82—83

parameter, 29

resistance, 29, 31, 38, 45, 5!, 58

simple design, 30

see 0150 member buckling

Capacity, 9

Channel section

buckling resistance, 45

deflectioti, 47, 49

moment capacity, 45, 49

shear capacity, 44, 48

Chord

see lattice girder

site trtl5S

Clailding, 42, 165, 166, Ill

Classification ofsections, 10, 31 181

compact, 31, 386

plastic, 30, 181

scmi-cnmpact, 3 I, 186

slender, 31, 181

Coexistent shear, 30

Culd'fonned sections, 42. Ill, 228

Column member, 80, 191, 217, 243,

296

axial compressIon, 8 I

bases, 94—96, 99, 218, 275

banened, SI

brackets, 96—98, 101—103

design, 85

laced, 81,91

local capacity, 84, 194

member buckling, 85, 194

slendensess, 82

Compact section

see classification
Composite

beams, 106, 110,286,791

constn,ciion, lOS, 281

deflectioms, 109, 112

floor/roof slab, lOS, 110

local shear, 108

niumeni capacity, 106, I I

shear capacity, 106, III

shear connectors, 107. III

slab, 110

tr,insfonned section, 109, 287

Conspresston resistance, 69, 183,

186, lBS

Concrete slab, IS, 32

Connections

apex, see portal frame

design nf bolts, 32, 35, 39,

10 1—103

eaves, see portal frame

eccentric, 70, 83

lattice girder, 205—212

site splices, 212

tmss, 70, 71,75

web cleats, 34, 39, 300

Continuous spans. 49

loading, IS

Corrosion protection, 224, 313

Cost consideration, 164, 312

Crane girder, 52

bracing, 116

bracket, 102, 103

braking load. 53, 55

crab; crabbing. 53

diaphragm, 58

dynamic effects, 17. 53

loading on, 17,54

overhead, 53

surge, 52, 55

surge girder, 61—63

web bcanng, 60, 62

web buckling, 59. 62

wheel loading. 52, 55

Dead load

see load
Deflection, ID, 34, 39, 47, 49, 51, 60,

62, 76, 124, 159, 223

linsits, II, 31

Design exansples

bracing, 116, 119

column — indusinal btulding, 85

crane girder bracket, 101

composite beam. 110

continuous spans, 8

gable wtnd girder, 116

gantry girder. 17,55,61

laced column, 91

lattice girder, 76

multi.span purlins, 49

multi—storey wuid bracing, 119

plate girder. 125, 129, 135, 145

portal frame loading, 21

porhins, 43

restrained beans, 32

side rails, 47

INDEXSpecial case, when restrained length equals haunch length, with

reference to Fig. 131:

Ri = [1.45 + 0.90(1.00—0.20) + 0.70(1.00 — 0.45)= 2.555 (2.395)

= [1.45 + 0.90(0.75—0.20) + 0.70 (0.75 —0.45)= 2.155 (2.107)

Ra = [1.45 + 0.90(0.50— 0.20) + 0.70(0.50 0.45) 1.755 (1.820)
R4=[l.45+0.90(0.25—0.20)+0.70(0.25—0.45)=1.495 (1.632)
Rs=Ri,ner=L00 (1.00)

2. With reference to Fig. 132:

=[l.45 +0.90(I.00—0.20)+0.70(l .00—0.45)=2.555 (2.395)
= [1.45 + 0.90(0.67 —0.20)+ 0.70(0.67 —0.45) = 2.027 (2.015)

R3 = [1.45 + 0.90(0.33 —0.20)+ 0.70(0.33 —0.45)= 1.567 (1.684)
R4=l.00 (1,00)
R5= 1.00 (1.00)

3. With reference to Fig. B3:

R=[l.45+0.90(l.00—0.20)+0.70(l.00—0.45)=2.555 (2.395)
= [1.45 + 0.90(0.63—0.20) + 0.70(0.63 — 0.45)= 1.963 (5.970)

R3=[l.45+0.90(0.25—0.20)+0.70(0.25—0.45)=1.495 (1.632)
Ri=Rinier= 1.00 (1.00)
R5=3.00 (1.00)
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320 INDEX

slab base, 99
iruss w its sloping rafter 71
unstraincd beam, 36

Design of complete buildings
single-storey building,

see lanice girder
see portal frame

muiti-storey building,
see composite construction

Design requirements. S
Design strength. ID, 30
Deisiling pracuce, 305
Diagonal braces, 255
Drawings. 2, 307

connection details, 310
construction, 308
ttibncation, 308
general arrangement, 308

Durability, 6

connection, 256
:aves tic, 205, 274

5, I 64

iffectivc area, 69, 187
iffective Length, 29, 244

nsodulus, 30
calculation, 315

:nd plate, 256
hole positions, 256, 264
thickness, 258, 264
welds, 257

:quivalent moment factor, 30, 31.
38, 134, 244, 249, 253

:quivalent slenderness, 30
:rcction, 4,50,312

abncation processes
bending and fonning, 306
coning and drilling, 4, 306
paintiiig, 305, 307
surface preparation, 305, 313
welding, 307

atigue, 6
ire: lire protection, 167, 223, 312
orce

coefficients, 21. 24, 169
consponenis, 44

oondation block, 219, 277
ramc stability, 242
nctional drag forces, 170

able
edge beams, 266
framing, 205, 265
posts, 66, 115, 197, 205, 270

anti)' girder
loading, 17

'osset plate, 70

Gutter, 167, 191, 275

Flauncised members
see portal frame

Holding down bolts
see bolts

Imposed load
see load

Influence lines
momeist, 19, 54
shear, 20

Lacings, 93
Lateral restraint, 29, 38, 45, 49, 243,

245; 252, 255
Lateral torsional instability, 29, 31,

46, 243
Lanicd girder, 61, 66, 76, 163, 174

analysis, 66, 176—180
bottom elsord, 185
bracing, 196

forces, 199
rafter, 99—201

vertical, 200—204
wind, 199—202

column bases, 218
connections, 207—214
diagonal mensbers, 188
eaves tie, 196, 205
foundation block

load cases, 219
wind uplift, 219—221

gable posts, 196, 205
general details, 164, 205
load cases, 176, 192, 219
longitudinal tie, 186, 199, 204,

214
nsain colunsn, 191
member forces, 176—180
overall siability, 96
preliminary decisions, 165
purlins and sheeting rails, 170
self weight assessment, 167, 190
site splices, 180, 211
top chord, 181
wind suction, I 85

Layout of calculations, II
drawings, 12
references, 12
results, 12
sketches, II

Load, 32, 36, 66, 222
coefficients, 24
combinations, 7, 16, 24, 25. 86,

76, 392, 219, 235
crane wheel, 54, 55

-dead,?, IS, 167, 229

disteibution, 7
imposed, 16
paitens, 19, 20
snow, 7, 16, 167
transfer, 7
wind, 16, 167, 235, 283

Local buckling, 31, 181, 231
Local capacity, 30, 84, 89, 91, 182,

194

Longitudinal tie, 183, 203, 212

Member buckling, 85, 89, 92. 182,
194, 243, 245, 250, 252
apex region, 252—254
hatsnclsed rafter, 245

Modulus
elastic, 30, 315
plastic, 30, 335'

Moment
capacity, 30, 33, 37, 45, 49, 50, 57,

62. 89, 127, 129
coefficients, 21,24

Moms stiffener
see shear stiffennig

Movement joints, 3 II
Multi-storey office block

see composite constructton

Notional load, 113, 257, 281

Other considerations, 155, 222, 279
bnttlc fracture, 159
corrosion, 224
deflections, 223
erection, 159
fatigue, 159
fire, 223
general, 224
loading, 222
temperature, 159
transportation, 159

Overall buckling
see member buckling

Overall stability of buildings, 196.
273 —2 7 9

Partial safety factors, 7
Plastic analysis. 26, 229—242
Plastic modulus, 232

calculation, 315
Plastic moment capacity, 30, 229:

231

axial load effect, 732, 244, 253
Plate girder, 121

anchor fnrcc, 144
aspect ratio. 123, 135—138
design, 124
end post, 145, 151—155

moment capacity, 127, 129
other consideratioti's, 155
shear resistance, 126, 130
stiffened, 135, 145
stiffeners.

end beanng. 123, 133, 142, 151
intermediate, 123, 135, 139,

348

load carrying, 123, l3t, 140,
149

tension field action, 143—145
unstiffened, 124, 129
web panel, 123
welds, 127. 132, 134, 140, 142,

143, 154

plates, 122
wide flats, 122

Portal frame, 226
adequacy factor, 232, 236
apex connection, 263, 264
bracing systems, 265, 273
collapse mechamsm. 230,

233—243

column base, 275
column design, 243
computer analysis, 237
design of frame, 229, 240
eaves connection, 256—263
end plate design, 256—259
foundation block, 277

load cases, 277
gable connections, 272
gable framing, 266—273
gable pnsts, 270—273
haunch length, 234, 241
lateral restraints, 255
loading, 21, 229
member bockling, 243—254, 272
member sizes, 232, 240
overall stability, 273—279
pinned bases, 229, 275
plastic moment distribution, 234,

237, 238, 241
preliminaiy member size, 230
purlin and side rails, 228
rafter design, 231, 240
reversed wind condition, 235
shear stiffening, 260

Pressure coefficients, 22, 168—170
Profiled sheeting, lOS, 283
Purlin, 42, 43, 66

design, 43, 170—173. 228
effective lengths, 4 I
multi-span, 49
table, 172

Rafter bracing, 201, 265
Reduced design strength, 182, 215
Resistance, 9
Restraints, 38, 61, 82, 116, 182, 191,

205, 243—245, 250, 254
Rotation capacity, 250

Sag rods, 43, 173
Semi-compact section, 31, 186
Servtcrability limit state, 6
Shape factor, 237
Shear

capacity, 30, 33, 37, 44. 48, 57, 61,
106. 126, 261

connectors, lOS, 107, 108
resistance, 130, 136—138, 146—148
stiffening, 261

Sheeting/side rails. 42
spacing, Ill, 228, 240
table, 172

Single-storey structure
see lattice girder
see portal frame

Slender section, 31, 181
Slenderness, 82, 181—184

correction factor, 29
equivalent factor, 30
minor axis, 29
truss members, 67—69

Snap-through instability, 242
Stairs, 284, 285
Steel grades, 10
Steel section properttes, 4
Strength, 9
Strength reduction factor, 182, 215
Stress, 9
Stress distribution factor, 247

rapid assessment of, 248, 317
Structural inmcgnty, 6
Sway stability, II], 242

tndes 321

Tee-sectton design, 73, 181—185
Tension capacity, 69, 187, 189
Tension flaisgc restraint, 246
Torsional inda, 29
Transponatiun, I 80, 224
Truss, 65, 66, 73, 114

analysts, 66, 72, 77, 117
chord, 77, 118
compression resistance, 69, 74
connections, 70, 75, 78
continuous strut, 68
deflection, 76
diagonal mctnhers, 78, 118
discontinuous strut, 68
hipped, 65
lattice girder, 65, 76
mansard, 66
slenderness of member, 67
tension capacity. 69
vicrendeci, 66

Tubular members, 76, 166, 201—205

Vertical braciog, 114, 198. 203, 273
Vibration, 6

Web
beanng, 31, 60, 62 128

buckling, 31. 59, 62, 128, 131,
140, 49

Weld
capacity, 32
group design. 207—210
sizes, 32

Wind
bracing, 13—115, t96—204, 265,

274, 301
design case, 22, 167, 92—194,

198—200, 235
dmg force, I 70, 200, 273
force coefficients, 169
girder, 115, 199.205
pressure coefficients, 16, 22, 168,

169

speed, 21, 368
suction, 43, 46, 85

frame action, 226, 283, 303

Yield moment, 234

Plate sizes
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